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the Acoustics and Optical Sciences Divisions. This
photograph is a visual representation of the separate
coils of a prototype fiber-optic hydrophone sensor
array illuminated with different colors. The sensor
array will actually operate in the infrared (T. Hickman;
photo by M. Savell and D. Boyd).
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REVIEW
NRL presents in this Review highlights of the unclassified research

and development programs for calendar year 1984. This book fulfills a dual
purpose: it provides an exchange of information among scientists, engineers,
scholars, and managers; and it is used in recruiting science and engineering
professionals. As you read this Review, you will become even more aware
that the Laboratory is a dynamic team working together to promote the pro-
grams, progress, and innovations that will continue to foster discoveries,
inventiveness, and scientiic advances for the Navy of the future.
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The Naval Research
Laboratory, located in
southwest Washington,
DC, has grown from the
original five small
buildings and a NO
dozen or so scientists
to today's approximately
150 buildings and
3200 researchers and
support personnel



THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

"I believe [that] the Government should maintain a great research laboratory,
jointly under military and naval and civilian control. In this could be developed
the continually increasing possibilities of ... all the technique of naval progres-
sion

"When the time came, if it ever did, we could take advantage of the
knowledge gained through this research work and quickly produce the very
latest and most efficient instruments

Thomas A. Edison
The New York Times Magazine

May 30, 1915

3 NRL's Top Management Discusses the Navy's
Corporate Laboratory:
An Interview with the Commanding Officer and

1" the Director of Research "

11 NRL-Our Heritage, NRL Today, NRL in the Future

45 Highlights of NRL Research in 1984
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NRL'S TOP MANAGEMEN T DISCUSSES THE
NAVY'S CORPORATE LABORATORY

An Interview with the Commanding Officer
and the Director of Research

41.

As the corporate research laboratory of the Navy, NRL's mission is to devote its resources to a
broad-spectrum approach to the basic technological research and development that will improve the
overall effectiveness of tomorrow's Navy. The most precious resource that NRL has to accomplish this
mission is its people whose diligence and devotion to science and engineering over the past 62 years
have made NRL a respected laboratory possessing an enviable reputation. NRL is people engaged in
creative enterprise. The Laboratory's success begins with a single scientist or a small group of research-

* ers with ideas and goals fostered by the diverse scientific interactions that occur among our divisions.
These ideas flourish with the backing of a well-managed scientific and support organization whose per-
sonnel put a premium on excellence and create a climate for inventiveness.

* The NRL Review highlights this inventiveness. Published in its present form since 1967, the
Reviews annually report NRL's unclassified research. Although not comprehensive in scope, the
selected work described here demonstrates the broad technological base of research conducted at NRL.

Since one purpose of this publication is to provide an exchange of information among scientists,
engineers, scholars, and scientific managers, the editors of this year's Review sought to foster that
exchange by conducting an interview with Captain James O'Donovan, NRL's Commanding Officer, and
Dr. Timothy Coffey, NRL's Director of Research. This interview highlights the Laboratory's unique
qualities, NRL's R&D programs, its facilities, and their applications, the opportunities the Laboratory
offers professionals-, and some thoughts on the future of NRL.
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NRL-An Overview

Review: NRL is the Navy's cor-
porate research laboratory and a
center of excellence in the areas of
space research, tactical electronic
warfare, microelectronics R&D,
artificial intelligence, and fire
suppression. How do you feel
about NRL? What are some of its
major qualities?

Dr. Coffey: NRL is a unique insti-
tution. To my knowledge, there is
no other laboratory in the Western
World with the breadth of programs
that exist at NRL. One of the
amazing attributes of the Labora-
tory is that it has been able to
achieve technical excellence in
most of the research areas we're A
involved in. Although I would like
to claim that it has been manage-
ment that has led to this success,
I think in reality it is due to cir-
cumstances of history and a rather
peculiar chemistry which is opera-
tive here. It is unlikely that you
could start over again and create
another NRL as we know it today.

Captain O'Donovan: I'd like to kinds of excellence you see here. magic that is NRL. So my first
add that I think it's important you NRL is excellent because it is a impressions were a constant exhil-
have singled out areas of excellence naval research laboratory. aration of finding all these wonder-
that are relevant to Navy interest. ful things-and I'm still discover-
Certainly I feel NRL is a very fun- Review: Captain O'Donovan, ing.
damental key element in the Navy you've been here only a few Coming in at the top of this
community. It is unique, and it is months. What were your initial organization is a rare privilege that
an excellent Navy resource. Since impressions, and have they few people ever have. Most people
I've been here, I've observed a changed since you came? external to NRL really don't under-
custom of everybody pulling to- stand the interdisciplinary aspect
gether to create that excellence. Captain O'Donovan: My initial of the Lab either. The way we
The Navy is a demanding customer impressions were somewhat nar- develop technical consortia at the
with a challenging mission, and this row, driven by the viewpoint of principal investigator level among
drives the kinds of research you see where I sat at the time. As one several research divisions is
here. If we were a commercial of the customers looking at the tremendously exciting to experi-
activity, we would be very focused Laboratory, I saw only that part ence, and to see the enthusiasm
in a product line or in the base of of NRL that I was interested in. that these scientists bring to the
the market that is trying to be Because of its breadth, there's no consortia conveys great confidence
reached. We don't do that here at way that someone external to NRL in the ability of NRL to success-
NRL. We have to be broad enough can ever understand all that goes fully tackle tough multidisciplinary
in scope to meet the mission of the on here. You have to be a part of jobs effectively. You don't appreci-
global Navy, and that drives the this Laboratory to understand the ate that unless you're here.
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course, will tell whether our judg-
ment is correct.

An area where the Laboratory
program is driven by the immediate
requirements of naval systems is
the NRL radar program. The Lab
conducts an extensive program of
advanced radar research in response
to the ever-expanding requirements
of naval radar, for air, sea, or
space. Interestingly, radar has
remained an active area at NRL to
maintain the "corporat.e memory"

-, for the Navy. Radar is also an area..:, T& may NJU
- where the Lab has been and will be

.hcalled on as a national resource in
--"ow~ra at dw p " times of crisis.

5. -+,ctto l in v-estg or
Seve amom * al Review: NRL receives about
research dbi~als Is $60M a year from ONR [Office of

Naval Research] to support basic
research. What do you view the

to lejwrknw m  
purpose of this money to be?

. Dr. Coffey: The Lab obtains its
funding through an annual proposal
to ONR to support scientific and

.,* .- *engineering research which is quite
basic in nature. Once the proposal
is approved by the ONR corporate
board, we are bound to exercise the

R&I) Programs, petence in areas that the Navy or program; if we choose to modify it,
Facilities, nd the nation may need to call on in we must go back to the board. To

times of need. The metric which is understand the purpose of the pro-
Applications used to judge the products pro- gram, you have to look at the Lab's

duced is different for each of these mission: we are chartered to act as
Review: Why does NRL pursue types of research. the corporate research laboratory
particular areas of research? To push back the frontiers of for the Navy. To fulfill this mis-
Where could they lead in the science, for example, we are initiat- sion, it is essential that NRL retain
future? ing new programs in biomaterials a cadre of outstanding scientific

technology-a rather new wrinkle personnel in areas that are believed
Dr. Coffey: There are, of course, on materials research, an area to be of long-term interest or

. various reasons why NRL under- where NRL has been very active potential interest to the Department
takes particular areas of research. since the foundation of the Labora- of the Navy. The ONR basic
In some cases it is to push back the tory. We believe that the physical research program at NRL is a major
frontiers of understanding in areas sciences orientation of the Lab, component in the preservation and
that are of long-term interest to the combined with our outstanding maintenance of this cadre of scien-
Department of the Navy or DoD. analytical tools and the revolution- tific talent.
In other cases we are pursuing ary advances that have occurred In the program which we an-
research that is driven by immedi- in biomolecular engineering exter- nually propose to ONR, we strive
ate and identified naval needs. In nal to NRL, will make a marriage for a balance of approximately 70%
still other cases we have a corporate that leads to profound advances of of the program in areas of long-
responsibility to maintain com- interest to the Navy. Time, of term scientific endeavor, and about
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30% addressing more near-term simulators, and a thermal vacuum
research topics. Our basic research chamber capable of housing a shut-
program does not have an emphasis tie pallet for space-qualifying shut-
on the development of systems. It tie payloads.

- .is. however, driven by what we per- * The Central Target Simu-
ceive to he the future requirements lator is a very large anechoic
of the Navy. The success of this 4chamber, fully instrumented with
aspect of our basic research pro- microwave sources, receivers, and
gram can. of course, be judged only necessary computers to simulate
in retrospect. I believe if you look .. relistic electronic warfare environ-

*back at the history of NRL, you ments and their effect on actual
will conclude that the Lab's basic " military hardware. It is a major
research investment strategy has onent of the laboratory's elec-
paid off handsomely for the Navy. ' . tronic warfare simulation capabili-
The scientific quality of our basictis
research program can, of course, SGamble 11 is a major high-
be judged on a more near-term curre~nt (MA), high-voltage (MV)
basis. One need only examine accelerator that was developed
the number of invited papers at facilities. There are, of course, a under DNA [Defense Nuclear
scientific meetings, the papers pub- number of major facilities that Agency] sponsorship to prove that
lished in refereed journals, and the come to mind. Among these are: low-impedance accelerators such as
election of NRL employees to fel- the Cray X-MP supercomputer-, the this were possible. This technology
lowships and professional societies Spacecraft Checkout Facility-, the has since been transitioned to in-
to conclude that the Lab isdoing Central Target Simulator-, the Gain- dustry and picked up by a number
quite well in a peer review sense. ble 11 Electron Accelerator; the Fire of other government laboratories.

I Fire Simulator;, the Microelectron- The machine is now used to con-
Captain O'Donovan: One thing ics Processing Facility; and the Lab- duct research on high-current
that I must note is the rigor with oratory's P-3 aircraft. diodes and high-current electron
which that annual ONR proposal is 0 The Cray X-MP supercom- and ion beams. We expect in the
assembled and the integrity with puter places NRL at the forefront near future that DNA will construct
which it is reviewed. I don't think of large-scale scientific computing, another major facility at NRL to
there is a parallel anywhere else in This computer represents the state demonstrate the feasibility of a new
the Department of the Navy. That of the art in general purpose super- generation of pulse-power devices.

3speaks well for the payoff, and I computers and will be a major vehi- 0 The Fire I Fire Simulator is
think it's a handsome payoff. cle for bringing the power of super- a unique vehicle for studying the

computing to the Laboratory's spread of fire and the suppression
Review: How do NRL's facilities research, technology, and engineer- of fire in enclosed spaces. This
support the Navy and the nation's ing programs. facility has proved to be an ex-
science and engineering effort? 0 The Spacecraft Checkout tremely important vehicle for

Facility is the only DoD in-house understanding fires and environ-

Dr. Coffey: It is difficult in the facility capable of fully qualifying ments of interest to the U.S. Navy.
ment on all of NRL's important number of clean rooms, vibration cessing Facility is a major tool in

6
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of Fleet operation. For example,
CBD [Chesapeake Bay Detach-
ment] can perform, in microcosm
and under controlled conditions,
weapons and electronic warfare
effectiveness demonstrations that
just could not be performed repeat-
edly at sea with aircraft and ships.
Without NRL's capabilities in test-
ing and evaluation, these large-scale2:- ~ field demonstrations would tie up
vast resources and present a

the Laboratory's electronics tech- tremendous expense-an expense requirements can often be in con-
nology program. It is capable of the Navy can ill-afford. So in that flict with each other. I believe the
generating micron-scale electron sense, we perform very valuable Lab has done a reasonable job over
devices and is used to test basic direct Fleet support research that the years in balancing these
ideas in electron device technology, will be enhanced in the future with requirements. Much of our activity
to demonstrate concepts, and to the renovation program and mili- in direct support of the Fleet occurs

fabricate small quantities of devices tary construction initiative, in the space systems area, the elec-
used in the Laboratory's research tronic warfare area, the radar area,
and technology programs. Without Dr. Coffey: I'd like to add that and the fire suppression area. Our
this facility, we would have great NRL is in the peculiar position of activities in support of the Fleet
difficulty discharging our responsi- having dual responsibilities. On the vary from participating in the actual
bilities in the area of electronics one hand, it is expected to maintain operation of assets that support the
technology, the role of corporate research labo- Fleet, to providing technical experts

- NRL's P-3 aircraft repre- ratory and thereby protect the on a quick reaction basis, to assist-
sent a major asset for conducting Navy's long-term research in- ing the Fleet in resolving immedi-
the Laboratory's field programs. terests, while on the other hand it ate critical technical problems. I
The standard ASW [antisubmarine is expected to respond as needed to expect this situation to continue in
warfare] payload has been removed near-term Navy needs. These the future.
from these aircraft, and they have
been reconfigured to allow the
relatively rapid introduction of
scientific and research instrumenta-
tion for a large number of applica-
tions from such areas as atmo-
spheric physics to the testing of
electronic warfare concepts.

There are, of course, num-
erous other facilities which are
perhaps smaller in scale than those
listed above but nevertheless are
critical components of the Lab-
oratory's research and technology

- program.

Review: What is NRL doing to
• .- support the Fleet directly? What

can it continue to do?

Captain O'Donovan: One thing
that is often overlooked is the capa-...
bility that NRL brings to the Fleet
test and evaluation environment to
simulate and model the real world

7



Professionals young in spirit. In addition, profes- national scale and then on the
sionals coming in have the ability national level. On the internationalat NRL and Their to work with established scientists, level, most major universities and

Opportunities and if they choose to leave, they other government laboratories view
leave more marketable than they NRL as one of the great research

Review: What are the short- and would have been if they had not institutions of the world. I person-
long-range impacts and benefits to come to NRL. ally observed this in foreign coun-
NRL of hiring new professionals? tries where I was asked what has
Why would NRL be a good place Captain O'Donovan: Why would made NRL such a good laboratory
for new professionals to begin a NRL be a c Ad place for new pro- for such a long time. We're talking
career? fessionals to pursue a career here? about a period that spans all of

Well, where else could you interact modern technology-the 62 years
Dr. Coffey: The Lab feels we professionally and rub elbows with that the Lab has been in existence.
need to populate the institution some of the world-class physicists, During that time, its record has
with a larger number of people chemists, computer scientists, and been consistently one of outstand-
who are recent recipients of bach- radar experts and work in preem- ing performance. The Eastern bloc
elors degrees or masters degrees inent facilities in some of these countries are perhaps even more
in the scientific or engineering areas? I believe these features are mystified by NRL's long-term suc-
disciplines-but not at the expense very important, and we should use cess than are the Western bloc
of the senior or the doctoral them to recruit top professionals. countries.
recruitment. It is not a tradeoff, In the U.S., we're more
but more like a balancing of the Review: The Laboratory's ability competitive with other labs. Here,
professional staff. What are the to respond rapidly to R&D needs, I believe most other research and
short-term impacts? On the nega- its broad expertise, and an orien- scientific institutions view the
tive side, the senior laboratory pro- tation toward more basic research Naval Research Laboratory with
fessionals are going to have to make NRL important to the Navy. respect, just as NRL views with
invest some time and effort in spin- But how is NRL perceived by respect many of the other major
ning these individuals up to a point other research laboratories and research institutions in this country.
where they can be a positive asset scientific institutions?
to our programs. On the positive Captain O'Donovan: I might add,
side, there is nothing like the vital- Dr. Coffey: I think you need to coming in from a systems com-
ity and enthusiasm of young people answer that question on the inter- mand environment, that NRL is
to keep an organization alive. We
in Civil Service must face up to the
fact that we are going to have to
invest a certain amount of energy
into what I would call a "grow your
own effort." It is unlikely that we
will ever be one-on-one competi-
tive with the private sector, and if
we're going to have a process of
growth within the Lab, some of
that must occur with people moving

J." into the junior positions and gradu-
A ally gravitating into senior posi-

tions. We will make the necessary
investments to allow our scientists
and engineers to pursue higher

,- degrees by upgrading our facilities
and providing many opportunities
for advanced training and educa-
tion. In the long range, I think
everybody wins. We wind up with
a better balanced workforce and
have a vehicle for keeping the place

8%
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Captain O'Donovan: A practical
answer to that is in all ways. Cer-
tainly we will take the time scale
that we are presented here and
respond according to what is
expected of us. We have to look at
the conditions of the environment
that we're presented with-peace
or war...what's the immediate
need.. .what do we have to draw on
in terms of resources at hand? My
personal impression of the Lab and
what makes it great is that the
trend, if any, is toward allowing the
system to address the challenge
within its own resources. I think
we're better off as a Navy in
managing our material acquisition

viewed as the final authority in Dr. Coffey: It would be next to responsibilities to have not only the
many disciplines-the underwriter's impossible to discuss everything organic basic research capability,
laboratory, if you will-in areas that has come out of collaboration but also the exploratory, advanced
such as chemistry, materials, with other labs and other industry engineering development and good,
software engineering, fiber optics, or academia; there are classic exam- solid, hands-on, systems
and space systems, to mention a pies, however. In the 1930s, NRL, engineering experience to continue
few. With the connotation we all working with industry, provided the the Navy's reputation as a smart
have of an underwriter's laboratory, U.S. Navy with radar. In the 1950s buyer.
we know that when NRL speaks and 1960s, NRL's collaboration
out on a particular issue, that state- with other labs and industry was a Dr. Coffey: If the Laboratory is to
ment is accepted as baseline fact. major component in developing the fulfill its responsibilities, it must
In any community, that's an envi- satellite system that the Navy maintain its in-house technical
able leadership position to be in. depends on for communications. competence. If this competence is
The Navy stands behind that In developing Navy space capabili- lost, then there is no real reason
preeminence right down to the ties in'general, there has been sub- for NRL to exist, and we will not
principal investigator. I think it's stantive interaction between NRL be able to respond to future
important to note that the stability and industry. Our collaboration research requirements. The
of this Lab derives from an organi- generally manifests itself in the Laboratory will, therefore, do what
zation that is not given to doing publication of papers and the gen- is necessary to maintain the techni-
precipitous sorts of things. The eration of ideas, and there's prob- cal competence which puts it in a
Navy comprises a very deliberate, ably no way to quantify the impact position to respond to future
very conservative, very profes- of that relationship, but no doubt, research and future naval require-
sional, and consistently effective it has major impact on the Navy ments. To accomplish this, we
group of men and women with a and the nation. This situation will must ensure that we have the
serious, challenging mission. NRL most certainly continue. NRL is in research facilities to conduct the
reflects that tradition. There's a lot the business of generating ideas, required research. This is a non-
of pride and professionalism at seeing that appropriate ideas are trivial problem since, in some
NRL and no wonder-it's part of carried to the demonstration phase, areas, it involves military construc-
an organization based on pride, pro- and ensuring that those ideas that tion monies and the purchase of
fessionalism, and performance. are important enough are transi- some rather expensive instrumenta-

tioned to organizations that will tion. Nevertheless, I believe the
Review: NRL has collaborated actually provide systems to the Laboratory will continue to recruit
with other Navy and non-Navy Fleet. top professionals and will maintain
laboratories. What are some of its research facilities; and we have
the results of these, and what Review: How will NRL respond tht backing of Navy senior manage- -.

about future collaborations? to future research requirements? ment to see that this happens.
1 9
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THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

Our Heritage

Today, when government and science seem pie, in the discovery and early exploration of the
inextricably linked, when virtually no one ques- ionosphere. In addition, the Laboratory was able
tions the dependence of national defense on the to work gradually toward its goal of becoming a
excellence of national technical capabilities, it is broad-based research facility. By the beginning of
noteworthy that in-house defense research is rela- World War II, five new divisions had been added:
tively new in our Nation's history. The Naval Physical Optics, Chemistry, Metallurgy, Mechan-
Research Laboratory (NRL), the first modern ics and Electricity, and Internal Communications.
research institution created within the United
States Navy, began operations in 1923, just 62 The War Years and Growth: Total -
years ago. employment at the Laboratory jumped from 396

in 1941 to 4400 in 1946, expenditures from $1.7
Thomas Edison's Vision: The first step million to $13.7 million, the number of buildings

came in May 1915, a time when Americans were from 23 to 67, and the number of projects from
deeply worried about the great European war. 200 to about 900. During the war, scientific
Thomas Edison, asked by a New York Times activities necessarily were concentrated almost
correspondent to comment on the conflict, entirely on applied research. New electronics
argued that the Nation should look to science. equipment-radio, radar, sonar-was developed.
"The Government," he proposed in a published Countermeasures were devised. New lubricants
interview, "should maintain a great research were produced, as were antifouling paints, lumi-
laboratory .... In this could be developed ... all nous identification tapes, and a sea marker to
the technique of military and naval progression help save survivors of disasters at sea. A thermal
without any vast expense." Secretary of the Navy diffusion process was conceived and used to sup-
Josephus Daniels seized the opportunity created ply some of the 23SU isotope needed for one of
by Edison's public comments to enlist Edison's the first atomic bombs. Also, a host of new de-
support. He agreed to serve as the head of a new vices that developed from booming wartime
body of civilian experts-the Naval Consulting industry were type-tested and then certified as
Board-to advise the Navy on science and tech- reliable for the fleet.
nology. The Board's most ambitious plan was the
creation of a modern research facility for the NRL Reorganizes for Peace: After the
Navy. Congress allocated $1.5 million for the war, scientific research was widely recognized as a
institution in 1916, but wartime delays and vital national resource, and the Laboratory had a
disagreements within the Naval Consulting Board major and continuing role to play in providing
postponed construction until 1920. such research. When the Office of Naval

The Laboratory's two original divisions, Research was created in 1946, NRL was
Radio and Sound, pioneered in the fields of transferred to this office, NRL thus became the
high-frequency radio and underwater sound prop- corporate research laboratory of the Navy.
agation. They produced communications equip- The demands of this new position required
ment, direction-finding devices, sonar sets, and, substantial reorganization. Rapid expansion had
perhaps most significant of all, the first practical met wartime demands but had left NRL improp-
radar equipment built in this country. They also erly structured to address long-term Navy
performed basic research, participating, for exam- requirements. One major task-neither easily nor 11
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rapidly accomplished-was that of reshaping materials, new numerical techniques, new and
" research. This was accomplished by transform- improved microelectronic devices, and high-

ing a group of largely autonomous scientific divi- energy sources.
sions into a unified institution with a clear mis- One goal has guided NRL's diverse activi-
sion and a fully coordinated research program. ties through the years-to conduct pioneering
The first attempt at reorganization vested power scientific research and development that will pro-
in an executive committee composed of all the vide improved materials, equipment, techniques,
division superintendents. This committee was systems, and operations for the Navy, for the
impracticably large, so in 1949 a civilian director Department of Defense, and for the U.S.
of research was named and given full authority Government.
over the program. Positions for associate direc-
tors were added in 1954. NRL Today

The Breadth of NRL: During the 39 years ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
since the war, the areas of study at the Labora-

. tory have included basic research concerning the The position of NRL within the Navy, illus-
Navy's environment of sea, sky, and space. trated on the organizational chart that appears on
Investigations have ranged widely from page 297 of this Review, is that of a field corn-
monitoring the sun's behavior, to analyzing mand under the Chief of Naval Research.
marine atmospheric conditions, to measuring Heading the Laboratory with joint responsi-
parameters of the deep oceans. Detection and bilities are the naval commanding officer, Capt.
communication capabilities have benefited by James P. O'Donovan, and the civilian director of
research that has exploited new portions of the research, Dr. Timothy Coffey. Staff functions
electromagnetic spectrum, extended ranges to such as security and personnel management fall
outer space, and provided means of transferring within their administration. Line authority passes
information reliably and securely, even through from the commanding officer and the director of
massive jamming. Submarine habitability, lubri- research to five associate directors of research in
cants, shipbuilding materials, fire fighting, along the following areas:
with the study of sound in the sea, have also
been steadfast concerns. * Technical services

The Laboratory has pioneered naval
research into space, from atmospheric probes • General science and technology
with captured V-2 rockets, through direction of 0 Systems research and technology
the Vanguard project-America's first satellite
program-up to involvement in such projects as 0 Material science and component
the Navy Global Positioning System. Today, technology
NRL is the Navy's lead laboratory in space * Space and communications
research, fire research, tactical electronic warfare, technology
microelectronic devices, and artificial intelligence.
NRL has also evaluated new issues, such as the The first of these provides centralized technical
effects of intense radiation and various forms of support; the other four are the research director-
shock and vibration on aircraft, ships, and satel- ates responsible for executing NRL's research
lites. In 1977, NRL studied and identified the and development program. Further details of the
source of the mysterious sonic boom heard along organization of the Laboratory are given on the
the east coast of the United States. And in 1983, organizational chart that appears on page 298 of
NRL helped identify the reason for the failure of this Review.
the first artificial heart and then improved its Financially, NRL operates as a Navy Indus-

* design. NRL has made and continues to make trial Fund activity. This requires that all costs,
important nonmilitary contributions to science including overhead costs, be charged to various

1 2 and technology: development of better composite research projects. Funding for scientific projects
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in 1984 came from the Chief of Naval Research, to the research staff administrative, computer-
the Naval Systems Commands, the Naval aided designing, machining, fabrication, elec-
Material Command, and other government agen- tronic construction, publication, personnel
ties, such as the Defense Advanced Research development, information retrieval, large main-
Projects Agency, the Department of Energy, and frame computer services, and contracting and . -

the National Aeronautics and Space Administra- supply management services.
tion. NRL's relationship to its sponsoring agen- Opportunities for higher education and
cies, both inside and outside the Department of other professional training for NRL employees
Defense, is defined by a comprehensive policy on are available through several programs offered by
interagency support agreements. the Employee Development Branch. These pro-

Besides funding for scientific work, NRL grams provide for graduate work leading to
received Navy monies for general construction, advanced degrees, advanced training, college
maintenance, and operations. In fiscal year 1984, course work, short courses, continuing education,
the Laboratory's budget totaled $391 million, and career counseling. Graduate students, in cer-

tain cases, may use their NRL research for thesis
material.

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT For non-NRL employees, several postdoc-
toral research programs exist. There are also

At the end of 1984, NRL employed 3234 cooperative education agreements with several
personnel-33 military officers, 99 enlisted, and universities, summer and part-time employment
3102 civilians. The research staff of 1946 programs, and various summer and interchange .2%,
employees consists of 681 with doctorates, 319 programs for college faculty members, profes-
with masters degrees, and 506 with bachelors sional consultants, and employees of other
degrees. The 1156-person support staff provides government agencies.

.~

N!_

CAPT John McMorris 11 (left) and CAPT James
O'Donovan join in cutting the cake at the Change of
Command Ceremony on October 26, 1984

13
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NRL has active chapters of Women In Sci- More information on these programs can be
ence and Engineering, Sigma Xi, Toastmaster's found in the Review chapter entitled "Programs
International, and the Federal Executive and Pro- for Professional Development," page 245.
fessional Association. Three personal computer
clubs meet regularly-Edison Atari, NRL IBM- SCIENTIFIC FACILITIES
PC, and Edison Commodore. An amateur radio
club, a wives' club, a musical drama group-the In addition to its main campus of about 130
Showboaters, and several sports clubs are also acres and 152 buildings, NRL maintains 12 other
active. NRL has a recreation club which provides research sites and a Flight Support Detachment.
swimming, sauna, whirlpool bath, gymnasium, The many diverse scientific and technological
and weight-room facilities. The recreation club research and support facilities are described in the
also offers classes in karate, aerobics, swimming, following paragraphs.
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

A community outreach program at NRL
provides tutoring for local students, science fair Research Facilities

judging, participation in high school and college * Space
career day programs, an art and essay contest dur-
ing Black History Month, and a Christmas party NRL has been a major center for space
with donated gifts for disadvantaged children. research and technology since the late 1940s, pro-

NRL has an active, growing Credit Union viding technical expertise and guidance for the
with assets of $69 million. A day-care center is nation's civilian and military space programs.
located near one of the gates to NRL, and public NRL's space science facilities include the E.O.
transportation to NRL is provided by Metrobus. Hulburt Center for Space Research, the 26-m (85

1.

N --

"o

Kon Tran (left) and Darrell King of the Space Science Division make adjustments on the

14 Mark II far-ultraviolet camera planned for flight as NASA's Spartan-3 shuttle payload
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Sft), high-precision radio telescope at Maryland

Point, and antennas for radio astronomy.

0 Space Systems

In its role as a center of excellence for space

research, NRL establishes and supports the
development of spacecraft and systems that use
these spacecraft. The Space Systems and Tech-

d . nology Division designs, builds, analyzes, tests,
and operates spacecraft, as well as identifies and
conducts promising research to improve space-
craft and their support systems. Division facili-

ties that support this work include large and small
anechoic electromagnetic chambers, clean rooms,

N'.: shock and vibration facilities, an acoustic rever-
S beration chamber, a spin balance facility, large

A Gyrodynamics Motion Simulator (GMS), believed to be and small thermal/vacuum test chambers, and
the largest in the USA, is shown inside NRL's 16-foot- modal analysis test facilities. These facilities pro-
diameter vacuum chamber vide NRL with the capability of testing and

space-qualifying spacecraft payloads of any weight
and size that can be launched by the space shuttle
transportation system. This Division also has a
31-m, computer-controlled wind and wave tank

The Space Ultraviolet Radiation Environment (SURE)
experiment, in its Get Away Special (GAS) canister, flies
attached to the outside of the shuttle bay. SURE
observes extreme and far ultraviolet spectroscopic emis-
sions from constituents in the earth's ionosphere.

Mr. Peter G. Wilhelm, Superintendent of the Space Systems
and Technology Division has been named Director, Naval
Space Technology Center (NSTC). This center was estab-
lished to preserve and enhance a strong technology base

and to provide expert assistance in the development and acquisition of space systems which support
naval missions. NRL was selected for this role because of its long and successful involvement in space-
related activities, in which Mr. Wilhelm has been a key contributor and leader and also because of NRL's
broadly based science and technology expertise. Seven other divisions at NRL, as well as other Navy and 15
Government organizations, will participate in the NSTC. 15
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Blue (459 nm) laser beam pro- .N

duced by nonlinear mixing of
yellow and infrared Raman laser
beams generated in methane
cells by using a solid-state neo-
dymium pump laser. One appli- %

cation for this laser is under-
water communication with sub-
mersibles (R. Burnham).

Thermal infrared image of clouds above
mountains, taken looking straight down from a
high-altitude aircraft. The pseudocolor treat-
ment of the image shows the hottest parts of
the mountain slopes in red and orange, the
cooter slopes and stream beds in yellow and

-V -green, and the clouds, which are cold, in blue,
purple, and black (N. Stone).

* b.

Gross evolution of a high-speed barium cloud injected across the geomagnetic field in the ionospheric F
region. The red circles represent the position of the neutral barium vapor, and the colored contours of the
left photo (from left to right) denote the integrated Pedersen conductivity at times t = 1, 9, 17, and 25 s;
the colored contours of the right photo denote the electrostatic potential at times t = 1, 9, 17, and 25 s

16 (H Mitchell).
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This pattern was computed by using a
one-dimensional cellular automata rule
which gives the next value (1 or 0) at a cell
based on the sum of the previous values at
that cell and the two adjacent cells. The
initial conditions are shown as the top line,
and the subsequent evolution develops
downward. Cellular automata are important
because they illuminate how nature can
generate incredibly complex phenomena
and global patterns from very simple local
laws (J. Boris and E. Oran). %

A geographical representation of a missile/ship engagement simu-
lated in the NRL Central Target Simulator (CTS) is displayed in

geometrically accurate real-time images. Electrical data from the
simulation are superimposed onto a representation of the real-world
coordinate system and scenario of seascape, ships, and chaff
clouds. The single red line flanked by two blue lines indicates the r."
boresight and 3 dB beam width of the seeker's antenna. The helical
pattern of yellow to white spots represents a chaff cloud (A.
DiMatessa).

N..

Color-encoded contour plots of the gas One anvil from a diamond-anvil,
density profiles from four successive high-pressure cell. Using this
snapshots of a cylindrical gas jet are shown device, NRL scientists have set
from left to right. The axis of symmetry is on world records both at very low
the left as the jet enters quiescent air at the temperatures (100,000 atm at
bottom and moves upward. The transition to 0.03K) and at very high tem-
turbulence is indicated by the growing peratures (50,000 atm at
vortices (yellow and green) (J Boris and E. 1500K). The blue laser beam
Oran) emanating from the diamond is

used to both align the cell and
to measure the pressure (E
Skelton). 17

17
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Reflections from crystalline defects and ir- Visual display of the progress (represented by
regularities (the Nomarski effect) are much white dots) of a parallel adaptive search algo-
more visible in color. These defects are rithm developed by artificial intelligence
observed in a 1100) oriented water of indium researchers to find global optima in complex,
phosphide after etching in a hydrobromic and multipeaked search spaces (represented by
acetic acid solution. Dislocations on either red surfaces) (K. DeJong).
side of the twin lamina produce rectangular
etch pits whereas dislocations intersecting
the twin lamina produce distorted etch pits (R.
Henry and H. Lessoff).

Dr. Ken Levin, of the Optical Sciences Division, Experimental set-up simulating the high-
passes a laser beam through an optical fiber coil temperature, fatigue damage conditions
to evaluate a fluoropolymer coating on the fiber. experienced by Navy engine turbine blades
This coating protects the fiber from water intrusion (K. Sadananda)
and has a low index of refraction that aids in light
containment. The orange glow on the spool is the
very small residual light leakage from the fiber

1 8 coils IG Sigel and J Griffith).

..
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NRL's full sky X-ray map, produced
by the HEAO Al experiment, shows
842 sources displayed in galactic

% coordinates. Dot radius is propor-
tional to logarithm of source inten-
sity Sources include active galactic
nuclei (AGN), clusters of galaxies,
supernova remnants (SNR), accret-
ing objects in binary systems, and
coronae of normal stars. Identifica-
tion work continues (K. Wood).

The orange-yellow structure in the lucite
block, a Lichtenberg tree named after the
physicist who first observed them, can quite

properly be termed "frozen lightning." It
occurs when the lucite is irradiated by an
intense electron beam (depicted by gray
waves generated by NRL's linear accelerator

"- (LINAC)). During irradiation, the air around
the lucite is ionized producing the blue-green
glow (R. Farr).

% - ,6'

Computer-generated infrared image Two-dimensional axisymmetric flow from an explosion in a barrel
of a perfectly reflecting sphere float- The axis is the left border of the figures, and the grey wall in the

* -ing in the ocean with the sun setting center is heavy and rigid, confining the explosion until it reaches the
near the horizon. The model used end of the barrel. Free of the barrel, the flow begins expanding as a
for this image allows multiple roughly spherical blast wave Left and center: Each color represents
scattering by a realistic distribution a different range of density values in the flow. The leading shock is
of ocean waves and includes the followed by a rarefaction and a recompression. The shock is strong-
sun and sky infrared emission. The est moving along the axis and drops to zero just outside the b--ret
yellow speckles in the water are sun Right: The same problem is shown to a different scale at a ai. h
glint This is a simple test -ase for a later time. Each color now shows a range of axial (upwa- ,do
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%'

Technician prepares a propellant tank for materials compatibility testing

at the Materials Compatibility Test Facility located at Blossom Point, MD

and special airborne instrumentation for develop--
ing electromagnetic remote sensing systems;, a

facility for long-term testing of satellite clock At

time/frequency standards under thermal/vacuum t

conditions linked to the Naval Observatory; a
computer-aided design/manufacture facility; a 5- "

m optical bench laser laboratory; a hologram 3
research laboratory- and limited photographic pro- • -,.

cessing facilities to conduct research in support of
developing space systems. NRL also uses Patux-
ent River Naval Command P-3s to perform
experiments in surveillance that may have satel-
lite implications. Finally, the Space Systems and
Technology Division possesses many specialized ,

computer facilities of the most current design to
perform the manifold functions required for
space research programs.

0 Electronic Warfare

The field of electronic warfare has been a
growing concern at NRL since the 1940s. A
-major area of expansion is simulation studies, Dr. Gerald Friedman, Head of the Advanced Techniques

Branch of the Tactical Electronics Warfare Division, is a
which not only eliminate many costly field mea- recognized expert in the field of electronic warfare tech-

20 surements, but also permit rigorous and repeat- nology, tactics, and simulation .,

.. . . .. .. . , . .. . . . . . .. .. . . ..,. .. .. . -.. .. . ..... . .. . ... ,... .. , -. .
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Interior view of a shielded anechoic chamber shows the microwave
absorber lining and matrix array of antennas

.

Fred Horner, of the Airborne Electronic
Warfare Systems Branch, adjusts the

antenna drift bias on the Hawk Missile
Seeker in the techniques development .

chamber of the Electronic Warfare Divi-
sion

able analyses in controlled environments. A other advanced research facilities are also avail-
complex, computer-supported central target simu- able.
lator is now operating with good results, and its
capabilities are being expanded to accommodate x Information Technology
broader range of electronic warfare problems. As
research tools, NRL has a mobile infrared signa- In recent years, NRL has become a leading

nture measurement and simulation facilit and a Navy center in information science and technol-
hybrid RF/IR missile seeker simulation fa '"1 og Much of this effort supports Navy require-
A number of antenna measurement chamners ments in space systems and in communication

raM
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facilities include a microwave space research facil- (OMCVD) system used to grow various hetero-

ity, a voice processing and analysis facility, the structures; radiation sources for activities in radia-
Navy Center for Applied Research in Artificial tion effects and hardening; several scanning elec-
Intelligence, a computer architecture and evalua- tron microscopes and a scanning/transmission
tion facility, and facilities for high frequency electron microscope; an ion implantation facility;
(HF) and signal analysis. a wide range of lasers to characterize materials,

interfaces, and heterostructures, and to use in
S Electronic Sciences optical-biasing applications; ultrahigh vacuum sys-

tems incorporating various electron diffraction
In addition to specific equipment and facili- and scattering probes used primarily to investigate

ties to support individual technology-base pro- the properties of interfaces; a specialized process-
grams in electronics, NRL operates two major ing capability for refractory superconducting de-
central facilities that provide services to electron- vices; a wide range of spectrographic facilities,
ics programs throughout the Laboratory and at including electron spin resonance (ESR), nuclear
external organizations. The latter two facilities magnetic resonance (NMR), Raman, and opti- 7

are the microelectronics processing facility and cally detected magnetic resonance (ODMR)
the high magnetic field facility. Specific equip- instruments used to analyze defects in semicon-
ment and facilities include: a full range of ductors; and a tube fabrication facility to support
crystal-growing equipment used to grow com- activities in microwave and mm-wave tube tech-
pound semiconductors and other materials of mil- nology.
itary interest; a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) Microelectronics Processing Facility-This
system used to grow GaAs-GaxAl 1_xAs superlat- facility provides support for NRL programs in
tice and quantum well heterostructures; an electronics R&D design and process technology
organometallic chemical vapor deposition which require microelectronics processing skills

we

_ ,.'

Drs. Stuart Woif (left, front), Jim Culberison (right), and Ulrich Strom adjust .--

'. 22 optical beams which are used in the time-resolved phonon studies
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Dr. David Oleniewski of the Electronics Technology Division inspects a mask pro-
duced by electron beam writing system in the Microelectronics Processing Facility

and equipment. The facility has a computer- figurations. The superconducting magnets are
aided design capability; a submicrometer electron served by an in-line helium liquifier, and the

- beam (e-beam) mask-making capability; and opti- facility is being phased into all superconducting
cal, e-beam direct write, and X-ray lithographic magnet operations. As an adjunct service, the
capabilities. It also has facilities f-r: oxidation facility serves as the central distributor for liquid
and diffusion processes, dry and wet etching, helium used at NRL.
metallization, chemical vapor deposition, hybrid
bonding, integrated circuit (IC) packaging, pro-

cess diagnostics, and other miscellaneous state- NRL has been a major center for chemical
of-the-art microelectronics processing capabilities, research in support of Navy operational require-
The facility supplies NRL programs with a range ments since the late 1920s. The Chemistry Divi-
of items from discrete structures and devices to sion continues its tradition with a broad spectrum
complete integrated circuits with very large scale of basic and applied research programs concerned
integration (VLSI) complexity based on silicon with fuels and combustion, corrosion, advanced
metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) submicrome- polymeric materials, ultrasensitive detection
ter technology, methods for chemical agents, and special materi-

High Magnetic Field Facility-This facility is als for electronic warfare applications. Modern
used to support research projects throughout facilities for research include a wide range of the
NRL, DoD, and, to a limited extent, the local most modern optical, magnetic, and ion-based
scientific community. The facility provides the spectroscopic instruments, lasers, computers,
capability to determine the response of materials electrochemical devices, a 325-m.3 (I l,400-ft3 )

and devices to high magnetic fields up to 17 tesla fire research chamber (Fire I), multiple facilities
with a variety of electrical, optical, and magnetic for materials synthesis and physical/chemical
probes. This capability is presently based on the characterization, high- and low-temperature
use of both water-cooled, high-current solenoids equipment, and extensive surface-analytical
and superconducting magnets in a variety of con- instrumentation. 23
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The Fire I Test Chamber is a 325-m3 pressuriz-
able test facility equipped for research on
combustion and energy-transfer mechanics and
continuous spectroscopic monitoring of certain
gases. The chamber is ideally suited for fire
simulation and testing fire suppression systems
aboard submarines.

"- •-

Interior of Fire I Test Chamber where the firepan is prepared for the

next series of submarine hull insulation fire tests

.: 24
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Dr. TM. Keller of the Chemistry Division uses a
tour-point probe to measure the resistivity of a

nehighly conductive, plastic material.
II

a.- 1 1 1

To fabricate biosensors, NRL will take advantage of existing technology
for studying membrane proteins such as patch-clamping the formation of
Langmuir/Brodgett films. Here, scientists in the Chemistry Division use a
Langmuir/Blodgett trough in a dust-free, class 100 clean room.

Dr. Joel Schnur, Head, Biotechnology
-1Branch, in the lipid synthesis laboratory

where novel lipids are synthesized for
future potential applications in blood surro-
gates, ultrasensitive detection, hybrid sen-
sors, and other biologically derived micro-
structures

............ a . *p~~ -.
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Dr. Danh Tran of the Optical Sciences Division
draws a rod of high-transparency fluoride glass

for use in low-loss fiber-optic waveguide tabri-
cation

.- C-

=!.,.

Dr. John F. Reintes, head of the Nonlinear
Optics Section in the Laser Physics Branch of

-the Optical Science Division, is shown with a ,; .
molecular selective microscope based on
coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering. Other
research done in Dr. Reintjes' section includes
studies of stimulated Raman scattering and

, phase conjugation for improvement and control A.
of laser beam quality and optical frequency

conversion for production of coherent vacuum
"' ultraviolet light sources.

4%

S Optics the optical and electrical characteristics of infrared
focal plane arrays being developed for advanced

Ultralow-Loss Fiber-Optic Waveguides-NRL Navy sensors. The facility includes clocking and
has established facilities for the purification, syn- drive electronics to operate the arrays, calibrated
thesis, preform fabrication, fiber-drawing, and continuous wave (CW) and pulsed infrared
comprehensive characterization of ultrahigh trans- sources and electronics for video signal process-
parency fluoride glasses and waveguides. This ing and digitization, and computer data reduction
new class of optical materials offers the promise for the large volumes of data required to obtain
of both long-distance communications without statistical information on each detector in the

'J the need for signal amplification or optical power array. The arrays that have been evaluated
transfer that uses visible and infrared laser include monolithic and hybrid structures which
sources. A new, tunable color-center laser facility use charge-coupled device (CCD), charge-
has been placed into operation during the past injection device (CID), and charge-imaging
year to establish the first operational laboratory matrix (C/M) technologies. -9
data link employing the new fluoride glass IR Missile Seeker Evaluation Facility-This
waveguides. facility performs open-loop measurements of the

Focal Plane Evaluation Facility-NRL has susceptibilities of infrared tracking sensors to op-
26 developed a comprehensive capability to measure tical countermeasures. The facility includes rate
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tables to simulate target motion, infrared sources test cell, and computer modeling of the acoustic
with optics and modulators, and electronic instru- response of individual fibers and of alternative
mentation and data-recording capabilities. The sensor concepts.
operation of the sources and rate table, as well as Digital Processing Facility-This facility is
the data acquisition and reduction, is computer- used to collect, process, analyze, and manipulate
controlled. Measurements are performed on infrared data and imagery from several sources.
modulation and image-based seekers. A Digital Equipment Corporation VAX 11/785

Large-Optic, High-Precision Tracker-NRL computer system aids the facility digital image
has developed a tracker system with an 80-cm and signal processing. This central processing
primary and an 8-mrad field of view designed to unit (CPU) accesses 8 megabytes of memory and
measure atmospheric transmittance on the open has a storage disk of 2 gigabytes, a floating point
sea. The unique optical design sends incoming systems AP-120B array processor, a CSPI mini-
radiation down through the yoke of the tracker MAP array processor, a RAMTEK image display,
mount and presents it at an optical port inside the and a Gould Deanza three-color image display.
trailer. Conversely, radiation can be sent out In addition, the facility operates a video system
through this port if desired. The optical bench in consisting of visible and infrared television cam-
the trailer holds a high-resolution Fourier eras, a high-quality video cassette recorder and
transform spectrometer to use in the receiving display, and a digitizer to convert television raster
mode and several lasers to use in the transmitting images into digital image data.
mode. The tracking system control is through
joystick, track ball, digital switches, or error 0 Plasma Physics
input. By using a silicon quad cell detector, the
servo system has been able to produce a 12-.rad The Plasma Physics Division is the major
tracking accuracy while locked onto a signal. An center for in-house Navy and other DoD plasma
optical correlation tracking system is being added physics research. It has first-rate facilities with
to facilitate automatic tracking of moving objects unique capabilities to support this research. The
without the requirement of a beacon. Division has high-power pulsed sources to gen-

High-Energy Excimer Laser-An X-ray erate intense electron and ion beams, powerful
preionized discharge excimer laser has been con- discharges, and various types of radiation which
structed which has reliably produced 60 J of laser span the spectrum from X rays to microwaves.
radiation at 308 nm in a 200-ns-long pulse, The largest of these pulsers is Gamble II, used to
representing the highest output energy achieved study the production of megampere ion beams
to date in any discharge-pumped excimer laser and their use for producing very hot, high-density

- device. This facility is used to investigate a plasmas. It is also used to develop inductive
variety of research areas including Raman beam switching to allow its output to increase from 2
cleanup and combining, nonlinear optical phase terawatts (TW) to substantially higher levels
conjugation, high-energy laser-beam propagation, needed for new-generation weapon effects simu-
advanced optical resonator concepts, and ultra- lators. Smaller electron-beam pulsers are used to
violet optical damage mechanisms. study the propagation of the electron beams

Fiber-Optic Sensors-The development and through the atmosphere. A large propagation
fabrication of fiber-optic sensor concepts, includ- facility will soon be built where advanced,
ing acoustic, magnetic, electromagnetic, and charged particle beam propagation concepts will
rate-of-rotation sensors, are conducted in several be evaluated. Other particle beam generators are
facilities within the Laboratory's Optical Sciences used to produce beams which are injected into
and Acoustics Divisions. Specialized equipment structured magnetic fields and/or other cavities to
used for this research includes an automated sys- generate microwave pulses sufficiently powerful
tem for fabricating fiber-optic couplers, facilities to break down air at atmospheric pressure.
for evaluating the properties of optical fiber coat- Research in related areas involves the use of
ings, single-mode fiber splicers, a high-pressure extremely high-power lasers. NRL's PHAROS
acoustic test cell, a three-axis magnetic sensor Ill neodymium glass laser can generate powerful 27 .
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Nicholas Nocerino checks the alignment of one of the
three beams of the Pharos III laser system in the Plasma
Physics Division

Sam Perry (left) and Jack Condon ot the Plasma Physics
Division. operate the gyrotron oscillator (200 MW, 356 Hz)
developed at NRL. The output waveguide is in the fore-
ground, and the larger vessel contains the superconduct-

ing magnet that produces the 1 3-kG magnetic field.

28
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Robert Lanham inspects the rim of a flywheel for the
Plasma Technology Branch homopolar generator

beams to examine laser-matter interactions; appli- several modest array processors and array proces-
cations presently include inertial fusion research sor combinations. This system also serves as a
and high-altitude nuclear explosions effects. centralized high-speed communications link to
Lasers are equally important in other parts of the the DNA Cray 1 supercomputer systen. at the

*research program. They are used in the atmo- Los Alamos National Laboratory.
- sphere to guide long discharges that are being

studied to find better propagation modes for elec- 0 Radar
tron beams, as instantaneous antennas that radi-
ate RF signals, and for possible other military NRL has gained worldwide renown as the
applications. "birthplace of radar" and has maintained its repu-

tation as a leading center for radar-related
0Computational Physics research and development for a half century. An

impressive array of facilities managed by NRL's
The Laboratory for Computational Physics Radar Division continues to contribute to this

Uhas been developing a stand-alone Reactive Flow reputation. These include an antenna measure-
Modeling Facility on its VAX 11/780 computer. merit laboratory-, a radar area measurement sys-
The host VAX system has been installed, and a tem; a radar research and development activity at
virtual memory system (VMS) driven, general the Chesapeake Bay Detachment (CBD), Chesa-
purpose reactive flow model (RFM) has been peake Beach, Maryland; an Identification Friend
written, debugged, and applied to a number of or Foe (1FF) ground station;, and separate facili-
fluid dynamics problems in the Laboratory. A ties for specific types of systems ranging from
Fortran vector version of this two-dimensional high-frequency, over- the- horizon radars to mm-
fluid dynamics model was used to benchmark wave radars. 29
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The directed mirror antenna radar (DMAR) vibration studies of towed line arrays and flexible
and the fixed array surveillance radar (FASR) are cables. For acoustic surveillance array processing
currently under test at CBD. The DMAR com- and acoustic data processing, researchers have
bines surveillance and weapons control for poten- access to the multichannel, programmable, digital
tial fleet air-defense, antiaircraft warfare applica- data processing system-a system of DEC corn-
tion. This antenna is based on technology that puters, high-speed array processors, and periph-
allows radar beams to be scanned by movement erals for up to 256 channels. The USRD facilities
of only one lightweight RF mirror. The FASR are described with NRL's field stations.
combines very low antenna sidelobes in a scan-
ning phased array with distributed microproces- * Materials

sors to steer the beam and to monitor the state of The characteristics of materials also can be
active components in the array. examined with a number of instruments. NRL

0 Acoustics has capabilities for X-ray and electron diffraction
analysis and for electron and Auger spectroscopy.

NRL's facilities in support of acoustical It has a high-performance, secondary ion mass
investigations are located at the main Laboratory spectrometer that represents a standard for sur-
site and in Orlando, Florida-at the Underwater face analysis and significantly extends the diag-
Sound Reference Detachment (USRD). At the nostic capability of the technique. A high-
main Laboratory site, there are three research resolution, high-performance, reverse-geometry
tanks instrumented to study echo characteristics mass spectrometer is used to probe reactions
and to develop devices, the largest tank is 9 m between ions and molecules. The Laboratory has
deep, 12 m long, and 8 m wide. There is also an a variety of machines with capacity up to 272,000
underwater acoustic holography facility for kg to test fatigue and fracture of new materials.
research in acoustic fields and a water tunnel hav- NRL facilities for rapid solidification pro-
ing a large blow-down channel with a 15-m test cessing were expanded significantly when the
section used for acoustic and flow-induced ultrasonic gas atomization (UGA) system was

Lloyd Richards of the Material Science and Technology Division, operates the
scanning electron microscope used to observe surface structures and corn-

30 ponents of metallic materials *'
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Shock tube used to diagnose the mechan- . -

isms and intermediate molecular fragments

in gas-phase reactions. In current studies,
this shock tube is used to trace the critical
events and species involved in high-

- temperature combustion.

Dr Kuntamaddi Sadananda of the Material Sci-
ence and Technology Division operates a
universal high-temperature machine that
checks for signs of fatigue in specimens

IN,

completed. This atomizer includes a UGA noz- ated workpiece optics and fixtures. Laser output
zie, a molten alloy capacity of I to 5 kg, a gas characteristic and workpiece transducer data-
inlet pressure capacity of up to 27.6 MPa, and a recording capabilities are also available.
process controller for programmable actuation of
the system components. 0 Condensed Matter and

The Laser-Materials Application Center pro- Radiation Sciences
vides laser irradiation services in support of a
wide range of laser material interaction and Ion Implantation Facility-The facility con-
effects studies and material processing develop- sists of a 200-keV ion implanter with specialized
ment. A high-energy, continuous wave (CW), ultrahigh vacuum chambers and associated instru-
C02 electrical discharge laser operating at 10.6 mentation for in situ surface analysis of specimens

d um can provide 12 kW or more of optical power undergoing implantation. The facility is used to
at a workpiece. Both highly focusable (unstable develop advanced surface treatment methods for
resonator) and spatially uniform (multimodal the modification of surface properties such as cor-
resonator) optics are available along with associ- rosion, oxidation, wear, index of refraction, and 31
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Dr. Robert Wagner (Electronics Technology Division) and Dr. Wendy Fuller (Condensed
Matter and Radiation Sciences Division) adjust experimental apparatus in a study of the
effect of high magnetic fields on thin films of singlo crystal iron

electrical conductivity. A recent addition to this operates a large Cobalt-60, gamma-ray source and
facility is the capability to vapor deposit a thin a 2-MeV Van de Graaff accelerator.
film during ion bombardment. This approach Epitaxial Growth of Metallic Films-The
provides the capability to fabricate highly fabrication of ultrathin, crystalline metallic films
adherent thin films of controlled composition. is of great interest both from a technology

5-Me Van de Graaff-This facility is used (integrated circuitry) and from a purely

in a variety of research projects ranging from the scientific viewpoint (fundamental quantum lir-
study of the effect of charged particle radiation its). NRL has two facilities dedicated to thisresearch. One is a molecular beam epitaxy sys- ,damage, characteristic of the saeenvironment rsac.Oei oeua emeiayss
onm , m cr ctri cs a o the peromnof tem with in situ diagnostics for structurally moni-on microelectronic circuits, to the performance o

surface analysis such as Rutherford backscattering.toring the films as they are grown and a vacuumSpecficaionof 10-11 .Thssstmi

spectroscopy and nuclear reaction analysis for use specifcation torr. This system is
devoted to the study of magnetic films and mag-

in materials research problems requiring high- ntcmliaes h eodfclt nwtinetic multilayers. The second facility (new this"---
sensitivity composition depth profiles. year) is an electron beam epitaxy system, also

Radiation Facilities-A number of radiation with in situ diagnostics for structural monitoring
facilities are operated to support research in radia- and a vacuum specification of 10-li torr. This
tion effects. The principal facility is the electron system is devoted to the growth of refractory
linear accelerator (Linac). The Linac can produce metals which require high synthesis temperatures.
intense electron beams with energies that are Specific interest is in superconducting and optical
selectable from 10 to 65 MeV. The pulse repeti- properties with an emphasis on periodically grown
tion rate per second can be varied from 1 to 360 multilayers.
pulses. Pulsewidths can be chosen in the range Hypervelocity Impact Facilities-Three facili-

32 from 0.05 to 1.4 1As. The Linac group also ties are used routinely for terminal ballistics
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research at speeds up to 6 km/s. For unusual and extensive equipment for shock and vibration
test conditions, the accelerators may be operated measurement.
at speeds of over 9 km/s. A typical test would With these and other research facilities,
include measurements of projectile velocity, pro- NRL scientists are able to undertake advanced
jectile orientation, and dynamic projectile-target research in the 9 broad fields highlighted in this
interaction. The largest of the three test facilities Review. The high-quality instrumentation
may be used for impact tests with targets required to support such a diversity of research
containing toxic or explosive materials, represents a capital investment of over $100 mil-

lion.
S Marine Technology

The Marine Technology Division has Research Support Facilities
* several facilities for experimental studies in fluid

dynamics. These include a 30-m-long wind/wave 0 Central Computing Services
tank to study wave forces on ocean structures and
the interaction of ship wakes with ambient waves; In March 1985, NRL installed a computer
a 20-m, dual-carriage tow channel capable of vert- system consisting of a Cray X-MP/12 Class VI
ical stratification to study geophysical flows and supercomputer and three VAX 11/785 front-end
wakes; and a large, blow-down water tunnel with computers. The Cray provides a high-speed com-
a 15-m-long test section to study noise associated putational facility especially suitable for scientific
with turbulent boundary layer flows around towed and engineering research and development pro-
arrays. These facilities are equipped with state- grams. It is a balanced vector and very high-
of-the-art data acquisition and analysis systems. speed scalar processor. The peak processing " -

Other facilities in 'lude towed sensor arrays and speed of the Cray is 315 million floating point
related processors to acquire field information on operations per second (MFLOPS) with a sustain-
upper ocean dynamic processes, a computer- able speed of 210 MFLOPS. A speed of 105
controlled experimental stress analysis capability, MFLOPS can be achieved by typical FORTRAN

o

This 30-m-tong wind/wave tank is used to study wave forces on ocean structures
and the interaction of ship wakes with ambient waves 33
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The Cray X-MP/1 2 computer serves NRL scientists and engineers as well
as the Navy Laboratory Computing Committee and the Navy Lab Comput-
ing Network

application programs. The NRL Cray has a cen- also be previewed on graphics terminals. Plotting
tral memory capacity of 2 million 64-bit words software is available that provides data to produce
and an I/O subsystem with three interconnected DICOMED graphics. The DICOMED system,
I/O processors. It runs the Cray operating system located in the Technical Information Division,
(COS) and has a FORTRAN 77 compiler with provides off-line, enhanced graphics capability
vectorizing capabilities, and produces color or black and white images on

Access to the Cray is provided by user- 16-mm movies, 35-mm slides, 8 by 10 in. view-
friendly, front-end machines at the central site. graphs, or microfiche.
These consist of three, closely coupled VAX Tc"na-"
11/785 processors with shared disk and tape
units. Other remote machines are connected via The Ruth H. Hooker Technical Library con-
local area networks and the Defense Data tains more than one million volumes, reports,
Network/Military Network (DDN/MILNET). and microforms along with 1700 current journal
The front-end systems recognize and exploit the subscriptions. The library has access to 5 on-line
features of typical modern terminals whether they computer search services accessing well over 100
are connected by dial-up, direct line, local area data bases. These can search most of the open
networks, or the DDN/MILNET. The front-end literature, classified and unclassified DoD publi-
systems also provide such services as a data-base cations, other technical report material, and ,
management system, a document processor, and chemical substances by structure and substruc-
graphics support. The primary programming ture. On-line computer access to the library's
language for the Cray is FORTRAN; PASCAL is card catalog is also possible inside and outside of
also available. The front-end system offers FOR- the library by using the Integrated Library Sys-
TRAN, PASCAL, and C. A wide range of scien- tem. The library also provides interlibrary loans,
tific, statistical, and mathematical software is Library of Congress stack passes, translation ser-
available. The networking aspects of this new vices, foreign language tapes, college catalogs,
system provide the capability to link terminals, published technical society standards, telephone
PCs. minicomputers, and other host systems to books from major U.S. cities, and a map collec-
the front-end system and to the Cray by using tion.
RS232C connections and DECNET and TCP/IP Publication services are offered by technical
protocols. and nontechnical editors who arrange and format

Significant plotting capabilities are available: communications from author to audience into
both a high-performance, pen-plotting capability quality publications such as formal reports, bro-
to reproduce quality plots and a high-speed, elec- chures, handbooks, manuals, proceedings, or
trostatic plotter/printer that quickly produces monographs. Illustrators and visual information

34 inexpensive plots for preview purposes; plots can specialists prepare camera-ready artwork, proceed- -.
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The DICOMED System, located in the Technical Information Division, pro-
* vides NRL with offline graphics. By using computer-generated data it

produces either color or black and white images on film for viewgraphs,
microtiche, slides, and movies.

ings, journals, bulletins, certificates, and plaques 9 Engineering Services
for composition and printing. These specialists
also prepare interpretive art, brochures, flyers, The Engineering Services Division (ESD)

dislay, nd aroon ad criatuesfor special provides NRL and other Navy laboratories with

projects. The Computerized Technical Composi- engineers/technicians, highly skilled mechanics,

tion (CTC) Section prepares reports which may and extensive production facilities to support --

contain difficult formulas or mathematical equa- research projects. The work is normally accom-
tions. Some material is keyboarded in CTC, and plished in one main building and several smallMI
other material is entered through an optical char- shops located throughout the Laboratory.

acter recognition (OCR) scanner or magnetic ESD works with the researchers on state-

media. The CTC Section generates double- of-the-art needs from briefings, freehand

spaced draft copy and single-spaced camera-ready sketches, and detailed drawings according to

*copy through phototypesetters. MIL- and NASA standards to produce
Motion-picture and still-camera photogra- research/application hardware to scientists' specif-

phers provide microphotography, aerial and high- ications. ESD performs engineering analysis in

- ispeed photography, and other experimental data support of research; fabrication of heavy struc-

documentation for the R&D community at NRL, tures; and design and fabrication of original elec-
as well as in the field. tronic devices and instruments. A CAD/CAM

Information specialists develop press (Computed Aided Design/Computer Aided

releases, feature articles, and written items on Manufacture) Facility is now in operation in ESD.
NRL technical programs for dissemination to the This system is used for designing mechanical

print and broadcast media. They also help parts and printed circuit boards; for plant design,
researchers prepare visually effective materials to architecture, and drafting; and for data prepara-

use in exhibitions and presentations at profes- tion for manufacturing parts on numerically con-
U sional meetings and seminars. They assist scien- trolled machines.

tists in planning and organizing major meetings ESD also has extensive capabilities for sheet

and set up and operate projection ard other metal fabrication, machining; plastic, laminate,

equipment to support these meetings. polymer, and fiberglass fabrication, forming and 35
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Across top.

Panorama (eastward) of building 210 (on the left-hand side), which
houses the Tactical Electronic Warfare Division. and building 222. home
of the Technical Information. Public Works, and Financial Management
Divisions

Far left:

* Bust of Thomas A Edison facing the Laboratory's main entrance S
The Naval Research Laboratory originated from his suggestion for a
national laboratory for defense-related research.

(Continued on next page)
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Elaine Snider, of the Electronic Fabri-
cation Branch, Engineering Services
Division, designs a printed circuit

board on a REDAC computer-aided-
design station

Mike Lowery of the Mechanical Manufacturing
Branch, Engineering Sciences Division, arc
welds an instrument chassis for scientific cali-
bration units

molding; electroplating; heat-treating of metals; CBD
limiting castings; and sand blasting.

CBD which occupies 68.1 hectares near
FIELD STATIONS Chesapeake Beach, Maryland, provides facilities

and services for research in radar, fire-control
NRL has acquired or made arrangements equipment, optical devices, materials, communi-

over the years to use a number of field sites or cations, and other subjects. Because of its loca-
auxiliary facilities for research that cannot be tion on the western shore of Chesapeake Bay,
conducted in Washington, DC. They are located unique experiment be performed. Radar
in Maryland, Virginia, California, and Florida. antennas 50 to 60 m above the water overlook
The two largest facilities are the Chesapeake Bay the bay. Another site, Tilghman Island, is 16 km
Detachment (CBD) and the Underwater Sound across the bay from CBD and in a direct line of

38 Reference Detachment (USRD). sight from CBD. This creates a unique environ-
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The Chesapeake Bay Detachment
(CBD) facility overlooks the Chesa-
peake Bay from 50-m cliff. The
Tilghman Island site (inset) is 16 km
across the Bay from CBD and in a
direct line of sight from it, thus I
creating a pair of facilities for unique %
propagation studies.

11F~

ment for low clutter and generally low back- the Leesburg Facility, provides a natural anechoic
ground radar measurements. Experiments tank for water depths to 52 m with ambient noise
involving chaff dispensing overwater and radar level 10 dB below that for sea state zero; larger
target characterizations of aircraft and ships are objects can be calibrated here. The detachment
examples of military-oriented research. Basic has provided acoustic equipment and calibration
research in radar antenna properties, testing of services not only to hundreds of Navy activities
radar remote sensing concepts, use of radar to and their contractors but also to allied govern-
sense ocean waves, and laser propagation is also ments.
conducted.

SMarine Test Facilities
*USRD

Located at Orlando, Florida, USRD func-Loae onFmigKy tKyWs,
tion inman was lke astadars brea of Florida, these facilities contain piers in an average

underwater sound. Its semitropical climate and water depth of 3 m and several flowing seawater
test facilities capable of flow speeds to 70 knots

two clear, quiet lakes (the larger is 50 m across, (6ms.Test fesacer noltdsa
I I m deep, and nearly circular) are distinct assets water and atmospheric environment to study salt
to its research and development on sonar trans- amshr eteig tescroin oln
ducers and underwater reference standards and to resistance of coatings, cathodic prcnection, and
its improvement of techniques to calibrate, test, eetohmclcroin
and evaluate underwater acoustic devices. USRD
has an anechoic tank for simulating ocean depths 0 Other Sites
to 700 m and smaller pressure tanks for simulat-
ing depths to 7000 m. A spring located in a Some field sites have been chosen primarily
remote ...... •4
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evlutin Th"newae on

Olao clrat carrest s, an

Smajority of these tasks. The nearly
circular 50-m diameter lake is ideal
for these purposes. Inset: the
Leesburg (Florida) Facility provides
an extremely quiet, natural underwa-
ter anechoic environment for calibra-
tion.

% N

Radio telescope site, Maryland Point, Maryland. Each The Satellite Communication Facility, Waldorf, Maryland,
telescope, about 25 m in diameter, is used for high- is used as a transmit/receive site in the 2 to 20 GHz
precision radio astronomy measurements. range

40
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boprop P-3B Orion. These airplanes annually log
about 1300 hours of flying time on projects rang-
ing from magnetic bathymetry and electronic
countermeasure research to studies of radar signal
reflections.

NRL in the Future

To continue its growth and provide preem-
,- inent research for tomorrow's Navy, NRL must

maintain and upgrade its scientific and technolog-
S ical facilities at the forefront. Its physical plant to

. house these facilities must also be adequate.
- NRL recently embarked on a Corporate Facilities

The satellite tracking station, Blossom Point, Maryland, is Investment Plan (CFIP) to renew its physical
mainly used by the Space Systems Division plant. This plan and future facility plans are

described below.

operate specific antennas and electronic subsys- THE CFIP - NEW SCIENTIFIC FACILITIES

tems. Maryland Point, Maryland, 80 miles south
In 1983, NRL celebrated its 60th anniver-

antennas measuring 25.6 and 26 m in diameter sary; some of its buildings date back to its begin-
for radio astronomy research. NRL's Waldorf ning, 1923. In response to today's rapid growth
facility, approximately 40 miles south of NRL, and tomorrow's acceleration of science and tech-
o s 3 b t dnology, NRL has developed a comprehensive,,,.- operates an 18.3-m, X-band antenna and an S-

band antenna of the same size for space and com- modernization plan (CFIP). It calls for the

munications research. Pomonkey, a third field expenditure of nearly $250 million to provide

site in Maryland, 40 miles south of NRL, has a 46,500 m2 of either new or renovated floor space
free-space antenna range to develop and test a by 1995. The plan calls for the construction of 5
variety of antennas. Another facility used to new buildings or facilities, major rehabilitation of
improve communications is the antenna model 8 buildings, limited rehabilitation of 25 buildings,

measurement range in Brandywine, Maryland, 40
miles southeast of NRL. Here, scaled model
ships can be set up and rotated in the center of a
range 305 m in diameter to provide data to aid in -
theoretical and experimental antenna design.
NRL has installations for satellite tracking at
Blossom Point, Maryland, and at Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California. II

' Research Platforms

NRL uses ships and aircraft to conduct
%. some of its research. Oceangoing research ships

are obtained from a pool of vessels maintained by A unique combination of a current photograph and an

the Naval Oceanographic Office, Mississippi. For artist's concept of how NRL could look in the year 2000.
Under the CFIP. certain buildings will be renovated and

airborne research, NRL uses three four-engine modernized while other temporary buildings will be torn
turboprop P-3A Orions and one four-engine tur- down to make way for new construction. 41
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and demolition of 34 very old or temporary build- pulses at levels exceeding 1013 W. It will also
ings. Present and future research require, in provide intense sources of X-ray radiation to
addition to sound structures, more precise simulate nuclear weapon effects on military sys-
environmental (temperature, humidity, and dust) tems.
control and more reliable power sources. Collo- The other laboratory will be established to
cated, secure laboratory, computation, and office study the propagation of very intense charged
space is needed for future involvement in highly particle beams. A 5-MV generator will inject
sensitive research. Buildings must be easily short pulses of electron current into the atmo-
adaptable to presently unknown future needs, and sphere or other simulated environments. An
greater overhead space will be needed for the optional laser beam will be available to preionize
larger pieces of equipment that will be required. the propagating channel, and the properties and

The five new facilities to be constructed will effects of such beams will be studied. The
contain specialized laboratories. These are: characteristics of more energetic beams should

provide information for future military applica-
tions.

0 Electro-Optics Laboratory

0 Tactical Electronic Warfare (TEW)
This 3359-m 2 laboratory will provide unique Laboratory

facilities for research in ultrapure materials for
low-loss, long-distance communication and sur- A current military construction project will
veillance links; fiber-optic sensors for undersea provide the Navy with significant new capabilities
applications and weapons fusing; infrared technol- to assess and optimize the coordinated use of dis-
ogy for detection and surveillance schemes; and tributed U.S. EW systems opposing multiple
laser weaponry and related technologies for space threat formations in battle group environments.
applications. Construction, scheduled to begin in Critical EW decision processes and EW system
1985, will include special soil preparation and operator functions will be incorporated into real-
development techniques to minimize building time, closed-loop, simulated naval engagements.
vibration and settling; structurally isolated labora- Broadband and fiber-optic local area networks will
tory rooms in the ground bays where the labora- integrate new and existing R&D facilities into a
tory floors will hang free from the building struc- centrally coordinated simulation environment.
ture; isolated foundation blocks and specialized The addition of nearly 14,000 m 2 will almost dou-
mountings for mechanical equipment that will ble the size of the current EW facility. Along
enter the building through special mechanical with extensive modeling and simulation capabili-
runways; class 100 clean suites; a 7.32-m, class ties, the new addition will also contain a number
100, fiber draw tower; vaulted and shielded of new facilities including a radar cross-section
laboratories and computer facility; and 24-hr tem- model measurements facility, an off-board
perature, humidity, and pressure control. (remote) countermeasures facility-principally a

subsonic wind tunnel, an EW-pod development
laboratory, and an optical integration laboratory.

. Plasma Physics Facility The total EW complex will permit a quicker

Two separate laboratories will be con- and more effective response to Navy EW needs.

structed (in an existing building with a high over- Variations in operational conditions can be
head) to provide facilities for advances associated explored under controlled conditions leading to
with the generation and propagation of very less expensive and quicker development of
high-energy density plasmas and charged particle coordinated EW systems. These variations will

* . beams. focus on and support R&D and lead to a scale-
One of the laboratories will house an induc- down in the number of the very expensive at-sea

tive energy storage and switch development facil- and in-air tests and evaluations now required to
ity. This facility will develop opening switches quantify system effectiveness and to optimize

42 and power flow techniques to generate output utilization.
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0 Secure Laboratory Facility Plasma Physics-Facilities (combining the .,

established technology with new concepts) are
This facility will address the continuing and being constructed to study methods of accelerat-

expanding need for secure computational and ing electrons to high energy at very high current
Slaboratory spaces. The building will house more levels. Such facilities will provide the technology
than 70% of the highly classified work now in needed to develop very compact (and economi-
progress at NRL. cal) accelerators for advanced military systems.

• General Purpose Laboratory A large inductive store is being designed to pro- A:
*GeaPpsLoarvide a driver for an advanced plasma implosion

This environmentally controlled facility will facility to serve in a variety of applications,

provide stringently clean laboratories with care- including X-ray laser development.
fully controllable temperature, humidity, ambient Electronic Warfare-The electronic warfare
dust, and power for investigations in the rapidly program includes plans to develop, as part of the
evolving fields of electronic technology and com- CFIP, a major simulation capability-the coordi-
posite materials synthesis and exploitation. nated electronic warfare simulation laboratory

(CEWSL) - to explore electronic countermeasure
REHABILITATION OF SCIENTIFIC applications in all stages of naval combat.
FACILITIES Computational Physics-Work is continuing

Several of the research facilities at NRL will on the Reactive Flow Modeling Facility, which
bthe Laboratory for Computational Physics isbe upgraded in the near future. These are .,

developing on its VAX 11/780 computer. This
h g bfacility couples multiple inexpensive array proces-

0 Central Computing Facilities sors working asynchronously in parallel. It is now
being installed and, when complete, will provide

An NRL integrated communications net- near-supercomputer performance for the cost of a

work (NICENET) is being installed that will pro- minicomputer installation. This facility can be

vide access to the central site facilities from both used for applied research on nuclear and environ-

terminals and other computers at NRL; other mental airblast effects; turbulence modeling for

potential NICENET uses (for example, video jets, wakes, and reactive flows; and for atmo-
conferencing) are also under consideration. The spheric turbulence predictions.
ultimate goal of this network is to provide univer- Materials-In 1985, a repetitively pulsed,

sal access to common-shared computer resources, high-energy CO 2 laser operating at 10.6 Mm will
gateways to other networks and graphics peri- join the existing Laser-Materials Application

pherals, and other noncomputer communications Center's 12-kW continuous-wave (CW) CO2

services. laser. Energies up to 500 J will be available from
20 to 100 As pulses at repetition rates to 100 Hz.

* Other Facilities New test cells and optics will permit CW, repeti-

Specialized facilities are being installed or tively pulsed, or combined simultaneous irradia-
- upgraded in several of the research and support tion of samples. The extension of state-of-the-art

divisions. molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technology to sili-

Information Services-The Artificial Intel- con and related materials is planned with the

ligence (A) Center will continue installation of addition of new equipment.
the local area network for its eight computers. Engineering Services-In the future, engi-

Additional computers planned are the Symbolics neers will work with materials such as pow-

3500 listing processing (LISP) machines to com- dered metal-mixture fabrications, ion implanta-

plete accessibility to all LISP and Al tions, base metal claddings, boron and graphite

developments, plus SUN Microsystems, Inc. fiber-reinforced plastics, and laser-activated

- SUN* workstations for the multisensor integra- machining of ceramics. An advanced technology

" tion project also will be installed, and fabrication facility is being planned to pursue 43
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THE NAVAL RESEARCH LABORATORY

investigations leading to fabrication techniques by fields of research, field sites, and outlying facili-
using these new and/or unusual materials, ties, and it also presents information about the
processes, and techniques developed by NRL responsibilities, organization, key personnel, and
research divisions or other Navy Laboratories. funding of the divisions, detachments, and other
Longer range plans call for new machines: both major organization units.
computer-controlled drives by our new com- Information on the research described in
puter-aided device/computer-aided manufacture this Review may be obtained by contacting Mr.
(CAD/CAM) system, and human-controlled Richard Fulper, Jr., Head, Technology Transfer

" drives with enhanced precision capability using and Special Programs, Code 1005.4, (202) 767-
new and unusual material fabrication. Coupled 3744. General information about NRL may be

. with this modernization will be structural, ther- obtained from the Public Affairs Office, Code
mal, and cost analysis capabilities as well as elec- 2610, or by phone (202) 767-2541. The sources
tronic engineering, design, analysis, and printed of information on the various nonresearch pro-
circuit board layouts. grams at NRL are listed in the Review Chapter

Further Information: The NRL Fact Book entitled "Programs for Professional Develop-

gives more details about the Laboratory and its ment."
"- operations. It lists major equipment, current

44
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HIGHLIGHTS OF NRL RESEARCH IN 1984

Artificial Intelligence and Signal Processing
A new, high-frequency (HF) channel prober provides the equivalent of an almost .

instantaneous multispectral analysis of the 1 MHz, HF channel. It provides information
about the instantaneous bandwith of the propagating channel modes as well as informa-
tion relating to fast and slow fluctuations of channel parameters. These measurements
are essential for spread-spectrum communication.

The use of information theory has led to the development of a new approach to
isolated-word speech recognition. Highly accurate speaker-independent recognition is
achieved with substantially reduced computations and memory. It was also shown that
words out of context can be more easily recognized than was previously assumed. See
1983 NRL Review, p. 43.

A new methodology to develop software systems, especially real-time embedded
systems commonly found in critical DoD applications, has been developed. The
methodology will drastically reduce the time and cost to integrate, test, modify, and
maintain software systems. All or part of the methodology is being used by the Naval
Weapons Center, the U.S. Air Force, Bell Labs, Grumman Aerospace, and MIT Draper
Labs, among others. See article on p. 79.

An expert system using artificial intelligence has been devised to help artillery off- -
icers to determine the effectiveness of their weapons against various targets and to
optimize their weapons allocation. In the field, decisions must be made quickly. As a
result, the expert system asks the most critical questions first so that if questioning
ceases, time has been used optimally. This generic system was easily adapted to help
radar officers classify targets. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 39.

** 5

NRL has developed a multirate processor (MRP) that uses a single voice process-
ing algorithm to generate digitized speech at 2.4, 9.6, and 16 kilobits/s. This system
preserves end-to-end encryption by making it ideally suited for military communica-
tions. The MRP allows narrowband and wideband systems to be easily interconnected.
MRP processors are being deployed, and MRP terminals are being fabricated for naval
deployment. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 45.

45
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Electromagnetic Sensing and Systems

NRL has developed a new, three-frequency, microwave scatterometer (TRIFAR)
from the parent dual-frequency scatterometer. TRIFAR promises significant improve-
ment in signal quality and an increase in the accuracy of directional measurements of

Nocean wave spectra and surface winds. Field tests indicate that the new technique is
practical and effective to use in an advanced ocean remote sensing system to support
strategic and tactical Navy operations. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 65.

A model to explain the observed emission enhancement of thermionic dispenser
cathodes used for millimeter-wave tubes has shown that electron emission is maximized
for certain cathode alloy percentages. This could increase the practicality of new tube
designs having a 5-fold increase in current density and a 10-fold improvement in emis-

q', . p !sinuiomt.Teetuarom get se nsinga and rnccutresrSystems ."''--,

Mass ejections of plasma through the corona of the sun into the interplanetary
medium are observed by the NRL Solwind Coronagraph. Analysis of these events has
led to fundamental understanding that will enable scientists to predict whether the
shock wave from a particular coronal mass ejection will reach the Earth, how long it will
take to arrive, and ultimately, the effect it will have on the Earth's magnetosphere. See
articles on pp. 133 and 135.

The entire sky was mapped in the 0.25 to 25 KeV X-ray region by NRL's large-
area, sky survey instrument on NASA's HEAO- satellite. Scientists observed 842
sources including galaxies and galactic clusters, possible black holes, pulsars, and white
dwarfs. These data will provide background for any system operating in the measured
X-ray band. These sources provide plasma conditions far exceeding those accessible in
laboratories. See article on p. 137.

A data processing technique has been developed to analyze the structure of
small-scale temperature fluctuations in the ocean. Their frequency of occurrence and
energy levels can be calculated. This is important to characterize the ocean background
for nomacoustic antisubmarine warfare and for ship homing torpedo systems.

Optical Research -'"

A process has been developed that uses stimulated Raman scattering to convert
one or more beams of poor optical quality, ultraviolet laser radiation into a single ultra-
violet laser beam of diffraction-limited optical quality. The process leads to a brightness
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A newly developed fiber-optic, towed cable system offers many advantages to sub-
marine communications. The advantages include wider bandwidth, less external noise
pickup, lower crosstalk, and absence of ground loops when compared to existing sys-
tems using conventional transmission lines. Endurance testing of the optic rotary joint
in the laboratory to 310,000 revolutions at a 30 RPM rate resulted in no degradation to
the 1.3 dB maximum throughout loss at 830 nm wavelength. The optical attenuation of
the multimode fibers in the armored cables ranged from 3.6 to 5.6 dB/km. Tensile
loading of the cable to 0.5% elongation resulted in an approximate 20 db/km increase in
attenuation. Bandwidth-distance products of several hundred MHz-km are easily
obtained.

Materials Research

A coating has been selected and successfully applied to ceramic fibers that can sig-
nificantly improve both the strength and toughness of ceramic fiber composites while
causing little or no degradation of fiber strengths. These improved composites are four
times stronger and nearly 100 times tougher than those previously obtained. They have -
applications, to armor, heat engines, radomes, and antenna windows. See 1983 NRL
Review, p. 160.

The ion implantation process has been combined with vapor deposition of coatings
to produce highly adherent, wear-resistant surface layers at room temperature. The
combined process does not degrade the substrate. In contrast, chemical vapor deposi-
tion requires processing temperatures high enough to degrade many materials, and for
ion implantation alone, the thickness of the affected layer is limited by the ion range.
With this combined technique, the treated layer can be as thick as the deposited coat- .-
ing.

Optimum conditions have been determined for the use of hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) to significantly improve the life of turbine blades. HIP not only eliminates cast-
ing porosity and creep-induced voids, but it can also alter the alloy microstructure.
Analysis of variously HIP-heated alloys showed that their microstructure could be signi-
ficantly improved under optimum conditions.

A 25 to 40% increase in ball-bearing life has been demonstrated by using a deu-
terated pentapolyol ester lubricant developed at NRL. Other deuterated lubricants pro-
duced similar increases. These lubricants have over 95% of their hydrogen replaced
with deuterium. This process produces major cost savings because it reduces scheduled "'
bearing maintenance.

A new method to produce high transverse-strength, metal matrix composites
(MMCs) has been demonstrated. The method ion plates graphite fibers with metal
matrix materials before consolidation of the plated fibers into MMCs. These compos-
ites have significantly higher strengths than have previously been achieved. They will
be useful for space applications. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 162. 47
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The phonon spectrum of high superconducting-transition-temperature niobium
nitride films was determined from electron tunneling measurements. The films were
prepared by RF reactive sputtering in an ultrahigh vacuum. The phonon spectrum is
necessary to fully understand the properties of these films. These films are used in a
host of Josephson junction devices such as superconducting magnetometers and high
frequency RF detectors. See article on p. 202 and 1983 NRL Review, p. 176.

SurSingle-crystal iron films have been grown on gallium arsenide by using the molec-
ular beam epitaxy (MBE) technique. These crystals have excellent quality. This
indicates that a new class of hybrid magnetic/semiconductor materials can be fabricated
in one continuous process by employing the same MBE technology for the substrate
and the film. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 151.

NRL has developed a military specification for nonskid deck coatings which lists
performance requirements and necessary tests and is developing improved nonskid deck
coatings. Present coatings used on aircraft carriers last six months or less and then
fragment so that pieces are drawn into jet engines damaging the turbine blades. The
new coatings should not fragment as readily saving millions of dollars in jet-engine
repair. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 164.

Specialized Systems and Components

NRL has developed the first rare earth-iron-boron alloy to show real promise as a
high-energy density permanent magnet. These new magnet materials are having
tremendous impact. One of the most promising uses is in the design of new, compact,
high-efficiency electric motors. In recent months, other laboratories have produced
magnets with world-record energy densities based on these new materials.

A class of DC-to-RF converters, capable of significantly higher efficiencies than
contending devices, has been demonstrated at 30 GHz and 82.5 GHz. The converters
comprise self-oscillating frequency doublers using gallium arsenide field-effect transis-
tors. This development is significant for efforts to develop on-chip, full-band receivers

for high millimeter-wave frequencies. See 1983 NRL Review, p. 191.

A high-power, low-frequency, underwater acoustic source using the principle of
the Helmholtz resonator has been developed, evaluated, and is being implemented in
Navy systems. This type of source is: used in a deep-towed geophysical array system
(DTGAS), will increase the capability of the USS Dolphin, a deep, diesel-electric,
research submersible; and is being considered for use as a source for ocean acoustic
tomography.

High-Power Radiation Sources

A free electron laser (FEL) has successfully produced a I- to 2-As pulse of 30
48 GHz radiation at a power level of 4 MW. The cyclotron emission that has plagued

-7 %.



other FELs is absent. Furthermore, the pulse duration of this device is 50 to 100 times
longer than other high-power FELs in this regime. Applications of this work include
advanced radar, communications, countermeasures, and directed-energy devices. See
1983 NRL Review, p. 142.

A compact, high-power (100 to 10l1 W), electron-beam controlled switch has
been demonstrated. It can perform repetitive pulsing and may achieve voltage gains of
100 with nanosecond rise times. This switch could have applications in radar and.-
directed beam devices and should enhance the applicability of inductive storage tech- -..

niques to pulsed power applications.

NRL has designed, built, and is testing a first generation gyroklystron amplifier
which delivers millimeter-wave (4.2 GHz) energy with an 18 to 36 db signal gain, 30%
efficiency, and a peak power of 45 KW. This grew out of an NRL theoretical program
to study and upgrade earlier gyroklystrons which had poorer performance because of
spurious oscillations and mode competition. Gyroklystrons have applications in radar,
millimeter-wave communications, RF heating, and linear accelerators. See article on p.
205.
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Three of NRL's several
research areas of
tradition and excellence
are featured in this
chapter. In one of
these areas -fire
research -new fire
protection measures and

I fire-fighting agents
are tested on Navy and
commercial liquid
fuel fires.
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FEATURED RESEARCH AT NRL

NRL, the Navy's corporate laboratory, has a tradition of national and international leadership in several
areas of research and development relevant to the Navy. These areas include radar, artificial intelligence, numeri-
cal simulation, microelectronics, fire, tactical electronic warfare, acoustics, space research, and systems develop-
ment. In this chapter, in-depth articles describe the recent history and accomplishments of NRL's contributions in
three of these areas: numerical simulation, fire, and artificial intelligence.

Pk

1'

53 Transition to Turbulence in Free Shear Flows
Elaine S. Oran and Jay P. Boris

Color graphics comprehensively reveal aspects of the physics and
structure of complex flows.

67 FIRE! Fire Suppression Research at NRL)
Homer W. Carhart

Prevention as well as the physics and chemistry of fires is researched

i 79 Software Cost Reduction Through Disciplined Design
Paul C. Clements

Rigorous procedures more efficiently help to develop the complex Navy F-4
52 aircraft software system.
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Transition to Turbulence
in Free Shear Flows

E.S. Oran and J.P. Boris
Laboratory for Computational Physics

.

Elaine S. Oran Jay P. Boris

Shear Flows in Nature: A shear flow scales that differ by many orders of magnitude.
occurs when adjacent elements of a fluid move Radio astronomers observe the effects of super- At-
past each other with different velocities or when a sonic shear flows over distance of megaparsecs. L

fluid moves past a rigid surface. These types of These flows are generated by material thrown out
flows are extremely important because most from galaxies to form astrophysical jets. The
natural flows have shear, and this is one way effects of shear flows in Earth's atmosphere are
large amounts of distinct, initially separate seen in phenomena such as cloud formation,
materials can interpenetrate and rapidly mix. tropical cyclones, and radar signals returning from
This shear-flow mixing is the main mechanism the ionosphere. Effects of shear flows are felt in
converting potential or directed kinetic energy to clear-air turbulence. The ocean is sheared almost

" kinetic energy, instabilities and in small-scale everywhere, both vertically and horizontally.
fluid motions. Instabilities of shear flows are Shear flows occur in engines when a stream of
important in the transition from laminar to tur- combustible material enters a region of slower or
bulent flows. faster flow. They also occur in solid and plastic

Shear flows are common in nature, and materials when uneven stresses are applied. An
their effects are observed over space and time example of a large-scale terrestrial shear flow is 53
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the tectonic movement of plates on Earth's sur- exponentially following a growth pattern generally I
face; a small-scale example is the submillimeter predicted by linear stability theory.
vertical shear at the air-sea interface. These high Reynolds number shear flows

Studies at the Naval Research Laboratory of soon deviate from the linear theory and produce
shear flows and the turbulence they drive include: long-lived vortex structures which are often
solar, magnetospheric, atmospheric, and oceanic called coherent structures. Since the linear
(both mesoscale and fine-scale) observations, theories cannot describe the interactions among
analysis, and modeling; tactical aspects of naval these structures, computational physics tech- LA.
weather forecasting; instabilities, jets, and wakes; niques capable of describing the nonlinear effects
fundamental computational investigations into are used to simulate them numerically on large
turbulent structures and mixing; and shear flows digital computers.
and instabilities in combustion engines. Several In idealized two-dimensional problems, the .0,-

of these computational and experimental efforts larger coherent structures tend to grow in size as
are described below and with the color graphics they leave their point of formation. They grow
which follow. by entraining fluid from the essentially laminar

flow on either side of the shear layer and by
Unstable Shear Flows and the Transition merging with other structures. The growing

to Turbulence: There are a number of physical structures may eventually break up into smaller
effects which influence the behavior of these ones by other fluid instabilities. This process is
varied shear flow systems. These include dissipa- chaotic, and often but not always leads to tur-
tive fluid properties (such as viscosity), variable bulence. Understanding the evolution of
fluid density, chemical energy release, the pres- coherent structures in terms of their size, pattern
ence of multiple phases, various geometries and of formation, and fluid entrainment properties
boundary conditions, and elastic-plastic effects in has been a major scientific thrust in the last few
the fluids. A major change in the behavior of decades.
shear flows is observed when the flow speed is The Laboratory for Computational Physics
faster than the rate that viscosity diffuses at NRL has used numerical simulations to study
momentum through the fluid. This variation is the evolution of coherent structures in a number
measured by the nondimensional Reynolds of shear flows. These studies involve computer-
number for a given scale of flow structure, intensive calculations of multidimensional,
R = L V//A, where L is the physical length of compressible fluid dynamics that require large,
interest, V is a velocity difference in the flow fast computers such as an ASC (NRL's previous
measured on that scale, and 1A is the coefficient supercomputer) or the new CRAY X-MP. Physi-
of kinematic viscosity. cal systems containing shear flows have also been

When two adjacent fluids move relative to studied both theoretically and experimentally in
each other, different types of shear flows result other NRL divisions, such as Plasma Physics,
depending on the Reynolds number. When the Space Sciences, and Marine Technology. The
viscosity is large enough so that the Reynolds specific systems studied have different geometries..."
number is < 100, the shear flow is dynamically and boundary conditions. The research has con-
stable. This means that a finite-thickness shear sidered both general elements of basic fluid
layer develops between the two moving fluids. dynamics common to many different shear flows
The fluid velocity parallel to the shear layer as well as applications to very specific flows.
varies smoothly from one side of the shear layer Usually the more general fluid dynamics is cou-
to the other and is nearly steady. When the Rey- pled with specific physical processes to bring
nolds number becomes larger, that is, when the about the particular problem-dependent form of
velocity difference is large enough and the viscos- energy conversion which drives the flow.
ity is small enough, the flow can be unstable.
Then the flow fluctuates by itself without the The Use of Computer Graphics: To per- ".-

need for an external driver. A small velocity per- form calculations of multidimensional flows,
54 turbation perpendicular to the shear layer grows finite-difference techniques are used in which
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time is divided into short but finite intervals projects in this article illustrate the universality of
called timesteps, and space is divided into finite shear flows and turbulence and show how corn-
volume elements called cells. In a typical two- puter graphics and simulations are used to study
dimensional calculation there might be 100 x 200 these flows. These include:

S. cells and 5000 to 10,000 timesteps. Three- 9 Figure 1. Calculation of the solar wind
* dimensional flows have not been studied as flowing past the Earth's magnetospheric

extensively to date because the additional dimen- boundary (J. Lyon and P. Palmadesso,
sion increases the computational requirements by Plasma Physics Division)
2 orders of magnitude. At each timestep, we cal-
culate the fluid density, velocity, energy, and * Figure 2. Calculation of plasma bubbles,
individual chemical species densities as well as rising in the equatorial nighttime ionosphere
derived quantities such as temperature and (S. Zalesak, Plasma Physics Division)
pressure by solving a set of time-dependent, cou-
pled, nonlinear, partial differential equations. * Figure 3. Calculation of the bifurcation of

The implementation of the equations on the com- an ionized barium cloud driven by the neu-

puter is done through a set of coupled algebraic tral wind in the ionosphere (S. Zalesak,

equations which approximate the partial differen- Plasma Physics Division)

tial equations. Experimental observations of * Figure 4. Mass transfer between anticy-
shear flow systems similarly consist of spatially conic ocean eddies (R. Mied and G. Lin-

resolved and sometimes temporally resolved demann, Marine Technology Division)

information. In both the computations and the
experiments there is a plethora of data to be * Figure 5. Calculations of a cylindrical air jet
analyzed and displayed. Typical finite-difference injected into a slower air stream (J. Boris
resolution allows two or three hundred pixels in and E. Oran, Laboratory for Computational
each direction, which is well-matched to the reso- Physics)
lutions and recording power of most experimental
systems. * Figure 6. Calculations of a cylindrical air jet

Using graphical output to help display injected into a slower stream of freon (E.

results from time-dependent multidimensional Oran and J. Boris, Laboratory for Computa-

calculations and observations is crucial. Carefully tional Physics)

thought out graphics can distill an enormous * Figure 7. Calculations of a hot cylindrical
amount of data into a single frame. Studying jet of hydrogen injected into air (K. Laskey,
these graphical displays plays an important part in F. Grinstein, E. Oran, and J. Boris, Labora-
helping to interpret results and to understand tory for Computational Physics)
physical mechanisms. In general, contour plots
of calculated quantities at selected times are the e Figure 8. Calculations of unequal mixing in

most useful displays of data. These contour plots planar shear layers (F. Grinstein, E. Oran,

can be generated as line or shadow plots from and J. Boris, Laboratory for Computational

regular printers or in final display form by using Physics)
special color graphics enhancement and recording Figure 9. Densitometer tracings of 90-cm
systems such as the DICOMED. The judicious radiation from what is probably a quasar-
use of color in graphical displays permits encod- driven jet in another galaxy (R. Simon,
ing an image with extra information that might Space Science Division)
otherwise require additional graphics or greater
dimensionality to represent. Soon it will be possi- 0 Figure 10. Observed and calculated Bartels
ble to record and replay high-resolution images diagrams showing the effect of differential
by using laser disks. rotation (shear) on the Sun's large-scale

magnetic "weather" (N. Sheeley, Space Sci-
Graphical Displays of Shear Flows: The ence Division; C. DeVore, Laboratory for

various graphical outputs from NRL research Computational Physics) 55
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Figure 1. Simulations of the
Earth's Magnetosphere

(. Lyon and P. Palmadesso,
Plasma Physics Division)

This figure shows results from a two- of the magnetosphere and is convected around
dimensional simulation of the interaction of the Earth to form the magnetotail (the nearly hor-
solar wind with Earth's magnetosphere. The izontal field lines to the right of Earth). The
solid white lines are magnetic field lines. Earth's boundary between the tail and the shocked solar
dipole field is located at (X,Z) - (0,0). The wind plasma, the magnetopause, is marked by a
solid colors indicate the magnitude of the plasma strong velocity shear in the tail. In this picture
flow velocity in km/s. The solar wind is driven the magnetopause lies near the boundary between
by the sun which is to the left. The solar wind the green and large yellow areas. Note the wave
interaction with the magnetosphere causes the structure on the boundary. Here, shear flows
bow shock. Note the sharp speed decrease to the apparently drive Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities on
left of Earth. Magnetic field convected in the the magnetopause and thus can significantly
solar wind reconnects to Earth's field at the nose affect the energy balance of the magnetosphere.

Figure 2. Plasma Bubbles in the
Equatorial Nighttime Ionosphere

-.- (S. Zalesak, Plasma Physics Division)

This two-dimensional numerical simulation Open-ended bubbles of low-density plasma
of the nighttime equatorial ionosphere shows the (green) from lower altitudes have buoyantly risen
development of plasma "bubbles." Colors from upwards, penetrating beyond the F2 peak. This
blue to red correspond to electron densities from behavior is due to the nonlinear evolution of the
low values to high values. The center of the red collisional Rayleigh-Taylor instability just below

N region represents the F2 peak in electron density the F2 peak. Tilting of the bubbles is caused by
, at approximately 930 km altitude. The figure an eastward neutral wind. The plasma flow has

shows a two-dimensional slice of the ionosphere large shears at the lateral edges of the bubbles.
(east-west, up-down) at Earth's magnetic equator.
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Figure 3. Bifurcation of a Barium Cloud
in the Ionosphere

(S. Zalesak, Plasma Physics Division)

This figure shows results from a numerical the cloud are due to the nonlinear evolution of
simulation of an ionospheric plasma cloud of the gradient-drift instability, an instability similar
barium ions looking upward from the ground to the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The equations
plane perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. describing the flow are strikingly similar to those
The barium ions were released at 180 km altitude describing the vorticity field of two-dimensional
and show steepening and bifurcation due to hor- homogeneous turbulence. The plasma flow is
izontal winds in the neutral atmosphere. Colors incompressible, with large shears at the lateral
from blue to magenta correspond to ion densities edges of the cloud. Cloud evolution can be
from low to high values. In this coordinate sys- described as a cascade from large to small scales .
tern, the flow of the neutral atmosphere is in the of plasma fluctuations and coherent structures.
+y direction, and the magnetic field vector points The cascade stops at some small scale due to dis-
toward the viewer. The steepening, bifurcation, sipative mechanisms in the plasma.
and subsequent further structuring of the top of

Figure 4. Mass Transfer Between

Anticyclonic ocean Eddies
(R. Mied and G. Lindemann,
Marine Technology Division)

This figure shows numerical simulations the second eddy, rather than being uniformly dis-
performed to study mass transfer between two tributed in it. This is because the tracer largely
anticyclonic eddies in the ocean. Experiments are follows contours of constant potential vorticity to
conducted with a two-layer, primitive equation, its new position in the "undyed" (hence initially
beta-plane model (which allows the Coriolis force invisible) eddy. The vorticity fields inside these
to increase with latitude) in a 1000-km square vortices are much larger than those due to the
region. One eddy contains a tracer, and the local ambient rotation and thus contribute most
other, located to the northeast of it, does not. to the potential vorticity in the flow. J
The tracer distributions at day 20 are shown, as When tracer diffusivity and kinematic
both the tracer diffusivity and kinematic viscosity viscosity each equal 2.5 x 106 cm2 s - , the tracer
are varied over a factor of 100. in the host eddy resembles satellite pictures of

When two adjacent eddies interact, material so-called streamers observed in warm core rings
from one eddy is entrained into the other, and after they interact with the shelf front or the Gulf
the material assumes a well-defined location in Stream.
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Figure 5. Cylindrical Air Jet Injected
into a Slow Air Stream
(J. Boris and E. Oran,

Laboratory for Computational Physics)

This figure shows results from calculations the system evolves, coherent structures form
of a high-speed (- 100 m/s), axisymmetric air jet because the interface is unstable to the Kelvin-
into a slower, coflowing air background. The Helmholtz mode. These structures at first form L,

high-speed jet enters the system from the bottom two or three nozzle radii downstream from the
. at the left. The central axis of the jet is the left nozzle exit and then proceed to move down-
. border of the figure. The colors indicate the stream (up in the figures), entrain material from

amount of mixing of the two fluids: red is pure the slow air background, and grow by merging %
high-speed air, magenta is pure background air, with other structures. The magenta patches
and violet, blue, green, and yellow indicate vari- within the multicolored structures indicate
ous intermediate levels of mixedness. The calcu- unmixed pockets of low-speed fluid entrained in
lation was initiated with a laminar air jet having a the mixing layer.
sinusoidal perturbation along the interface. As

Figure 6. Cylindrical Air Jet Injected
into Coflowing Freon
(E. Oran and J. Boris,

Laboratory for Computational Physics)

- -The figure shows the results of calculations ity and evolution are similar to the air-into-air
*of a high-speed (- 100 m/s), axisymmetric air jet background shcbvn in Fig. 5. There are, however,

into a slow, high-density coflowing freon back- some important qualitative differences. The air-
ground. (in Fig. 5, both fluids were air, and so into-freon structures form closer to the nozzle.%

the density was the same.) Th ihsedjt and then move more slowly downstream (upward
enters the cystem from the bottom left. The axis in the figure) and grow by merging with other
of symmetry is the left border of the figure. The structures. In contrast to Fig. 5, note that pock-
colors indicate the amount of mixing of the two ets of the light jet gas (red within yellow) are
fluids: red is pure high-speed air, magenta is pure entrained unmixed in the structures of the much
background freon, and the other colors indicate greater density freon.

60 various levels of mixedness. The system instabil-
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Figure 7. A Hot Cylindrical Jet of
Hydrogen Burning in Air

(K. Laskey, F. Grinstein, E. Oran, and J. Boris,
Laboratory for Computational Physics)

These two figures show results from a cal- The white portions in the middle of the struc-
culation of a hot axisymmetric jet of premixed tures indicate very hot, fully reacted material; this

Shydrogen and nitrogen injected into a quiescent is the region of maximum water vapor concentra-
air background. The jet enters horizontally from tion. The bottom figure shows contours of the
the bottom left of each panel, and the symmetry ratio of the amount of hydrogen to the amount of
axis is at the bottom. In the top picture, the hydrogen plus oxygen. Blue indicates hydrogen
colors indicate temperature, with yellow but not oxygen is present, and black indicates
corresponding to the initial temperature of the that oxygen but not hydrogen is present. Inter-

- jet-1200K and the black corresponding to the mediate colors are regions where hydrogen and
initial background temperature-298K. Red, oxygen are mixed. The white portions indicate
green, and blue are intermediate temperatures in the zones where chemical reactions are occurring.
descending order. The contours (white lines) The blue zones surrounded by white are regions
overlayed on the temperature field show the where all the oxygen has reacted and left

0 amount of water formed from the chemical reac- unreacted hydrogen behind.
tions once the jet and background gases mix.

Figure 8. Unequal Shear Layer Mixing
Ahead of a Splitter Plate

(F. Grinstein, E. Oran, and J. Boris,
Laboratory for Computational Physics)

Asymmetries in mixing occur in coherent process. This numerical simulation is of the
structures formed at the interface of two planar experimental pH diagnostic used at the California
gas layers moving at different velocities. The two Institute of Technology (by P. Dimotakis) to
layers are initially separated by a flat plate, the measure unequal mixing, The colored regions
splitter plate. The tip of the splitter plate is a show where more basic fluid is present-the
point located at the center of the vertical axis; the lighter the color, the higher the pH of the fluid.
actual splitter plate is to the left of the domain The comparison of the frames shows the amount
shown. The fluid enters from the left and moves of asymmetry in mixing of the two fluids within
to the right. The faster fluid enters below the these st-uctures. The chemical interaction
splitter plate, while the slower fluid enters above, between the the two streams does not influence
The figure shows the region in which the two the dynamics of the flow, since very dilute solu-
fluid layers first slide past each other, then tions are involved; thus, a single simulation inter-
become unstable at the interface along the center- preted two ways is enough to predict the results
line, and finally mix and form coherent structures of the two different experiments, namely the fas-
to the right. In the upper figure, it is assumed ter fluid being first basic and then acidic. This
that the faster fluid is basic and the slower fluid is asymmetry is very important for shear flows in
acidic, this is reversed in the lower figure. A combustion scenarios, since it could lead to the
pH-sensitive dye mixed with the acidic fluid formation of pockets of fuel-rich or fuel-lean

62 allows us to monitor the extent of the mixing material in the mixing region.
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Figure 9. Densitometer Tracing of 90-cm
Radiation from Qusar-Driven Jet

(R. Simon, Space Science Division)

In this digitized, false-color image of the to turbulent magnetohydrodynamic shear flows as
radio emission from the quasar 3C138, a long observed in other radio jets or possibly due to

' luminous jet can be seen extending to the east angular scattering from the Milky Way.
(right). The colors in this image are related to The quasar 3C138 is approximately 10 bil-

" the radio brightness in 3C138, with red being the lion light years distant, so extremely high resolu-
. brightest features and blue the faintest. The tion is needed to map such a radio source. This

probable center of activity, or core, of 3C138 is map was made by using the technique of very
indicated with arrows. This core is the source of long baseline interferometry, in which radio tele-
the energetic plasma which comprises the jet. scopes in the United States, Europe, and Asia are
With the radio wavelength used for this map, the used to make a composite synthetic aperture
core appears fainter (bluer) than the jet even radio telescope as large as Earth. The smallest
though its luminosity is much greater at short details in this radio image are less than
wavelengths. The total length of the jet is about 1/200,000th of a degree in angular size, roughly

* 10,000 light years (roughly 60,000 trillion miles). 50 times sharper than the best possible optical
4 The complicated structure in the jet may be due images.

Figure 10, Observed and Computed Bartels
Diagrams for Differential Rotation on the Sun

(N. Sheeley, Space Science Division; C. DeVore,
Laboratory for Computational Physics)

This figure displays daily values of the mean Black indicates absence of data. Note the sub-
magnetic field of the Sun as seen from Earth in a stantial agreement in the large-scale organization
Bartels format. The data observed at the Stan- of the patterns, particularly the location of the
ford Solar Observatory are on the left, and the magnetic neutral line (red areas). In space, the
results of a numerical solar model calculated at magnetic neutral line usually reaches out to Earth
NRL are on the right. A single simulation covers and often signals when one can expect, after
the eight-year period 1976 to 1984. The Bartels predictable delays, enhanced magnetospheric and
plot is a running calendar of 27-day "months," ionospheric activity. This research has indicated
with each month plotted horizontally and the that prediction of these field direction reversals .

months progressing downward. The magnetic for months in advance is possible, a potentially
field polarities are coded in yellow (negative), red important result for scheduling space and com- -'

. (neutral and small fields), and blue (positive). munications activities. . -
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FIRE!
(Fire Suppression Research at NRL)

Homer W. Carhart
Chemistry Division

At sea, the cry "FIRE !" is enough to instill
a shudder of fear in even the staunchest soul.
And well it should! Even in peacetime the Navy
has suffered great losses of personnel and
material in disastrous fires: 134 dead, $75 M plus
in repairs on the U.S.S. Forrestal in 1967; a com-
pletely gutted ship, 7 dead, and $213 M rebuild-
ing on the U.S.S. Belknap in 1975; and 7 dead, 3
F-14s lost in the crash on the U.S.S. Nimitz in
1981. What will it be like in wartime when the
Navy most needs to be at its best? Most
recently, the Falklands have shown that a single
hit can cause total loss of a ship due to fire (the
H.M.S. Sheffield). The tragedy of these disasters Homer W. Carhart
is that their losses could have been drastically
reduced by both prevention and more effective
fire fighting techniques and tactics, many of
which have been developed at NRL during its What follows is a partial picture of NRL's
course of fire research. involvement in fire research and its accomplish-

It is also unfortunate that in the Navy, as ments over the past 45 years. Many of our early

well as in the civil sector, we tend to respond to developments are still in use today.
disasters and catastrophies after the fact. As a
result, much of our R&D in fire follows a
sawtooth pattern of support, with each peak right Early Accomplishments
after a disaster, and with the effort concentrated
on the causes and effects of that particular fire. Early in its being, NRL recognized the need
That certain types of disasters will occur can be for increased capability to "fight" fires in the '

predicted with reasonable probability. What is Navy, and started R&D in this area before WW
more difficult to predict is their timing. For II. Fires, especially on shipboard, are compli-
example, unless we take other action, we run the cated beasts and then, as today, civil fire fighting ,

high risk that one of these days we will lose a technology, based on overwhelming a fire by
submarine due to fire; a leak in the hydraulic sys- drowning it with water, needed greater sophistica-
tem (and an ensuing fire/explosion) being a tion. Ships that otherwise might have been saved
number one candidate. It is not a case of if, it is have been lost by floundering because of the
a case of when it will happen. All the makings excessive weight of fire fighting water. Ships are
are there-it's that simple! We must undo those floating arsenals which are densely packed with
makings. In R&D, we should not be fighting explosives, large volumes of fuel and other corn-
fires of the past, we should be fighting fires of bustibles, and many men, who-in case of fire,
the future; this is the R&D philosophy at NRL in have no place to run. The large volumes of
its fire research program. liquid fuels used by the Navy could produce fires 67
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that spread rapidly and are very difficult, if not modification to extinguish flight deck fires
impossible, to control. Because of this, NRL rapidly. The concept was implemented quickly by

concentrated its early efforts on petroleum-based the Navy and all carriers, and some other air-

fuel fires. In those days, aviation gasoline, which capable ships are now so protected.

is very volatile and highly flammable, was the PKP (Purple-K-Powder) is another NRL-

only aircraft fuel being used. The less volatile developed fire-fighting agent also used worldwide

NSFO (Navy Special Fuel Oil) was used for ship today. It is a specially treated potassium bicar-

propulsion. bonate. Because PKP is a "dry chemical," it is
During WW 1I, NRL chose to study "foams" commonly found in hand-held extinguishers. Its

as a means of fighting fuel fires and to apply ability to "knock down" a flame is much superior

foam systems to naval use. The foam of choice to earlier dry agents such as soda (which,
in those days was "protein" foam, also known as interestingly, is also still in use).
"bean soup." It was made by partial catalyzed Since NRL developed a superior foam to
hydrolysis of waste proteins, feathers, fish scales, blanket a fire, and a superior dry chemical to
abattoir blood, and soy bean residue (hence its knock a flame down, it was only natural that it
other name). A concentrate so prepared was should combine the two into a single system-the
mixed with water, and on aeration by special noz- TAU, or twin-agent-unit. This NRL-developed
zles could be applied as a thick foam to blanket device, either fixed or portable, is extensively
burning fuel. It was highly effective and, based applied in the Navy. Other agents were also l" ,
on the NRL work, systems for its use were developed for special uses, such as TMB
installed on Navy ships and at Navy air stations. (trimethyl borazine) and fritted glass for fighting
But protein foam did have some drawbacks and a magnesium fires (aircraft wheels and parts of the -d

better "foam" was sought. wings are magnesium alloys), but their use is -

In the post-WW II years, NRL had become much more limited than AFFF or PKP.
very interested in the effects of substitution of
fluorine for hydrogen in organic molecules and Later and Current NRL Research
the concomitant effect on properties, particularly in Fire Suppression
in its behavior on surfaces. The main thrust was
in lubrication, but as an offshoot, fluorinated sur- Fire research at NRL has expanded consid-
factants were also prepared and studied. Several erably in the last few years to include a much
of these were evaluated for their foaming proper- wider spectrum of topics in fire protection. 7

. ties and, with the cooperation of industry, were Selected examples, in the fire suppression areadeveloped into a new family of fire fighting only, will be discussed individually, followed by a 1

materials used today and known as AFFF (Aque- description of NRL's fire research facilities and a ,

ous Film Forming Foam). Though today's AFFF look into the future. Other areas of fire research,
is highly effective, research is still underway on such as spontaneous (autogenous) ignition and its
an improved AFFF, and NRL is still responsible relationship to molecular structure and to cetane
for qualifying new AFFF formulations for DoD and octane numbers of fuels, hazards of electro-
purchase. static ignition, oxidation mechanisms, cool flames ,.'-"

Following the flight deck disasters on the and the role they play in combustion, and other
U.S.S. Forrestal (1967) and U.S.S. Enterprise related topics will not be discussed.
(1969), NRL mounted a study program on flight
deck fires and decided that the "wash-down" Control of the Atmosphere: Traditionally,
system-sprinkler nozzles embedded in the deck most of us think of fire as needing air, also, that
and elsewhere-originally installed for protection fires vitiate that air. However, fires can be con-
against NBC (nuclear, bacteriological, chemical trolled or exascerbated by controlling the atmo-
agent) attack, might be converted to a fire fight- sphere, especially in a closed environment. A
ing system. By incorporating AFFF into this sys- horrible example of the latter was the Apollo
tem, NRL demonstrated, by essentially full-scale disaster of 1967. Being in a 100% oxygen

68 field demonstrations, the efficacy of such a environment, that fire was almost explosive (it
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was estimated by the investigating team, of which Based on heat balances, NRL proposed in
the author was a member, that the fire ruptured 1972 that overpressurization with N2 in a closed
the capsule in only 19 s). One can indeed do environment to about 0.5 atm. should be able to
much to control fire by control of the atmo- extinguish a fire, but still allow life to be sus-
sphere, as well as control vitiation of the atmo- tained. Extinguishment, even in large chambers,
spheres by the control of fire. Three related was later demonstrated, as seen in Fig. 1. This
topics will be addressed: N2 pressurization, low atmosphere can sustain life. Rats in an N2 pres-
02, and toxicity. surization fire test were not fazed by the over-

N2 Pressurization-Consider Table 1; we pressurization. The application to submarines
have three markedly different atmospheres in and other environments capable of being pressur-
which human life has been sustained. The reason ized is obvious. Indeed, N2 pressurization is now
is that the partial pressure of 02 is essentially the the backup extinguishing system for all experi-
same in all three (last column). On the other ments in NRL's 325-m 3 (Il,400-ft3) chamber,
hand, fire is dependent on the concentration of FIRE I (Fig. 2), and it has never failed even
02, and in Table 1 these are very different. Fires when experimental fires appeared to be getting
in 100% 02 are exceedingly violent, in 21% 02 out of hand.
they occur normally, and in Sea Lab (4% 02) the Of concern in N2 pressurization was that as
aquanauts could not even strike a match. Thus, the fire was being quenched, the production of %
sustaining fires and sustaining life are not the carbon monoxide (CO) might be too high. But,
same, and we can take advantage of that fact. as shown in Table 2, (which compares fire data

for cellulose with and without N2 pressurization) ""
Table 1- Impact of 02 on Fire and Life CO would be tolerable with N2 pressurization,

and lethal without. In Table 2, note that the final
Total Oxygen 02 concentration of oxygen in both cases was the

Environment Press. Conc. Press. same at extinguishment; this had been predicted
(atm) (%) (atm.) originally.

Apollo Low Oxygen-In a closed environment, one
(flight mode) 0.3 100 0.3 can choose an operating atmosphere to suit one-

self. Table 1 shows that fact. It is also important
Submarine -1.0 -21 0.2 to recognize that fires are much more sensitive to

oxygen concentration than people are to partial
Sea Lab 7.0 -4 0.3 pressure. To illustrate this, Fig. 3 shows that the

. o.

o---..,..
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10 40 100 200 10.000
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Fig. 1 - Extinguishment of fires by N2 pressurization.
Effect of chamber volume on N2 required to extinguish
Class A (solid) and Class B (liquid) fires. 69
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Fig. 3 - Burning rate of cotton cloth and kerosene
as a function of 02 concentration

burning rate for cellulose and liquid fuels in Fig. 4, most fires have a relatively slow "induc-
decrease markedly with even small decreases in tion" period before becoming violent and creating
02. On the other hand, people can tolerate a a disaster (as stated for the Apollo fire, 19 s; in ,..
wide variation in 02 partial pressure: from the the case of a cigarette dropped on the sofa,
1.09 atm of the Apollo Capsule at takeoff to 0.21 several hours). If one can react and fight the fire
atm (air at sea level); to 0.175 atm in Denver, before the "knee" in the curve, the fire is more
and 0.12 atm on Pikes Peak, Colorado; and even easily controlled. If we can "buy time" during the
lower partial pressures of 02 at higher elevations, induction period, the knee can be postponed,

It is proposed, therefore, that submarines maybe indefinitely, and we have no disaster. The
be operated at some lower value of 02, such as use of 19% oxygen would buy time.
19%. This might still allow people to smoke, but The effect of lowering 02 concentration on
would cut down the rate of fire spread and inten- fire behavior has not been fully quantified. The
sity. In fighting fires, time is critical. As shown effect on people, though projected to be nil, also

GATE

0

%'.," TIME,,

%'.'Fig. 4 - Typical rate of fire growth with time 71
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has not been quantified. Information on the must also be used. As such, NRL is now deeply
latter could easily be obtained experimentally at involved in developing technology to assess fire
the Navy's Submarine Medical Research Labora- gases, and developing specification concepts and
tory in Groton, CT. criteria to control not only this most insidious

One beauty of this suggested approach is gas, CO, but other toxic and corrosive fire pro-
that it could be done today with no retrofit or ducts as well, such as HCN, HCI, and HF.
change of equipment of any kind. On "closing
the boat," the 02 can be "breathed down" to 19% The Smoke Problem: It is unconscionable
and then maintained there with existing equip- that more action has not been taken to mitigate
ment. Indeed, examination of submarine atmo- the smoke problem (by smoke we mean the parti-
sphere logs shows that a 19% value has occurred culate matter generated by a fire). Although also
many times without the men being aware of it. potentially toxic, its main impact is obscuration.

Toxicity-The most ubiquitous and Firefighters cannot see to find and quench the
dangerous toxicant from fires is CO. Most fire fire, and cannot stop it before the knee (shown in
deaths are attributed to "asphyxiation," "smoke Fig. 4), also, people trapped cannot see to escape.
inhalation," and so forth. Autopsies in fire There is evidence for considerable loss of life in
deaths have shown very high blood concentra- the Navy because people "took the wrong turn."
tions of carboxyhemoglobin due to CO. Thus, The impact of smoke in the U.S.S. Forrestal
the major cause of fire deaths is CO poisoning. arson fire of 1972 is shown in Table 3. As Table

In the Navy, however, we face a very dif- 3 shows, it took six hours to find the fire and two
ferent and insidious toxicological property of CO. more hours to quench it just because of smoke
In contrast to most poisons, CO affects the brain obscuration. As a result, what should have been
long before it affects motor function or other a trivial fire ended up putting a permanent bubble ,

responses. Data obtained from the Toxicology in the flight deck, and tying up the ship for
Center at the National Academy of Sciences show months for repair.
that mental acuity is affected at 1/5 to 1/10 the
lethal concentrations of carboxyhemoglobin in the Table 3 - Impact of Smoke Obscuration
blood. Under the duress of battle or damage,
correct decisions must be made quickly and USS Forrestal
actions carried out correctly. Fuzzy-headedness Sequence of Events - 10 July 1972
could cause a wrong action that could even result (All Times Approximate)
in loss of a platform. A person is not aware 0300 Fire Reported
when he is being poisoned by CO, and the
phenomenon of people walking back into a burn- 0305 Firefighting Parties Arrive
ing building to their death can be attributed to 0330 Firefighting Parties Pulled
fuzzy thinking. (Their motor ability is obviously Back Because of "Smoke"

still intact.) The six lives lost recently on the
U.S.S. Ranger were attributed to CO poisoning, 0330-0700 Fire "Contained," Portable %
the men were found huddled within a few feet of Blowers Brought in
an open deck, and apparently could easily have 0900 Flame Visible - Started to
made it. "Attack" Fire Directly b

Most toxicological tests use death as the end
point-the "kill-'em-and-count-'em" technique. 1100 Fire Out
From the Navy's standpoint, this is unacceptable
as the only means for assessing a given material's
contribution to toxic fire gases. What is needed Following the U.S.S. Forrestal fire of 1972,
is a measure of the potential impact of CO on NRL mounted a program to overcome, or at least
mental acuity, and this cannot be done properly mitigate the smoke problem. Three main thrusts
with animals; it is difficult to give a rat an IQ were followed: using infrared to "see" through

. 72 test. Therefore, chemical analyses and control smoke, knockdown by wetting, and smoke re-
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moval by electrostatic and dielectrophoretic wetting agent, and fortunately it is already on
- means. board our Navy ships.

IR Imager-The most successful approach Precipitation-Electrostatic precipitators
to date has been the c.,velopment of an infrared (ESP) have long been used to remove airborne
imager for fleet use. Starting with a commercial particulates. Fire smokes, however, are conduc-
device, NRL performed extensive studies in ship- tive and short out ESP units very quickly. NRL
board environments and has made a number of has developed and patented a "nonshorting" ESP
changes which have been incorporated into a by the simple expedient of markedly reducing the
hand-held device for Navy use. Operating at 8 to conductivity of the collecting plates. Thus the
14 1A, this device allows the user to see hot high voltages needed can still be maintained to
objects through the densest smoke. Its image of remove large quantities of smoke, but current
a man 9 m (30 ft) away in a totally obscured flow is markedly reduced. Placed inside a venti-
room is shown in Fig. 5. With this device a fire lation system (as now used in submarines), it
is even easier to find. This imager is so promis- could then be used as an adjunct for smoke
ing that the Navy has now started procurement removal. This new ESP is now being perfected in
for issue to the fleet. cooperation with industry.

Knockdown-NRL has also shown smoke
knockdown by wetting to be effective. Where Agents and Shipboard Application: The
smoke is just allowed to "settle" it might take 20 Navy has a special need for fast and highly effec-
min. or more to see 3 m (10 ft); wetting the tive means for extinguishment of fires. Ships are
smoke by sprinkling will allow visibility in as little floating arsenals, loaded with liquid fuels, and
as 20 s. It turns out that AFFF is an excellent crammed with people. As such, it is important

Fig. 5 - Infrared imager picture of man groping his way through zero
visibility dense smoke in chamber at Norfolk, VA, fire school 73
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that efforts continue to develop better fire- darker red color. Such a fire can therefore be
fighting agents, and means for their application, approached more clearly by unprotected person-
NRL is doing just that. nel. The wash-down system quickly controls the

Foam-AFFF has been improved markedly deck fire (upper right), but note that in a 30-knot
in the last decade, not only in performance but in wind, the fire is much more radiant (brighter

§reduced cost. However, it is time to develop an red/orange color), and close approach by unpro-
even better agent, and based on recent experi- tected personnel is not possible. As can be seen
ments and tests, NRL is now reexamining (lower left), the AFFF wash-down system, creat-
requirements for AFFF-type agents and is work- ing a 2-D blanket, extinguishes the pool fire
ing on a completely new specification. readily, but the 3-D fire remains in full fury and

Dry chemicals-NRL is also reexamining dry must now be attacked by hand. In the last frame,
chemicals. A systematic study has revealed that it is evident that the firefighters must be very
for a given powder, particles above a critical size aggressive in attacking this 3-D fire, and because
contribute little to fire extinguishment. The par- of thermal radiation, must be protected. How-
ticle must be small enough so that the whole par- ever, with this type of attack they are successful
ticle becomes involved in the quenching process. in less than 60 s. If ordnance were present in the
This is because the residence times of particles in debris fire, potential cook off would put such
a fire are short enough so that bigger particles go men in a very high-risk situation. The fuel used
through the flame front too rapidly to be effec- here is the Navy's jet fuel, JP-5 (flash point of
tive. 60'C (140'F) min). Tests on fires with more

It has also been postulated that powders are volatile fuels (gasoline and JP-4) could not be
effective primarily because they absorb heat. extinguished even with the best efforts of the
This theory would make prediction of quenching firefighters. The debris pile was purposefully
by new chemicals possible, thus opening the door designed to make fire fighting difficult so that
for potential new agents and how they should be development of successful fire-fighting capability
used. would give the Navy high-confidence means to

Applications-Following the U.S.S. Nimitz control truly difficult crash and other types of
crash and fire of 1981, NRL was requested to fuel fires on carriers.
determine experimentally why the ensuing fire In an expansion of this program, conducted
(which lasted so long that ordnance cooked off at the Naval Weapons Center (NWC), China
with lethal results) could not be controlled better. Lake, CA, instrumented dummy ordnance was
It was suggested that a wing of one or more of included in the debris pile, and there were occa-
the F-14s was slit allowing fuel to cascade into sions, depending on experimental fire-fighting
the burning debris. AFFF was originally designed tactics used, when cook off would have occurred.
to fight a pool of burning liquid (that is, a 2- As a result of these large scale experiments, a
dimensional (2-D) fire), and its efficacy for 3-D number of important conclusions have been
(cascaaing fuel) fires had never been established, reached:
To get quantitative comparative data, a reproduci- (1) In a debris pile fire, ordnance cook-off
ble debris pile with cascading fuel was developed could occur in less than a minute.
at NRL's Chesapeake Bay Detachment (CBD). (2) It is very important to quench the fire
This was coupled to a washdown system on a as soon as possible to keep thermal insult to the
simulated deck, and technology was developed ordnance to an absolute minimum. Up until
for fighting the combined pool and cascading these tests it had been Navy practice to try to
debris pile fires. Figure 6 shows several pictures cool ordnance in a fire with seawater. But this
of such a fire. The first frame of the figure dilutes any AFFF being used and makes it much
shows the initial stages of the 2-D deck fire. less effective, thereby incre:,sing the potential for
Note the wind machines (converted swamp bug- longer exposure of the ordnance to the fire and
gies) used to generate 30 knots across the simu- increasing the risk.
fated deck. Also note that radiation from this (3) AFFF is about equal to the seawater in

74 quiescent fire is relatively low, as seen by the cooling, and should be used in place of seawater
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(a) b)

(c) (d)

Fig 6 - Suppression of deck fire at CD facility. A. Start of test (note wind machines at right, for generating up to 30-
kn winds across deck). B Wash-down system getting control of pool fires. C. Debris pile fire not extinguished by
wash-down system. D. Firefighters must use hand lines to extinguish cascading fuel fire in debris pile.

for cooling ordnance; it also helps quench the the firefighters. Preliminary tests with mobile
fuel fire. remote-controlled devices (robots) and hose tie-

4) Crosswinds impede fire fighting with downs were very promising, and they are being
hoses (or monitors) because they reduce "reach" pursued vigorously.

* markedly. The stream gets blown away and reach
can be less than half that in still air. Modeling and Scaling: Large-scale experi-

(5) Winds help fire extinguishment if AFF ments are costly in time and money. But we are
(from the wash-down system) is also delivered still too ignorant of fire behavior to be able to
upwind from the fire. The wind helps spread the extrapolate from the laboratory to the real world.
AFFF blanket over the fire. Therefore, NRL is now emphasizing the develop-

(6) The AFFF wash-down system alone ment of models to understand and predict fire
was sufficient to t xtinguish pool (2-D) fires on behavior. The main thrust is for fires in closed
the deck, even with volatile fuels. environments (for example, submarines) because

(7) To fight a debris pile fire successfully, experimental work in FIRE I (Fig. 2) has demon-
firefighters must be practically "on top" of the strated that fires with the hatches closed develop
fire. Therefore, a need exists for fighting debris must faster in spread and intensity than when the
pile fires aggressively without undue exposure of hatches are open. Preliminary models are already 75
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gi ing very encouraging results, but much more Preliminary tests with devices designed and built
needs to be done. to use this concept have been carried out at

Models must be properly scaled. Thus, in NRL's Underwater Sound Reference Detachment
verifying the N2 pressurization concept first at Orlando, FL, and on the U.S.S. Forrestal. They
espoused in 1972, NRL began with a 3-m3 (10- show great promise as a totally fireproof com-
ft3 ) chamber. Suppression was achieved with an munication link.
overpressure of only 0.3 atm, but the original cal- Having gathered the information, what is
culations indicated that it should be 0.5 atm or needed now is a Damage Control Center that can
more. It was quite apparent that even though process lots of information rapidly (microproces-
small pan fires were used, wall effects and con- sor), couple it with stored information, and give
vection were interfering markedly. The need to guidance to the bridge and Damage Control
settle scaling effects finally led to building FIRE Assistant (DCA) by predicting the course of the
1. Figure I shows clearly that not only is scaling fire, avenues of attack, escape, and actions to be
very important, but also that essentially an taken. The Forest Service in the Department of
asymptote has been reached. Data of these kinds Agriculture has a hand-held device of this type
will be very important in developing predictive used by the line bosses in fighting forest fires.

* models. They have been very successful and the Navy :

The final proofs of pudding, of course, are should develop its own system. It would greatly
full-scale tests; hence, NRL performs large out- mitigate fire losses, including personnel, in both
door tests and demonstrations at CBD. NRL is peace and war. NRL is working on this.
also planning more tests in a full-sized ship
cooperatively with the U.S. Coast Guard at a
facility they now have at Mobile, AL (see Facili- Facilities

ties).
NRL has developed some of the finest fire

Detection and Damage Control Central: research facilities anywhere. Most notable is
The chance for successful suppression of a fire is FIRE I (Fig. 2), which is a highly instrumented -

much better if it is detected early. Even though 325-m 3 (I 1,400-ft3) pressurizable chamber. It
most fire detectors respond in an analog fashion, was built to boiler codes for strength. Immedi-
they are forced to give an alarm in a digital, go- ately adjacent is a large trailer housing all the
no-go, mode. Setting the "gate" for this digital sensing, recording, and control equipment. It
response (Fig. 4) becomes critical. If too low, includes computer facilities for processing data in
too many false alarms result; if too high, it might real time-a necessary feature for immediate
be too late. Would it not make more sense to decision making during the course of an experi-
use fire detectors in an analog mode and furnish ment and for safety control. If an experiment is
that information, as it develops, to the central becoming too violent, the N2 system is triggered

- fire-fighting control point? NRL has developed to quench the fire. Other chambers are also
such a detector and preliminary tests show it per- available: a 5.66-m 3  (200-ft 3) converted
forms as planned. decompression tank, and a 0.28-m 3 (10-ft3 ) one

Part of the original concept for this low- for small experiments; both are highly instru-
false-alarming analog detector is a hardened com- mented.

, munication link between detector and Damage A smoke chamber with a sampling and
- Control Central. Wires will burn (as shown return duct system that allows removal of smoke

repeatedly in Navy fires), fiber optics will melt, to a laboratory test area and return is used for
. the stringing of emergency wires is clumsy and characterization of smokes and for removal tech-

takes too long, and walkie-talkies are still too lim- niques (such as ESP and dielectrophoresis).
ited aboard ship. Accordingly, NRL has A large, 9 x 9 x 9-m (30 x 30 x 30-ft)
developed the concept of using the ship's hull as chamber for experiments in a protected environ-
the message conductor employing pseudorandom ment is used for experiments with dry chemicals,

76 noise (high-frequency sound) as the carrier, hydraulic fluid fire suppression, and qualification
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testing. It is coupled to a control room with a New agents-New dry chemicals will be
heat resistant window, evolved using NRL's developing hypothesis on

A large engineering space is used for work how they work. This should lead not only to
on proportioning AFFF concentrate into the fire more effective agents, but also to mixtures of
mains in which full-scale shipboard proportioners agents for multiple action, for example, knock-
and edductors are developed and evaluated, down of the flame and also suppression of smold-

Sophisticated laboratory equipment has also ering by depositing a "glassy" coat on the embers.
been developed and/or obtained, including a wide AFFF needs improvement. Particularly, the
spectrum of analytical apparatus, fast-flow reac- specification needs a complete overhaul to make
tors, vertical tube reactors (for study of cool AFFF more stable, more available, and more
flames), shock tubes (for kinetic studies), lasers, effective; use of a "stronger" concentrate should
spectroscopic equipment, mass spectrometers, be evolved for Navy application.
chromatographs, computers, and other devices. Automation-We are still forcing firefighters

All of the above are at the main campus of into too high-risk situations. Controlling fires
NRL. In addition, NRL has a large field facility offers great applications of today's exploding
for fire suppression research at CBD (Fig. 6). technology in automation and artificial intelli-
This includes a minideck (simulating the flight gence. Current work with the Naval Surface
deck of a carrier), a 7.6 x 7.6 x 7.6-m (25 x 25 Weapons Center at White Oak on a mobile fire-
x 25-ft) chamber for fire-fighting agent qualifica- fighting platform is an excellent start.
tion studies, a smoke chamber for studying Damage control central-Again, the explod-
smoke knockdown and visibility, a large staging ing technologies in computers, communications,
building, and an open pit for study of dangerous and information processing lend themselves beau-
experiments (such as liquid oxygen hazards). tifully to the concept of a Damage Control Cen-

NRL has also cooperatively built a test bed tral System. It would automatically gather infor-
in the range area at NWC to simulate a flight mation (fire growth and other damage) as it hap-
deck. Most of the final large-scale work has been pens and, with p.-,viously stored knowledge, pro-
performed there. We are also working coopera- cess it to give the DCA and the bridge the "best"
tively with the U.S. Coast Guard and using their alternative for fire fighting, smoke control, and .".A"
Mobile, AL, facility (two ships, instrumented escape.
barge, plus a land-based staging area). It is Passive Fire Protection (The nonfire):
planned that that facility will be expanded in the Obviously the best protection against unwanted
near future with a Navy ship under NRL control. fires is at their source-better yet, not to have

them at all. Utopia will be reached when we

Future Impacts achieve the concept of the nonfire, that is, a fire K
that would have happened but did not because we

Our main thrust in future work will be in were smart enough to prevent it. At that point,,.
passive fire protection. The concept of the "non- research in fire at NRL will have happily worked
fire," (that is, a fire that did not happen), itself out of a job. Proceeding in that direction
achieved through control of materials, geometry, NRL continues work on: -.

specifications, and understanding through model- Materials-A "crying" need is for a non-
ing and other research will be pursued. Active flammable hydraulic fluid, especially for subma-
fire suppression will continue, and of special con- rines. The explosions on the U.S.S. Bennington in
cern in this area are new agents, automation, and 1954, with a loss of 103 lives, due to ignition of
the concept of Damage Control Central. atomized fluid from a high-pressure leak, and

other similar accidents, are bound to be repeated
Active Firefighting: NRL continues in the with disastrous results. Research in this area

forefront in the development of new agents and must be pursued aggressively.
concepts in fire protection. Of special note are There are many other flammable materials
the following. whose potential contributions to fire, smoke, and 77
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toxicity can be minimized by changes in composi- and are usually developed to simulate the real
tion and structure. NRL is vigorously pursuing world, but this is very difficult to do. Scaling
this concept in such materials as electrical becomes critical here, and again, current work in Ilk
cabling, hull insulation, composites, and acoustic modeling and scaling will have an important
damping. impact in developing these predictive "tools."

Geometry-Fire spread can be controlled by Acknowledgments: The author is deeply
geometry-spacing and shape. The old aphorism indebted to his many colleagues at NRL who
that it takes three logs to keep a fire going in a have contributed so unstintingly and imagina-
fireplace is true. It is also well known that excel- tively to the development of a strong program in,.-
sior burns much faster than a board, even though fire research at NRL. In particular, to: Drs.
both come from the same tree. Current basic JosedJoehLeonard and Fred Williams, whose
studies in modeling and scaling will help predict enthusiasm, devotion, and leadership continue to
such effects and willrbedapplied inbthis areaatO be an inspiration; to Henry Peterson and Edwin
develop guidelines for designers, builders, and Jbosi h okteato ytehn neve~o, =,u.e..nesJablonski, who took the author by the hand and i.
operators. "taught" him to be a firefighter; to Evelyn Childs,

Specijications-An excellent control of fire, who has kept the fiscal program from becoming
smoke, toxicity, and corrosivity is at the source, totally unruly; to the fire-fighting staffs at CBD
by proper specifications. "Fireproofness" or and at NWC for great dedication and support;
greater "fire resistance" can be incorporated into and, finally, to Messrs. Robert Darwin of NAV-
specifications. The key, however, is the use of MAT and Tom Hughes of Hughes Associates,
the "correct" test methods in the specification. who have taught the author realism in the world
Fire test methods are supposed to be predictive, of fire fighting.
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Software Cost Reduction
Through Disciplined Design

Paul C. Clements
Injormation Technology Division

The computer revolution that has occurred
over the last twenty years or so has been espe-
cially intense within the Department of Defense.
DoD currently spends about 3 to 4% ($10 billion
per year) of its budget on software. That number
is expected to grow quickly in the next few years.
In the words of one senior DoD official, "DoD
sees software as a key underlying technology, the
functional driver of virtually all of its future
defense systems."

Software in the DoD, then, is both critical
and expensive. If there were a way to lower the
cost of developing software-even a little, the
potential savings would be enormous.

The process of specifying, designing, docu-
,- menting, coding, testing, and fielding software is

not at all well-defined. Today's systems can be
far more complex than any one person can
understand, and there is no generally practiced
methodology for making the development task Paul C. Clements
manageable. The state of software engineering
practice is, unfortunately, quite ad hoc. In partic-
ular: (a) Projects are often begun without a clear, exists that can be lifted from the system that
unambiguous, complete statement of what is sup- spawned it and inserted into another. (f) No
posed to be built. (b) The task is usually broken attention is paid to make the software easy to
down in an arbitrary fashion so that the parts test, maintain, and change.
have strong interdependencies; therefore, workers The last point is particularly important
have to know intricate details about all parts of because, although software development costs are
the system. (c) Documentation that is supposed high, the costs of the software maintenance phase
to be written to explain what the system does, of the software life-cycle are even higher. Typi-
what its parts are, and how the parts fit together cally, a software system incurs the largest part of l
is many times not written. If it is written, it is its expense after it has been deployed. Software
usually of poor quality, of undecipherable organi- maintenance occurs when software needs to be
zation, full of undefined terms and rampant modified to account for changes in the environ-
vagueness, and not of any practical use. (d) Lit- ment or changes in the desired behavior over the
tie, if any, effort is invested in reusing software life of the system. The same factors that inhib-
that already exists (perhaps previously developed ited orderly development (such as poor structure
as part of a similar system). (e) The search to or poor documentation) also inhibit maintenance,
find available software-if an attempt is made-is with the added penalty that the people who
almost guaranteed to fail; virtually no software change a system are more than likely not the 79 r'
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ones who built it. Thus, the problems are com- for a truly innovative development to achieve
pounded. widespread use.

In fact, techniques to solve these problems
exist; many have existed for several years. Why The Software Cost Reduction Project: A
aren't they used? The reasons include the clear need existed for a software engineering pro-
following: (a) Some ideas are impractical for DoD ject that would choose a set of principles and
systems because they may lead to programs that methods, apply them rigorously to an actual DoD
use too much memory or take too long to exe- system, refine them (or discard them) where
cute. For example, a missile program must necessary, faithfully report the results in the open
reside in a very limited memory space, and the literature, and (if successful) provide a working
calculations must be made fast enough so that the model of the software development process for
missile will not miss its target. (b) Some ideas others to follow. This is the charter of the
work fine for the small, experimental systems Software Cost Reduction (SCR) project.
that one might find in an academic or laboratory In 1978 an application was chosen to serve
environment, but fail when applied to large, com- as the testbed for what has come to be known as
plex systems that typify DoD software applica- the SCR methodology. The application was the
tions. For instance, techniques exist for onboard flight software for the Navy's A-7E
mathematically proving whether or not a program attack aircraft (Fig. 1). This system was an ideal
is correct. However, the techniques are so com- test for several reasons. First, the system is real
plex that applying them to programs over a few time and embedded, meaning that it is always
lines long can take several weeks. (c) Managers racing the clock and that it must interface with
are reluctant to bet their projects on techniques complicated peripheral devices such as atmo-
that haven't been tried before; this is a classic spheric sensors and unusual cockpit displays.
technology transfer problem, known to most This is the most difficult kind of system to build
engineering disciplines. In software engineering, correctly, and thus the most difficult test of the
it has been estimated that it takes up to 20 years SCR methodology. Second, the system is an

.. woo
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Fig. 1 - The A-7E aircraft software is the demonstration '"

80 medium for the SCR mthododlogy,.-;
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, authentic and not a contrived example; its completely specified set of requirements is well
behavior is often not what a naive programmer worth producing for the following reasons:
would expect, and he cannot tailor it or simplify
it to make his job easier; thus, it is a convincing * It is a record of the desired behavior of the.Third, the A-7E sytem, although system as described to the programmers by" testasethe user. This document is a product that
developed via traditional ad hoc practices, is con-
sideredl one of the Navy's best programs because the user or his representative can review.

of its sophistication and high reliability. Produc- . It prevents programmers from having to
. ing , better program than this one will be a more make requirements decisions accidentally

" convincing demonstration. Finally, the program while designing the program. Programmers
- barely fits into the memory of its rather old com- are very often not familiar with the applica-" '- tion area. Having a complete reference on
_-.. puter, and it barely meets its timing require- t a v ae fn

ments. Producing a program that is bigger or externally visible behavior relieves them of
slower, will be immediately obvious, any need to decide what is best for the user.

The goal of SCR, then, is to produce a pro- * It helps to avoid duplication and incon--- sistency. Without a requirements docu- .- ,
gram that is behaviorally equivalent to the A-7E
software by using state-of-the-art software ment, many of the questions it answers

The pro- would be asked repeatedly throughout the
engineering principles and techniques. Th r-development by designers, programmers,ject is an experiment, because its result is to dis- deve et b i ds i on ofa e rtis
cover if the chosen methodology works. It is a and reviewers. This duplication of effort is
demonstration because, assuming that the experi- expensive and can result in inconsistent

. ment is successful, it furnishes to the software answers.

community , fully worked-out example of apply- * It is necessary (but not sufficient) for mak-
ing the SCR methodology to a real system. It is a ing good estimates of the amount of work
research project because some of the techniques and money that it will take to build the sys-
still need refinement. It is a development project tem. .J.
because the final product is an operational avion- * It is valuable insurance against the liabilities
ics program. Finally, it is a technology transfer of personnel turnover. The knowledge

project because it teaches the methodology via gained about the requirements will not be
publications and seminars. lost when someone leaves the project.

e It provides a good basis for test plan
What is the SCR Methodology? This sec- development. Software cannot be tested for

tion describes the SCR software development correct behavior unless correct behavior is h P

* methodology by describing the work products that precisely defined.
" it calls for. These steps are to: establish and 0 It can be used to to settle arguments; once

document requirements, design and document they have a requirements document, pro- "
the module structure, design and document the grammers no longer need to consult, or be
module interfaces, design and document the application experts.

"--module internal structures, perform formal ,m l t l ur p r r0 It can be used long after the system is in
reviews, design and document the "uses" hierar-"-" place to define changes..,'
chy, write programs, and integrate and test
software. The definition of the ideal requirements

Establish and document requirements-The document is simple. It should contain everything
first step of any software project must be to write one needs to know to write software that is
down exactly what the software is supposed to do, acceptable to the customer, and no more. The
that is, prepare a requirements document. As SCR requirements document is divided into
sensible as this sounds, it is rarely done. It isn't well-defined sections, each of which fully defines
as easy as it sounds, and for large systems, speci- one aspect of the requirements. An example is
fying the thousands of necessary details can be an the section that specifies the value at all times of
extremely expensive undertaking. However, a each output of the system in terms of measurable 81
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quantities in the system's environment. Another well-defined part of the system, rather than caus-
is the section that specifies for each output how ing unpredictable changes in many different parts.
often or how quickly the software is required to For instance, if an aircraft altitude sensor is likely
recompute it. A section unique to SCR require- to change or be replaced over the life of an
ments documents is one that defines likely avionics program, then it is reasonable to design
changes to the system. Since software developed the system so that one and only one module will
by using SCR methodology is designed to be easy have to change with it, leaving the rest of the
to change, the requirements must contain a software unaffected.
definition of the areas that are considered likely The way to do this is to decree that modules -
to change. One cannot design a system so that can only interact with each other via public facili-
everything is equally easy to change, and pro- ties (interfaces) and keep other aspects hidden
grammers should not, have to decide which from each other (secrets). It should then be pos-
changes are most likely. sible to design interfaces that remain the same

The organization of the SCR requirements even when the secrets change. If a module's
document into well-defined sections is one that secret changes but its interface does not, then no
can be easily followed and helps assure complete- other module need change at all since they were
ness. Consistency and precision are achieved by never privy to the first module's secrets. The
eschewing prose wherever possible in favor of interface to the aircraft altitude sensor module,
tables and mathematical forms which are precise for example, might include a program that W,
and whose correctness can be easily checked. returned the aircraft's current altitude above sea
Table I is an example of a specification; it shows level in feet as measured by that device. The
under what conditions the modes of the system secret of the module might be the scaling and

* change to new modes. units and format of the bitstring returned by the
A requirements document embodying these actual sensor, because those things are likely to

principles was one of the first publications of the change when the device is replaced.
SCR project [1,21, and over 800 requests for The way to design software for ease of
copies have since been received, change, then, is to create exactly one module to -.

Design and document the module structure- encapsulate each likely change and to carefully
Unless the product is small enough to be pro- design its interface to remain the same over all
duced by a single programmer, one must consider likely changes to its secret. This method is
how the, work will be divided into work assign- known as information hiding and was first
ments, which we call modules. The document described in 1972. The technique is widely
that should be produced at this stage is called a known in academia, but SCR is proving the value
module guide, it defines the responsibilities of of information hiding to DoD systems.
each of the modules. A module may consist of If one diligently applies information hiding
submodules, or it may be a single work assign- to a large system, one is certain to end up with a 0
ment. great many modules. A guide that is simply a list

A module guide helps to assure that all of those modules, with no other structure, helps
work is assigned to exactly one person or team. only those who are already familiar with the sys-
After the system is in place, it helps a maintainer tem. The SCR module guide has a tree structure,
unfamiliar with the system find out which dividing the system into a small number of
modules are affected by a problem report or modules and treating each such module in the
change request. same way until all of the modules are quite small.

The idea of modules is not new, but the This tree structure allows one to locate a module
principle by which SCR creates them is not of interest very quickly. We continue the decom-
widely used. Since the major cost of software position into submodules and design of their
occurs in the maintenance phase, it seems rea- interfaces until each work assignment is small
sonable that software should be designed to be enough that we could afford to discard it and
easily changed. One way to do that is to make begin again if the programmer assigned to do it

82 sure that each change only affects one isolated left the project. This is an example of a good
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Table 1 -Formal Tables and Notation Help
to Achieve Precision in SCR Specifications
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e timing and accuracy constraints, where the information in the documents is factually
necessary; and correct. Only if a document passes all of these

e a definition of undesired events (errors tests is it considered correct. The reviews are
resulting from incorrect use of the module's hard work, but by finding errors in the require-
facilities). ments and design before code is written, they

more than justify the effort. Design reviews are
Designing interfaces that truly encapsulate a one of the most important parts of the SCR

module's secrets is often difficult. However, by methodology, and are more fully discussed in

providing complete examples of information- Ref. 13. ar,

hiding interfaces for various kinds of modules,
SCR provides a model for others to follow. Pub- r
lished designs include Refs. 7,8,9,10. One of the traditional problems that is common

Design and document the module internal during system development is that no part of the
structures-Once a module interface has been system performs correctly unless all the parts are
strucurespec , t a bimolementerc has deen- present. This prevents developing system sub-specified,sets, which can be useful during development to
dent task except for formal reviews (these are aidetstwichang r to s fuly a urn f c p tio w

descibe beow) Hoever beorecodngthe aid testing or to supply a fallback position when.,
described below). However, before coding, the
major design decisions are recorded in a docu- schedules slip. However, in the SCR methodol-
ment called the module design document [111. ogy, we control and keep track of the programs
This document is designed to allow an efficient that require the presence of other programs to

work correctly. Because of this we can easily
review of the internal design before the coding create mutually dependent sets of programs that
begins and to explain the purpose of the code to a form distinct subsets of the entire system. The
future maintenance programmer. For each of the rmitin ubes the ente sys he
access programs, it includes a mathematical func- reei
tion [121 that describes how inputs are mapped mean by uses [14], and the specification of the
onto the internal data structures within the uses relation for the system allows SCR to define

module. For each value returned by the module subsets easily and quickly.
to its caller, it provides another mathematical The uses hierarchy can be designed once we
function that maps the values of the data struc- know all of the modules and their access pro-
ture into the values that are returned. For each grams. It is conveniently documented as a binary
of the undesired events, it describes how we matrix where the entry in position (A,B) is true

check for it. Finally, it provides a verification, if and only if the correctness of program A
This is a logical or mathematical formulation of depends on the presence in the system of a
the operations the module performs on the inputs correct program B. The uses hierarchy defines,
to produce outputs. Its purpose is to provide a the set of subsets that can be obtained by imple-

proof or convincing argument that the programs menting a subset of the programs of each

meet their specifications.
Perform .lbrmal reviews-A rigorous, formal Write programs-After all of the design and

review accompanies each of the steps mentioned documentation has been carried out, actual exe-
so far. SCR review procedures are different from cutable code is written. Experience shows that

-- most in that they check not only for adherence to this goes quickly and smoothly as a result of the
fact but also for adherence to principle, investment in carefully crafted specifications and
Reviewers who are knowledgeable about the separation of module concerns.
application area are asked about likely changes to Integrate and test software-Once all of the
the system and to help assure that the interfaces modules are coded they must be tested separately
are designed so that those changes can be accom- and together. This is an area where SCR meth-
modated. Other reviewers are asked to make odology has yielded another benefit. Testing and
sure that the document meets SCR organization integration take much less time than with con-
rules, that all the terms are clearly defined, etc. ventionally developed software for some of the

84 Still other reviewers are asked to make sure that following reasons:
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0 By carefully documenting and checking for gram. Besides continuing to test the principle of
undesired events in each module, a very implementing incremental subsets, this program
large class of errors has effectively already will provide experience with some of the more
been tested for. difficult areas of applications such as navigation

0 The precise interfaces between modules and weapon delivery. The useful subset will be

allow for rapid identification of the source implemented in the fall of 1985.
of an error, a module either meets its After the useful subset is implemented, the
specification or it does not, and it is full A-7E program will be completed. At that
straightforward to tell which is the case. time, measurements will be taken on the amount

0 The stringent review procedures applied to of time and storage required by the new program.
each module design and implementation These figures will be compared with those of the
weed out mistakes before code is written, old program, thus giving the first indication of

9 The precise requirements specification pro- how big a performance penalty (if any) the
iThes ptrie reuireenitsn seci viopr- methodology entails. Other experiments are also

vides a strict definition of correct behavior;
its formalisms (such as tables) also lend planned, such as making changes to the new pro-

themselves to the quick generation of sys- gram that were made to the old program and
tematic and complete tests. comparing the expense and effort required.
Dividig ad complee tests. pAt the same time, software tools to help
Dividing a module up into public and with SCR design and documentation methods will
privatebe developed. Ongoing technology transfer
to a notion of black-box behavior; that is,
the correctness of a module is determined efforts will be continued and expanded.
completely by whether or not it meets its Currently, SCR project personnel routinely con-

specification. This makes testing for suit with software engineers on other large DoD

correctness quite simple because correct systems under development. This is part of our

behavior is explicitly and completely ongoing technology transfer effort.
defined.

SCR's Contributions: The SCR project has
Project Status: The SCR project recently already made the following contributions to the

provided a demonstration of all of its principles software engineering state of the art: (a) a
by completing the implementation of a small sub- requirements specification methodology for real-
set of the A-7E software. Although the program time embedded systems; (b) a modularization
was quite small compared to the full program, it technique that applies to all software systems, and
was carefully chosen to include part of every a sample modularization that applies to a large
major module. The successful completion of that class of systems; (c) a specification technique for
subset provided convincing evidence that information-hiding module interfaces; (d) a new
modules written only in terms of each other's technique to synchronize parallel processes and to
interfaces can be integrated to form a single, schedule the execution of the processes before
functionally correct program. It also provided a run time [151; (e) sample designs for several typ-
convincing test of the accompanying support ical modules found in real-time embedded sys-
software. This software helped translate the calls tems; (f) a new technique to ensure that a system p
to programs through interfaces into low-level can be implemented in incremental subsets and a
instructions that executed directly on the com- technique to specify those subsets; (g) a set of
puter. general-purpose software tools used to build

Armed with a working preliminary subset translators (such as compilers); and (h) a solu-
and a validated support environment, the next tion to the problem of avionics program portabil-
step is to build a much larger subset of the pro- ity; namely, a module that encapsulates the
gram. Called the useful subset, this program will differences between avionics computers so that
represent over half of the full functionality and application software can be written for any of
could pass for an actual (albeit lean) avionics pro- them. 85 '-,

- .'.
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In addition, there are strong indications of dance at software engineering conferences, the
the following payoffs: project staff has become aware of several com-

panies and DoD organizations using SCR tech-
* The methodology leads to a significant niques. One large telecommunications company,

reduction in integration and testing time. which uses information hiding to design their
The experience with the preliminary subset switching systems, has been able to market sys-
indicates that an order of magnitude tems for much less than their competitors
improvement over conventional techniques because they can change it so easily to meet new
is likely, customers' needs. Another claims that the SCR

* The methodology leads to a significant methodology is the most widely used within their
reduction in the amount of coding time company. At least two other government con-
necessary. tractors have proposed using SCR techniques

* The SCR approach to documentation leads because they are the most cost-effective. At the
to the amelioration of the "Mythical Man present time, the project staff knows of over 50
Month" effect [161 which holds that adding large software engineering projects in government
personnel to a project generally slows a and industry that make use of all or part of the
project down because of the time it takes to SCR methodology, and there is no way of telling
bring the new people up to speed. When how many more there actually are.
new programmers join an SCR-style project
they do not have to depend completely on Perhaps the best indication of the project's
the old staff for their information. They continued success is the large number of requests
will have an up-to-date and rational set of for information received. Literally thousands of
documents available. Further, because of documents have been distributed in response to
separation of concerns, new people need not inquiries. One request resulted in teaching SCR
learn about all aspects of the project, but methodology in a software engineering course at
only their small part of it. a Texas university. Perhaps one day the meth-

0• The SCR modularization scheme can lead to odology will be taught not as a new and innova-

a standard taxonomy for software that is tive way to solve the problems of software
necessary before libraries of reusable development, but rather as standard practice.

software can be developed.

" Management for an SCR-style project is References
easier because the formal interaction
between work assignments (modules) and 1. K.L. Heninger, "Specifying Software
their relative independence leads to greater Requirements for Complex Systems: New
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' 2-13 (Jan. 1980)

there is greater flexibility in scheduling 23(a.90
tasks. For instance, once a module inter- 2. K. Heninger, J. Kallander, D.L. Parnas, and
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implementation can occur simultaneously. 3. K.H. Britton and D.L. Parnas, "A-7E

* The formal specifications make excellent Software Module Guide," NRL Memoran-
task assignments for contractors. dum Report 4702, Dec. 1981.

ST1 e loss of a person is never critical 4. D.L. Parnas, P. Clements, and D. Weiss,
because there are no critical people. "The Modular Structure of Complex Sys-

tems," Proceedings of the Seventh Interna-
Other organizations are discovering the tional Conference on Software Engineering,

86 benefits as well. Through publications and atten- Mar. 1984, pp. 408-417.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

A tremendous amount of information in many forms-precise quantitative through subjective verbal
assessments-must be evaluated and assimilated to arrive at best possible decisions. Most of this information is
transmitted in some form, many times through hostile environments. Systems to accomplish the data acquisition,
interpretation, and management are being developed and can frequently be evaluated through simulations that are
very economical compared to a full-scale test. NRL is active in all these areas. The articles in this chapter were
contributed by the Information Technology Division (Code 7500) and the Tactical Electronic Warfare Division
(Code 5700).

*--. NRL has many research projects in artificial intelligence, information processing, and signal transmission.
These include:

* expert systems for battle management
* target recognition and identification
S force level modeling and simulation
* advanced electronic warfare systems
* airborne dual-mode jamming
0 Arctic communications concepts

91 Multisensor Integration-An Al Approach
Yi-tzuu Chien and Laura C. Davis

ASW sensor data and visual intelligence information are Al-processed
for P-3 tactics.

94 Automatic Processing of Military Messages for Dissemination
and Summarization -

Elaine Marsh
* -Casualty reports, including narratives, can be automatically processed with Al.

98 How to Specify Software
John McLean

A careful and precise specification language can lead to significant savings
in systems.

100 Tracker/Correlator Algorithm Testing
Kurt Askin

Hundreds of algorithms exist, and methods to choose the best are being
developed and used.

101 Full Engagement Decoy Simulator
Harry R. Bryant and Glenn H. Galloway

Scenarios involve many different decoys. 100 targets, and
90 300 incoming missiles.
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Multisensor Integration-An Al Approach generic nature of the research, so that results
obtained can be readily applied to other environ-

Y.T. Chien and L.C. Davis ments. We have chosen the tactical operations of
Information Technology Division the P-3, a Navy aircraft engaging in antisubma-

rine warfare (ASW) and antisurface warfare
Introduction: A recent development in (ASuW) as the application domain. In a typical

Artificial Intelligence (Al) is the deliberate P-3 mission, data from multiple sensors (such as
representation and utilization of human expertise SONAR, RADAR, and ESM (electronic support
in computer-assisted problem solving in a compli- measures)) and other sources (visual, intelli-
cated domain. Problem solving systems of this gence) with diverse characteristics must be
type rely heavily on knowledge, as opposed to integrated and assessed to guide time-critical tac-
mathematical algorithms and generalized problem tical decisions. However, experience in the past
solving strategies, as a principal tool for obtaining indicates that techniques based only on
solutions. This approach is being applied success- mathematical algorithms to combine sensor data
fully to a variety of well-defined problems, and have major limitations in their ability to produce
NRL is investigating its utility for a number of the necessary results. An Al-based MSI system
Navy applications such as multisensor integration can remove some of these limitations.
(MSI). Currently, we are developing a
knowledge-based system to demonstrate how Al Knowledge vs Algorithms: Figure I de-
can improve the integration of sensor information picts the functional organization of a knowledge-
from disparate sources, varying in completeness, based MSI system. Besides the sensor environ-
timeliness, and accuracy, to provide effective ment, two of the key components in this system
decision support for naval Command, Control, are the knowledge base(s) and the control and
Communication, and Intelligence (C 31) opera- inference mechanism(s). Knowledge, in the con-
tions. text of Al systems, is composed of all the sym-

As in most Al system research and develop- bolic, relational, and physical information related
ment, we focus on a well-defined application to the problem domain. This should include not
domain which exploits Al but still maintains the only facts, processes, and objects of interest, but

• /I GUIDANCE I NFERENCE '

[ Xp  II ----- _.__ '---- KNOWLEDGE III

PLOT .'

:!ii }; D'STR'°O*'ON I I ST"'O'NR':.

NORMATION,.

Fig. 1 - Functional organization of a knowledged-based MSI system 91
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also heuristics, judgments, and other human sible. This hierarchical representation of
expertise pertinent to the decision processes knowledge permits efficient access and manipula-
involved. Knowledge of this kind often cannot tion by the computer, especially when the
be easily described in a precise mathematical knowledge base is large, as is likely the case in
algorithm or formula and thus requires a most military applications. It also facilitates
representation or a combination of representa- corrections and additions to the knowledge base.
tions that is more convenient for symbolic ma- If the knowledge required is extremely complex,
nipulation. Indeed, a great deal of the effort in as is the case in the P-3 domain, a separate
designing our MSI system is concerned with cap- knowledge category, called control knowledge or
turing, characterizing, and organizing the dif- metalevel knowledge, may be needed. Control " "
ferent kinds of knowledge for computer represen- knowledge is used to manipulate the other types -

tation. of knowledge, considered object-level knowledge,
The domain knowledge used in P-3 for more efficient and effective processing. Two

ASW/ASuW tactical operations can be organized examples of the kinds of knowledge used in P-3 ..-

in a hierarchy of subareas. Figure 2 illustrates a operations, represented by IF-THEN rules, are
simplified hierarchy. At the top level, the shown in Table 1. To capture the necessary
knowledge is divided into several groups, each domain knowledge, hundreds or potentially
representing a broad area of expertise. Each of thousands of rules along with other types of
these groups can be successively divided into representations may be needed. In the P-3
smaller, more focused areas at lower levels. The environment, the attack segment alone of the
category of tactics/actions, for instance, can be knowledge base may need 50 to 200 rules to
further divided into specific knowledge groups describe the required tactics and actions.

"' according to mission (ASW and ASuW, as shown
here), for each mission, a finer division into mis- Inference and Control: To use the
sion phase (for example, search or attack) is pos- knowledge effectively, the MSI system must have

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE

KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE FOR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT AUOTERtCKOLDEAOU NIONEABOUT OTHER ,.:::

PROCESSING SENSOR CS CTIONS ENVIRONMENTALTACTICS ACTIONS KNOWLEDGEREPORTS CHARACTERISTICS (META-KNOWLEDGE)

l ] KNOWLEDGE-KNUOWLE-GE)

KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE THAT KNOWLEDGE ABOUT

FOR TRACKING APPLIES TO ASW CHARACTERISTICS

"KNOWLEDGE ABOUT
A KNOWLEDGE FOR KNOWLEDGE THAT ATMOSPHERIC AND

APPLIES TO ASW OCEANOGRAPHIC
.NERN, CONDITIONS

"T':KNOWLEDGE THAT KNOWLEDGE THAT

APPLIES TO APPLIES TO

Fig. 2 - Knowledge and its representation in the computer. A typical
92 hierarchy of domain knowledge in the P-3 environment.
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Table I - Examples of IF-IHEN Rules to
Represent P-3 Domain Knowledge

Example of a Report Processing Rule - To infer the existence of a task
force (friendly or hostile) from pitterns of tracks, based on
sensor reports and knowledge of enemy's tactical intentions

IF (I) ESM and RADAR contacts provide tracks of at least 3 targets,

(2) the tracks are following a course of movement which
corresponds to an anticipated enemy convoy, and

(3) ESM and RADAR contacts have determined that they
are not friendly ships, "".

THEN () it is likely that these tracks are part of a hostile force

(2) post a report to the tactical coordinator to that effect.

Example of a Metalevel Rule - To control the use of two different
groups of object-level rules in the knowledge base

IF (1) the number of target tracks in the group is three or more, -

(2) there are rules which refer to Immediate Threat, and
(3) there are rules which refer to Potential Threat,

THEN it is recommended that the rules in (2) should be used before
those in (3).

proper computational mechanisms to transform
the input data into appropriate conclusions or KNOWLEDGE USR

"" ' ~MANAGEMENT "

solutions. In principle, these mechanisms are not . .'k
totally different from those typically used in
other, non-Al systems-they involve searching "k

for an optimal solution path and making logical INFERENCE ENGINE

inferences at various points along the solution FORWARD'"I ~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~KNOWLEDG ,:::::::::0:::::::"""

path. However, since the data used in our system REASONING.

is primarily symbolic and knowledge intensive, BACKWARD

there are additional requirements that must be EXPLANATION FACILITY

met. First, the inference mechanism must be
able to reason with uncertain and possibly errone- Fig. 3 - Relationship between knowledge, inference, O

ous data, and must be capable of forming tenta- and the user
tive hypotheses. Second, there must be a way of
combining and weighting information from dif-
ferent sources to draw conclusions within time
constraints. Third, the system should be both commander) having access to both components. '

data-driven and goal-directed so that a combina- The example in Table 2 indicates how two dif-
tion of inference mechanisms can come into play ferent inference techniques can be used in combi-
in searching for the best solution path possible. nation to provide decision support in the P-3 :'-

Figure 3 illustrates some of the key features environment. The data-driven or forward-
of the inference mechanisms being implemented chaining mechanism is used to combine sensor
in the MSI system. This figure shows the rela- reports for determining position, course, and
tionship between the knowledge base(s) and the speed of a target. At the same time, a goal-
inference processes, with the user of the system directed or backward-chaining mechanism is used
(for example, tactical coordinator or mission to make inferences in regard to the assessment of 93
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Table 2- Examples Showing Typical Input/Output
Functions of Inference Mechanisms

Forward Chaining - Work from known facts and observed data to new,
deduced facts or conclusions

Example: Tracking of targets in a P3 Mission

INPUT - Sensor reports; environmental data
OUTPUT - Position, course, and speed of target(s)

Backward Chaining - Hypothesize a conclusion and work backward toward
an enumeration of facts and data that would support the hypothesis.

Example: Decision aid in threat assessment

INPUT - Hypothesize a threat condition
OUTPUT - (1) confirm or deny the hypothesis based on facts

and data in knowledge base
(2) provide line of reasoning to support conclusion

that target's threat. Through proper control, both Automatic Processing of Military Messages for
inference mechanisms can be activated either Dissemination and Summarization
automatically or at the command of the user.

E. Marsh

Summary: By effectively using knowledge Information Technology Division

.' and inference, information fusion can take place
-- at several levels in this MSI decision support sys- The natural language processing group at

tem. Sensor information, for example, can be the Navy Center for Applied Research in Artifi-
*.. part of the rules comprising the knowledge in tac- cial Intelligence has built an experimental system

tics and actions. On a different level, sensor data that uses techniques of computational linguistics
may be integrated with environmental data and and artificial intelligence to extact information

intelligence reports to hypothesize about target from Navy operational reports. These are typi-
threat and enemy tactics. In general, decision cally written reports, and wlile they obey strict
support functions ranging from situation descrip- formatting conventions, they also contain impor-
tion and threat assessment to resource manage- tant narrative descriptions. We have imple-
ment and fire control solution development can mented a prototype system for extracting the
eventually be within the system's capability. The informational content from the narrative descrip-

. research described here is a first step towards tions contained in a class of operational messages
-.. designing this new class of decision support sys- about shipboard equipment failure (casualty
'.- tems for future naval C31 needs. reports or CASREPs); an example is shown in

[Sponsored by ONR and ONT] Fig. 4. The narrative informatirn is contained in
the sections labeled AMPN and RMKS. From

Reference the information in these reports, the system
assigns a distribution list fof each message and

I.L. Davis and J. Aldrich, ",\ Knowledge-Based generates a summary of the equipment failure.
Approach to Naval Multisensor Information In constructing the system, we have adapted
Integration," Proceedings of the IEEE Coin- an approach developed by Sager et al. Ill at New
puter Society Conference on Trends and York University. This approach, called informa-
Applications, 1983. Gaithersburg, MD. May tion .lormatting, uses an explicit grammar of

94 25-26, 1983, pp. 216-223. U English and a classification of the semantic rela-

U
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P 162305Z AUG 82
FM USS FIDELITY
TO RUCLBDA/COMINEGRU TWO
RUCBSAA/COMNAVSURFLANT NORFOLK VA
RUCBSAA/CINCLANTFLT NORFOLK VA
RUENAAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC
RUEOALA/NAVSAFECEN NORFOLK VA
RULSSAA/COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC
RULSSAA/CHNAVMAT WASHINGTON DC
RUEBBSA/NSC NORFOLK VA
RUEDNAA/SPCC MECHANICSBURG PA
RUCLFEA/MOTU TWELVE
INFO RULSSAA/COMNAVELEXSYSCOM WASHINGTON DC
BT
MSGID/CASREP/MS0443FIDELITY/4//
POSIT/8204W4-2443N3/161500ZAUG82//
CASUALTY/INITIAL-82004/AN-URT-23V HF TRANSMITTER/EIC:QEIN/CAT:2//
ESTIMATE/252359ZAUG82/RECEIPT OF PARTS NLT 24AUG82//
ASSIST/TECHNICAL/PORT EVERGLADES FL//
AMPN/REQUEST ASSISTANCE FROM MOTU TWELVE MAYPORT//
RMKS/SHIPS SCHEDULE: 16AUG-1 9AUG OPEVAL KEYWEST OPAREA. 20AUG-23SEP
OPEVAL FT. LAUDERDALE FL//

-.~= *RMKS/SHIP WILL BE IN PORT EVERGLADES IN THE EVENINGS AND ON
-. - WEEKENDS UNTIL 23SEP.//

PARTSID/APL:58557823CL/CID:1AIA3/JCN:N07973-OE06-7545//
TECHPU/NAVELEX 0967-LP-879-50X10//
IPARTS
/DL NATIONAL STOCK NO. RQD COSAL ONBD CIRCUIT
/8$&1H5820-00-988-8033 001 000 000 1A1A3
/02 1H5820-00-988-3043 001 000 000 1A1A6//
AMPN/REASON ITEM NOT ONBOARD - NO ALLOWANCE. ALL PARTS LISTED
IN PARTSID APL//
1 STRIP
/DL DOCUMENT ID QTY PRI RDD ACTIVITY REQUISITION STATUS
/01 V07973-2228-W542 001 06 236 NNZ 162300Z AUG82
/02 V07973-2228-W543 001 06 236 NNZ 162300ZAUG82
RMKS/APC-PPC CIRCUIT IS INHIBITING EXCITER AND PA DRIVER IN ALL
OPERATE MODES. RADIO SET WILL TUNE USING TUNE KEY, LOCAL KEY
AND REMOTE KEY. DRIVER AND PA CURRENTS GOOD DURING TUNING.
IN OPERATE MODES DRIVER CURRENT AND RF POWER OUT ARE ZERO,
AS IS INPUT TO PA. APC-PPC VOLTAGES TO T-827 IF STAGE IS
IN EXCESS OF 10 VOLTS. PPC IS NOT ADJUSTABLE. APC CAN BE
ADJUSTED TO 8 VOLTS MIN. WHICH ALLOWS EXCITER TO OVERDRIVE
IN TUNE. SYSTEM KEYLINE APPEARS GOOD IN THAT ALL ESSENTIAL
RELAYS SWITCH WHEN KEYED AND COUPLER CONTROLLER STANDBY
LIGHT GOES OUT. PA CURRENT OK WHEN SYSTEM IS KEYED IN
OPERATE MODE.//

Fig. 4 - An example CASREP

95
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COMM ASSIST FUNC INVEST ORG PART PROCESS REPAIR SIGNAL STATUS

REQUEST
ASSISTANCE MOTU

CIRCUIT
INHIBIT C U

DRIVER
AND

CIRCUIT
INHIBIT

DRIVER
SET TUNE

WHILE

USE KEY

USE KEY

A USE KEY

CURRENT GOOD
AND

CURRENT GOOD

CURRENT UNITS

AS INPUT UNITS

AND POWER-OUT UNITS

AS INPUT UNITS

VOLTAGE
PPC ADJUSTABLE

KEYLINE GOOD

IN-THAT RELAY SWITCH

WHEN RELAY KEY

AND STANDBY-LI GO

CURRENT OK

WHEN SYSTEM KEY

Fig. 5 - An Information format table
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tionships generally used within the equipment The regularized parse trees serve as input to a
failures domain to derive a tabular representation procedure that strips off connectives and prefixes

of the information in the message narrative. The them to their clausal arguments. Each argument

automatic information formatting procedure is mapped into a separate format row, and the

involves three stages of processing: parsing, syn- phrases of the argument are mapped into the for-

tactic regularization, and mapping into the infor- mat columns associated with their semantic

mation format which is in tabular form. The con- category. For example, in Fig. 5, AS and AND

figuration of the table is initially determined by are mapped into the connective column.

performing a distributional analysis of the CURRENT is a signal word, so the phrase

language used in a sample set of CASREPs. The DRIVER CURRENT is mapped into the signal

rows of the table correspond to the clauses or column. The word DRIVER does not show up in

assertions in the message, and the columns of the Fig. 5, although it is available in the table, 6

table correspond to the semantic classes associ- because it did not fit on our display screen.

ated with the words in the assertions. Figure 5 ZERO has become ZERO UNITS, and the phrase

shows an information format table that was with its head UNIT is mapped into the status

automatically derived from our example message column because numerical values of signals indi-

in the last stage of processing. To illustrate the cate a status.

procedure, the last sentence of Fig. 4, PA

CURRENT OK WHEN SYSTEM IS KEYED IN Distribution: The dissemination system

OPERATE MODE, appears in the last three lines derives the information needed for its decisions

of the table. A production rule system, written in from both the pro forma fields of the CASREP
the OPS5 programming language, then interprets (such as MSO443FIDELITY from the MSGID

the information in the tables and performs dis- line) and the information table derived from the

semination and summary generation. narrative fields. Dissemination decisions depend

primarily on the particular type of equipment that

failed (for example, propulsion systems and
Natural Language Analysis: In the infor- radar), on data about the ship that filed the

mation formatting procedure, the text sentences CASREP (for example, name, class, and fuel

are first parsed using the broad-coverage Linguis- type), and on data specifying the type of assis-

tic String Project English grammar [21, extended tance that is necessary to correct a problem. This

to handle sentence fragments and other construc-,, last data set may include narrative amplification.

tions that are common in the Navy equipment

failures domain (for example, date expressions
NLT 292300 Z SEP 82). The output of parsing Summary Procedure: The second applica-
the sentence DRIVER CURRENT AND RF tion program generates a one-line summary

POWER OUT ARE ZERO, AS IS INPUT TO PA describing the equipment malfunction from the

is a sentence tree, shown in Fig. 6. This tree is narrative content of the CASREP. In summariz-

input to a syntactic regularization component, ing a message, it is necessary to gain knowledge ,.

which regularizes the parse tree by a series of about linguistic relations, about the domain of

transformations to simplify the subsequent map- discourse, and about the user's goals for the sum-

ping into the information format table. For mary. For our example message, the summary is

example, various types of clauses-such as pas- APCPPC CIRCUIT BAD.

sives, sentence fragments, and relative clauses-

are transformed into simple active assertions, and A comparison of computer-generated sum-

variant spellings and abbreviations are replaced by maries with those obtained manually showed .
their standard forms. The regularized version of good agreement, indicating that it is possible to

our example sentence would be a tree process message narrative automatically and to

corresponding to DRIVER CURRENT BE ZERO generate appropriate, and ultimately useful, sum-

AS INPUT TO PA BE ZERO AND RF POWER maries.

OUT BE ZERO AS INPUT TO PA BE ZERO. [Sponsored by ONRI 97 -'
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SENTENCE

CENTER ---- ENDMARK

ASSERTION

SA---SUBJECT---VERB---OBJECT ---- SA

PN NSTG VVAR OBJECTBE CSSTG

LNR TV OBJBE SUB8

ARE NSTG CS8---O-INVERT

*1* AS VERB1 --- SUBJECT

LN ---- NVAR --- ANDSTG LTVR NSTG

NPOS N 'AND'---O-CONJ TV LNR

NNN CURRENT LN ---- NVAR IS NVAR---RN

N NPOS N N RNP

DRIVER NNN POWER---OUT INPUT PN

P---- NSTGO N p ---- NSTGO

IN NSTG RF TO NSTG *

LNR LNR

LN ---- NVAR NVAR

VPOS N N

V MODES PA

OPERATE

Fig. 6 - A parse tree

References at a reasonable cost is expensive to change.
These problems often are caused by software

1. N. Sager, "Natural Language Information For- specifications that are ambiguous, impossible to
matting: The Automatic Conversion of Texts rigorously reason, or overly implementation-
to a Structured Data Base," in Advances in oriented. To reduce these problems, the software
Computers, M.C. Yovits, ed. (Academic Press, specification project has produced a formal,
NY, 1978), Vol. 17, pp. 89-162. abstract specification language and has applied it

2. N. Sager, Natural Language Information Pro- to the specification of a submarine communica-

cessing (Addison-Wesley, Reading, MA, tion system, a military message system, and

1981). several communication protocols.

How to Specify Software Specification Language: The specification
language is an extension of first-order logic, a

J. McLean language originally developed to formalize
Information Technology Division mathematics. This extension has a rigorous syn-

tax, semantics, and computer-checkable deriva-
Computer software is too expensive and too tion system that is both sound and complete.

98 often incorrect. Even correct software produced Hence, an assertion about program behavior is
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derivable from a specification if and only if the if array[i] > array[index] then index i

assertion is true in every implementation that array[index] := 0
models the specification. return([array])

Example - Consider a procedure, MAX-
REM, that takes an array as a parameter and This specification is formal, but it is too

- returns the same array with a maximal element implementation oriented. In the original specifi-
deleted. Letting V give the return value of a pro- cation, it is clear that when presented with the
cedure call, a specification of MAXREM would array [1,2,5,4,51 a program can correctly return
contain the following assertion: either [1,2,0,4,5] or [1,2,5,4,01. However, the
V(MAXREM(a)) = b "-* (Ei)(j) (a[i] > al] & pseudocode program returns only the former. A

programmer presented with this specification
bill = 0 & (i ; j -, al] = bij])). must decide for himself whether an implementa-

tion that returns the latter is correct as well. IfBy using the formal semantics and deriva- he decides that it is, and a programmer writing a
tion system developed by the specification pro-

module that uses MAXREM decides that it isn't,ject, this specification can be interpreted unambi-
guously and can be subjected to rigorous valida- t rultin soft e system wr It
tion techniques to prove such properties as specif- be en re i th only were

icaionconistncyan copleenes. ecase based on the assumption that only [1,2,0,4,51 Lication consistency and completeness. Because were correct, and subsequently a system main-
such specifications are unambiguous, they reduce tainer changed the system in a way that violated
programming errors that are caused by misunder- t he mhe

this assumption years hence. The software wouldstanding. The programmer sees exactly what is suddenly fail to work, and it would be extremely
meant by the word "delete" in this particular case, difficult to determine why.
viz. change to 0. Hence, MAXREM([1,2,3,4,51) Independent Example - If such problems
would return [1,2,3,4,0] and not [1,2,3,41. plague the specification of a software procedure
Because our specification language detects errors as trivial as MAXREM, one can imagine the
such as inconsistency and incompleteness early in problems faced in specifying a system containing
the software development process, we can correct hundreds of complicated procedures that must
them more cheaply, in fact for roughly 1.3% of

the ostto crret tem aterthe oftare interact with each other. What makes matters
development is complete. even worse is that not all procedures in such a

system return values that allow them to be speci-

Implementation Independence: Being fled directly. In such cases, the specification
method described here maintains formality and i

abstract, the specification language relieves pro- methodtnessrbe ecify in the fo r est and

grammers from gleaning specification essentials abstractness by specifying the procedures' be-

from a mass of extraneous implementation havior in terms of each other.
As an example, consider two programs,

clutter. This reduces unnecessary module cou- ADD and RETURN, such that ADD takes an
piing in which one program's correct operation integer and adds it to a bag, and RETURN
depends on the implementation details of another returns the maximum integer from the bag. We
program-details which are likely to change over would specify the two programs by describing the
time. The result should be software that is more return values of all legal sequences of procedure
likely to be correct and that has independent calls that end with a call to RETURN. By using
modules which are relatively easy to understand dostfrm eqncsfpoeuecaladLdots to form sequences of procedure calls and L -'.
and change.Xa Dechane t Eto denote those sequences that are legal, the

specification would contain the following asser-
formal specification of MAXREM that uses pro-
gramming pseudocode instead of the specification
language we advocate. 1. L(T) - (L(T.ADD(x)) & L(T.ADD(x).RETURN))

2. V(ADD(x).RETURN) - xindex := 1 3. V(T.RETURN)>x - V(T.ADD(x).RETURN)

do i =2 to 5 - V(T.RETURN) 99 ".'
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4. V(T.RETURN),<x - V(T.ADD(x).RETURN) - x Tracker/Correlator Algorithm Testing
5. L(T.ADD(x).RETURN) - V(T.ADD(x).RETURN)

- V(T.ADD(x).RETURN.RETURN) K. Askin

Since ADD does not return any parameters, Information Technology Division

it is specified indirectly by describing how it
interacts with RETURN. This allows us to Introduction: NRL is testing and evaluat-
specify ADD completely without having to give ing tracker/correlator (T/C) algorithms to pro-
the type of implementation details that plagued vide technical guidelines to developers and to
the pseudocode specification of MAXREM. study trends in T/C requirements and related

technology. Operating on sensor reports that are,-..- Program Verification: We are extending '
rgm ecin W aexnn usually unidentified, T/C algorithms generate tar-

the language's syntax, semantics, and derivation get tracks for many types of users, ranging from
system to express and derive local effects of indi- manual or automated weapon systems to various 

vidual program statements. The extended intelligence communities. In ocean surveillance

language will be used to specify program language syte msi that co n is of s enso s u nican
seanis-.-tpoergrmscrrc i systems that consist of sensors, communication

semantics and to prove programs correct in a lines, controls, resource management systems,
computer-checkable way. The result will be a and users, the T/C algorithms provide an essen-
unified, formal framework into which software tial service.
specification, programming language semantics, Tracking refers to the process of generating*' and program correctness proofs all fit. Hence,
and progm ca picture of target movement in space, while tak-7-' ' software development can be rigorously tracked "
sw de e c b i u tcing into account sensor errors, dynamics govern- K
from specification through implementation.Aplctin.orsc, faeor-nluecm ing target motion, and assumptions about the '

,C. . Applications for such a framework include com- motion intended, such as straight course and

puter security and defense software whose maneuvering. Using the theory of stochastic

correctness is vital to national interest. miget
processes in the modeling of target motion, one

Automatic Implementation: The speci- obtains stochastic differential equations. The

fication language also serves as a foundation for a solutions of these equations give good estimates

software support system that will contain a query of past and future motion and statistical confi-

system to enable programmers to clarify specifica- dence levels of these estimates.

tion requirements, a rapid prototyping system to
automatically generate software from specifica- The Major Problem: The major problem
tions, and software to automatically prove specifi- currently with T/C algorithms is the large
cations complete and consistent. This project number of them. In early 1970 there were
uses artificial intelligence, theorem-proving tech- around 300 algorithms. The current number is
niques to derive program behavior from specifica- probably much greater; however, the number of
tions. Hence, the computer will appear to the different approaches used in these algorithms is
user as an inference-making machine rather than believed to be much smaller. To stop costly
a machine that merely carries out detailed duplication of effort and to guide research,
instructions. Eventually, automatic generation of NAVELEX established the Naval Tracker Corre-
software from an abstract specification may lator Technology Base (NTCTB) program at NRL

* replace traditional programming completely, free- in the late 1970s.
e.-" ing humans to decide what computer programs

should do and not how they must do it. NRL's Contributions: One of the first
[Sponsored by ONRI accomplishments of the NTCTB program was to

Reference publish the 1978 and 1979 editions of the Naval
Ocean Surveillance Handbook. Subsequently,

1. J. McLean, "A Formal Method for the NRL efforts, jointly with the Naval Ocean Sys-
Abstract Specification of Software," Journal of tems Center (NOSC), concentrated on develop-

100 the ACM 31, 600-627 (1984). 1 ing a test-bed capability to quantitatively test and
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evaluate algorithms. The test bed, called the separations between subsets (cluster) of a given
Ocean Surveillance Tracker Correlator (OSTC), point set in a metric space governed by a distance
depicts the operation of an Ocean Surveillance function p(x,y). Promising approaches using
Information System (OSIS) node with and decision-free and pattern recognition techniques
without an operator. In 1982, NRL evaluated were uncovered at NRL for algorithms with or
two electronic intelligence (ELINT) algorithms: without an operator in the decision loop.
the Naval ELINT Analyst Tool (NEAT) and the Common Test Data Base-Scientists at NRL
Target Evaluation and Recognition by Extraction identified the need to have a common test data
of Statistical Attributes (TERESA). NRL recom- base for evaluating T/C algorithms early in their
mended that the best features of both T/C algo- development cycle. The data base constructed for
rithms be combined resulting in the present the ELINT Capability Analysis Project (ECAP)
Developmental Unified ELINT Tracker (DUET) effort was a hybrid, made up of real ELINT
project which has an implementation date of parameters and simulated ground-truth tracks.
mid-1985. This data-base capability is now being expanded

Researchers at NRL stress-tested TERESA to include Electromagnetic Control (EMCON)

by varying its operator-set parameters over a wide policies, decoy-deception practices, and multiple--
angeof values. During these tests, NRL sug- emitter platforms. This new capability will be

gested corrections to the algorithm along with used in testing the DUET algorithm.
recommendations on how the corrections might F-ar i
be accomplished [1]. NRL has been asked Future: Since T/C algorithms are critical
recently to test the improved version of TERESA components of any surveillance system, they
being installed in DUET. need to be tested properly and evaluated to deter-mine if they meet operational needs. Testing and

NRL scientists have also been involved in evaluation of these algorithms requires multidisci-
soft decision and distribution-free algorithms and plinary research skills, primarily in mathematics,
have constructed a common test data base. statistics, and computer science and also requires

Soft Decision Algorithm-Most T/C algo- an in-depth understanding of the operational ?

rithms are "hard" decision algorithms; that is, needs and constraints of present and future naval
once a decision to associate a report to a particu- surveillance systems. NRL is in a unique posi-
lar track is made, this decision cannot be changed tion to supply these skills and understanding to
based on subsequent information. "Soft" decision advance successfully the Navy's T/C program.
algorithms have the flexibility to create alternate [Sponsored by NAVELEX]
outcomes and to continue updating these out-
comes with new reports (within resource limita- References
tions of the computer). A valuable feature of
such algorithms is the ability to use all the infor- 1. K. Askin et al., "Measures of Performance as
mation available for a commander by creating and Applied to NEAT and TERESA Algorithms,"
maintaining all alternate outcomes. NRL tested a NRL Report 8826, June 1984.
proprietary algorithm of the latter type, called
Integrated Sensor And Tracking System (ISATS), 2. K. Askin et al., "ISATS Testing Using ECAP
developed by Science Applications Inc. Initially, II Data," (NRL Report, in progress). U

this algorithm required excessively long run-
times, but subsequently this problem was
corrected [21. Full Engagement Decoy Simulator

Distribution-free Algorithms- Since most sta-
tistical algorithms-for example, TERESA-make H.R. Bryant and G.H. Galloway
strong assumptions regarding the statistical distri- Tactical Electronic Warfare Division
butions of data, an evaluation of distribution-free
algorithms led to the investigation of cluster tech- The Full Engagement Decoy Simulation .,r

- niques. Cluster techniques are used in detecting (FEDS), a digital software package, is an analytic 101
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tool for determining decoy effectiveness, for set- type. The combination of missiles simulated

ting performance specifications for decoy design, varies from simulation to simulation and allows

and for developing tactics for decoy deployment, for simulation of future missile types with dif-

This program has been developed on the VAX- ferent logic and parameters. This method is ideal

11/780 in Fortran 77, and uses a proprietary for the development of decoy deployment tactics

graphics package, DISSPLA, to aid in analyzing and performance specifications. The second

output. NRL has developed FEDS under the method is by selection of specific missiles from

Effectiveness of Navy Electronic Warfare Systems an existing set of complex engagement scenarios

(ENEWS) Program to model the electronic coun- developed by the Evaluation of Navy Electronic

termeasure (ECM) effects during a missile attack Warfare Systems (ENEWS) group using the

against ECM-responsive ships. Simulation of Total Electronic Warfare Systems .41
(STEWS) techniques. Scenarios covering the

Scope of FEDS Simulation: FEDS allows mid-East, the Baltic, and other geographical

for a broad range of simulation situations, The regions are available. The simulation model can

missile models developed for FEDS allow simul- also be used to determine the effectiveness of

taneous simulation of as many as 300 missiles, electronic countermeasures (ECM) in a complex

primarily for probabilisitic (Monte Carlo) studies engagement as well as the secondary effects on

of the effects of variations in the active environ- the electronic environment.
ment. These missiles may all be the same type or

a mixture of types. Several missile models are General Purpose of Decoy Simulation:

available: sea skimmers (cruise); midrange, FEDS simulation allows for the determination of

midaltitude; and long-range, high-altitude mis- the decoy effectiveness against the defined mis-

siles. Missile models either represent real mis- sile attack configuration. Initially, all missiles are

siles or generic types. FEDS can simulate mis- determined to impact the primary target without

siles with markedly different acquisition and ECM, then with ECM. As a result, effective-

tracking logic in the same simulated engagement. ness of the particular decoy deployment against

FEDS also allows variation in parameters such as the missiles is measured as the percentage of mis-

turn-on time, turn-on range, and attack angle. siles which do not impact this target when ECM

Similarly, FEDS can simulate a variety of is employed. Relative effectiveness against a

different decoys and ECM systems. FEDS can range of different missiles can be determined for

simulate all U.S. Navy chaff decoys used for ship a given decoy deployment strategy. Alternatively,

defense for which the launching characteristics the comparative effectiveness for a series of

and radar cross sections are well-known. Several decoy deployment strategies against a single mis-

foreign systems as well as active decoys have also sile can be determined. Analysis generally

been simulated. Barrage jammers (jammers cov- involves a large number of separate simulations

ering a broad frequency spectrum), ship-launched in which several decoy deployment strategies are

electronic decoys (SLED), and counter-ARM evaluated against several missile types.

(antiradiation missile) decoys (CADS) are exam-

pies of active decoys that have been or are to be Uses: FEDS has been used in several

simulated. A total of 100 targets can be simu- instances to further the development of the

lated at one time. Thus, FEDS can be used to Navy's decoy capability. The model was used to

analyze both offensive and defensive systems. develop deployment strategies for the SEA

GNAT hybrid distraction round-a shell contain-

Environment Definition: The engagement ing both infrared and radar-frequency materials.

situation which is simulated by FEDS can be Also, performance specifications have been

developed by either of two methods. The first developed through FEDS simulation for the SEA

method is through the run-time generation. A GNAT RF distraction decoy. Comparison simu-

collection of missiles with different attack axes, lations have been made using Super Rapid Bloom

turn-on times, and turn-on ranges can be gen- Offboard Chaff (SRBOC), DAGAIE (French

102 erated from a single prototype for each missile chaff system), and seduction and distraction SEA
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GNAT. Additional simulations have been made tems development of U. S. Navy decoys will be
for air-launched chaff (AIRBOC), barrage jam- supported by this simulation tool.

*mers, and active repeaters (SLED). Future sys- [Sponsored by NAVELEX]
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Ice roughness as
depicted at this
location (30 miles
from the North Pole)
is present both
above and below the
ice and causes
sound attenuation in

* long-range underwater
propagation



ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS

Acoustics in the ocean environment has been of crucial importance to the Navy for many years. The
advanced research at NRL described here covers propagation, scattering, transducer development and testing,
acoustic properties of matter, and improved test methods. The work described here was performed by the Acous-
tics Division (Code 5100) and the Underwater Sound Reference Detachment at Orlando, Florida (Code 5900).

Many other basic and applied research projects in acoustics are being performed by the Laboratory. A few
of these concern:

0 basic propagation theory
*environmental assessments of large ocean areas and of the Arctic I
*active sonar technology
*acoustic target physics
*rough surface scattering

* advanced spectral estimation
* .0 acoustooptic technology

107 Modeling Long-range Arctic Acoustic Propagation
Stephen C. Wales and Orest 1. Diachok

A parameterized model of the under-ice structure gives good agreement
with field measurements.

108 Frequency Dependent Modal Excitation and Attenuation in
Shallow Water

David A. GershfeldA
A normal-mode, broadband propagation model predicts an optimum
propagation frequency.

110 Scattering from Rigid Bodies of Arbitrary Shape
Charles F. Gaumond and Allan G. Dallas

Series provide readily calculable solutions for any arbitrarily shaped.
smooth body.

112 Porous Ceramic Loss Mechanism
Kurt M. Rittenmyer and Robert Y. Ting

A porous PZT hydrophone model explains its high-frequence performance

ev113 Glass Ceramics for Sonar Transducers
Robert V. Ting

This transducer material produces a large sensitivity increase.

115 Dynamic Bulk Modulus Measurement
Pieter S. Dubbelday and Jean C. Piquette

These data are important to design many aspects of transducers

117 Extrapolation of Thick-Panel Reflection Measurements
Jean C. Piquette

Edge-effect contamination from finite samples in anechoic tanks can be
106 nearl eliminated
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Modeling Long-range Arctic which they developed both the exact and approxi-
Acoustic Propagation mate, low- and high-frequency expressions. A

plane acoustic wave incident on this surface
S.C. Wales and 0.1. Diachok suffers a reflection loss that is a function of n, w,

Acoustics Division d, 0 (grazing angle), and k (wave number).
This theory also permits calculation of the

The Under-Ice Model: Long-range sound incoherently scattered energy.
propagation in the Arctic is characterized by
upward refraction (a consequence of the oceanic Data Results and Analysis: We incor-
vertical sound velocity profile) and repeated porated the asymptotic BT predictions into a
reflection from the ice canopy. One of the signif- wave-theoretical, long-range propagation model,
icant features of the ice canopy is the presence of the FFP, as an impedance at the ocean surface.
randomly distributed, randomly oriented ice- This enables computation of under-ice transmis-
pressure ridges. These ridges have keels that sion loss at high and low frequencies. In Fig. 2
extend down to 50 m, but more typically, extend we compare transmission-loss data with calcula-
to about 5 m. Their mean spacing (about 100 m) tions that include BT reflection loss, but no scat-
and depth cause virtually the entire ice surface to tered energy, at 20 and 200 Hz. The comparison
lie in the geometrical shadow region of the keels between the predictions (curves) and the data
for grazing angles less than about 4' . Figure 1 (solid circles) is excellent. Independent celcula-
illustrates an idealization of the under-ice surface, tions indicate that the incoherent scattering

or proposed by Diachok [11 who reduced the predicted by the model at low frequencies is
under-ice surface to a pressure-released plane essentially dipolar in nature and only slightly
punctuated with randomly spaced, identical, skewed in the forward direction, suggesting that
parallel elliptic half-cylinders that have a constant negligible incoherent energy is scattered into the
spatial density of ridges. The depth and half- small grazing angle region (< 15') required for
width of the cylinders are given respectively by long-range propagation of coherent waves. t
the variables d and w. Together with the high frequencies, however, this radiation pattern
number of ridges per meter, n, these variables evolves into a narrow peak centered along the
define the reflection characteristics of the surface. propagation direction implying that high-

frequency incoherently scattered energy should
be included in theoretical computations. Such

UNDER-ICE SURFACE * i K 2 w computations, however, are consistent with data
" -  

' """ ' * if the incoherent energy is disregarded. Incor-
INCIDENT d REFLECTED poration of randomly oriented ridges and out-of-

PLANE WAVE, PLANE WAVE plane scattering is expected to resolve this incon-

/ / sistency.
Measurements of the spatial coherence at a

range of 220 km between two hydrophones
R = R (n,dwo)

Fig. 1 - Geometry of under-ice reflectivity 60

70
V20 Hz

A theory by Burke and Twersky (BT) [21 80
provides a means for calculating reflectivity and -"scattering from a surface of randomly placed pro-

tuberances such as the simplified Diachok sur-
face. This basic theory requires the scattering <

function of an individual (arbitrarily shaped) pro- 110-
tuberance. Its principal limitation is that it !00
neglects interaction between scatterers, implying 20 50 100 150 200 250 300

that scatterers must be far apart. BT provide RANGE (km)
solutions for a number of cases including ran- Fig. 2 - Predicted (curves) and measured (solid circles)
domly spaced, elliptically striated surfaces for transmission loss 107
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separated by 1000 m, made by DiNapoli et al. tion model is consistent with transmission-loss
[31, are shown in Fig. 3 as solid circles. The solid data only if the incoherent forward scattered
curve is a calculation of the coherence loss for a energy is assumed negligible. The BT model's
hydrophone spacing of 1000 m, C(0000), direc- prediction that substantial incoherent energy is
tion due to scattering by random inhomogeneities scattered into the direction of propagation, how-
in the ocean volume according to an experimen- ever, suggests that this assumption may not be
tally validated theory developed by Beran and appropriate. Present work is centered on resolv-
McCoy [4]. The excellent fit to the data suggests ing this inconsistency through theoretical refine-
that ice-induced coherence loss at low frequencies ments that include out-of-plane scattering from
must be small. randomly oriented depth-distributed ridges using .""

the exact theory, laboratory scale ultrasonic
model investigations, and Arctic field experi-

10 oments.
UPPE R[Sponsored by ONRI,%-w-~ LII -ICE
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the volume-induced prediction implies no ice-induced M h 5 , - ( .
coherence loss at low frequencies. Math. Phys. 1500, 1901-1912 (1974).

Predictions based on the propagation model Frequency Dependent Modal Excitation and
incorporating the Diachok-Burke-Twersky theory Attenuation in Shallow Water

of under-ice scattering (parallel ridges, no out ofD A"s-
plane scattering) are, despite its simplifying A Dision:. Acoustics Division
assumptions, in accord with this hypothesis. The
dashed curve represents the upper bound on ice-
induced coherence loss in this frequency range. Broadband acoustic propagation loss mea-

surements in shallow water with a fixed source-
receiver geometry frequently show that a certain

Ongoing Work: At low frequencies, we frequency will propagate with less attenuation
feel that the sound-ice interaction problem is rea- than others in a frequency band. Thus, for a
sonably well understood. The model is consistent
with both propagation and spatial coherence-loss given set of fixed physical and environmental
data. Ice-ridge scattered low-frequency energy is parameters, an optimum frequency of propagation
redirected to higher angles and into the bottom, usually exists. There are three competing fre-

away from the forward propagation direction; the quency dependent effects that govern the signal
neglect of this scattering by the model appears to field: the modal excitation, the acoustic absorp-

108 be appropriate. At high frequencies, our propaga- tion mechanisms in the ocean and sediment
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layers, and the degree of modal interaction within Results: The calculations show that the I
each layer. While the existence of an optimum optimum frequency is strongly dependent upon
propagation frequency in shallow water has been the depths and separation distance of the source-
known for some time, a general characterization receiver pair. The high spatial variability in the
of the effect has been difficult due to the multi- optimum frequency of propagation is due to the "
plicity of environmental variables that must be competing mechanisms of the preferential excita-
considered. In addition, measurements of the tion and reception of certain waveguide modes as
optimum frequency appear to vary widely even in a function of the source-receiver geometry, and
similar environments. the modal attenuation rates as a function of

range, mode number, sediment type, and fre- "
Model: At NRL, we developed a normal- quency. Two sample calculations illustrate these

mode acoustic propagation model to study this effects.
optimum frequency effect. The model is analyti- Middepth Transducers - Figure 4 illustrates
cal; this keeps the large number of calculations the typical behavior of the optimum frequency
manageable and allows the scientists to isolate when both source and receiver are located near .
and evaluate the importance of the physical the central portion of the water column. Then
mechanisms responsible for the occurrence of the the first waveguide mode dominates the acoustic
optimum frequency. The model consists of a field at all ranges because both the source and
semi-infinite half-space of two fluid layers to receiver are located near the antinode of the first
represent a three-dimensional shallow water mode. The optimum frequency increases with
acoustic duct with azimuthal symmetry. The range until it finally approaches an asymptotic
upper layer represents the ocean and is character- value. This effect was also found in the experi-
ized by a constant density and sound-speed. The mental data and is the result of the competition
ocean layer is bounded above by a pressure between a 1/f modal excitation factor and the
release (free) surface and contains a high- frequency-range dependent modal attenuation.

' frequency acoustic absorption mechanism (pri- Near the source, the modal excitation is impor-
marily due to the ionic relaxation of oceanic mag- tant. As the separation distance between the
nesium sulfate) which is proportional to the
square of the source frequency f 2. The lower
layer models a homogeneous sediment and is also oooo
characterized by a constant density and sound-
speed. In the sediment layer, compressional and
shear acoustic waves are absorbed at a rate pro- 8000

portional to f, while the degree of modal
interaction within this layer is proportional to '- -3d

llf which combine to yield a modal attenuation - 6ooo0

proportional to 1/f 2. Hence, the sediment layer
contains the primary low-frequency acoustic OPTIMUM FREQUENCY
attenuation mechanisms. 4000

The combined low- and high-frequency
attenuation mechanisms then produce aminimum in the modal attenuation which 2000,l

increases with sediment absorption and mode
number. The acoustic signal field is represented oo _ _________'__

by a sum over the allowed normal modes in the 00 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 .r
duct. Each term in the sum has an excitation fac- ANGE (kin)

tor proportional to I/f and is multiplied by an Fig. 4 - The optimum frequency and 3 dB frequency

attenuating exponential which is uniquely deter- bandwidth curves above and below it for silt sediment
with both source and receiver at middepth (50 m). Thismined by the receiver range, mode number, sedi- illustrates the asymptotic behavior of the optimum fre-ment type, water depth, and source frequency. quency, a single-mode effect. 109
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source and receiver increases, the modal attenua- The results of this work are of interest in
tion becomes dominant, until at long ranges the studying broadband propagation in continental
optimum frequency is determined solely by the shelf waters. The optimum frequency effect can
minimum in the modal attenuation. An asymp- be exploited to optimize the design of low-
totic expression for calculating the optimum fre- frequency underwater acoustic communication
quency at long ranges was derived which is a systems. In addition, this work suggests a remote
function of the water depth and the sediment sensing method for characterizing bottom proper-
type. ties by making broadband propagation loss mea-

Non-middepth Transducers - When the surements.
experimental geometry is such that either the [Sponsored by ONRI M
source or receiver (or both) are located away
from the central portion of the water column,.%
then higher order modes dominate the acoustic Scattering from Rigid Bodies
field near the source. For these conditions, the of Arbitrary Shape
typical range-dependent behavior of the optimum
frequency is illustrated in Fig. 5. Close to the C.F. Gaumond and A.G. Dallas
source, the optimum frequency increases with Acoustics Division
range due to the competition between the higher
order modal excitation factors and the minima in Solutions to acoustic scattering problems are
the modal attenuations (which increase with computed by many methods. For special
mode number). As the range continues to geometric shapes, such as spheres and infinite
increase past 50 km, the lower order modes begin cylinders, the solution can be easily expanded in
to dominate the acoustic field (the minima in an infinite series of normal modes. Such infinite
their modal attenuations occur at lower frequen- series solutions can be manipulated algebraically
cies) and the optimum frequency decreases until to provide approximate formulas to examine their
only the first mode is left. functional dependence on various parameters.

For example, if the scattered field is desired in
the long wavelength limit, the terms in the series
expansion can be approximated, and the resulting

10000 series summed to any specified degree of accu-
racy. This kind of solution is different from
those obtained via implicit methods which are

8000 given as algorithms, such as iterative or discreti-
zation techniques for solving integral equations,

-3 cB Galerkin procedures, and direct methods in the
60 oocalculus of variations [1]. These latter procedures

yield the approximate numerical solution after a
OPTIMUM FREQUENCY sequence of operations. However, it is not .

4000 always possible to derive approximate qualitative

formulas or examine parametric behavior from
these implicit solutions. The solution described

01 2000 in this article-valid for any body of smooth
-3 d8 i shape-is not an implicit one, but rather one that

00 0 3 can be written as an infinite series of terms, each
0o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 term being computable independently of higher

RAE (km) order terms, thus allowing the examination of
Fig. 5 - The optimum frequency as a function of range parametric behavior of the solution. It is antici-
for a source at 20-m depth and a receiver at 50-m depth pated that this solution will prove to be as adapt-
in 100-m-deep ocean. The multi-modal effect occurs at
ranges less than 75 km. Beyond 75 km, only the first able and useful as the separa':on-of-variable solu-

1 10 mode is left, and the familiar single-mode effect occurs. tions available for simple geometric shapes. This
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new result also has desirable properties for direct functions satisfies the wave equation outside the
computations: neither integrals with singular scattering body as well as the Sommerfeld radia-
integrands nor potentially ill-behaved matrix tion condition, the following integral relations can
inversions are required. be used to determine the coefficients in the gen-

eralized Fourier series expansion of the scattered
The Method: This new "orthonormalization pressure field:

method" has been developed for scattering from
rigid, elastic, and shell-like bodies. An outline of fs {PW",, + Pinc,,wnJdS = 0, n = 1,2,..... (3)
the rigid body solution will show the differences The use of orthonormalization and Eq. (3) is the
between this technique and other methods.

In nearly all scattering problems, the total ctral feat of the penmto Whactual computations are carried out, the infinite
acoustic field is written as the sum of a knownincientwaveandan uknon sctteed wve. series expansion must be truncated, creating an
icent avred aed an unknownsatred wya, error in the computed value of the scattered field.
The scattered field can be represented by a However, this error can be estimated by taking

Helmholtz integral which relates the pressure on th erva o e seie expaino
the normal derivative of the series expansion on

the surface, p, and the normal gradient of the the surface of the scatterer and comparing the
pressure, p,,, to the scattered pressure field approximate normal gradient with the known
everywhere. The rigid-body boundary condition value in Eq. (1).
requires that the fluid not move normally to the
surface S of the scatterer, yielding the value of Comparison with Other Methods: We first
the normal pressure gradient on the surface in CoprsnwtOheMths:W fittermsofthemal knowns no gradient o f the implemented this method with a rigid prolate
i te ofie k n nellipsoid, since its shape can be varied from that

of a sphere to a slender finite body. This same
P,(y) = -Pinc,(Y), Y on S. (1) scattering problem has also been solved using the

separation-of-variables technique, allowing us to
With the normal gradient determined in Eq. (1), compare our computed results with published
the pressure on the surface must be determined values. When the ellipsoid degenerates to a
to compute the scattered pressure everywhere values, he the ep i neas toa
usingsphere, the resulting series expansion is identical

to the separation-of-variables solution, since the
zation method uses elementary Hilbert space set of spherical wave functions is already orthogo-

techniques to find the pressure on the surface. nal over that surface. When the prolate ellipsoid

Taking the usual integral over the surface S as is elongated, the computations become more

the inner product, the collection of functions involed the ntegrals r eo e Gr
whc r qur neral vrth.ufc involved. The integrals required for the Gram-

fwhich are square integrable over the surface Schmidt process and in Eq. (2) contain integrands
defines the Hilbert space. The outgoing spherical which oscillate, the oscillations increasing as the
wave functions span this space and can therefore expansion subscript increases; this makes higher-
be used to describe any function in the space. order terms more difficult to compute. In spite
The outgoing spherical wave functions are usually of this difficulty, computations for the normalizedwrite thih dioublety comuttinsforteporalze
written with double subscripts: cross section were carried out. Figure 6 shows

vim(r,O,0) =II h(kr)Pp(cos O)eim", (2) the agreement of our computations (points) with
a published separation-of-variables solution

where h, is the spherical Hankel function of the (curve) [2].

first kind and order I and P11 is the associated
Legendre function of degree I and order m. In the future we shall investigate the
These doubly subscripted functions can be behavior of this method in scattering from elastic
ordered into a singly indexed sequence in any shapes and shell structures. We expect that com-
convenient manner, and their conjugated normal putationally beneficial approximations and
derivatives orthonormalized using the Gram- acceleration techniques can be developed for this
Schmidt method, producing an orthonormal basis method as they have been for the separation-of-
(w,.). Since each of the outgoing spherical wave variables method. 111 1
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Fig. 6 - The backscattering cross section of a rigid 2:1 prolate
ellipsoid under axial incidence. This cross section is normalized
relative to the geometrical acoustics cross section. It is graphed
as a function of the frequency parameter ka, and is computed by
two methods: the curve is taken from (21, while the points were
found by our orthonormalization method.

The work described was carried out at NRL hydrostatic piezoelectric voltage coefficient gh.

while the second-named author (A.G.D.) was This coefficient is defined as the electric field in a
*.- employed by Sachs/Freeman Associates, Bowie, piezoelectric material when exposed to a unit

MD. hydrostatic pressure.
.'- [Sponsored by ONR]

Solid vs Porous PZT: Materials such as
References barium titanate and lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT)

are used for conventional transducers even
1. H. Huang, "Submarine Acoustic Scattering and though they exhibit rather low values of gh and

Radiation," 1982 NRL Review, p. 64. therefore are not the most ideal materials for use
in Navy's electroacoustic transducers. Recent

2. T.B.A. Senior, "The Scattering from Acousti- studies [1,2] sponsored by the Office of Naval
cally Hard and Soft Prolate Spheriods for Axial Research have shown that the introduction of a
Incidence," Can. . Phys. 44, 655 (1966). high degree of porosity in the PZT ceramic

greatly increases its gh-value, potentially improv-
ing it as a transduction material (also see p. 167).

Porous Ceramic Loss Mechanism This increase in gh-value is achieved by both
lowering the material's dielectric constant and by

K.M. Rittenmyer and R.Y. Ting reducing its Poisson's ratio to mechanically
Underwater Sound Reference Detachment decouple the lateral strain. Commercial porous-

PZT samples have recently become available for
One of the important properties required of hydrophone development. Since this material's

a transduction material for underwater acoustic gh-value is more than an order of magnitude
applications is its piezoelectric response in the greater than that of a conventional PZT, we
hydrostatic mode. This quality of the material designed and tested the free-field voltage sensi-

1 12 may be characterized by a parameter called the tivity of a prototype hydrophone (Fig. 7) made of

4 %,
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Fig. 7 - Free-field voltage sensitivity of a porous ceramic Fig. 8 - Calculated strain amplitude of a ceramic disk in
hydrophone showing sharp decrease in sensitivity above water under the influence of an acoustically generated
200 kHz stress (porous PZT, _ ; solid PZT,- ...-) ,-

porous PZT. Below the frequency of 200 kHz, porosity to obtain a very high gh over the
the sensitivity of porous PZT is much higher than extended bandwidth.
that of a similar design with solid PZT and is [Sponsored by ONR]
quite constant up to this frequency. As the fre-
quency increases above 200 kHz, however, the References
sensitivity decreases sharply.

1. R.E. Newnham, D.P. Skinner, and L.E. Cross,
Model of Porous PZT: This behavior of "Conductivity in Piezoelectric-Pyroelectric

the porous ceramic hydrophone was modeled by Composites," Materials Res. Bull. 13, 525
considering the amplitude of strain of a ceramic (1978).
disk in water. The strain in the disk was calcu-
lated as a function of the frequency of the stress 2. K.M. Rittenmyer, T. Shrout, W.A. Schutze,
wave in the ceramic produced by an acoustic and R.E. Newnham, "Piezoelectric 3-3 Com-
wave impinging on the disk at normal incidence. posites," Ferroelectrics41, 189 (1982). .
The result showed that the calculated strain-vs- %
frequency relationship for porous PZT (solid Glass Ceramics for Sonar Transducers
curve, Fig. 8) was similar to that shown in Fig. 7
in terms of the resonant frequencies and the R.Y. Ting
magnitude of amplitude reduction above the ini- Underwater Sound Reference Detachment
tial resonance. This agreement is considered a
validation of the model. Since the model is Lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) ceramics are
characterized by the density and the elastic used almost exclusively in Navy sonar transduc-
moduli of the ceramic, the loss in the sensitivity ers. These conventional transducer ceramics
of a porous ceramic hydrophone at high frequen- suffer several shortcomings. The values of their
cies may be explained by the reduced elastic hydrostatic piezoelectric constants are relatively .*

moduli of the porous PZT. To extend the low, and the dielectric constants are very
bandwidth of porous ceramic hydrophones, it is high, thus producing less than ideal sensitivities.
therefore necessary to modify the ceramic formu- The PZT also exhibits serious depoling or aging
lation with a different ceramic mix and processing problems. It is therefore desirable to develop
such that the improved material will exhibit both new transduction materials that offer improved
a high elastic stiffness and a high percentage of sensitivity and aging characteristics. Recent 113
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approaches include PZT-polymer composites, fabricated at Penn State University by preparing

porous PZT, optical fibers, and most notably the glasses of compositions in the BaO-TiO 2-SiO2
piezoelectric polymers. system. The glass specimen was carefully pol-

ished and then placed in a well-controlled tem-
Polar Glass Ceramic Transducers: A new perature gradient for recrystallization. The

family of materials called polar glass ceramics has amount of crystalline phase in the samples was
been studied for pyroelectric applications at controlled by the exposure time in the tempera-
Pennsylvania State University under the support ture field. Figure 9 compares the electric field
of the Office of Naval Research. Glass ceramics generated per unit applied pressure for several
containing the crystalline phases of Li 2 Si 03, Li 2  samples. The glass ceramic sample (BST com-
Si 2 O5, Ba 2 Ti Si 2 08, Ba2 Ti Ge 2 08, and Li 2 B4  posite) has a nearly constant gh value of 83 x ..

07 were shown to exhibit large pyroelectric sensi- 10- 3 Vm/N (volt/meter per Newton/meter 2),
tivities comparable to those of respective single which is an improvement by nearly two orders of
crystals, yet large pieces of the materials can be magnitude over that of a PZT-5 (a conventional

made much more easily and at a much lower cost. PZT) sample. It is also comparable to those .
These characteristics, combined with a low dielec- values for the state-of-the-art vinylidene fluoride
tric constant (in the range of 10 to 20), make polymers (PVF2). Most interestingly, the gh
polar glass ceramics very attractive for piezoelec- value of glass ceramics was found to be indepen-
tric application in sonar transducers. Further- dent of pressure up to 35 MPa, whereas PVF 2

more, since the crystalline phase is permanently samples showed a reduction of about 0.5 dB over
developed in the recrystallization process during such a pressure range. Z.

sample preparation, the material will not dipole,
therefore will not age. Potentially, this property Hydrophone Performance: The hydro-

can completely alleviate the problems of PZT phone characteristics of the BST glass ceramics
aging in sonar transducers. were also investigated by using them as a single

element in a standard USRD H23 oil-filled hydro-
Polar Ceramic Properties: The piezoelec- phone assembly. Figure 10 shows the free-field

tric and dielectric properties of glass ceramic sam- voltage sensitivity of this prototype design. A
pies with grain-oriented Ba2 Ti Si 2 08 crystallites sensitivity of -207 dB referenced to 1 V/MPa was
were measured at the Underwater Sound Refer- measured over the frequency range of 100 Hz to
ence Detachment (USRD). The samples were 40 kHz; the response was constant. This fre- 6
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Fig. 9 - Hydrostatic g-constant of glass ceramic compared with

114 PVF 2 and PZT-5 as a function of pressure
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of sensitivity response of glass ceramic hydrophone
with standard H23 hydrophone

quency response is compared with that of a stan- cal properties does not stop there; shielding of
dard H23 hydrophone containing eight lithium the equipment against seawater should not inter-
sulfate elements. The comparison is quite favor- fere with sound propagation, whereas other coy-
able. In terms of the gh value, the glass ceramics erings are used to increase "inaudibility" of the
(83 x 10- 3 Vm/N) are approaching the lithium vessel, either by absorbing incoming sound or by
sulfate crystal (148 x 10- Vm/N). This crystal muffling the noise produced by engines and
has been used in underwater transducers and motion through the water.
remains the favorite piezoelectric material for use The speed of sound is a function of the
in many of the Navy's standard transducers. elasticity and density of the acoustic medium; in

liquids the elasticity is measured by the compres-
The availability of lithium sulfate from sibility, defined as the volume decrease of a unit

commercial sources has declined rapidly in recent volume relative to the pressure increase of the

years; however, the glass ceramics would be an surrounding medium. The bulk modulus is the
excellent candidate as a replacement. inverse of the compressibility. In solids a second

[Sponsored by ONRI 0 elastic modulus, the shear modulus, is a measure
of the resistance of the material to a shearing
force. In this article, dynamic applies to the
measurement of the modulus for a periodic pres-

Dynamic Bulk Modulus Measurement sure variation; this is appropriate for acoustic
A._ measurements. Rubber-like materials, or elasto-

P.S. Dubbelday and Jean C. Piquette mers, convert part of the acoustic energy into
Underwater Sound Reference Detachment heat. This acoustic loss is part of the measured

dynamic modulus. For sound absorption one
Relevance: The proper operation of equip- wants to maximize this effect, but for acoustic

ment designed for production and reception of transparency the acoustic loss is deleterious.
sound in the sea is intimately tied to the acoustic There is relatively little work done on bulk
properties of the materials used in the construc- modulus measurement; usually one infers its
tion of these devices. The concern with acousti- value from other acoustic or mechanical methods, 1 15
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such as in the 1984 NRL Review, p. 117. Two A dozen elastomers are involved in the
methods used at the Underwater Sound Refer- measurement program. The bulk moduli are
ence Detachment (USRD) will be described, determined in the frequency range from 100 to

3000 Hz and at temperatures varying from 00 to
First Measurement Method: In the first 30*C. The bulk moduli are comparable to those

method of measuring the bulk modulus the sam- of liquids, varying from 2 to 5 MPa.
pie is enclosed inside an acoustic coupler (Fig.
11) filled with castor oil, together with two spher- Second Method: This method, conceived
ical piezoelectric transducers. One transducer acts and developed at the USRD, is quite different in
as an acoustic driver under an impressed voltage; principle and appearance from the first. An ob-
the other, acting as a hydrophone, senses the stacle placed in a plane sound wave scatters part
varying pressure field and generates a voltage, of the sound in all directions. The angular distri-

* -The lock-in analyzer isolates the proper signal bution of the intensity of these scattered waves
against a noise background. The ratio of the for a given shape of an obstacle is a function of
impressed voltage on the driver to the hydro- the elastic properties of the obstacle material. By
phone voltage is a function of the dynamic bulk the so-called inverse scattering technique [1] the
modulus of the sample. The magnitude and value of the dynamic bulk modulus is deduced
phase of the hydrophone voltage signal are shown from the measured angular distribution. We have
on the x-y plotter as a function of the frequency performed the measurements in the USRD Lake
sweep produced by the oscillator. This method is Facility at frequencies of 5, 10, and 15 kHz. Fig-
an adaptation of the one developed at the ure 12 shows how the receiving hydrophone may
National Bureau of Standards. It is applied to be rotated about the spherical scatterer to obtain
materials considered for use in Navy systems. the angular distribution of intensity. The sound

speed derived from this method is in good agree-
CASTOR ment with that obtained from the more tradi-

SAMPLE OIL tional impedance-tube measurements, which were
done at NRL-USRD.

Fluid-Saturated Foamed Aluminum: The
TRANSDUCERS coupler filled with castor oil has been used to

COUPLER measure the properties of foamed aluminum as a
N "" damping material in a liquid. The damping effect

OSCILLATOR REFERENCE FREQUENCY LOCK-IN of porous materials on sound in air is well known

and widely applied; it is due to the friction
between the acoustically driven airflow in the
pores and the solid material. Foamed materials in
liquids behave in a similar manner, but for liquid
immersion they must be more rigid than those

SEEP I-Y PLOTTER used in air. One particularly interesting material
is foamed aluminum (Fig. 13), which promises to

Fig. 11 - Experimental arrangement be a good damping material for liquids. We used
of acoustic coupler the coupler method to measure the apparent

dynamic bulk modulus of two foamed aluminum
cylinders, one with pore size of 0.64 mm and

The coupler can be pressurized and cooled relative density of 14%, the other with pore size
to simulate the environmental conditions of the of 1.3 mm and relative density of 10% [2]. The
deep ocean. The samples are also soaked in sea- castor oil of the coupler fills the open-pore struc-
water for prolonged periods, and their properties ture. We performed the measurements as a func-
are measured at regular intervals to study the tion of frequency, pressure, and temperature-

116 effect of aging in the presence of seawater. the latter strongly influences the viscosity of the
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Fig. 12 - Implementation of inverse scattering technique

V applications. The data base of measurements
it kv..* x made at the USRD is the basis for theoretical

analysis, which in turn will guide the develop-
'.Q ment of new materials. We intend to expand the

K- measurements on saturated foamed aluminum

m and start applying it to acoustic devices.
' .- [Sponsored by ONRI

- . S ... References

1• J.C. Piquette, "Determination of the Complex
* ' . . .. . Dynamic Bulk Modulus of Elastomers by

Fig. 13 - Foamed aluminum Inverse Scattering," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. (in
press).

. oil. Since a detailed description of the liquid flow 2. P.S. Dubbelday, "Complex Bulk Modulus
through the random pores is difficult, a model of Measurement of Fluid-Saturated Porous
a sample consisting of parallel capillaries is con- Aluminum," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 76 Supple-

- sidered to understand the dynamics of the ment 1, 1984, S83. 0
castor-oil-filled foam. The foamed aluminum's
damping effect is an order of magnitude larger Extrapolation of Thick-Panel
than the theoretical results for the capillary sam- Reflection Measurements

pie. It will be attempted in the future to explain
this observation theoretically. Saturated foamed Jean C. Piquette

- " aluminum shows potential for use in hydrophones Underwater Sound Reference Detachment
because it combines large mechanical strength
with good sound absorption. The underwater acoustic behavior of elas-

tomeric coating materials as a function of fre-
Future Work: This measurement program quency, temperature, and pressure is often

continues for existing elastomers and others syn- evaluated in the Anechoic Tank Facility in
thesized to satisfy special requirements in fleet Orlando, Florida, by performing a reflection 117
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MULTIPLE-LAYER PANEL

OF COATING MATERIAL,

Fig. 14 - Typical multiple-layer panel showing
incident and reflected waveforms. The reflected
waveform measured with interference present
(__) is schematically compared to the

interference-free reflected waveform obtained by INCIDENT

extrapolation of leading "clean" portion of the mea- EFORM

sured waveform --- -).

RE LE TDi
CED,

WAVEORM ti"

measurement on a finite rectangular sample panel panel. The multiple-layer theory, including loss,
(Fig. 14), even though the acoustic behavior of a was developed by Shau and Bugl [1]. The model
sample of infinite area is desired. In practice, fi- I selected to represent a typical acoustic panel
nite can mean sample dimensions less than one treats the sound speed in each layer as constant,
acoustic wavelength in the surrounding fluid. but treats the loss in each layer as frequency
The primary difficulty associated with using a dependent.
panel of finite size is the interfering influence of To initiate the extrapolation technique, only

. the diffracted wave originating at the sample the thickness and density of each panel layer
edges that "contaminates" the reflected signal. need be accurately known. In addition, an

approximate (within a factor of two) sound speed .'.,:
Traditional Method: The traditional for each layer is all that is required. This infor- 4,

approach to eliminate the interfering effects of mation about the physical properties of each
edge diffraction is to transmit a short acoustic panel layer is used to divide the experimental II_

pulse to the test sample. This pulse is reflected reflection data into "arrival epochs." Each epoch
by the front, back, and internal surfaces in the contains information about an individual panel
sample and is diffracted by its edges. Because the layer. The time boundaries of each epoch are
reflected wave travels a shorter path length than established based on the thickness and approxi-
the edge-diffracted wave, the initial contributions mate sound speed required a priori. The reflec-

to the experimentally observed return signal con- tion data contained in each epoch can be used to
tain no information from the sample edges. As determine starting values for the sound speed and.
the frequency is lowered and the sample thick- the loss of each layer that are sufficiently accurate
ness is increased, however, the uncontaminated to allow convergence of the iterative least-squares
portion of the reflected waveform decreases (rela- process. The least-squares algorithm yields
tive to a steady-state wavelength) and may not material properties that are most consistent (in a
accurately represent th- steady-state reflected least-squares sense) with the experimental data.
wave (Fig. 14). These material properties are then substituted

into the multiple-layer theory to predict steady-New Technique: I developed a procedure saesml "romne

to extrapolate the early uncontaminated portion s am pf n
of the reflected signal from the total return. The Demonstration of New Technique: I
extrapolation is achieved by an iterative technique demonstrated the technique experimentally by
that requires a least-squares fitting of the experi- extrapolating measurements made on a simple

1 18 mental data to a multiple-layer model of the test multiple-layer panel. The sample consisted of a

c:~ ~ ~p- a.: ,: :.:. :.:..,.:..: .:...:..-.:~ * .... -...,:.. ....,--,.t.,.. %.
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Fig. 15 - Experimental waveforms obtained

* S for a simple three-layer panel. The measured
< incident waveform(---) is compared to the

measured reflected waveform (...

100200 300
"250 -- ~ TIME IpS) " 

'

DATA 
TI

WINDOW 500 PT --

DATA WINDOW

0.025-m-thick plexiglass layer, backed by a Ats and contained 500 data points; the second had
0.013-m-thick steel plate. The steel plate was a time width of 50 As and contained 250 data
offset from the plexiglass by 0.025 m. When the points. The extrapolation procedure was applied
panel was immersed in water, the offset region to the reflection data contained in each of these
flooded freely and effectively created a three- data windows, and the extrapolated steady-state
layer panel. The sample was square, 0.76 m on a performance was compared to the observed
side. The acoustic evaluation was performed reflected signal at a time late in the reflected
using a 5-kHz test pulse of approximately 300-Ats pulse (corresponding to approximately 210 A.s.
duration. From this, I determined the panel's reflection

Figure 15 presents experimental waveforms, coefficient. The predicted reflection coefficient
The dashed line represents the incident pulse, based on the 500-point data window was in error
and the solid line represents the reflected pulse. by approximately 1.6%; that based on the 250-
In this test, I chose the pulse length to avoid point data window was in error by approximately
edge diffraction. Note that extrapolation would 7.1%.
not actually be required if the amount of data .
presented in Fig. 2 were available in a measure- Future measurements are anticipated on
ment of interest. However, the effectiveness of panels of more complicated design. I expect that
the procedure can be evaluated with this data by this technique will extend the panel measurement
performing an extrapolation on a short portion of capability of the Anechoic Tank Facility to a con- - -

the initial return signal and by comparing this siderably lower frequency than is presently possi-
extrapolation with the directly observed latter ble. In addition, the maximum panel thickness r,
portion of the return signal. The significance of for which the acoustic behavior can be accurately
this comparison is that one sees directly how well determined will be substantially increased.
the extrapolation would work if the early portion [Sponsored by NAVSEA]
of the return signal were all that were experimen-
tally measurable under interference-free condi- Reference
tions. Such would be the case for a sample with a
smaller cross section than that used here, or for 1. R.P.S. Shau and P. Bugl, "Transmission of
the same sample at a lower frequency. Figure 15 Plane Waves Through Layered Viscoelastic

* shows that two "data windows" were applied to Media," J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 46, 649-654
the data: Dne window had a time width of 100 (1968). U 119 '-""
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NRL's 85-foot
radio telescope,
located at Maryland
Point, Maryland,
is used to conduct
basic research in
radio astronomy *
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

Virtually all remote sensing relies on the detection, measurement, and processing of the emission or reflec-
K. - tion of electromagnetic radiation. This chapter describes studies of radar and infrared signatures of ships and

natural sources and a specialized radar technology developed at NRL. The divisions involved in this research are
Radar (Code 5300) and Space Systems and Technology (Code 7700).

NRL has many other radar and electromagnetic sensing projects. Some of these are:

Sshipboard and air surveillance radar
Ctarget and cluster scattering
*electronic counter countermeasures (ECCM)
*intermodulation sideband suppression
*Navy remote ocean sensing system (NROSS)

123 Time-Domain Radar Interference Rejection
Bobby R. Jarrett

V Interference from multiple radars on the same ship can be easily eliminated I
electronically

124 Modeling Radar Scattering From Ships
Don . Nort ham

Different collections of unit scatterers represent different ship types

126 Studies of Ship Infrared Signatures
Stanley A. Moroz and Douglas J. Taylor

Ship, sea, and sky signatures are combined with detector characteristics to
represent images from various distances

127 Microwave Sensing of Sea-Floor Topography
Gaspar R. Valenzuela. William J. Plant, Dale L. Schuler, Davidson T. Chen,
and William C. Keller

1 122 Radar images of the see surface reveal features of the seafloor

1 4M.... .Radar .S.. . . r. F. . . . . . . .

Don . .. .. .. .NorhamO
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

Time-Domain Radar Interference Rejection to align return signals from the same location in
consecutive sweeps. If another radar with an

B.R. Jarrett identical PRF to the transmitting radar is operat-
Radar Division ing in the same frequency band, interference

occurs which the TDSP cannot reject, since their

Radars on surface ships in close proximity PRF synchronization produces signals indistin-
can encounter serious mutual-interference prob- guishable as a function of PRF. To overcome
lems, particularly when operating in the same fre- this situation, the transmitting radar's PRF is jit-
quency band where frequency-domain filtering is tered.
not effective. NRL has developed a time-domain To implement the TDSP, fast, large-capacity
technique which enables a radar to reject interfer- random access memory is essential. Many radars
ence at all frequencies by discriminating against have pulsewidths of about 1 Ass or less with
other signals that have different pulse repetition corresponding video bandwidths of several
frequencies (PRFs). megahertz. The AN/SPS-10 radar with selectable

pulsewidths of 1.25 As and 0.25 As, is typical. A

Background: Any scheme to reject memory capacity large enough to store an entire
interference must discriminate on the basis of sweep of digitized video is required (all returns
some parameter such as frequency, time of from each pulse emitted). Only very recently .

arrival, direction of arrival, signal strength, have large-capacity, random-access memory chips
waveform, or polarization and degrades when the fast enough for this application (< 100 ns

interfering signal begins to assume the dimension read/modify write) become available. Small,
of the return signal in the discrimination parame- economical analog-to-digital converters, capable
ter. For example, a system that eliminates of the required conversion rate (- 10 MHz), are
interference on the basis of direction of arrival is also recent introductions. Thus, from an imple-
not able to reject interference that arrives in the mentation standpoint, what would have been con-
same direction as the main beam, a system that sidered totally impractical just a few years ago has
uses frequency is not able to block out interfer- become reality.
ence at the radar's frequency, and a system that
uses time of arrival is not able to suppress Advantages: The TDSP can be modularly
interference occurring at the radar's PRF. retrofitted to eliminate pulsed interference in
Nevertheless, these limitations can be overcome existing radars. In fact, a TDSP is being
in some cases. For example, the frequency or developed for the AN/SPS-40 radar.

the PRF of the radar to be protected from The technique can be incorporated quite

interference by frequency or PRF discrimination easily in new radar developments, which invari-
can be "jittered" to ensure that another emitter ably use digital time-domain signal processing.

does not have the same frequency or PRF. How- The development is particularly attractive because

ever, from a systems standpoint, it is relatively of the abscnce of any requirement for signal

easy to jitter the PRF, but quite difficult to jitter detection and because of the simplicity of the

the frequency. Radars of the same (or different) rejection algorithm. Previous time-of-arrival

type seldom operate at exactly the same PRF. rejection systems used some form of signal detec-

Hence, PRF discrimination systems naturally tion and blanking-on-anticoincidence or electrical

work very well without PRFjittering. path-length matching at the radar or intermediate
frequencies. The operational principle of PRF

Time-Domain Signal Processor (TDSP): discrimination systems is that consecutive returns
The TDSP is a new technique, developed for the from the same spatial location occur at the PRF
AN/SPS-10 radar, which eliminates pulsed rate, that is, they are coincident at the PRF rate.
interference from other radars or other sources. It follows, then, that a signal from another
For consecutive radar sweeps, it selects the emitter at a different PRF will not be coincident
smaller of two returns from the same spatial loca- at the radar's PRF. Choosing the smaller of con-

tion. The PRF of the transmitting radar is used secutive returns from the same spatial location 123
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

,us. In all of these tests, including those at max-
imum PRF and pulsewidth, the TDSP removed
the interference from the radar display. Figure 1
shows photographs of the radar display represen-
tative of the CBD tests. Figure 1(a) shows the
interference created by the second AN/SPS-10; in
Fig. 1 (b), the TDSP rejects the interference.

The DDG-7 was selected as a test platform
because its two AN/SPG-51 radars, part of the
Tarter/Terrier Missile Fire Control System,
operate in the same frequency band as the
AN/SPS-10 and are known to present an interfer-
ence problem for AN/SPS-10 operation. In all of
the DDG-7 tests, TDSP performance was very
impressive. In one case, the crew conducted a

(a) 3-hr gun-firing exercise in which the AN/SPG-51
was used. Although the AN/SPS-10 radar was
tuned to the AN/SPG-51 frequency, the opera-
tors at the AN/SPS-10 display consoles did not
see any interference because of the effectivenss
of the TDSP. Without the TDSP, an interference
problem would have existed.

Our experience is that the TDSP provides a
quality of filtering that would be difficult to
obtain in any other way, and has these important
advantages:

0 It is relatively easy to jitter the PRF of
the radar, which essentially eliminates
the possibility of degradation of the
discrimination mechanism.

0 It is a digital implementation, which is
economical and achieves repeatability

(bI and precision.
Fig.1 - Plan Position Indicator showing (a) interference 0 A signal detection is not required.

and (b) completely suppressed interference [Sponsored by NAVSEA and NAVELEX]

provides equivalent rejection to blanking-on- Modeling Radar Scattering From Ships
anticoincidence and tends to reduce the noise

D.Y. Northam
Prototype Performance: We tested the Tactical Electronic Warfare Division

breadboarded TDSP for the AN/SPS-10 radar at
the Chesapeake Bay Division (CBD) of NRL and The Tactical Electronic Warfare Division is
at sea on the USS HENRY B. WILSON, DDG-7. developing systems that help protect ships from
At CBD, we ran two different sets of interference attack by antiship missiles. Such missiles often
tests. The first tests used another AN/SP-IO employ radar to continuously determine the loca-
radar mounted on the roof of the same building tion of (track) the ship that is the intended target.
as the interference source. The second used a The radar performs this tracking by transmitting a
Hewlett-Packard RF signal generator, Model HP- pulse of electromagnetic (EM) energy that is then
618c. The generator PRF was varied from about scattered by the ship back to the radar. This scat-

124 2 to 16 KHz, the pulsewidth from about 2 to 13 tered energy (or scattered EM field) is then .'
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

measured and processed by the radar to estimate type represented the ship as a single point source
the ship's location. One of the roles of electronic and assigned to that source appropriate statistical
countermeasures (ECM) is to deny this location properties (such as density type, mean, variance,
information to the radar. and spectrum) that are determined from meas-

The design and evaluation of such ECM ured data. The second type represented the ship
systems requires knowledge of what ships "look as a large collection of point sources each
like" to radars; that is, what properties of the scat- representing a specific physical part of the ship.
tered EM field are perceived by the radar. This The first type requires measured data on the
knowledge is most usefully expressed as a ships of interest, yields simulations that effi-
mathematical model. Ships are structurally very ciently generate time series of data, but is not
complex and thus produce scattered EM fields based directly on specific physical parameters of
that are complex and difficult to describe the ship's structure. The second type does
mathematically. This complexity is analogous to require detailed structural data on the ship, is
the tremendous amount of information needed to based on physical parameters of the structure, but
accurately draw a picture of a person's face as does not yield simulations that efficiently gen-
opposed to the small amount of information erate time series of data. The new model we
necessary to accurately draw a picture of a ping- developed is based directly on physical parameters
pong ball. Because of the complexity of ship and yields simulations that efficiently generate
structures, an exact mathematical model of the time series of scattered pulses.
scattering from it is not presently feasible. For-
tunately, the performance of many tracking radars New Model: The new model is based on
can be predicted from knowledge of only two the observations that complex radar targets
parameters of the complex backscattered EM appear to most tracking radars as a collection of a
field. These parameters are radar cross section few, large, point-source scatterers, which we refer
(RCS) and glint. RCS represents the apparent to as unit scatterers (USs). A small, fundamental
size of the target, and glint represents the set of USs have been identified as the generators
apparent angular location of the target, as sensed of the dominant scattering characteristics of ships.
by the radar. To model a given ship, an appropriate subset of

these USs is chosen and located to represent the
Prior Models: Prior models of ship scatter- desired ship (analogous to a caricature of a face

ing are approximations that range from extremely rather than a photograph). By combining the
complex models that describe many aspects of the scattering from each US, the total scattered EM
scattered field, and are difficult and/or expensive field is obtained. The ship is assumed to be a
to use, to simple models that ignore many rigid-body object whose motion is determined by

- aspects, but are easy and/or inexpensive to use. maneuvering and the random motion of the sea
Each model has been developed subject to con- surface.
straints imposed by specific application require-
ments. Most of the simple models describe only In summary, the model requires, as input, a
RCS. This new model was developed to evaluate representation of the desired ship in terms of a
the performance of continuous tracking, monos- few USs (ship structure), information about
tatic, pulse radars that operate at microwave fre- maneuvering of the ship, and a simple characteri-

, quencies and track only in range and angle zation of the surface of the sea (sea state and
- (azimuth and elevation), direction) in which the ship is sailing. The model

Scattering from objects is commonly predicts pulse-to-pulse RCS and glint simultane-
represented as scattering from a point source ously. Simulations based on this model have
even though physical objects are three- been run, and the resulting RCS and glint time
dimensional and produce scattering from various series have been shown to have statistical proper-
locations distributed in space. However, a point ties that are good approximations to those proper-
source is often a good approximation. The exist- ties of measured data.

* . ing models were of two basic types. The first [Sponsored by NAVELEXI U 125
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Studies of Ship Infrared Signatures scenarios to be studied. The background

signatures are separated out, the instrument noise
S. Moroz and D. Taylor is removed, and the ship signature is modified as

Tactical Electronic Warfare Division we describe below. The final images are all
derived from the IR imagery collected in the

The design of systems to protect ships from field.
infrared-guided missile attack requires realistic
electronic warfare simulations of tactical combat Image Processing: The images collected in
situations. An important ingredient in these the field are decomposed into segments which
simulations is a series of infrared (IR) images of represent the actual ship signature, the sea-sky
a ship at sea. NRL is responding to this Navy background and data from which atmospheric
requirement by applying computer image process- effects can be extracted. The infrared imager
ing techniques to the IR characteristics of U.S. contributes its own unique resolution and noise
Navy ships. We start from close-in IR images, to the data. These effects have been character-
where all the features of the ship are evident, and ized and incorporated into the image processing
reconstruct ship images at longer ranges, where techniques applied to the data.
the ship blends with the background and is not Atmospheric effects are characterized by
discernable. To do this accurately we must two parameters; an exponential scale factor
include oceanic and atm ospheric effects in the IR describing tabsopin wtp a le a the
img.describing absorption with path length, and the
image. emission of the atmosphere from an optically

thick path length. Ship signatures viewed
Ship and Background Signatures: Unlike through this atmospheric model will decrease in

a ship viewed with the naked eye, the IR ship sig- contrast with the sky emission until finally blend-
nature is dominated by emission from "hot spots" ing in completely with the horizon at very long
which produce high intensity regions. IR radia- path length.
tion from the sea surface and sky background are The IR ship signature is extracted from a
also an integral part of the IR image and have selected image which contains the greatest detail
their own special characteristics. The sea-surface of the ship; generally this image is obtained at
radiation is a combination of emission from the close range. In this image, and others obtained at
water and reflection of sky radiation. In addition, greater range, the sea-sky background contribu-
wave action creates a random noise-like clutter in tion is separated from the ship signature by apply-
the sea-surface background. Atmospheric absorp- ing a simple local threshold to the ship area in the
tion and emission along the line of sight tend to image. Pixels with intensity levels above the
mask the ship, making it blend with the back- threshold are considered ship, and pixels below
ground. This is especially true at long distances the threshold are considered part of the back-
or when viewed against the horizon, ground. Although simple, this method is very

effective because the ship is almost always a
-- Simulation Technique: Simulating the ship high-intensity, highly localized area in the image.

IR signature, and the sea and sky backgrounds, Measurements of ship signature strength, at
would allow great flexibility in generating image various ranges, and IR emission from the sky at

. data for the tactical simulations. Unfortunately, the horizon provide enough information to
the difficulty, complexity, and uncertainties characterize atmospheric absorption and emission
resulting from a pure simulation currently rule present in the data. Once the atmospheric contri-
out this type of approach. We developed an butions are removed, the basic elements of the
alternate semiempirical method at NRL to pro- imagery can be altered, then reassembled to form
vide IR image data for these simulations. It uses realistic IR images of ships at sea.
ship signature data collected with an IR imager
mounted on one of the NRL P-3 Orion research Ship Image Reconstruction: Recently, we
aircraft. We then perform image processing on have concentrated on modifying the close range

126 the basic data set collected in the field to suit the ship signature, by either reducing the intensity of
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

all or part of the ship, and then projecting that ocean surface behaves very much like an optical
data to long range by applying suitable grating. The short gravity-capillary waves of
transformations. We transform the close-range length proportional to the radar wavelength
ship signature by scaling the size of the ship to (one-half the radar wavelength at grazing
match observed size at long range, perform spa- incidence) traveling along the line of sight-

tial filtering to blur the detail in the ship signa- advected by orbital motion of long waves and
ture to the same degree that would occur because currents-are the main backscatterers of the
of the imager system resolution, and reduce the microwave backscatter power (Bragg scattering).
contrast with the background to account for For angles of incidence close to nadir, local wave ,.
atmospheric absorption and emission. This new facets, which have large radii of curvature com-
ship signature is finally combined with a back- pared to the radar wavelength and which are nor-
ground segment containing appropriate noise and mal to the radar look, also contribute significant -.

clutter. This then constitutes an accurate image microwave backscatter power (specular scatter-
of a ship which has been reconstructed from the ing). Ocean surface features of horizontal scales
original data. A series of these reconstructed much larger than the Bragg wavelength, such as
images representing the ship at various distances mesoscale eddies and macroscale phenomena, are
are used as input to tactical electronic warfare detectable by radar because they influence the
simulations. Bragg resonant waves or other scattering elements ,.'-.

[Sponsored by NAVSEA and NAVELEXI 0 such as specular points, breaking waves, and tur-

bulent fluid.

Ocean Hydrodynamics: In principle, radar
Microwave Sensing of Sea-Floor Topography imagery of the ocean due only to surface waves

G.R. Valenzuela, W.J. Plant, D.L. Schuler, may be predicted with available scattering theory
D.T. Chen, and W.C. Keller and hydrodynamics. However, the physical

Space Systems and Technology Division processes responsible for the generation of sur-
face features related to complex bottom topogra-

Radar imagery of side-looking airborne phy in shallow water are not well understood.
radar (SLAR) and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) Therefore, a remote sensing experiment was car-

over shallow water, usually <40 m deep but in ried out in July 1982 under the leadership of
some cases deeper than that, contain patterns NRL in collaboration with other laboratories from
correlating with the bottom topography (1982 the U.S. and England. The experiment involved
NRL Review, p. 43). Since the penetration of coordinated and near-simultaneous microwave
microwaves into seawater is negligible, these pat- (L- and X-band) and in situ measurements which -

terns in radar imagery are caused by processes were performed to examine the nature of the
which relate surface features to the bottom topog- microwave backscatter surface signatures gen-
raphy. The presence of such surface features is erated by topographic features on the sea floor
potentially important to a number of Navy and by current fronts [1]. Subsequent analysis of ... ,
programs-ocean surveillance, antisubmarine the data has suggested a mechanism for the gen-
warfare, and mapping, charting and geodesy-so eration of surface features related to the bottom
it is important to understand the processes topography [2], and work is in progress for its Nip
involved. quantitative validation. According to this

mechanism, the two-dimensional nonuniform
Electromagnetic Scattering: The mecha- surface current field caused by the interaction of

nisms responsible for the microwave backscatter tides with bottom topography modulates the
from the ocean surface which contribute to radar amplitude and wave number of Bragg resonant
image formation are well known and have been waves on the surface into distinct surface patterns
covered extensively in the literature. They resembling the bottom features. To first order,
include Bragg and specular scattering, multiple the spatial modulation of the energy of the Bragg
scattering, and wedge diffraction. In effect, the resonant waves is proportional to bottom slopes 127
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Uj0

ASI RI (SH EST

* EDGE OFPHELPS BANK)

Fig 2 -X-band APD-10 SAR imagery (portions of subswaths A and B) of Phelps Bank taken within
24 min during July 11, 1982. Phelps Bank is imaged from three different directions at almost con-
stant environmental conditions. USNS Hayes is located at (400 49.85'N, 690 19.30'W), and the wind
speed was 1 2 to 1 7 m/s from 470 to 930 true.

128
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

and inversely proportional to the mean square 1.5 ..
depth. However, other factors such as wind vec-
tor, dominant wave height, stability of the air-sea m 1.2

interface, and current fronts also enhance, mask,
C

or destroy the surface patterns related to the bot- 0 0.9 -
tom topography.

(L 0.6-

Experimental Results: Microwave mea- ,3 iL 0.3.- 1

surements with an X-band APD-10 SAR from
U.S. Marine RF-4 aircraft, an X-band radar
onboard NRL/RP-3A aircraft, and a shipboard 17:35 17:39 17:43 17:47 17:51 17:55
L-band coherent radar show variations in back- 20 TIME (EDTI

scatter power >20 dB for winds <7 m/s Z i
(meters/second) in locations with pronounced 16

topographic features. Figure 2 shows portions of 4 7
two subswaths of SAR imagery containing Phelps - ]
Bank for three RF-4 passes within 24 min during 120

July 11, 1982. The imagery has been placed in n 4~~~~the approximate direction of radar look in relation cc°l:",.¢ l

to true north. Note the strong signatures of the '- / .
west edge of Phelps Bank (white in the imagery 40
means large backscatter, and darker means less cc
backscatter). Generally, regions of strong back- o I I

17:35 17:39 17:43 17:47 17:51 17:55scatter cluster near large bottom slopes, suggest- TIME IEDT)
ing their generation by bottom topography. For Fig. 3 - Time record of received power for X-band
winds >7 m/s, the variations of microwave back- radar. Top: July 12, 1982 (1314 to 1319 EDT);
scatter power decrease to 2 to 3 dB for both fre- heading, 350*T; track center, 400 50' N, 690 20'W; and wind speed, 4.7 to 5.5 m/s. Bottom: July
quency bands and seemingly become decorrelated 21. 1982 (1952 to 1055 EDT); heading, 2700T;
from the bottom topography. Figure 3 shows X- track center, 400 50'N, 69* 20'W; and wind speed,
band microwave backscattered power while -ross- 10.4 to 12.2 m/s.
ing Phelps Bank for two wind conditions. The 'E 20
upper record was obtained during 4.7 to 5.5-m/s Uj 15 -
winds while for the lower record the wind was ,,, -
10.4 to 12.2 m/s. In principle, the large varia- U, 3 s0

0tions in microwave backscatter power encoun- 0 TIME-=
tered in the Phelps Bank region for light winds 1 m
can be explained in terms of the unusually stable W 10
atmospheric conditions prevailing during the
experiment (the water was up to 8C colder than a_ 0'"
the air in this upwelling region). TIME

A current gradient (front) not related to Fig. 4 - L-band measurements of the surface effects of asurface current gradient located to the west of Phelps
bottom topography also produced 20 dB varia- Bank (400 48.05' N, 69* 16.42' W). Top: backscattered
tions in the power backscattered to the L-band power vs time; depression angle, 2.58; range, 600 m;
radar (g4 Tearadar cell size, 7.5 m x 149 m; wind speed, 1.5 m/s; andradar (Fig. 4). The large backscatter occurs wind direction, 600. Bottom: relative ocean surface

.- where the surface current changes from 80 to 120 current vs time. Ship was on a constant heading and
cm/s, the upper record is the output from the speed run, and the L-band antenna was aligned with the
amplitude-demodulated channel, and the lower ship's bow. Current values during 1735 to 1740 EDTremdand 1744 to 1755 EDT are accurate. Signal fading duerecord is the output from the phase-demodulated o calm water caused the apparent current decrease from
channel of the radar. 1739 to 1743 EDT. 129Tt'q
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SENSING

In future work in situ data collected in the References
1982 NRL remote sensing experiment will be
used as input to a barotropic circulation model for 1. G.R. Valenzuela, D.T. Chen, W.D. Garrett,

the computation of the perturbed tidal field. The and J.A.C. Kaiser, "NRL Remote Sensing
computed current field will then be used together Experiment," EOS (The Oceanography Report)
with available wave measurements in a current- Trans. Am. Geophys. Un. 64, 618 (1983).
wave interaction model for the description of the
perturbed/modulated wave field in the Phelps 2. G.R. Valenzuela, D.T. Chen, W.D. Garrett,
Bank region. The resultant wave field will be and J.A.C. Kaiser, "Shallow Water Bottom

used to predict the intensity of SAR imagery Topography for Radar Imagery," Nature 303,
using Bragg scattering; these predictions will be 687 (1983). -

compared to the X-band SAR images taken dur-
ing the 1982 experiment.

[Sponsored by ONRI
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Great helium eruptions
of the sun such as this
one periodically bombard
the earth with intense
ion fluxes. The Space
Science Division is
studying the threat of
these ion fluxes to
astronauts and electronics
in space. 7
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SPACE AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

NRL has been a pioneer in X-ray astronomy and the space program, and the Laboratory continues to con-
tribute to the national space program in several capacities, such as the study of solar flares and the harmful space
environment they create. The naval environment also includes the ocean. Physical features produced by surface
ships and submarines are of interest because they may be detectable or detected. This chapter summarizes some
selected research into space and certain aspects of the ocean. The Space Science Division (Code 4100) and the
Marine Technology Division (Code 5800) contributed articles.

Some of the other projects at NRL in space and environmental research include:

* Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite Microelectronics package (CRRES)
0 Navy Remote Ocean Sensing Satellite (NROSS) j

* High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph (HRTS) and Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor
(SUSIM) on Spacelab and other shuttle flights

* SPARTAN I & ll--X-ray and ultraviolet experiments thrown overboard from the shuttle for 40 hours
and then retrieved

* payload data management system
* radio and infrared interferometry and source investigations
* the solar corona and its extended influence towards Earth
* very low frequency ionospheric effects
0 the development of severe storms

133 Solar Flare Effects in the Atmosphere
Rein Silberberg and Chen H. Tsao

Solar flare protons in space can cascade through heavy shielding, affecting
personnel and electronics.

135 Periodic Occurrence of Solar Flares?
Gerald H. Share

Measurements in space show periodicity in groups of flares.

137 HEAD A-1 Discovers X-ray Eclipses
Kent S. Wood

X-ray burst source data may represent partial eclipsing of binary sources by
low-mass companion stars

139 Mixing Within an Ocean Front
George 0. Marmorino

Patches of large variability may represent regions of fluid mixing.

142 Acoustic Measurement of Ocean Water Velocities
Clifford L. Trump

Acoustic shifting profiles the velocity fields and, together with temperature
fields, reveals some mixing dynamics.

144 Imaging the Upper Ocean Temperature Variance Field
Lawrence J. Rosenblum and George 0. Marmorino

132 False-color images help understand small-scale ocean variability
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SPACE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Solar Flare Effects in the Atmosphere I. n I........

R. Silberberg and C.H. Tsao lo11
Space Science Division

The high-energy, penetrating radiation in 1010
space consists of atomic nuclei and elementary SOLAR FLARE

particles. Without adequate shielding, long-
duration (multiyear) exposures to this radiation l
would generate serious radiation damage in
humans, for example, leukemia, other cancers,
and eye-lens cataracts. This radiation also causes
single-event upsets in microelectronic computer E 108

components on satellites and high-flying aircraft z
0

as it would on future space stations. Theseasr

upsets alter information stored on the com- l07

ponents. For these reasons it is important to
know the nature of this radiation, its interaction
with materials, and of procedures to reduce the 6

radiation damage. SOLAR MINIMUM

There are three primary components to
radiation in space, each with different distribu-
tions in space, energy, and time. The three are COSMIC RAYS

(1) cosmic radiation, which permeates the whole
galaxy; (2) the solar-flare particles within the SOLAR MAXIMUM

solar system; and (3) the radiation-belt particles 1o4  3

trapped in the earth's magnetic field. 10 10 2 103

In the 1983 NRL Review, p. 124, we
explored the effects of the atomic nuclei of Fig. 1 - A comparison of the energy spectrum of protons

for the solar flare of August 4-7, 1972, and of the spectra

cosmic-ray particles on microelectronic com- of cosmic-ray protons. These curves represent 1-week
ponents. Now we shall consider the solar-flare accumulations.
particles. First, however, we point out essential
differences between cosmic rays and solar-flare
particles. These differences result in differing they can be brought to rest in shielding material
forms of radiation damage and suggest different more readily than cosmic-ray particles that also
shielding for these respective radiations, are mainly protons, with some contribution of

heavier nuclei. Thus, one might conclude that
Protons, Neutrons, and Shielding: Figure less shielding is needed for solar-flare protons;

I shows a comparison of the energy spectra of however, this is not so. The flux of protons from
cosmic-ray protons from periods of maximum a very large flare is so high that their nuclear
and minimum solar activity and of solar-flare pro- interactions within shielding material generate
tons from the large flare of August 1972. The numerous secondary neutrons and protons.
flux of solar-flare protons can be much higher These neutrons are highly penetrating and gen-

- than that of cosmic rays. However, the energy erate highly ionizing nuclear recoils through
spectrum is much steeper, so that at energies nuclear interactions.
above a few hundred MeV (million electron Even below heavy shielding, or at relatively
volts) the cosmic rays are more abundant. While large depths in the atmosphere, the nuclear
the flux of cosmic rays is nearly steady with time, interactions of these flare-particle-generated
the solar-flare particle bombardment lasts about secondary neutrons pose a significant radiation
two days. A very large flare like the one depicted hazard to both personnel and the operation of
occurs only about once during the 11-year sun- microelectronic computer components. For this
spot cycle. reason, the cosmic ray research group at NRL has

Because the energy of solar-flare protons been investigating solar-flare effects in the atmo-
and nuclei is relatively low, as seen in Fig. 1, sphere. 133
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* Radiation Dosages: Figure 2 illustrates the generated by interactions and not from the direct
absorbed dose per hour of exposure at high lati- flux or secondary protons.
tudes as a function of atmospheric depth at high
altitude at the time of the very large solar flare of Upset Rate: Binary information is stored

" February 1956. The doses of the flares in 1949 on microelectronic chips in the form of electrical
, and August 1972 were, respectively, about 50% charges in small subvolumes of the chip (in bits).

and 20% of that in 1956. The primary flare- This charge (in picocoulombs) is typically stored
particle dose rate is shown as well as those due to in a 10- by 10-/Mm-wide by 5-Mm-thick volume of
secondary protons and neutrons. The dose is the bit. Energetic particles passing through such

* given in units of rad and the dose rate is given in a volume can deposit a charge above the critical
units of rad/hour. One rad corresponds to an level to change or upset the information stored
energy deposition of 100 ergs per cm3 . The radi- there. Figure 3 shows the single-event upset rate

,. ation dose of rad can be converted to the unit per day as a function of the component's critical - -

rem, which is equal to the radiation unit rad charge. The upset rate for unshielded com-

times the radiation quality factor, defined so that ponents at high latitudes and at an altitude of
the various radiations for a given dosage in units 55,000 ft was calculated for a very large flare like
of rem generate equal biological damage. This that of 1956. Curve a in Fig. 3 represents the
type of dose is defined as the dose equivalent, upset rate due to slow protons from flare particle
For example, the quality factor of neutrons is 10, interactions and neutron interactions, and curve

" hence a neutron dose of I rad corresponds to a b shows the upset rate due to neutron-generated
dose equivalent of 10 rem. nuclear recoils. Curve e shows the total upset

We see from Fig. 2, that even at an altitude rate at 55,000 ft. For comparison, the upset rates
of of 55,000 ft (16.76 km), the dose rate of a for unshielded components at solar quiet times
very large flare is 0.2 rad/h (of which 0.2 rad/h is due to the galactic cosmic rays are shown: curve
due to neutrons), or 2 rem/h. Thus in a 2 1/2-h c is for 150,000 ft (45.72 km) near the top of the
period, a person on board an aircraft at 55,000 ft atmosphere; and curve d is for 55,000 ft. We
and at a high latitude receives 5 rem, or about note that even at 55,000 ft, a very large solar
1/2 the dose permitted for radiation workers in a flare generates about 10 upsets per kilobit-day in ,.-

one-year period. About 2/3 of this dose components that can be upset by a charge deposi-
equivalent comes from the secondary neutrons tion of 0.01 picocoulombs. This exceeds by 2..-

ALTITUDE, 1000 FEET

10 100 50 0 3'0

0 SECONDARY NEUTRON RAD DOSE

A SECONDARY PROTON RAD DOSE

1 0 0 PRIMARY PROTON RAD DOSE

.0~

0 0' *"

-1 0 A'

0
10-2

0S

to- 3

0  100 200 30 400

DEPTH (g/cm2)

Fig. 2 - The absorbed dose per hour at various atmospheric
depths of primary protons, and secondary protons and neutrons

134 during the very large flare of February 23, 1956
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SPACE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

UPSET RATES vs CRITICAL CHARGE
10

6

102

I- -

aa

0S100

U,,(L io- 2

10- 4 -'" 
-

10-61
10

- 5  10 10
- 3  10-2 10

- 1  10-0

CRITICAL CHARGE (pC)

Fig. 3 - The single-event upset rate for unshielded components

at high latitudes and at 55,000 ft altitude at the time of a very
large flare. The curves a and b show the upset rates due to slow
protons and neutron interactions. For comparison, the upset rates

for unshielded components due to cosmic-ray nuclei are shown at
150,000 tt by curve c, and at 55,000 ft, by curve d. The total
upset rate at 55,000 ft is indicated by curve e.

orders of magnitude the upset rate due to galactic flares also precede intense geomagnetic storms
cosmic rays at the top of the atmosphere- which disrupt radio communications. Recent
150,000 ft, curve c. measurements from 1980 to 1983 by the

gamma-ray spectrometer on board NASA's Solar
Since cosmic-ray-generated upsets have Maximum Mission (SMM) satellite indicate flares

been found to be troublesome, those at high lati- had a tendency to occur in groups with a mean
tudes due to solar-flare particles and their sec- spacing of about 154 days. The same regularity
ondary progeny are a hundred times more trou- was also observed in other monitors of solar
blesome. Shielding has to be extremely thick to activity.
suppress the deeply penetrating secondary neu-
trons, the shielding due to the atmosphere above Identifying Flares: SMM was launched in
55,000 ft corresponds to the shielding of about 1 February 1980 with a complement of instruments
ft of aluminum. primarily designed to study solar flares. The

[Sponsored by DNA/DARPA] • work reported here from the gamma-ray spec-

trometer experiment on SMM is a collaborative

Periodic Occurrence of Solar Flares? effort with E. Rieger of the Max Planck Institute
for Extraterrestrial Physics (MPE), the Federal

G.H. Share Republic of Germany, and E.L. Chupp and D.J.
Space Science Division Forrest of the University of New Hampshire.

From the 1980 launch to September 1983 we
Predicting the occurrence of solar flares is Vave identified 139 solar flares emitting contin-

becoming more important as we use space for uum radiation above 300 keV. These flares were
increasing civilian and military applications identified at NRL by a computer algorithm which
Intense X-ray and particle emissions pose a searches for significant fluctuations in the back- low.
hazard to astronauts and can be responsible for ground gamma radiation and at MPE by visual
failures of electronic components on communica- screening. Their solar origin was confirmed by
tions, weather, and surveillance satellites. These ground-based and satellite observations at other 135
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I ' ' ' ' 1 I ' I[; I ' I I
1980

SMM LAUNCH

1981

..--.. ~~~ I + o,

1983
1NO CONTINUOUS

-"=' DATA TRANSMISSION

FEBJAN E MAR APR SEP OCT NOV DEC

Fig. 4 - Solar flares detected above 300 keV by the SMM gamma-ray spectrometer are
represented by the vertical lines plotted against time for 1980 to 1983. The numbered
arrows designate the groupings of flares which contribute to the apparent 154-day period.

electromagnetic wavelengths. Figure 4 shows the Another way to illustrate this regularity in
temporal distribution of these flares. Each verti- the occurrence of flares is to overlay every con-
cal line represents a solar flare with emission tiguous 154-day segment of data. The phase his-
above 300 keV. It is of interest to note that the togram obtained in this manner, with a bin size
interval of greatest flare activity occurred in of 15.4 days, is shown in Fig. 5. Thirty-five per-
June/July and November/December 1982, 2 to 3 cent (48) of all the flares occurred during the
years after the maximum rate in sunspots was same 15.4-day phase bin (that is, in only 10% of
reported for this solar activity cycle (11 years). A the observing time).
similar delay was observed in the previous solar
cycle. Other Periodic Data: This observed regu-

larity in the occurrence of X-ray flares from 1980
Flare Groups Occur Periodically: Closer to 1983 is also apparent in other indicators of

inspection of Fig. 4 reveals that the flares tend to solar activity, such as the monthly mean sunspot
occur in groups which are about 5 months apart. number and the 10.7-cm radio flux (tabulated
The eight groupings are identified by the num- along with the GOES X-ray data in NOAA's
bered arrows. A Fourier power spectrum analysis monthly Solar-Geophysical Data). Other investi-

i t-as performed and revealed a significant peak at gations of the solar activity by using the mean
a period of 154 days. We estimate that the prob- sunspot number also have indicated that solar
ability of' this type of periodic effect being mim- activity varies with some regularity every 5
icked by a random distribution of flares is < 10-' .  months. The most extensive analysis covered
To prove that this result was not due to some measurements of the mean sunspot number from
systematic effect in the operation of SMM, we 1749 to 1979. The most prominent period less
analyzed a sample of 532 relatively intense flares than 200 days found in this analysis was 155.4
observed in the soft X-ray band by NOAA's days, that is close to what we have found for
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satel- energetic solar flares. The cause of such periodic
lites (GOES) over the same 1980 to 1983 time behavior in solar activity is not known- however,
interval, similar evidence for periodic behavior one suggestion is that it may be the result of
was observed in this larger sample, which oscillations believed to occur in the interior of

136 included the flares observed by SMM. stars.
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surveyed the sky for bright X-ray sources and v
collected data which are important for characteriz-
ing the extreme physical conditions encountered
in these objects, including densities exceeding
l015 g cm 3 and magnetic fields exceeding 1012

G.

40- Burst Sources: For several years prior to
* .the launch of HEAO-1 in 1977, it had been

S.,.- g known that some X-ray sources produce dramatic
,'S. _ _bursts in which the luminosity rises abruptly (in
J" == tens of milliseconds) by several orders of magni-
~.'D tude, then decays slowly over tens of seconds.

z About 20 such burst sources are known in our
20 galaxy.

.-- 1Theories: Prolonged study of these objects
by many researchers had uncovered important
clues to the physical basis for bursting. A per-
sistent emission detected between bursts accounts
for 99% of the emitted energy, and bursts

0 account for the remaining 1%. The pervasive
0 05ASE occurrence of this division of energy in many

sources can be explained if the bursts are ther-
Fig. 5 - Number of flares detected by SMM per 1 5.4-day
phase bin after overlaying every 154-day segment of the monuclear explosions occurring on neutron stars
SMM observations using material being gathered by accretion as fuel.

Then, the division of energy would be the ratio
of nuclear energy in a given mass of accreted

Studies of this kind may ultimately lead to a matter to the gravitational energy released when
relatively reliable prediction of the occurrence of that same mass falls onto the neutron star sur-
solar flares and provide a means of alert to pro- face. The gravitational energy is released as a
tect astronauts and space instrumentation from continuous, persistent emission while the nuclear
the intense radiation accompanying the most energy is released in bursts.
energetic flares. This picture of the bursting required,

[Sponsored by NASA] among other things, a source for the accreted
material. If the neutron star were receiving the

Reference accreted material from a companion star, the
need would be met, but then every burst source

1. E. Rieger, G.H. Share, D.J. Forrest, G. Kan- would necessarily be a binary source. In other
bach, C. Reppin, and E.L. Chupp, "A 154-Day kinds of binary X-ray sources, binary companions

.6 Periodicity in the Occurrence of Hard Solar can manifest themselves by eclipsing the neutron
Flares?" Nature 312, 623 (1984). star at regular, periodic intervals. Considerable

_- searching had failed to detect any eclipses in burst
sources. Then, the missing piece of the burst

HEAO A-I Discovers X-ray Eclipses model was given in an ingenious suggestion, by
M. Milgrom (ll: no eclipses were seen among

K.S. Wood burst sources because of a simple selection effect
Space Science Division that made any eclipsing sources undetectable. If

the binary system were viewed from a vantage
The NRL Large Area Sky Survey Experi- point well out of the orbital plane of the binary

ment (HEAO A-) on NASA's HEAO-I satellite system, there would be no difficulty seeing the 137
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SPACE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

X-ray source. But there would also be no eclipses Observations: Milgrom's model did not
because, seen from such a vantage point, the two stop the search for eclipses. One system, desig-
stars could never be coaligned so as to produce nated as MXB 1659-29, was regarded as a particu-
eclipses. If instead the observer were in or near larly apt candidate, because in 1978, researchers
the orbital plane, eclipses would be possible had seen it undergo sudden changes in its per-
geometrically. However, such systems would not sistent flux that were possibly eclipses. A sys-

be detected, according to Milgrom, because the tematic study of the source was carried out col-
neutron star would always be hidden from view laboratively by L. Cominsky of University of Cal-
by the accretion disk of material spiraling onto ifornia, Berkeley, and K. Wood of NRL. We
the star surface. Figure 6 shows such a binary obtained an intensity for the source every time
system drawn from a vantage point slightly out of HEAO-1 scanned through it, roughly once every
its orbital plane. The large companion star is on half hour for several days. Such a sampling of
the left and the neutron star is in the center of measurements was too sparse to detect bursts,
the disk on the right. Here the disk does not but we found patterns in the variation of the per-
quite eclipse the neutron star. The picture shows sistent flux. In particular, during the spring of
how the disk around the neutron star can be an 1978, the source was unusually bright in most
important third component in these systems in measurements, but occasionally was completely f
terms of its effect on observations, although its missing. By folding the intensity data (i.e., over-
mass is many orders of magnitude smaller than laying contiguous equal periods of data) to deter-
the mass of either of the stars. mine mean intensity as a function of orbit phase,

HEAO - At MX8 IE59 -29 / 1978 MARCH

125L
E I, Ij l I l { I1

o II IVaF- I
50L-

S25 -

0 02 I 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 Il1 Unobstructed view of neutron star -
I I I PHASE I . no eclipse or disk occultations

11 True eclipses of neutron
star by its companion .

I Neutron star intermittently occulted by

turbulent flow on trailing side of the
disk, where gas stream hits it.

Fig 6 - Observations of the first true eclipses in any X-ray burst source. The system is MXB 1659-29. The three
vantage points indicated - 1, 11, and III - correspond to different binary orbit phases. The observed photon fluxes at
these phases are plotted in the insert (upper left). Roman numerals on this insert indicate which orbit cycle phases

138 correspond to which vantage points.
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SPACE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

and by using many trial orbital periods, the actual companions of burst sources must have compara-
orbital period of 7.1 hr was discovered [2]. (This tively low masses.
technique had to be developed to cope with the Research on this source is expected to
irregular monitoring caused by scanning.) continue in the future. It should be possible to

use the high-quality timing information provided

Modulation Pattern: Knowing the orbital by eclipses to refine models of the binary system
period made it possible to display the intensities and to study the transfer of matter between the

(photon fluxes) as a function of orbital phase and components.

gave the pattern shown at the upper left in Fig. 6. (Sponsored by NASA and ONRI

If the photon flux was zero within an error limit
while HEAO-1 was observing MXB 1659-29, this References
was a nondetection. We then observed that the
full cycle was divided into three parts. In part I1, 1. M. Milgrom, Astron. Astrophys, 275, 278
the source was always present, and there were no (1978).
nondetections. In part I, both detections and
nondetections were found, while in a small por- 2. L.R. Cominsky and K.S. Wood, "Discovery of

tion of the cycle there were only nondetections a 7.1-Hour Period and Eclipses from MXB

(part II). Statistical analysis indicated that the 1659-29," Astrophys. J. 283, 765 (1984). m

cluster of nondetections in part 11 very probably
represented true eclipses, because a chance clus-
tering of so many nondetections in a small inter-
val was unlikely. Mixing Within an Ocean Front

By using the orbital period established from
HEAO A-I, it was possible to search other data G.O. Marmorino
bases for MXB 1659-29 at the appropriate times Marine Technology Division
for eclipses. The data from three other satellites
have now been searched and the pattern in Fig. 6 To detect man-made disturbances in the
has been confirmed with no detections having ocean, it is necessary to know the characteristics
been found in part II of the cycle. The occasional of naturally occurring mixing processes and how
nondetections in part I of the cycle are now they affect the temperature structure of the
explained as eclipses of the neutron star by its ocean. In a field exercise conducted in the vicin-
own accretion disk. Thus we find the picture pro- ity of an ocean frontal zone, we observed a mix-
posed by Milgrom is essentially correct, even ing event and have inferred some information
though the unusual vantage point in the MXB about its source.
6659-29 system permits detection of true eclipses. Mixing is part of the process in which the
In Fig. 1, the observer's vantage point at part I of ocean transfers heat from near the surface down-
the cycle is indicated by I on the drawing, and ward through the thermocline (where tempera-
similarly for parts II and III, showing how the ture changes rapidly with depth) to the deeper,
three conditions of eclipse, unobstructed view, cooler, denser water below. In a motionless
and intermittent occultation by the accretion disk ocean, the thermocline is horizontal; but, in the
arise. presence of a major current, the thermocline

develops a large-scale slope, changing its depth by
Companion Star: Knowing the orbital 40 m over a horizontal distance of 10 km. An

period (7.1 hr) and the mass of the acreting neu- ocean region containing a sloped thermocline and
tron star (roughly 1.4 times the mass of the sun), associated current is called an ocean front in anal-
it is possible to solve for the mass of the compan- ogy with an atmr ,, ic front. Across the frontal
ion star. This mass lies in the range 0.3 to 0.8 surface, the vertical shear of the horizontal
solar masses, where the range reflects uncertainty currents is large; this is one situation where
in the angle between the line of sight and the intense mixing events are thought to occur as a
orbital plane. This confirms the idea that the result of dynamic instabilities in the flow. The 139
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SPACE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

parameter controlling the onset of the shear insta- by observing the Doppler shifting of back-
bilities appears to be a form of the Richardson scattered acoustic signals from a transponder
number-the ratio of the stabilizing effect of the mounted on the ship's hull (see article by Trump
vertical stratification to the destabilizing effect of on p. 142); temperatures were measured by tow-
the vertical shear. Where low values (about ing a vertical array ("chain") of thermistors ."'
0.25) of the Richardson number occur, instability behind the ship. The array of 180 thermistors
develops rapidly, resulting in a "patch" of tur- extended from near the surface to a depth of .1,_"

bulent, actively mixing fluid. As oceanographic about 90 meters.
instruments have improved, patches have been Lowest values (<1) of the Richardson
increasingly observed in temperature data by vari- number occurred within the front, as expected
ous researchers. [1]. A large patch was found there, too, and is

shown in Fig. 7. The patch appears in the upper
A Frontal Patch: NRL conducted a ship- panel (a plot of about 70 simultaneous tempera-

borne experiment to simultaneously measure the ture records) as an area of high-frequency fluc-
current field and detailed temperature structure tuations extending for about 3 km along the tow.
within a front in the Sargasso Sea (located To accentuate the variability within the patch, the
approximately midway between Bermuda and difference between successive measurements is
Jacksonville, Florida). Currents were measured plotted in the lower panel. Where the tempera-

.. ... ,: .,-.- :
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*Fig. 7 -- Time series of temperature (top panel) and corresponding temperature time-differences (bottom ""

panel) as measured by the NRL thermistor chain during a tow through an ocean front in the Sargasso Sea. ' -
The thermistor recorded on channel 1 00 was at a depth of 45 m, and each successive thermistor was about
0.5 m deeper. The 25-min period corresponds to a horizontal tow of over 4 km. The mixing patch, lying
between 220 and 2300, appears after minute 160 near channel 130 then deepens as the tow proceeds through". .'"

140 the deepening frontal surface. (The two blank areas are gaps in the data.)
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Fig. 8 - An isotherm plot of part of the Fig. 7 patch.
Temperature is contoured at intervals of 0.040°C.

ture is fairly constant, a straight line results on Richardson number is low enough. In this way,
the plot; the patch appears as the darker region each event acting in turn causes a gradual down-
where horizontal temperature fluctuations are ward transport of heat. The precise physical
greatest. mechanisms responsible for the structures in the

patch are not yet understood, but it is likely that
- . Detailed Structure: A detailed look (Fig. the background shear and internal waves are8) at one of the more energetic areas within the involved. (Internal waves are the vertically

patch reveals some interesting structures, previ- coherent oscillations seen throughout Fig. 7
* , ously unreported for the ocean. In Fig. 8, the (upper panel) and in Fig. 8 away from the patch.)

patch appears between channels 132 and 143 with Shear enhances the "breaking" of internal waves,
- .'.;relatively smooth isotherms above and below it. and internal waves enhance the shear, providing

Embedded within the patch, a fairly regular series more favorable locations for mixing [21.
of roll-like structures are seen. These are found
under the letters G, H, I, and J (top of figure). To determine the precise mechanisms at
Regions of high temperature gradient (sloped work, the Richardson number will have to be
from upper-left to lower-right) give the series of measured on a finer space scale. Also, it has
structures a "braided" appearance. Between the been difficult to sample the ocean adequately to

* braids are regions of weak vertical temperature witness the evolution of a particular patch. We
gradient which indicate vertically mixed water. are planning new experiments with adequate sam-
This characteristic structure, the surrounding piing to more precisely address the physical

- small-scale variability, and its location in a zone mechanisms of patch growth, maintenance, and'61
- . of low Richardson number suggest the patch is a decay.

naturally produced mixing event. [Sponsored by ONR]

Discussion: We conjecture that mixing References
events similar to the one examined occur inter- 1. S.A. Thorpe, "Breaking Internal Waves in
mittently in the thermocline wherever the Shear Flow," in Twelfth Symposium qf Naval 141

%-;
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Hydrodynamics (National Academy of Sciences, nal from passive scatters embedded in the water.
Wash., DC, 1979), pp. 623-628. The frequency of the backscattered return signal

is Doppler-shifted from 300 kHz because of the
2. C.L. Trump, B.S. Okawa, and R.H. Hill, "The difference in speed between the ship and volumes

Characterization of a Mid-Ocean Front with a of water at various depths. Each beam's Doppler
- Doppler Shear Profiler and a Thermistor shift is proportional to the component of the

Chain," J. Atm. and Oceanic Tech. (in press).0 velocity difference along the beam. The signals
from the four beams are combined with the
ship's pitch, roll, and heading data to calculate
the velocity components-in earth coordinates-

Acoustic Measurement of of the water relative to the ship as a function of
Ocean Water Velocities depth. The vertical derivative of the horizontalOa Wvelocity components (shear) can be calculated

C.L. Trump directly, and the absolute velocities can be
Marine Technology Division estimated by using some independent measure of

ship's motion, typically Loran-C navigation.
The formation and character of small, high NRL's system measures velocities in 3.2-m depth

kinetic energy, turbulent patches in the upper bins from 15 m to 130 m. A data sample is taken
ocean depends on the vertical gradient of hor- every 0.6 s. Though the velocities from individ-
izontal velocities, or shear. Natural oceanic ual samples are quite variable, -min averages are
motion, such as internal waves, in the presence accurate to 1.0 cm/s.
of high shear can lead to instabilities producing
patches (see p. 139); after a patch is formed, the Data Example: Figure 9(a) indicates the
shear field shapes a patch through differential ability of a Doppler system to characterize the
advection. Understanding these processes is a velocity field in a portion of the ocean. This sec-
critical part of nonacoustic antisubmarine warfare tion shows velocity contours across a near-surface
research. front encountered in the Sargasso Sea, about 500

Oceanographers usually measure ocean miles east of Florida, during the summer of 1981.
velocities with moored current meter arrays that An oceanic front is similar to an atmospheric
produce estimates continuous in time, discrete in front in that two fluid masses with different tem-
depth, and fixed in geographical location. Within peratures are separated by a thin, slanting, inter-
the last decade, oceanographers have developed facial zone that is associated with a strong ve-
profiling systems, either by lowering current locity shear. In this case, the water to the north
meters or by dropping electromagnetic sensors, of the front (right side of the figure) is warmer,
that produce estimates continuous in depth but and the component of velocity shown is much

* still discrete in time and geographical location, stronger. A velocity difference of about 30 to 50
For the last four years, NRL has been using a cm/s is apparent across this front over a horizon-
ship-mounted Doppler current measurement sys- tal distance of about 8 km and a vertical distance
tem in which acoustic energy produces remote of about 20 m.
measurements continuous in time, depth, and
location. To understand the dynamics of the When the velocity data is combined with
velocity field and its relation to patches of tur- temperature data taken by NRL's towed thermis-
bulent water, the space and time continuity of the tor chain (Fig. 9(b)), estimates of the vertical
data makes this system superior to the others. stability can be made. The estimator used is the

Richardson number which is basically the non-
Characteristics: The system uses four negative ratio of the stabilizing effect of the verti-

transmitter/receiver heads mounted at 30° to the cal temperature gradient to the destabilizing
. vertical and directed toward the bow, stern, and effect of the vertical shear of velocity. The

both sides of the ship. Each head emits a 300 smaller the Richardson number, the less stable "
' 142 kHz signal and range-gate samples the return sig- the water, and the greater the likelihood of fluid
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Fig. 9(a) - Contour plot of the velocity component Fig. 9(b) - Contour plot of temperature in
parallel to front in 5-cm/s increments. Positive 0.50C increments
components are towards the North.
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Fig. 9(c) - Plot of Richardson number RI esti- ,.
mates across the front. Only those estimates
between 0 and 1 (0 's) and between I and 2 (+ 's)
are displayed. In all other locations, RI > 2.

motion overturning the density structure and numbers that indicate a greater tendency towards
forming a turbulent patch. Generally, values of overturning and hence vertical mixing. This is an
the Richardson number < 1 are considered margi- area where patch production is felt to occur and
nally stable. indeed where a relatively great amount of patchi-

Figure 9(c) shows the estimates of the ness was measured (see p. 139).
Richardson iumber across the front. Here, [Sponsored by ONR and NORDA]
discrete estimates were made by combining the

-.-. ,Doppler data with the towed-thermistor-chain

temperature data, only those values between 0 References
and I (1's) and between 1 and 2 (+'s) are
shown. This figure shows that the frontal inter- 1. R.H. Hill and CL. Trump, "An Interim -

face and particularly the deeper portion of the Doppler Shear Profiler: Experimental Results,"
frontal interface is associated with low Richardson NRL Memorandum Report 4920 (1982). 143K
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2. C.L. Trump, B.S. Okawa, and R.H. Hill, "The fluctuations and have also provided an effective
-'Characterization of a Mid-Ocean Front with a and appealing means of comparing patch algo-

Doppler Shear Profiler and a Thermistor rithm results with results from other researchers
Chain," J. Atm. and Oceanic Tech. (in press). 0 on the same data sets.

The data for the figures were obtained from
tows of the thermistor array through a front in
the Sargasso Sea in the summer. The tows were
through part of an east/west-oriented front that

Imaging the Upper Ocean lies north of the subtropical convergence zone.
Temperature Variance Field Figure 10 displays 48 km of temperature variance

data; the front is approximately the middle third
L.J. Rosenbium of the figure. Vertical interpolation was per-
Acoustics Division formed in image space to obtain values for points

G.O. Marmorino between the sensors, which were approximately
Marine Technology Division 0.5 m apart. In Fig. l Ithe color lookup table was

used to blacken out variance levels below 5 x
When a vertical array of temperature sen- 10- 4 . A Richardson number Ri plot for the same

sors (thermistors) [1] is towed through the data set, computed by C. Trump [3], was con-
ocean's upper thermocline, patches of large tem- verted to a set of verticies and overlayed on the
perature variance of considerable horizontal imaged variance plot. The bounded polygons are
length may be observed. Many different physical those regions within which Ri < 2. Theory
processes can produce such temperature fluctua- predicts that where Ri is small, there is the likeli-
tions. These include shear instabilities, small- hood of high variance patches due to fluid insta-
scale internal waves, interleaving, and double- bilities. Figure 12 shows the section of the data
diffusive convection. An algorithm has been from Fig. 10 between 18 km and 24 km. Each :

*.)4. developed [21 which provides an analytical tool to variance is for a 0.5-m-vertical by 40-m-

study these patches. Briefly, the algorithm horizontal rectangle and is displayed as an 8-pixel
detrends the temperature data from each sensor by 6-pixel rectangle on the raster color device.
and then computes the fast Fourier transform Smoothing is performed in image space to obtain
(FFT) of the cosine-windowed data for 16-s (40- the final picture. Near the bottom right is the

im) data blocks. The FFT provides an estimate of start of a 3-km-long patch, which was the largest
the variance within a user-selected wavelength patch observed during the experiment. The very

* .._ band, typically 1 to 3 m. For each channel, the quiet (low temperature variance) regions in the
variance is normalized by dividing by the square upper left are also of interest.

* of the local vertical temperature gradient. This
normalized variance then should be independent
of the changing vertical gradient. References

-C' More recently, the authors have applied
imaging techniques to the patch algorithm output 1. W.D. Morris et al., "Towed Thermistor System
to obtain a picture of the ocean temperature vari- for Marine Research," IEEE Proc. of the Third
ance field. Such pictures should help us under- Workshop Symposium on Oceanographic Data

- stand both the mechanisms which create fine- Systems, Sept. 1983, pp. 147-153.
scale patches and the distribution of these patches
within the upper ocean. By using false color to 2. L.J. Rosenblum, G.O. Marmorino, and J.P.
display the temperature variance level and per- Dugan, "A Processor for the Study of Ocean

" forming smoothing operations in the image space, Fine-Scale Patches," NRL Memo Report 5573,
we have produced pictures of the upper ocean in press.
temperature variance field. These pictures have
provided new insight into the interpretation of 3. C. Trump, "Acoustic Measurement of Ocean

144 the physical processes involved in temperature Water Velocities," NRL 1984 Review. m
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Fig. 10 -False-color, temperature variance data for the upper ocean obtained by
using data from an Atlantic Ocean experiment near the Sargasso Sea

.16

Fig. 11- Imaged data from Fig. 10 with an overlay of polygonal regions
within which Ri 2; Ri denotes the Richardson number 145
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Fig. 1 2 -A section of data from Fig. 10 consisting of the data between 18 km and 24 km
expanded and smoothed in image space
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Artist's concept of NRL's
new 1 10,000-square-foot
electro-optics laboratory.
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OPTICAL RESEARCH

tight is finding ever more applications in modern technology. Laser research continues to be important at
NRI., hut the use of optics for gyroscopes and ultrabroadband communication systems in space continues to com-
mand more attention. The articles in this chapter describe some of NRL's research in these areas. The work was
perlormed in the Optical Sciences (Code 6500) and the Space Systems (Code 7700) Divisions.

These articles present a small portion of the optics research at NRL. Some of the other areas of research
are

0 fiber-optic sensors and communications
0 acoustooptic technology
* ultralow-loss fiber technology
0 infrared focal plane arrays and surveillance
0 optical, infrared, and ultraviolet target recognition
* high-energy laser development and beam combining technology
* solid-state laser development
* X-ray lasers

43
149 Tunable High-Power. Color-Center Laser

Irwin Schneider and Charles L. Marquardt
This laser system has the potential to produce 0.8 to 6 Am radiation for many
applications.

150 Fiber-Optic Gyroscope
William K. Burns

Having many applications, this gyroscope can measure rotation rates as small
as 002'/h

152 A Hologram Wavefront Corrector for Laser Diode Beams
G.C. Gilbreath-Frandsen and William H. Carter

A hologram to limit beamspread makes small laser diodes suitable for space
communications

154 Optical Control of a Phased Laser Diode Array
Lew Goldberg, Henry F. Taylor, and Joseph F. Weller

This technique produces a high-power, highly collimated, nearly
monochromatic beam

157 Characterization of Detector Sensitivity Using Heterodyne Detection

G.C. Gilbreath-Frandsen
Shot-limited-noise operation of photodiodes is shown to achieve the highest

148 signal-to-noise ratios

J. . .
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Tunable High-Power, Color-Center Laser Laser-Amplifier System: The lasing

medium used for both oscillator and amplifier is a
I. Schneider and C.L. Marquardt potassium chloride crystal doped with lithium and

Optical Sciences Division containing defects called (F2 ), centers. Each

(F'-)j center consists of an electron trapped by
In recent years, certain defects in alkali an aggregate of two neighboring halide vacancies

halide crystals called color centers have been used and a lithium impurity substituting for a potas-
to produce efficient, stable sources of laser radia- sium ion. In 1981, NRL scientists discovered
tion which can be tuned within the infrared spec- these centers and showed that they provided
trum (0.8 to 4.0 Ain). These lasers are very stable, efficient, continuous-wave laser action
appealing for a wide range of applications, includ-

across the 2.0 to 2.5-gm band at low-power lev-
ing the study of fundamental vibrational modes els.
of molecules, chemical purification, fiber-optic Figure 1 shows the oscillator-amplifier con-
communications, and infrared countermeasures. figuration used to achieve high-power pulsed

To extend the usefulness of these color- laser action. The oscillator is a KCI:Li crystal at
center lasers to applications that require pulses 77K located between a high-reflectivity dielectric
with high peak powers, such as chemical dynam- mirror and diffraction grating which serves as the
ics and nonlinear spectroscopy, we have con- tuning element and output coupler. The amplifi-
structed a two-stage oscillator-amplifier system, er contains a nearly identical crystal-cryostat

0 eah sagepumpd wth l.1-gmlasr. his arrangement but without the mirror and grating.

two-stage system delivers peak powers in excess Each crystal is pumped transversely with a
of 0.4 MW, with a tuning range from 2.02 to 2.42 1.41-Azm laser beam. This beam is produced
Am. Each pulse contains an adequate number of from the l.06-gm line of a pulsed

photons to produce macroscopic chemical reac-tios. n aditon weestmat te plseenegy neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:YAG)
tions. In addition, we estimate the pulse energy laser. Each 1.06-,m pulse is divided into two
to be within a factor of 3 of that required for equal parts and then passed through dual liquid

single-pass Raman shifting in liquid nitrogen. nitrogen Raman cells to shift the wavelength to
This is important because when this threshold is 1.41 Am.
surpassed, the range for high-energy continuous
tunability could for the first time be extended to Performance: Figure 2 shows the tuning
the 5 to 6-gm spectral region. characteristics of the oscillator-amplifier combina-

Amplifier GRATING

TUNABLE KCI:Li /-" TUNER COUPLER

OUTPUT ^ 20-24pm
6 ns V TUNABLE r,

OSCILLATOR

106 im 6ns L DIELECTRIC

9 nstr= ~ MIRROR
_LIQUID

BEAM RAMAN BEAM
SPLITTER SHIFTER SEPARATOR

Fig 1 - Schematic representation of the pump and color-center
oscillator-amplifier configuration. Each section was pumped
transversely with a 1.41 gm light generated by Raman shifting a
Nd:YAG 1.06-Mtm laser line in liquid nitrogen. 149
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tion. The system has about a 6-ns pulsewidth, ance, aircraft flight control, and high-precision air
produces a maximum pulse energy of 2.3 mJ, and and shipboard inertial navigation. Since 1976,
can be tuned from 2.02 to 2.42 /Am. The oscilla- when Vali and Shorthill of the University of Utah
tor alone can tune over approximately the same first reported the application of fiber optics in a
spectral range with a maximum energy of about Sagnac interferometer (11, NRL's fiber-optic
0.6 mJ. The amplifier gain is about 4 at max- research has indicated the potential of fiber gyro-
imum output. scopes for inertial navigation applications. Gyro-

scope research and development at NRL has
If we can increase the output power of the addressed sensitivity, linearity, dynamic range, -

system sufficiently to achieve single-pass Raman and sensor mounting and packaging.
shifting in liquid nitrogen, we can extend the
continuous high-power tuning range to approxi- Basic Physics: The basic fiber-optic inter-
mately 6 -/Am wavelengths. This laser would then ferometer was demonstrated by G. Sagnac in a
provide a unique source of high power pulses for crude form (Fig. 3) in 1913. Light from a laser is
experiments in infrared spectroscopy. incident on a beamsplitter, which divides the

(Sponsored by ONRI beam into two equal parts. The beams are cou-
pled into each end of a fiber-optic coil of length
L and radius R. The optical beams traverse the

Fiber-Optic Gyroscope coil in clockwise and counterclockwise directions.
Upon exiting the fiber ends, they are recombined

W.K. Burns by the beamsplitter to form an interference pat-
Optical Sciences Division tern at the output due to the relative phase shift

of the two beams. If the interferometer is rotat- ",-'
The use of fiber-optic coils to sense their ing with an angular velocity fl, then the (Sagnac)

own rotation is attracting increasing commercial phase shift is
and military interest because of their potential for
use in low-cost, compact instruments without 0S 47RL0

moving parts. Commercial development of pro- X0c
totype devices is proceeding rapidly. Possible where X0 is the wavelength of the exciting laser

150 applications include oil-well logging, missile guid- light in a vacuum, and c is the velocity of light.
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FIBER COIL

R

Fig. 3 - Single coil (radius R) fiber-optic Sagnac -

interferometer that rotates with angular velocity Q INPUT BEAMSPLITTER

OUTPUT

o /-

SUPERLUMINESCENT
DIODE

FIBER
POLARIZER COUPLER

FIBER
COILH PHASE

DETECTOR MODULATOR

Fig. 4 - NRL gyro using a polarization-holding fiber
and a superluminescent diode

Thus, for a fiber length of 500 m, wound 1.25 and 40 s. The root-mean-square (rms) noise
on a 10-cm-radius coil with a laser wavelength of in these traces is plotted vs averaging time in Fig.
1AMm, a rotation rate of 0.1°/hr (4.8 /rad/s) pro- 6 showing the inverse square root dependence on
vides a Sagnac phase shift of 1 /Arad. Even T that is characteristic of white noise. This fig-
though this is a very small effect, it is about ure also shows the experimentally determined
equal to those encountered in other fiber-optic noise of the detector only (0) at T = 1.25 s,
sensing applications such as acoustic and mag- which is within a factor of two of the gyro noise.
netic field measurements, and it is readily This demonstrates that fiber-gyro baseline stabil-
measurable. Obviously longer fibers would give ity is very close to the fundamental limits
higher rotation sensitivity, imposed by thermal and shot noise in the detec-

tor. Rotation rates larger than the gyro noise
Demonstration System: We have design- limit can then be measured. This and other

ed, fabricated, and demonstrated a fiber gyro- experiments have shown, at least in a laboratory
scope that detects rotation with high sensitivity, environment, that the fiber-optical gyro can

- The gyroscope (Fig. 4) uses fibers which main- operate at the level required for navigational-
tain an input polarization state in the coil and the quality strapdown inertial guidance systems.

... fiber (Sagnac) coupler. The 430-m-long fiber is
.- ' wound on a 16-cm radius drum. A phase modu- Advantages: There are many reasons why

lator in the optical circuit provides an AC signal fiber-optic gyros are attracting substantial interest.
outpu.. Fiber gyros are all solid-state with no moving

The gyroscope noise level at zero rotation is parts; hence, they should have reduced mainte-

shown in Fig. 5 for signal averaging times TCs of nance schedules as compared to present spinning 151
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TC = 125 sec

0 1 h,

0 2 4 6 8 10

TIME 11l

TC = 40 sec

0 2 4 6 8 10
TIME 1h)

Fig. 5 -Noise levels (with no rotation) for the NRL gyro
for signal averaging times TC. of 1 .25 and 40 s

010 tations of the same physical phenomena-the

Sagnac effect-to measure rotation. The ring-
+ GYRO SIGNAL laser gyro, after two decades of development, is
El DETECTOR NOISE LIMIT now commercially successful. The fiber-optic

implementation is much newer, but the rapid
improvement in fiber components will ensure
that further improvements will be more rapidly

e0010 realized.
(T) [Sponsored by NAVAIRI

Reference

1. V. Vali and R.W. Shorthill, Appl. Opt. 15, 1099
(1976). 0

OO 1 I 111I ,1 I t I .1

000110 110 100AVERAGING TIME W A Hologram Wavefront Corrector for

Laser Diode Beams
Fig. 6 - An rms noise against signal averaging time for
the NRL gyro at zero rotation conditions. The gyro noise
is within a factor of two of the experimentally determined G.C. Gilbreath-Frandsen and W. H. Carter
detector noise. Rotation rates above this noise floor can Space Systems and Technology Division
be measured by the fiber gyro.

Diode lasers have several outstanding
features which make them well-suited for multi-

mass gyros. Fiber gyros have sensitivities equal gigabit data rate spacecraft communications.
to ring-laser gyros. They also lack the problems They are lightweight, compact, and provide
that have plagued ring-laser development, such as surprisingly high output power relative to their
optical lock-in, which requires mechanical dither- size. Laser diodes are easily modulated by direct
ing, and requirements for precision block and current injection, produce small beam diver-
high-quality mirror fabrication. Therefore, the gences, and can be used as coherent light sources.
ultimate advantage of fiber gyros for many appli- The emitting aperture of a laser diode is
cations is that they can be constructed from inex- confined to a very small area (microns). Conse-
pensive components and should therefore be less quently, the beam divergence and angular spread
expensive than other types of gyros. is quite large compared to that of other lasers.

Additionally, due to the architecture of the diode,
Of course the fiber-optic and ring-laser the aspect ratio of the cavity is typically on the %

152 gyros are simply different engineering implemen- order of 3:1. As a result of the divergence and

%
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the rectangular cavity, a fan-shaped output the desired output with the output from the I
characterizes the diode, and its far field is ellipti- diode. Then the optical system is configured
cal (see Fig. 7). such that the diode illuminates the hologram and

the resulting corrected beam is focused onto the ".

Optical Link in Space: Conventional detector or through an optical fiber. Figure 8

optics have been employed to correct and colli- illustrates a typical system configuration for such

mate the outputs beams of these diodes. How- an optical link.

ever, such systems do not totally correct for the
aspheric and asymmetric output. For spacecraft Dichromated Gelatin Holograms: To be
applications, they have the additional disadvan- used in space, a hologram must be durable and "
tage of being heavy and bulky relative to the efficient. Dichromated gelatin appears to be the

diode. A solution not only to the problem of best available photosensitive emulsion for this

bulk and weight but also to that of more corn- application. This material has nearly 100% dif-

pletely correcting the output of the beam may lie fraction efficiency, and the emulsion thickness

in the use of holographic optical elements. A can be modified, or "tuned," to adjust the spectral

holographic optical element can not only perform sensitivity. Emulsions made from this material %

the function of almost any conventional optical have a generally flat spatial frequency response

element but can also perform as an aspheric opti- from 100 to 5000 lines per mm as well as low

cal system. A hologram is formed by interfering noise from scattering and stability when sealed

two coherent beams of light and recording the properly. There are, however, some problems
resultant interference fringes in a thin photosen- associated with this material. Dichromated gela-

sitive emulsion coating on a glass plate. When tin is only sensitive in the blue-green (488 nm).

such a hologram is illuminated by either one of A hologram made at this wavelength must there-

the original beams, it reproduces a beam similar fore be tuned to the infrared to be useful with

to the other. Thus, it can be used as an optical available laser diodes. Additionally, these types

element to transform laser beams. A complex of holograms can only be made successfully with

conventional optical system can be replaced by a very careful laboratory technique and very good

single hologram. Furthermore, a hologram can environmental control.

change a laser beam in ways a conventional opti-
cal system cannot. In the case of the laser diode, Prototype Holograms: Recently, we suc-
a hologram is made by interfering a beam having cessfully made prototype holograms at NRL by

LASER DIODE

OPTICAL APERTUREV

Fig. 7 - Elliptical output characteristic of a laser diode 153
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TRANSCEIVER LIGHT-WEIGHT OPTICAL

ELECTRONICS TRACKING HEAD

DIODE DETECTOR

LLIGHT BEAMS
S__OPTICAL

FIBER TRANSMIT BEAM

RCECEIVE BEAM

LASER DIODE RECEIVE HOLOGRAM TRANSMIT HOLOGRAM
ARRAY

LI~ OPTICAL FIBER

Fig. 8 - Optical communications system configuration using holo-
graphic optical elements to correct and collimate the output of a
laser diode used as the coherent light source

INCIDENT REFLECTING of using the technique to correct the severe
aspheric and asymmetric output of laser diode
arrays for similar applications.

[Sponsored by ONRI
LASER COLLIMATING PLATE OBJECT

OPTICS References
Fig. 9 - Hologram constructed by

using Lippman geometry I. W.H. Carter and H.J. Caulfield, "Hologram
Laser Beam Corrector and Combiner for a
Satellite Data Link," Appl. Opt. (in press).

using Lippman geometry, as illustrated in Fig. 9.
The holograms were made by using conventional 2. G. Evans, J. Leary, and J. Wilcox, "Applica-
649F photographic plates and a He-Ne laser tions of Semiconductor Lasers in Space Com-
(632.8 nm). Lippman geometry constructs munications," Opt. Eng. 22, 247-255 (1983). *
reflection holograms which modify laser beams
with reflected light. One major advantage to this
type of hologram is that the emulsion can be Optical Control of a Phased
swelled with water during processing to tune the Laser Diode Array
hologram to respond at a desired wavelength.
Thus, this geometry offers a possible solution to L. Goldberg, H. F. Taylor, and
the problem of matching the hologram to the J. F. Weller
wavelength of the diode. The major disadvantage Optical Sciences Division
is that this type of hologram must be made in a
virtually vibration-free environment which is iso- Many military communication systems and
lated from air currents; otherwise the hologram signal processors require laser sources with the
will not provide the proper output. following characteristics: (a) optical power levels *

> 100 mW, (b) diffraction-limited beam sizes,
Future work will build upon this preliminary (c) a single frequency spectral line, (d) compact-

investigation. We will derive a mathematical ness, and (e) operation near room temperature.
solution to correct the elliptical beam characteriz- Conventional optics can efficiently focus such
ing the output of the diode, convert the experi- sources and are used in optical processors because -
ments from 649F plates to dichromated gelatin, they increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Semicon-
and tune the hologram to operate at the required ductor lasers are small and reliable, but state-of-

154 frequency. We will also investigate the possibility the-art devices can generate power levels only up

-%
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OPTICAL RESEARCH ".

to 15 mW. Generation of continuous or pulsed, [2-41 used this technique to control the phase and
high optical output power from semiconductor frequency of individual lasers, but never before

lasers with the above properties would greatly had an array been locked by a master laser.
benefit several Navy communication systems.

An experimental approach has succeeded in Experimental Setup: Figure 10 shows the
obtaining more than one watt of optical power by experimental arrangement. The commercially
coherently combining the power of many laser obtained laser diode array consists of 10 gallium-
diodes that operate on the same chip [1]. The aluminum-arsenide (GaAIAs) lasers spaced on
lasers are fabricated close enough to each other to 10-p#m centers. Each laser is a proton-implanted,
interact and couple energy from one laser to gain-guided, 5.0-p m-wide stripe device with a
another. The optical phase of each laser is locked 250-p.m cavity length. The master laser is a stan-
(that is, fixed) to every other one in the array dard single-frequency GaAIAs laser that is
resulting in an optical system analogous to a mounted on a thermoelectric cooler that controls
one-dimensional microwave phased array. How- temperature. A combination of cylindrical and
ever, laser arrays generally have not exhibited spherical lenses produces an injecting field distri- .

single frequency output and diffraction-limited bution at the array facet that is <5pAm wide per-
profiles. The array outputs have multiple spectral pendicular to the plane of the laser array and
lines and a far-field pattern that is broader than approximately 100 p m parallel to it. One facet of
expected for a diffraction limited beam. Further- the array is a mirror that reflects nearly all the
more, the far-field intensity pattern has two lobes light from that side. Thus, the injecting beam is
(or spots) instead of one. At NRL, scientists incident on one side only. A beam splitter (BS)
have developed a technique to control the fre- between the master and slave array extracts a por-
quency spectrum of the laser array as well as the tion of the beam for characterization. Little opti-

. far-field intensity pattern which makes the array cal feedback enters the master laser or the array.
more useful for a variety of Navy applications.
The technique is based on injecting light from a Array Performance: Figure II provides the
discrete laser (the master laser) into the laser far-field intensity distribution and spectral inten-
array (the slave laser). Previous work at NRL sity distribution for both unlocked and locked

LASER DIODE
, :,,,:INJECTING ARRAY

AND OUTPUT 10 50ACET
. " ~~BEAMS Am Azm .;.J ..

a) WITH___..... REFLECTING

-=, -iMIRROR

-- " S'_. OUTPUT "
:.. FACET

TO FABRY-PEROT
INTERFEROMETER

A MASTER CYLINDRICAL LASER
LASER ISOLATOR LENS ARRAY I,.

b)

BEAM SPLITTER SPHERICAL
•OEA SPUTTER LENS

MIRROR , ,

Fig. 10 - Optical injection locking of a laser diode array; (a) a
10-element laser diode array with one facet being a reflecting mir-
ror opposite the output facet and (b) the experimental arrange-
ment for optical characterization of the master and slave laser
array 155
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SPECTRAL INTENSITY
FAR FIELD INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION

z FREE RUNNINGL" Po 100 MW (UNLOCKED)
2 " (a)
LU

c-

-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
FAR FIELD ANGLE (DEGREES)

-IF3.0 A

(fl P0 = 100 mW INJECTION
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fb)

-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
FAR FIELD ANGLE (DEGREES)

Fig. 11 - Properties of a laser diode array in (a) an unlocked condition and

(b) a locked condition. Injection locking changes the spatial pattern (left)
from a broad, double peak to a narrow signal peak. Injection locking

changes the spectral output of the array from six broad lines to a single

narrow line near 8050 , (right).

conditions. The far-field intensity distribution of suppression of the subsidiary spectral lines by a
a free-running (unlocked) array (upper left) con- factor of more than 200. The spectral width takes
sists of two broad peaks with an angular separa- on the characteristics of the master laser with a
tion of approximately 9.00. When injection- linewidth less than the 100 MHz resolution of the
locked with 5.0 mW of optical power, the far field Fabry-Perot interferometer used.
changes to a single narrow lobe (lower left) with The overall stability of injection locking is
a half-width of 0.5, that is centered at 4.50 away determined by the locking bandwidth, which is
from the normal to the array facet. The mea- defined as the master laser frequency range with
sured half-width (0.50) agrees well with the calcu- the single lobe height >50% of its maximum
lated half-width of a diffraction pattern from a value. The locking stability is in turn determined
100-gm-wide aperture illuminated by a plane by the temperature stability of the master laser.
wave. Under injection-locked conditions, the For locking conditions such as Fig. 1 Ib, a locking
main lobe contains 60 to 70% of the total laser bandwidth of 16 GHz is measured. That means

. array output power of 100 mW. that a temperature stability of only 0.1 ° is
The spectral output of the unlocked array required for the master laser and is easily

(Fig. 11, upper right) consists of five modes of achieved.
comparable intensity, separated by 3.0 A. Each
mode has a spectral width of approximately 40 The NRL experiments in optical injection
GHz, and the spectral envelope is centered at locking of laser diode arrays have produced a
8050 A. Compare this with injection locking source that meets all criteria of successful military
which results in single mode emission at 8050 A communication systems. This includes power

156 (Fig. 11, lower right). The locking results in the levels in excess of 100 mW, diffraction limited
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beam sizes, single frequency emission, narrow recombining them. If both beams are the same
linewidth, and stable output. Future work will frequency, stationary fringes will be observed in
address higher power arrays (20 laser elements), the recombined beam as in an interferometer. If
modulation of the slave array as it is injection- one beam is frequency-shifted, then the fringes
locked, and improved coupling schemes to obtain move at the beat, or difference, frequency which
the full beam output from the array. is equal to the amount of the frequency shift.

[Sponsored by ONR and NAVELEX] The ratio of intensities between the modulated
beam, known as the signal beam, and the unmod-

References ulated beam, known as the local oscillator (LO)
beam, determines how quickly a given detector

1. D.R. Scifres, R.D. Burnham, and W. Streifer, reaches a shot noise-limited condition.
"High Power Coupled Multiple Stripe Quan- Noise Sources: The ultimate sensitivity of
tumn Well Injection Lasers," Appi. Phys. Lett., a back-biased photodiode is limited by three types
41(2), (July 1982). of noise: dark noise, Johnson noise, and shot

2. L. Goldberg, H.F. Taylor, and J.F. Weller, noise. Dark noise is generated by the random
"FM Sideband Injection Locking of Diode action of primarily thermally excited electrons
Lasers," Electron. Lett., 18 (23) 1019-1020 when no light impinges upon the active area of

(Nov. 1982). the detector as well as by excitation by cosmic
rays and radioactive bombardment. This contri-

3. L. Goldberg, H.F. Taylor, J.F. Weller, and bution is nominal for positive/negative (PN) and
D.M. Bloom, "Microwave Signal Generation positive intrinsic negative (PIN) detectors. Dark

with Injection-Locked Laser Diodes," Electron, noise can be a factor in characterizing the sensi-
* Lett., 19 (13) 491-493 (1983). tivity of an avalanche photodiode (APD) but its

contribution is usually very small.

4. L. Goldberg, C. Rauscher, J.F. Weller, and Johnson noise, also called Nyquist noise, is
H.F. Taylor, "Optical Injection Locking of X- the noise generated by the thermal motion of

Band FET Oscillator Using Coherent Mixing charge carriers in dissipative circuit elements, and
of GaAIAs Lasers," Electron. Lent., 19 (20) its contribution is characterized by its mean

848-850 (Sept 1983). 0 square current:

4kTB (1)
R, '

Characterization of Detector Sensitivity where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is tempera-
Using Heterodyne Detection ture in degrees Kelvin, B is bandwidth, and RL is

load resistance. Johnson noise includes contribu-

G.C. Gilbreath-Frandsen tions not only from the detector circuit but from
Space Systems and Technology Division the amplifier(s) as well. Shot noise, or quantum

noise, refers to the noise generated by random

Optical heterodyning is a well-known tech- quantum events in the detector. This noise is a
nique for enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio in direct result of discrete photo electron events and
optical systems. The specific sensitivity of dif- cannot be eliminated. Both dark noise and John-
ferent types of photodiodes when used with this son noise are independent of the optical input to
type of configuration however, was not clear. In the detector, but shot noise increases with
1984, as part of an effort to configure an optical increasing optical input. Because of this, the
system for beam steering a phased-array antenna, detector's signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) increases
scientists at NRL examined and quantified the with increasing optical input until it reaches the
sensitivity of two types of standard photodiodes shot-noise limit. To achieve a response which is
utilizing heterodyne detection. shot-noise limited, the shot noise contributions

Optical heterodyning is achieved by splitting must be made large enough to overshadow the
a light beam into two separate beams and then contributions from the other noise sources. 157
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Fig. 1 2 -Optical heterodyne detection configuration employing a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer with an acoustooptic modulator
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Fig. 13 - Detector sensitivity curves for
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Shot-Noise Limit: There are a number of in Ps. When the intensity of PL is much greater

ways to enable the shot noise contribution to than the intensity of Ps, Eq. (2) simplifies to:

dominate the overall noise figure. One way is to 2

increase the load resistance until the contribution (3)

from the shot noise is significantly greater than

that from Johnson noise. However, the larger Both the PIN and APD achieved shot-

the load resistance, the slower the detector noise-limited performance using this system con-

response. Another way is to increase the overall figuration when PLIPs >> 1. In fact, both

power impinging on the detector. The greater the detectors reached the calculated limit when
light intensity, the greater the quantum noise PL = 2 gW for the APD and PL - 2 mW for the

level. PIN. Figure 13 presents families of curves for
Once a shot-noise-limited condition is the LO power vs signal-to-noise for each detector

reached, the S/N for semiconductor photodiodes used in the configuration shown in Fig. 12. Each

is defined as: curve represents a different level of attenuation
in the signal beam.

<is > -_ 7PsPL (2)

<iN> 2  hvB(Ps+PL)' Photodiode Operation: PIN and APD
detectors employ wide depletion regions in their

where 71 is the efficiency, h is Planck's constant, architecture. When light impinges on a doped

v is the optical frequency, B is the bandwidth, layer, electrons and "holes" are freed into the

and Ps and PL are the incident signal and local intermediate region. When this region is biased,

oscillator powers, respectively, the electrons and holes drift in the direction of
the applied field thereby contributing to the

Measurements and Results: The apparatus current. However, the APD is back-biased with a

used in this investigation, as shown in Fig. 12, relatively high voltage (230 to 500 V). Conse-

employs a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The quently, the carriers are accelerated across the

beam in one leg is modulated by using an acous- depletion layer and acquire enough kinetic energy

tooptic modulator (AOM) which is driven at 47 to enable new electrons to "jump" from the

MHz. The signal and LO beams are combined valence to the conduction band. The result is a

and focused onto the detector with a microscopic dramatic increase in junction current, or current

objective. The signal from the detector is ampli- gain. In this case, the APD exhibits a 30 dB gain

fled and passed through a narrow bandpass filter. with respect to the PIN using heterodyne detec-

The S/N is then measured by using a Hewlett- tion and the Mach-Zehnder configuration.

Packard 8566B Spectrum Analyzer. [Sponsored by ONRI

The detectors under consideration were a Ren
standard Hewlett Packard PIN and an RCA APD Reference

which are photodiodes that are sensitve in the red 1. A. Yariv, Introduction to Optical Electronics

and infrared. Intensities in the signal leg were (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., New

varied, thereby varying the total amount of power York, 1971). .
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Among the new
materials developed
in the Biomolecular
Engineering Branch are
synthetic red blood
cells, expected to be
used for emergency
transfusions. Here
an NRL scientist
prepares these cells
for testing.
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MATERIALS MODIFICATION

NRL conducts a broad spectrum of research into materials modification and behavior. These articles
highlight some of this diverse research. The first two articles describe work in biotechnology, a relatively new
endeavor for NRL, while the other articles describe more traditional work. The work in this chapter was per-
formed in four NRL divisions. They are Plasma Physics (Code 4700), Chemistry (Code 6100), Material Science
and Technology (Code 6300), and Optical Sciences (Code 6500).

A few of the many research projects at NRL in materials modification and behavior, other than those
described in this chapter, are:

* energetic materials 0 carbon as an absorbent and catalyst
* advanced joining science support
- rapid solidification techniques 0 high-temperature alloys and coatings
* development of structural and electronic ceramics 0 ion implantation

and ceramic composites * optoelectronic materials development
" biophysical properties of liposomes S molecular beam epitaxy growth
* advanced aircraft fuel development 0 microelectronics

163 High Pressure Nervous Syndrome
Eddie L Chang and Paul Yager

Deep divers are severely affected by pressure which may reduce
neurotransmissions across synapses.

165 Synthetic Red Blood Cells
Martha C. Farmer and Bruce P. Gaber

A new blood substitute can be synthesized and could replace whole blood for
transfusions in the future

167 Ceramics With Ordered Pore Structures

Manfred Kahn
This produces piezoelectric ceramics with greater hydrostatic response and no
strength loss

170 The Mechanism of Void Formation and Ductile Fracture of Dispersion-
Strengthened Copper-Aluminum Alloy

Virgil Provenzano and James A. Sprague
The fracture of alloys strengthened with oxide particles is not in accordance with
classical theories

173 Cure Monitoring of Polymeric Materials
Brenda S. Holmes

Measuring electrical properties of polymers with implanted sensors aids in
optimizing their cure.

175 Prediction of the Failure Behavior of Fiber-Reinforced Composites
Phillip W. Mast, Gerald E. Nash, Ray W. Thomas, Irvin Wolock,

and Bhakta B. Rath
A unique, semiautomatic loading machine rapidly collects data to
characterize composite failure

177 Vibrational Energy Relaxation in Nitrogen
A W. Ali and Steven P. Slinker

Combined electron and chemical models give new insights into electrical
162 discharges in air
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High Pressure Nervous Syndrome (such as acetyicholine) called neurotransmitters r4.

(Fig. 1). These chemical neurotransmitters are
E.L. Chang and P. Yager stored inside synaptic vesicles in the presynaptic 4

Chemistry Division region of the junction. Release of the neuro-
transmitters occurs when the vesicles fuse with

High pressure nervous syndrome (HPNS) is the presynaptic membrane and the molecules dif-
a set of life-threatening symptoms exhibited by fuse across the synaptic gap binding the protein
divers at depths greater than 600 m where the receptors in the postsynaptic region. The binding
pressure is about 60 bars (-60 atm). These event causes an ion channel in the receptor to
symptoms-tremors, and in extreme cases, open. Any distortion or destruction of these
convulsions-prevent humans from free-diving in synaptic systems by pressure would have severe
a nonrigid suit below these depths and would physiological implications. Our research has
theoretically lower the survival chances of sailors focused on the effects of pressure on the confor-
escaping from disabled submarines. Research by mation of the receptors as well as on the process
other laboratories has studied the effects of pres- of synaptic vesicle fusion.
sure on whole neural systems, on live animals, or
on the intriguing connection between pressure Receptor Structure: The opening and clos-
and the anesthetic effect. At NRL, we are ing of receptor ion channels in the postsynaptic

exploring the molecular basis of this pressure- membrane involves structural changes in the pro-
induced syndrome by examining the effects of teins. Does pressure affect the structure of these
pressure on various models of the neural receptor proteins and cause synaptic malfunction?
synapse-the most exposed feature of the ner- Since membrane proteins are extremely hard to
vous system. crystallize, very few are candidates for structural

The synapse is the region where one nerve determination by X-ray crystallography; thus

cell communicates with others through molecules other methods are needed to study their

PRESYNAPTIC REGION

I ACETYLCHOLINE

VESICLE

ACTL PRESYNAPTIC MEMBRANE

ACETYL- jflJCHOLINESTERASE

ACETATEe % CHOLINE J, | SYNAPTIC GAP

POSTSYNAPTIC REGION RECEPTOR (AChR)

Fig. 1 - The synaptic region. The neurotransmitter (in this case, acetyl-

choline) is assembled in the presynaptic bulb and packaged in vesicles.
Fusion of vesicles occurs on demand causing emptying of contents into
the synaptic gap (cleft) region. Diffusion of the neurotransmitters across

the gap is followed by binding of the acetylcholine molecules to AChR,

the receptor specific for acetylcholine. Channels inside the receptors

then open, allowing ion flow. 163
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Fig. 2 - A vesicle fusing to a flat mem- "vo if- N "
brane. Note in the center that the bilayer Z

structure is transiently disrupted in the
process. ,.-

Fusion

31
0 1 BAR

27 X1

23

Fig. 3 - Plot of the increases in average size of vesi-
a 19 cles as a function of temperature at two different

pressures. Fusion of vesicles decreases the total
1 5 number of vesicles but increases the average size of

individual vesicles (more lipids per vesicle); there-
1K1 fore, monitoring average vesicle size increase is

equivalent to following the progress of vesicle fusion.

0 7 /Note that at 100 bars, the onset of size increase (i.e.07 X fusion) has been delayed from about 450 to 600 C.

03 I i I I
20 30 40 50 60 70 80

TEMPERATURE CI

structure. We have taken the Raman spectra of cellular functions-in particular, the fusion of the
the reconstituted membrane protein, acetylcho- vesicles to the presynaptic membrane. This
line receptor (AChR). Using an algorithm previ- fusion is one of the major steps in neurotransmis-
ously developed at NRL by Dr. R. W. Williams, sion, yet the mechanism of vesicle fusion itself is
we have analyzed the Raman spectra and deter- not well understood and requires exploratory
mined the percentages of various secondary struc- research. Figure 2 illustrates the possible
tures of AChR such as alpha helices, beta-sheets, mechanism of vesicle fusion with the presynaptic
and beta-turns. After characterizing the secon- membrane. As fusion begins, a transient nonbi-
dary structure of AChR at atmospheric pressure, layer structure forms where the vesicle and mem-
the protein will be pressurized and examined for brane meet (center of Fig. 2). One possible tran-
structural changes. Since this receptor depends sient structure that may be involved in this fusion
on conformational changes to open and close its is the inverted hexagonal phase, HII. Our previ-
ion channel, any structural changes under pres- ous research has shown that the transition tem-
sure would imply that the AChR is not function- perature from the bilayer phase to the H1 phase
ing. This type of abnormality constitutes a possi- is very sensitive to changes in pressure and that
ble molecular mechanism for HPNS. pressure increases the temperature at which the ",

HII phase is stable. Recently, we have obtained ,'-'
Synaptic Vesicle Fusion: Fusion of two data showing that the fusion of vesicles made up

lipid bilayers occurs when they come into contact, of lipids that undergo a Hit transition is inhibited
comingle, and meld into one integral membrane. by pressure (Fig. 3). The fusion of vesicles

164 This process is a very important one for many increases the size of individual vesicles in a sam-
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MATERIALS MODIFICATION

pie while decreasing their number. So the CO 2 release at the lungs, functional circulatory
increase in average vesicle size with temperature persistence of at least 12 h, lack of toxicity,
is equivalent to increased fusion with tempera- universal transfusability, prolonged shelf life, and
ture. At a pressure of 100 bars (- 100 atm)-the large-scale fabrication feasibility. We have had
range where HPNS occurs-the rate of vesicle considerable success in meeting many of these
size increase with temperature does not occur criteria. Further evaluation, however, will be
until much higher temperatures are reached, indi- necessary before preclinical trials are begun.
cating that pressure inhibits fusion. Thus, we These trials will be performed in collaboration
have shown that pressure inhibits vesicle fusion with the Department of Surgical Research at
in model systems and that the Hit phase may well Michael Reese Hospital and the University of
play a role in vesicle fusion. In the future, we Chicago.
will characterize how actual synaptic vesicles fuse
with the presynaptic membrane. Method: The liposomes are produced by

extruding a suspension of lipids in a buffered
[Sponsored by ONR] * hemoglobin solution through a size-graded series

of porous membranes. The hemoglobin is
Synthetic Red Blood Cells prepared from outdated human blood, carefully

separated from the membrane fragments of red
M.C. Farmer and B.P. Gaber blood cells. The extrusion procedure produces a

Chemistry Division nearly uniform suspension of vesicles averaging

0.5 gLm in diameter as determined by photon
There is a recognized national need for an correlation spectroscopy (PCS).

oxygen-carrying blood surrogate for emergency
resuscitation of trauma victims. Blood surrogate Oxygen Binding: The encapsulated hemo-
research at NRL has led to the development of globin binds oxygen reversibly and cooperatively,
liposome encapsulated hemoglobin (LEH). This with binding parameters comparable to those of
material resembles a synthetic red blood cell, but the original hemoglobin solution. Cooperativity
it lacks the surface blood-type antigen (the sub- is indicated by the S-shaped oxygen-binding curve
stance which stimulates the production of antibo- in Fig. 4. The inset Hill plot, replotted from the
dies that cause rejection if blood is mismatched). oxygen-binding curve, is a means of quantifying
An acceptable blood surrogate must meet certain the cooperativity. A Hill coefficient n50 of 2.8
criteria. These include high oxygen capacity, an indicates that, for a given drop in oxygen partial
oxygen affinity low enough to ensure adequate pressure as the blood passes through the tissues,
release of oxygen to the tissues and comparable 2.8 times as much oxygen will be released from

HEMOGLOBIN ENCAPSULATED IN 0 4 ;Am LIPOSOMES

100-

90

80 4

70

* 600_ 50 
,,J.

Z 40 P5 0 =17 Torr

3Fig. 4 - The oxygenation curve for 0.4 Atm
X 2 4
o 20 , 4 vesicles at 370C. The partial pressure of oxy- . "

10 gen required for 50% saturation of the LEH is
1 17 Torr, and the Hill coefficient n50 is 2.8.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
£ PO2 (Torr) -

P0 2 IN CAPILLARIES PO IN ALVEOLI
OF ACTIVE MUSCLES OF lUNGS 165
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Fig. 5 - Ca+-induced changes in particle !5 SHAKING

size are measured by PCS. The changes are 2.0 2 , ,
reversible by gentle agitation and by chelation ,!

'U .- of Ca"+ with EDTA, indicating aggregation -
r 1.5

rather than fusion. <m
CL

1.0-- " EDTA"¢_"., 1.0 If
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0.5 1i EDTA I I
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TIME (min)

. the blood as would have been the case in the 3000

absence of cooperativity. This property of hemo- 28.00

globin makes it a much better oxygen carrier for 26.00

use as a blood surrogate than an oxygen-binding 24.00-

material which is noncooperative, such as myo- 22.00

globin (found in the muscles) or the perfluori- 2000

nated hydrocarbon-based blood surrogate under |
investigation elsewhere. In addition, oxidation of 016 0,

the encapsulated hemoglobin proceeds very 1600 76% HEMOCRITr
slowly, and the LEH binds oxygen reversibly for >: 14.00

many months when stored at 40C [1]. 12oo -

., 1000 62% HEMOCRIT

Interactions of LEH and Red Cells: Incu- > 8.00
bation of LEH with red cells in serum at 37C for 50.2% HEMOCRIT%. ,,6.00 %"

8 i results in neither red cell breakdown nor clot- - =-------45% HEMOCRIT

ting. Surface repulsion due to the presence of 400 45% H2DO 35HEMO RIT

negatively charged lipids permits prolonged 200 0 35% HEMOCRIT

storage without fusion or pronounced aggrega- 000 165% HEMOCRIT
tion. Some aggregation of the LEH in serum due 000 10000 2000o 300.00 40000 500

to Ca" + is expected and does, in fact, occur. As -1
SHEAR. sec

shown in Fig. 5, adding of Ca" + (as CaCI at time
= 0) to a suspension of LEH results in a rapid Fig. 6 - The viscosity of LEH and red blood cell
Sincrease in average particle size; however, the suspensions decreases as the shear rate increases,

exhibiting non-Newtonian behavior. The viscosity of
* aggregates are easily dispersed by gentle agitation blood also increases as the hematocrit increases. At a

even after 18 h. A chelate (EDTA) which binds hematocrit of 45%, a suspension of red blood cells

Ca ++ strongly was added after gentle agitation. It (dashed line) has a slightly lower viscosity than the
.-. '.-.LEH of a similar hemocrit.

further reverses the aggregation, verifying that
fusion does not occur [2].

Viscosity: The viscosity of LEH and red patterns of nonlinear (non-Newtonian) behavior
blood cell suspensions decreases as the flow rate, for a wide range of percentage cell concentrations
and therefore the shearing, increases within a by volume (hematocrit) (Fig. 6). The viscosity

% 166 blood vessel. The two materials exhibit similar of the LEH at 45% "hemocrit' (the percent of
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blood volume occupied by LEH) is similar to that References
of whole blood at the same red blood cell hema-
tocrit (dashed line), as measured by standard 1. B.P. Gaber, P. Yager, J.P. Sheridan, and E.L.
techniques. The low shears at which the curves Chang, "Encapsulation of Hemoglobin in
markedly change slope indicate that dispersal of Phospholipid Vesicles," FEBS Ltr 153, 285-289
aggregates is occurring. These shears are well (1983).

'- below those encountered in blood vessels.
2. M.C. Farmer and B.P. Gaber, "Encapsulation

Circulation Persistence: We have of Hemoglobin in Phospholipid Vesicles:
Preparation and Properties of a Red Cell Sur-

developed a simple, accurate method for measur- rograte," Proceedings of the 6th International
ing circulation persistence by using small samples Symposium on Red Blood Cell Metabolism
of blood drawn into a 50 Al centrifuge or hemato-
crit tube. The LEH fraction is less dense than Inc., New York, 1984) pp. 179-190.
the red blood cells because of its somewhat lower
hemoglobin content, consequently, the LEH 3 J. Senior and G. Gregoriadis, "Stability of
component in the sample sediments as a discrete Small Unilameliar Liposomes in Serum and
layer above the red blood cells. Clearance From the Circulation: the Effect of

An injection of LEH into a mouse disap- the Phospholipid and Cholesterol Corn-
pears from its bloodstream within hours. Using ponents," Life Sciences 30, 2123 (1982).
the hematocrit tubes, this disappearance can be
readily observed without the use of radioactive
tracers. A volume of LEH, equivalent to 30% of Ceramics With Ordered Pore Structures
the total blood volume of a mouse, was injected
into 25 mice. The half-life of the LEH varied M. Kahn
from 5 to 15 h, depending on the lipid composi- Material Science and Technology Division
ion. This has also been predicted from other

liposome studies [3]. All mice survived without Ceramics are usually prepared from fine
noticeable adverse side effects. This circulation powders. These powders are often pressed into

persistence is considered adequate for an emer- pellets or suspended in a slurry and cast and

gency temporary blood replacement, dried. High temperature sintering then fuses the
compacted powder into a hard and often quite
strong ceramic•.,%

We have been able to produce synthetic red sr n ceramicDense ceramics are incompressible; they arecells which have the appropriate oxygen-binding similar to silly putty in that if the faces of a disk ,'
chaactrisic and prolnge shelf lif that aree aesoadscharacteristics and prolonged shelf life that are are compressed, its rim will expand. A rigid con-

required for successful blood surrogates. They straint around the rim makes it more difficult to
lack acute toxicity and are blood-type free which
should permit universal transfusability. The LEH dePre ss face. S hat is aideto havea high Poisson ratio, that is, a relatively largecirculation persistence in mice is adequate, but ratio of transverse to compressive strain. -.

modifications in liposome composition may per-
mit us to attain longer circulation half-lives. Dense PZT Behavior: Lead zirconate
Large-scale fabrication procedures are feasible titanate (PZT) is a piezoelectric ceramic. In disk
and are being developed. Animal testing to ver- form, it can generate a substantial amount of
ify the efficacy of this blood surrogate is in charge on its electroded faces when it is deformed
progress. by a uniaxial force on these electrodes; this

response is designated "d33." Because of this
Acknowledgment: Dr. Farmer held a Naval property, PZT is useful for sensing underwater

Research Laboratory/National Research Council sound pressure, that is, as a listening device or
Research Associateship while conducting this hydrophone. The design and performance of
research. hydrophones made from conventional (dense) 167
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PZT is limited, because the application of hydro- We extended the theory for dense PZT to
static pressure (equal pressure from all direc- porous PZT, and this led to a pore-structure .
tions) gives a response that is only 10% to 20% of model which maximizes the hydrostatic response. :
that under uniaxial pressure. Recent work at This model suggests modifications to the elastic
NRL has shown that the hydrostatic response dh properties of the hydrophone material so as to
of PZT and of many other piezoelectric materials minimize its Poisson ratio by incorporating flat
is strongly related to its Poisson ratio y by (anisotropic), aligned, and ordered pores (Fig. 7).

dh = d33(1 - 2y). Such a structure then becomes an air-ceramic

The Poisson ratio of dense PZT is usually more composite. The pores are highly compressible,' "-=
than 0.40. normal to their major plane but are relatively stiff

in a direction parallel to this plane. These pores,

Porous PZT Behavior: Porous ceramics therefore, convey to the composite only a small "..

under pressure compress more than dense reduction of the elastic modulus in the direction

material. This causes them to have a lower Pois- of their major plane. Such a composite can have
son ratio than dense ceramics. Conventional, a significantly enhanced hydrostatic response with

round, and randomly distributed pores enhance more than adequate mechanical strength.
the hydrostatic sensitivity of PZT. For example,
55% of equiaxed porosity raises the hydrostatic Porous PZT Manufacture: Such a com-
response of PZT to 38% of the uniaxial response, posite was made by using photolithographic 1.
but the strength is reduced 88% from that of masks as developed for silicon-based semiconduc-
dense ceramic. This is inadequate for practical tor manufacture. This was combined with
applications. screen-pattern deposition used in the preparation

7ELECTRODE
NORMAL TO ." " ,. "

MAJOR PORE at;-PN. ...

PLANE

I . SIDE
VIEW

" :kTOP
VIEW

Fig. 7 - Side and top views of the rectangular pore
model. Because of the ordered pore structure, the ,..r
ceramic is quite stiff along the major pore plane but
relatively compr6asible in the direction normal to the *.

168 major pore plane.
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of ceramic-based hybrid microcircuits. These Porous PZT Performance: With 15% of
screening techniques are used here to deposit a anisotropic and ordered pores, the hydrostatic
carbon-containing printing ink pattern onto charge response dh of PZT was raised from 20%
ceramic tapes that are then stacked and lam- to 60% of the uniaxial response, with no notice-
inated. The ink burns off during iring, leaving able reduction in strength as compared to dense
flat voids in the ceramic that replicate the ink pat- PZT.
tern. The ink and the laminating techniques were The dielectric constant e of these porous
adapted from multilayer capacitor manufacture, samples, measured normal to the major pore
specifically those in which liquid electrodes fill plane, was less than half of that of dense ceramic.
internal voids formed during sintering. The hydrostatic voltage coefficient is gh = dh/a,

Figure 8 shows computer-generated test pat- and its value in the PZT with anisotropic and
terns that were used to prepare and evaluate a ordered pores often exceeds that of dense PZT by
variety of pore geometries. Figure 9 shows pho- 600% or more.
tomicrographs of a top view (a) and of cross sec-
tions (b) of pores made in PZT ceramic by using Modeling and Further Developments:
these techniques. These figures are an imple- Refinements of the pore structure are expected to
mentation of the model shown in Fig. 7. lead to performance improvements significantly

II II II II

it," 11 1 1 ].. . •' .

_____ E . .. Fig. 8 - Computer generated experimental pore pat-
........ terns for ceramics with ordered pore structures. The

_______ patterns represent the top view of the pores; the black
= areas are the pores or voids.

- . • II II II

-K 
6
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Microphotographs of the manufactured ceramics showing
the top (a) and side views (b) of the pores 169
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beyond those already achieved. This is being because the size, shape, and spacing of the
explored further, both by experiments as well as dispersoid particles are not affected by heat treat-
by finite element analysis of model structures. In ments. In addition, the creep resistance of these
this analysis, a calculated stress distribution in DSAs is quite high because the dispersoid parti-
model pore structure is used to derive the cles straddle the grain boundaries preventing
piezoelectric output under hydrostatic pressure. grain boundary sliding. The high strength, the
The stress distribution is also used to find pore creep resistance, and the structural and thermal
configurations that minimize stress peaks under stability make DSAs particularly appropriate for
loading or that shift the stress peaks into regions use at elevated temperatures.
of highest strength. This is expected to also lead
to an improved strength-weight ratio of the Theories of Fracture: The mechanical pro-

material. The reduction in dielectric constant perties of DSAs, such as tensile strength fracture

mentioned previously may also find application in toughness and ductility are determined by the

support members of very high frequency com- size, the distribution, and the bonding of the par-

ponents, where minimization of stray capacitance ticles to the metal matrix. These same variables

to ground is important. profoundly affect the fracture properties of these
Itshou ybe noted that, during the DSAs because fracture is initiated as void forma-It should finallybentdhaurgte

preparation of ceramic-air composites, there are tion and growth, and this always begins either by

no two-phase diffusion and contamination prob- the fracturing of the particles or by the separation

lems, as there are during sintering of ceramic of the matrix at the particle-matrix interface.

composites that contain two different compounds. Thus, the knowledge of void formation is crucial

The intermingling of two phases tends to degrade to understand the fracture properties of DSAs.
the performance of conventional composites, in Previous studies of DSAs indicate that in almost

particular when they are made for electronic all cases, void formation at the particle-matrix

applications where the materials are very sensitive interface is preceded by plastic yielding of the
to impurities and impurity gradients. metal matrix. A model of void formation (first

[Sponsored by ONR] • formulated by Ashby [11) consists of the follow-
ing sequence of events. When an external stress
is applied to a DSA and the matrix is plastically
deformed, the stresses normal to the particle-

The Mechanism of Void Formation and matrix interface along the tensile direction

Ductile Fracture of Dispersion-Strengthened increase with increasing strain. These normal

Copper-Aluminum Alloy stresses are the result of the mismatch of the
strains at the particle-matrix interface. Voids

V. Provenzano and J.A. Sprague should form at the interfaces when the normal

Material Science and Technology Division stress exceeds the interfacial strength between the
particle and the matrix. This condition is known

Internally oxidized copper-aluminum is a as the "stress criterion" for void formation. C\-

prototype of an important class of two-phase Argon et al. [2), who later elaborated Ashby's
alloys known as the dispersion-strengthened model, pointed out that the stress criterion was a
alloys (DSAs). These DSAs contain small, hard, necessary but not a sufficient condition for void
dispersed particles that are randomly distributed formation. According to Argon, for void nuclea-
in a continuous ductile metal matrix. Usually, tion to occur, a stress criterion as well as an

the metal matrix of these DSAs is either pure energy criterion must be satisfied. During the
nickel, aluminum, or copper, while the common plastic deformation stage, the elastic strain energy
dispersoid particles are oxides of either silicon, stored in the matrix material around the particle

aluminum, or thorium. The dispersoid particles must exceed the energy required to separate the
strengthen the matrix giving it a significantly matrix from the particle. This added requirement
higher strength than the pure matrix alone. These is known as the "energy criterion" of void forma-

170 DSAs are quite stable at elevated temperatures tion. Because of this energy criterion, it follows

p.
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that voids can form only around particles that are The micrograph shows the presence of many
larger than a minimum particle size. light-colored alumina particles of 3 to 5 nm in

NRL has been studying the effects of diameter. The small size prevented clear identifi-
dispersoid particles on the mechanisms of cavity cation of the particles by electron diffraction or
formation and ductile fracture of DSAs. The ini- by composition analyses. Most of these particles,
tial research studied an internally-oxidized because of their small size, strengthen the alloy
copper-aluminum alloy containing approximately but do not form voids when the material is plasti-
0.5% by volume of alumina (A1 20 3) particles. cally strained during the tensile test.
Copper-aluminum is easily prepared by internal When a tensile specimen of ductile material
oxidation that produces we!l-defined spherical fails, it forms a "cup-cone" fracture. The cup side
alumina particles in a pure copper matrix. The of the fracture is shown in Fig. 11(a). The
internally oxidized copper-aluminum DSA was failure occurred because the microvoids which

N..- produced by using powder metallurgy techniques formed around the particles grew and coalesced.
and was then consolidated by hot extrusion. Figure I I(b) is an SEM looking down on the

fracture surface which contained void coales-
Tensile Fracture Study: We performed cence. X-ray analysis identified the precipitate

room temperature tensile tests on the copper- particles at the bottom of the larger voids of Fig.
aluminum alloy by using 0.25-in.-diameter rod- 11 (b) as alumina. A thin foil was cut from the
shaped smooth tensile specimens of uniform longitudinal section of the failed specimen of Fig.
gauge section. Prior to the tensile tests, the as- 11(a)(b). Figure 11(c) is a scanning/trans-
extruded material was vacuum annealed for 1 hr mission electron micrograph (STEM) of a portion
at 850*C. We analyzed both the annealed and of the foil about 4 mm from the fracture surface
tensile-tested material with scanning electron where the strain was about 25%. (Strain = 2 In
microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive X rays (do/d), where do is the diameter of the
to study the microstructure and fractographic unstrained rod and d is the diameter of the rod at
features. Analytical electron microscopy was the point of analysis.) The STEM clearly shows
used to relate the void formation to the spatial that at this strain value only alumina particles
and size distribution of the alumina particles, larger than about 50 nm in diameter formed
The microstructure of the annealed material voids (bright crescents) while the smaller parti-
before stress testing is shown by the transmission cles did not. Figure 12 shows that the TEM was
electron micrograph (TEM) presented in Fig. 10. taken from the foil cut from the longitudinal sec-

Fig. 10 - Microstructure of internally oxidized p
copper-aluminum alloy in the annealed condi-
tion. The light colored features on the TEM are
believed to be alumina particles that

strengthened the copper matrix but did not form

voids when strained during tensile tests.
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4 0
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Fig. 11 - (a) Low magnification SEM shows the

cup portion of a cup-cone fracture that is typi-

cal of ductile metals; (b) higher magnification

SEM shows that ductile failure occurred

through microvoid coalescence; (c) STEM
shows that at a strain value of about 25%, voids

(indicated by bright crescents) formed only

around the larger alumina particles.

Fig. 12 - TEM of the same failed specimen shown in Fig. 11 (a)(b). The

micrograph shows that at a strain value in excess of 100% voids (indicated Ole

by arrows) formed both on larger and smaller size particles above a

minimum diameter of about 5 nm However, some large size particles

(copper oxide) did not form voids, probably because they bond more

172 strongly to the copper matrix than do the alumina particles.
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tion of the failed specimen close to the fracture 2. A.S. Argon, J. Im, and R. Safoglu, "Cavity
surface where the strain value was over 100%. Formation from Inclusions in Ductile Frac-
At these higher strains and above a particle diam- ture," Metall. Trans. A 6, 825-837 (1975). r

eter of 5 to 6 nm, voids (indicated by arrows)
"" formed both at the smaller and larger alumina

particles. The TEM also shows that some larger Cure Monitoring of Polymeric Materials
particles from 50 ', 100 nm did not form voids.
These larger particles are probably copper oxide B.S. Holmes
particles that appear to be more strongly bonded Chemistry Division
to the copper matrix than the alumina particles.

Polymers are being used increasingly in
Interpretation of Study: The significant Navy combat platforms. This has generated an

result of this NRL study on internally oxidized urgent requirement for a method to assure the
copper-aluminum is the following: there is a size uniformity and reliability of their mechanical
dependence void formation which is a function of properties which are governed by the cure state
strain level. This is not consistent with Argon's of the polymer. NRL scientists are using a newly
energy criterion theory. For low concentrations developed technology called microdielectrometry

, of dispersoid particles, Argon's model predicts to monitor and control the cure state of acoustical
that when a critical strain value is reached and tiles, elastomeric repair systems for sonar dome
above a minimum particles diameter, void forma- rubber windows (see 1983 NRL Review, p. 87),
tion is independent of particle size. Instead, the and adhesively bonded aircraft composite repair.
NRL study showed that above a minimum parti- Automated microdielectrometer systems are
cle diameter, void formation was independent of being adapted for production line process control
particle size only in high strain regions; in lower and as field deployable units for battle damage
strain regions, voids formed only around larger repair.
diameter particles. Further, Argon's theory
predicts a minimum particle size of about 20 nm Microdielectrometry: This measurement
for the present copper-aluminum alloy, whereas technology, developed under an Office of Naval
the experimental data yielded a minimum size of Research contract at the Massachusetts Institute
about 5 nm. of Technology, measures changes in the dielectric

In the future, we will attempt to modify properties of polymeric materials as they cure.
existing theories or develop new models of void The instrument measures the dielectric permit-
formation and ductile fracture that are more con- tivity e', the dielectric loss factor e", and the
sistent with the experimental results. We will dielectric loss tangent e"e' as a function of time
investigate why voids are absent around some and temperature during the cure cycle. The sens-
larger size particles even at high strain levels. We ing electrodes are a pair of very small, planar,
will also conduct mechanical tests and pertinent interdigitated electrodes with a 12.5 Am gap fabri-
microstructural analyses on other copper- cated as part of a silicon integrated circuit sensor
aluminum DSAs with larger concentrations of [1,21. The miniature sensor has an active area of
dispersoid particles to establish relationships 0.1 in. x 0.2 in. and can be used with milligram
between dispersoid particle interaction, void for- samples or can be embedded in full-scale parts.
mation, and the growth and failure of dispersion- The changes in dielectric properties observed with
strengthened alloys. microdielectrometry reflect both chemical

[Sponsored by ONRI changes and thermal effects of the polymeric
cure.

References
Dielectric Cure Monitoring: In dielectric

I M.F. Ashby, "Work Hardening of Dispersion cure monitoring, the polymeric material is placed
Hardened Crystals," Phil. Mag. 14, 1157-1172 on the sensor or the sensor is embedded in the
(1966). material. Upon application of an alternating 173
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Fig. 13 The change in dielectric loss factor
Etduring a typical polymer cure cycle
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dectrical field, the polar groups within the acoustical tile, for sonar dome repair elastomers,
material attempt to align with the imposed field. and for aerospace adhesives.
In the initial solid state of the uncured material, Acoustical Tile-We have monitored the in
it is difficult for the polar groups to align with the situ cure of elastomers in a mold which simulates
field due to restricted mobility. This results in a acoustical tile production. In conjunction with
low loss factor E" at the beginning of the cure [3] mechanical and acoustical data, we determined an
as shown in a loss factor curve (Fig. 13). As the optimum processing window for the elastomer we
material heats up during cure, its viscosity studied. The ultimate use of the acoustical tile
decreases, and the mobility of the polar groups determines the optimum parameters. With this
increases. This corresponds to the initial steep information, the correlated microdielectric
rise in the loss factor curve and is caused by response is used to reproducibly control the elas-

increased alignment of the polar groups with the tomeric cure to the desired state.
field. As the sample continues to heat, the Sonar Dome Repair Elastomers-In another
chemical cure process increases the viscosity of project, microdielectrometer techniques are being
the material, and the loss factor decreases as the used to determine minimum cure times at van-
mobility of the polar groups decreases due to net- ous temperatures for the elastomers used in
work formation or solidification, underwater and drydock repair of sonar dome

During a typical isothermal polymeric cure rubber windows. The manufacturer recommends
cycle as described above, microdielectrometry the same cure times for underwater as drydock

monitors the dielectric changes in the material as repairs, but microdielectrometry indicates changes
it goes from a solid to a liquid and back to a in the cure mechanism underwater which are not

solid. The cure cycles for polymeric materials present in the drydock repair. Mechanical tests
often involve heating cycles with thermal ramps, show that the underwater cure does not reach the
step holds and pressure application for adhesive same mechanical strengths in the same amount of
materials. A manufacturer's typically recoin- time as the drydock cure. We are presently
mended cure cycle for an adhesive is: (1) ramp determining minimum times for the underwater
the temperature up to 121'C (250'F) for 30 mi, cure of the elastomeric material. Underwater

(2) hold the temperature at 121'C for 60 mi, repairs will eliminate the need to dock a ship to
and (3) apply 40 psi to the system. Microdielec- repair its sonar dome rubber window, a very
trometry allows us to monitor the cure cycle in costly procedure.
situ, to determine the most effective time to apply Aerospace Adhesives- Scientists at NRL have
the pressure, and to determine how long to hold also studied the curing characteristics of
the temperature constant. aerospace adhesives with microdielectrometry.

The adhesives which are currently being studied

Applications: Scientists at NRL have mon- must cure at 121'C in very short periods of time

174 itored in situ polymer cures for the production of to be acceptable for the project. By monitoring
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E'' the cure in situ, we can determine the effective- NRL is developing failure criteria for com-
ness of the thermal ramps, step holds, and pres- posites that will permit more efficient use of
sure applications which the manufacturers recom- these materials in naval structures. We are '1
mend. Microdielectrometry data and correlated developing an extensive experimental data base
mechanical data on the adhesives will aid in the characterizing the failure behavior of composites
development of field-deployable, microdielectric, under a range of loading conditions. These data,
cure-monitoring instrumentation for aircraft com- in conjunction with realistic mechanical modeling
posite repair. procedures, will be used to predict the structural

[Sponsored by NAVAIR and NAVSEA] response of composite components. The alterna-
tive to this is to base failure predictions on com-

References plex analytical procedures that have severe limita-
tions.

1. S.D. Senturia, N.F. Sheppard, S.Y. Poh, and
H.R. Appelman, "The Feasibility of Electrical In-Plane Loader: We have developed a
Monitoring of Resin Cure with the Charge- unique loading machine that permits the applica-
Flow Transistor," Polym. Eng. Sci., 21, 113 tion of a broad range of in-plane loads to small
(1981). composite test coupons (Fig. 14). The in-plane

loader applies shear, tension or compression, and W.,
2. S.D. Senturia, N.F. Sheppard, H.L. Lee, and rotational loads to specimens as illustrated in Fig.

D.R. Day, "In Situ Measurement of the Prop- 15. A combination of translational and rotational
erties of Curing Systems with Microdielec- loads are applied by three computer-controlled
trometry," J. Adhesion, 15, 69 (1982). hydraulic actuators to notched coupons, 2.5 cm x

3.7 cm, clamped in the fixed and movable heads.
3. J.A. Hinkley, "Monitoring of Rubber Cure by Notched specimens are used so that failure will

Microdielectrometry," NRL Memo Report start away from the grips in an area that can be
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Prediction of the Failure Behavior G

of Fiber-Reinforced Composites

P.W. Mast, G.E. Nash, R.W. Thomas,
i. Wolock, and B.B. Rath

Material Science and Technology Division

Fiber-reinforced composites are being used

'I- increasingly in naval applications, such as missile
chambers, aircraft wings, small boats, and large
sonar domes. Promising applications include

%. minesweeper hulls. These composites have high
strength, adequate modulus, lower density, good Fig. 14 - The in-plane loader. The displacement of
corrosion resistance, good fabricability and main- three independent computer-controlled hydraulicfavorable electromagnetic properties, actuators is programmed to apply, through the movable

head, translation and rotation motions. This results in
and lower cost. Because of their complex physi- the application of a broad range of in-plane loads to

cal structure, however, composites exhibit com- the test specimens. The components of the in-plane
loader are: A. Hydraulic actuators: B. Movable head C.plex failure modes and require more complex Fxdha:D pcmngis .Seie-'- ."Fixed head: D. Specimen grips; E. Specimen

failure criteria compared to conventional struc- loader/unloader; F. Test specimen: and G. Video cam-
tural materials such as metals. era. 175 0"
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measured 50 times and recorded and stored in a
computer. The tests are repeated for a range of

HYDRAULIC ACTUATORS in-plane loading conditions, and a "failure sur-

face" for the composite is developed. Figure 16
shows such a surface developed for a graphite

GRIPMOABL fiber/epoxy resin. Above this surface the test
specimen would fail. In Fig. 16, 01 is the ratio of

the shear displacement at the specimen boundary 2M,
NOTCH to the tension or compression displacement at the

-TEST SPECIMEN boundary, and 0 2 is rotational angular displace-
ment (in-plane bending) at the boundary. These

FIXED displacements are demonstrated in Fig.
GRIP 15(b) (c) (d). These data subsequently can be

used to characterize the structural response of the
material.

+ ~- + Verification of Tests: A unique triaxialE iI loader (TAL) has also been developed at NRL as
a part of the composite materials characterization

SHEAR TENSION IN-PLANE capability. It applies loads in the plane of the
BENDING specimen as well as perpendicular to the speci-

Fig. 15 - Forces produced by the in-plane loader. The men, whereas the in-plane loader applies loads in
shortening or lengthening of the hydraulic actuators in the plane of the specimen only. Fifteen-inch
various combinations causes the movable head to -,

apply shear, tensile/compressive and rotational forces
to the specimen, leading to failure. used in the TAL. This loader is used to demon-

strate the validity of failure predictions made by
using data obtained with the in-plane loader. So

As a result, an extensive data base that far, our measurements with both loaders show --'characterizes the failure behavior of composite that we can predict quite accurately the initiation

materials is being developed relatively inexpen- of failure of composites used in various naval
sively. During a single computer-controlled test applications. This capability is being developed
in the in-plane loader, which lasts approximately further, using newly available hardware and
5 s, three loads and three displacements are software, to permit the graphical representation of

E 4.0 - Fig. 16 - Typical failure surface for a composite
I based on critical displacement. Each point of the

30 surface represents the displacement required to ini-
- tiate failure in the specimen for the given in-plane

loading condition. The surface describes the failure

r 20 45.0 parameters for a graphite fiber/epoxy resin corn- ' ,"'
,. posite in which the crossply graphite reinforcement

.. has an included angle of 60. 4, is the ratio of the

0 02 shear displacements at the specimen boundary to
-)22.5 the tensile or compressive displacements; (4 2 is the

o0 90.0 -450 0 45.0 90.0 4 0 angular displacement at the boundary.
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structural components of interest and the struc- equation describes electron-molecule and
tural response of these components containing molecule-molecule interactions. These are: the
defects or damage. electron impact excitation and subsequent deexci-

tation of the vibrational levels (e-v), the
The in-plane loader system presents the vibrational-translational energy transfer collisions

Navy with an advanced capability to characterize between a molecule in a vibrational state and the
the complex failure behavior of fiber-reinforced rest of the molecules (v-t), and the vibrational-
composites and to predict their behavior in struc- vibrational energy exchange collisions between a
tural components. pair of molecules (v-v). For the HO model, no

[Sponsored by ONR, NAVAIR, NAVSEA, energy is transferred in the v-v collisions between
and SSPO (Strategic Systems Programs Office)] 0 the vibrational and the translational modes

because of the equal spacing between the vibra-
tional levels. This is not the case for the AHO
model, where the energy exchanges depend on

Vibrational Energy Relaxation in Nitrogen the energy defect between the vibrational ener-
gies of the initial and final states of the colliding

A.W. Ali and S. Slinker particles. Furthermore, the rate coefficients for
Plasma Physics Division v-v and v-t processes in the case of the AHO

model do incorporate the anharmonicity effect.
Electric, laser, microwave, and electron This makes the corresponding rates different

beam discharges in nitrogen-rich gases such as air from those of the harmonic model because the
store a fair portion of the released energy in AHO interactions are nonresonant in nature.
nitrogen vibrational mode. The storage and The vibrational relaxation studies [I] usu-
relaxation of this energy affect the electron velo- ally solve the master equation under steady-state
city distribution and the heating and cooling rates conditions and obtain analytic expressions by
of the molecules along the discharge channel using various approximations which were valid
(such as a lightning stroke). These channel prop- for the limited cases only. Furthermore, no
erties control the conductivity, the channel energy exchange between the vibrational and
expansion, and various chemical reactions that translational modes and their effects on the gas
determine the composition of the discharge. The temperature (and consequently on the rates) were
vibrational relaxation studies coupled with ever considered. Additionally, no study has been
appropriate chemistry models, therefore, enhance performed with a time-dependent model that
our understanding of discharge phenomena, such includes a,. three processes: e-v, v-t, and v-v,
as lightning, laser and electron beam propagation with an ab initio description of the other discharge
in air with pulse-power switching, and other temperatures, i.e., the electron and gas tempera-
applications. These models, furthermore, provide tures and various other species (such as N2-, N+,

the tools and capabilities for interpreting and scal- and N) densities. Therefore, our vibrational
ing laboratory experiments, model is ui.que since it describes the discharge

chemistry in a global manner with the vibrational
Vibrational Models: Two models have relaxation and dissociation as an integral part of

been developed for the vibrational relaxation in the model, thereby eliminating the deficiencies of
nitrogen. These are the harmonic (HO) and the previous studies!
anharmonic (AHO) ocillator models. The HO
model [11 assumes equal spacing between the Chemistry Model: The chemistry model
vibrational levels (33 bound states) while the describes the energy deposition into the gas, the
AHO model considers the actual nonequal energy ionization and dissociation, the recombination,

spacings of the levels (46 bound states)- the spac- and the time histories of various species other
ings become smaller as the levels reach the disso- than the vibrationally excited molecules. The
ciation limit. For either case, a "master equation" electron temperature is calculated by considering
is solved numerically (by computer). The master energy gain from the external source (photon or 177
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,Fig. 17 - The vibrational level density as a function of Fig. 18 - Vibrational energy relaxation-curve H for
the vibrational quantum number at different times in the the HO model, curves A and dashed for the AHO model

relaxation process with varying and fixed gas temperature, respectively

... 'particale beam) and superelastic collisions and shows the vibrational energy relaxation for the
loss to various inelastic processes. On the other HO and the AHO models for the same initial

-;hand, the gas temperature is calculated principally conditions as above. Here one observes very lit-
*-- from electron-molecule collisions, dissociative tIe relaxation in the HO model (curve H), corn-

:'.- ."recombination of the molecular ions, and charge pared to the rapid relaxation for AHO case (curve

. -," exchange processes. A). Furthermore, the relaxation is more rapid
-%',"when the temperature is fixed in the AHO model

•Results and Conclusions: Detailed results (dashed curve) compared to the more realistic
-.,of the HO model can be found elsewhere [1]. AHO case (curve A) where energy flow between

a"' ;Here, however, we compare some results from the vibrational and kinetic modes is included; that

;-'-our AHO-1 model to the HO model. is, temperature is allowed to vary.
:'" :"in Fig. 17 we show the time development of

-- the vibrational levels in one atmosphere of nitro- The global model (AHO) with hydrodynam-
" gen with a low degree of ionization, a vibrational ics will be applied to electron beam propagation

-. temperature of 0.5 eV, and a gas temperature of and laboratory discharge channel experiments to
... 0.025 eV (-300K). The population inversion better understand details of the physics involved

""with time, particularly at 1 /is, at the higher in nitrogen discharges.

-'- vibrational levels (above 30) in the AHO model [Sponsored by DARPA]
*Q relative to midlevels can be seen easily. This

1.-, 0.2 pk,

,--phenomenon is most pronounced when the vibra- Reference

-L 
0

;"-' tional temperature is high and the gas tempera-
-''-.ture is low. However, such a phenomenon is 1. A.W. Ali and S. Slinker "Vibrational Relaxa-
,=..,never predicted by the HO model where the tion and Dissociation in N2," NRL Memoran-
t vibrational distribution is Boltzmann. Figure 18 dum Report No. 5347 (1984).

0178,
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Crack growth along
grain boundaries in
a zig-zag fashion
causes failure in a
high-strength, high-
temperature turbine
blade alloy
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS
.

Many new techniques are being developed at NRL to analyze and determine the properties of new exotic as
well as traditional materials. The researchers study volumes of matter from molecular aggregates a few A across
up to submarine hull scales. A few of these projects and their findings are described here. The work in this sec-
tion was performed in five NRL divisions: Marine Technology (5800), Laboratory for Structure of Matter (Code
6030), Chemistry (Code 6100), Material Science and Technology (Code 6300), and Electronics Technology (Code
6800).

Some other NRL research in materials analysis and properties not described in this section includes:

* structure determination of macromolecules by 0 structure of peptides for drug design
using anomalous X-ray dispersion S biomolecular assemblies for naval applications

* nondestructive evaluation of high-performance 0 fluoropolymer applications
structural materials 0 detection and analysis of propellant vapors

* continuum theory and structural mechanics 0 laser-induced shock physics
* antimalarial agents

S.f

181 Structure Features in GaAs Substrates as Revealed by a Eutectic
Chemical Etching

Howard Lessoff, Wen F. Tseng, and Robert J. Gorman
Slower etching reveals more information on crystalline features which are
important in semiconductors.

183 Structural Information from Regions 6 to 20 A in Diameter i

John H. Konnert
An ultrahigh resolution probe reveals very small scale, quasi-crystalline
structures in amorphous materials

185 Hydrogenic Donors in Quantum Wells
Benjamin V. Shanabrook, Jr., Robert J. Wagner, John E. Furneaux,

and James Comas
Doping creates additional quantum-well energy levels and the dopants appear
to move in the well

188 Thermomechanical Response of Laser-Irradiated Composite

Structural Elements
Chine I. Chang, Christopher A. Griffis, Fred R. Stonesifer,
and Laurent A. Beaubien

A thermal mechanical numerical model agrees well with fracture measurements

190 Fatigue Crack Growth Process

Kuntimaddi Sadananda
Dif;eret growth mechinisins cc.ur at different temperatures, theory and
experiment confirm this

193 Advanced Mass Spectrometry of Complex Lubricants
Royal B. Freas and Joseph E. Campana

Techniques to enhance lubricant spectra sensitivities resolve the
many additives

195 Damage Predictions for Torpedo-Submarine Collisions L

Edward W. Clements and Richard S. Schechter
A new, more rigorous damage assessment method should improve safety

180 during practice torpdo firings
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Structure Features in GaAs Substrates as Abrahams and Buiocchi (A/B etch) and Grab-
Revealed by a Eutectic Chemical Etching maier and Watson (potassium hydroxide, KOH).

Both types of etchants have severe limitations.
H. Lessoff, W.F. Tseng, and Ri-. Gorman For example the A/B etch preferentially removes 

Electronics Technology Division good crystalline material thus making it difficult
to interpret the etch patterns. There are also

* NRL has developed a new eutectic chemical problems in interpretation of the etch featuresj
etchant that reveals significantly more informa- developed by the A/B etch because of a memory

*tion in semiconductors than other previously defect inherent in this technique.
*available etchants. In addition to dislocations, The KOH etch is based on the reaction of a

this new etchant reveals other crystalline struc- GaAs wafer in molten KOH at temperatures
ture and defects in the semiconductors which in between 3000 to 450'C. Pure KOH melts at
many cases can be correlated with electronic de- 360'C, and its use below this temperature
vice performance. depends on the residual moisture in the KOH

Etching and Dislocations: Chemical etch- pellets (or flakes). The KOH moisture content
ing has been used since the early 19th century to vaisan KHcotuuly oesmsur
study crystal symmetry in naturally occurring until the 360'C melting point is reached. There-
minerals. Since then the use of etching has foeth KO echintrpodib.Te
expanded so that the etch patterns now can dis- KOH etchant (and the A/B etchant as well) is too
close information concerning dislocation arrays fs-cigadurlal oalwfrtees
that are present in imperfect crystals. Etch tech- suyo h eyti aslyr hc r
niques have become a powerful tool for the char- grown by molecular beam epitaxy (see 1983 NRL
acterization of single crystals used in electronic Reiwp.1).Tseptaalayraeth
and optoelectronic devices, electronically active regions for microwave, mul-

Dislocation arrays are imperfections in the Jimeter wave, and digital devices.

orderly array of atoms that make up a crystal Improved Eutectic Etch: NRL has .

structure. These dislocations affect the optical developed an improved eutectic etch that consists
and electronic properties of devices that are of equal mole percents of NaOH- and KOH and
located on or near an imperfect area of the crystal has a melting point of 180*C. This etchant not
whereas a similar device located on a perfect crys- only solves the reproducibility problems inherent

*talline area is unaffected. Gallium arsenide in the KOH- etch but also has a much slower rate
(GaAs) and other IIl-V semiconductors have of etching (by an order of magnitude) than either
both a direct band gap and a high electron mobil- the KOH- or the A/B etchants. Using the eutectic
ity. These properties allow the preparation of etch, thin epitaxial films of 3 jm or less in thick-
electronic and electro-optic devices that cannot be ness can be studied.

-prepared with silicon. Such devices as light- Eutectic Etch Patterns: Typical patterns
emitting diodes, semiconductor lasers, and reutn fom heueciechaeswnn
infrarddtcosaetekyt pia omn Figs. I and 2. Not only are the normal disloca-
ications which use fiber optics. High-speed de- to tutrsson u e tutrsaeas
vices used in digital circuits as well as microwave revealed which give important clues to the crys-

*and millimeter wave technology are based on the tallographic homogeneity and hence, the electrical
Ill-V semiconductors, especially GaAs. To properties of GaAs. In thin samples analyzed by
achieve device uniformity and reproducibility, the transmission electron microscopy the open arrows
semiconductor crystalline perfection is critical, in Figs. 1(a), (c), and (d) and the rectangular-
Chemical etching is a valuable technique to deter- like features in Fig. 2(b) have been correlated
mine crystal perfection and to analyze the causes with tangled dislocation networks that exhibit

of nnperect rea of rystls.dislocation movement or that glide upon heating.
Standard Etches: For 11001 GaAs, the The series of geometric structures seen in Figs.

etchants have been limited to those developed by 1(d) and 2(c) are probably caused by defects in 181
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(b) (c)

Fig I-Etch pa'flerns developed by eutectic etchant at 350 'C Black
arrows indicate normal dislocation structures open arrows indicate

* rectangles correlating with tangled dislocation networks that glide upon
heating (a) 1 00: GaAs etched tor 45 min. (b) GaAs etched for 5 min. (c)

100o: GaAs etcht d for 30 min. and (d) 100: GaAs etched for 30 min

(dI,

p44

*Fig 2 -The 'l 0O GaAs surface etched by NRL s eutectic etchant showing (a) pyramidal dislocation etch pits, (b)
djS,stiotn qlide pattern (ki r,i ;ed detect and (d) mosaic cellular oaten possibly related to thermal stress developed

1 82 jrnq -ry,,Itl qrnwth
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atomic ordering. In Fig. 2(d), the mosaic pattern single crystals. These patterns consist of regular
observed by the eutectic etch is possibly related lattices of diffraction intensity maxima. The
to thermal stress developed during crystal growth, spacings between the maxima define the dimen-
when large temperature gradients occur between sions of the periodic building block of the crystal,
the molten and crystallized GaAs. the unit cell; the intensities are determined by

the positions of the atoms within the cell. The
The NRL-developed etch is useful on (100), positions of the atoms may be derived from the

{1111, and (1101 oriented crystalline GaAs. The diffraction pattern by using certain theoretical and
etch rate is relatively slow and can be used on experimental techniques. With these crystallo-
both bulk GaAs substrates as well as very thin graphic techniques, we can determine the struc-
GaAs layers. The KOH/NaOtl etch not only is tures of metals, minerals, proteins, and even
slow enough to allow the observation of the nor- viruses.
mal dislocation structures observable with other
etchants but also gives much additional and Amorphous Diffraction: Usually, single
necessary information concerning defect motion, crystal investigations yield only the average struc-
order imperfections, and thermal stress. A ture of the thousands of unit cells within the
number of industrial and university laboratories scattering volume of the incident beam. How-
are using this NRL etching technique to correlate ever, these investigations generally are not useful
crystal properties with electronic device parame- for studying defects or interfaces because these
ters. atoms lack crystalline periodicity. Also many

[Sponsored by NAVELEXI 0 materials, such as glasses, are not crystalline.
Diffraction patterns obtained from noncrystalline
materials with conventional radiation sources are
characterized by a limited number of diffuse,
low-intensity maxima and not by the high-

Structural Information from intensity maxima of crystalline materials. Fourier
Regions 6 to 20 A in Diameter transform analyses of these diffuse patterns give

the distribution of interatomic distances present

J.H. Konnert in the sample. This distribution, one dimensional
Laboratory br Structure of Matter in nature, does not indicate the relative positions

and orientations of the interatomic vectors that
Recent advances in electron microscopy per- are necessary to completely describe the struc-

mit diffraction patterns to be obtained from ture. For this reason, conventional diffraction "-*4.-"

extremely small volumes, thus providing an patterns obtained from amorphous materials
ultrahigh resolution probe of structure not previ- almost never contain sufficient information to_-'
ously available. Information now can be obtained uniquely characterize the material; additional
from volumes containing several hundred atoms information is necessary.
or less. NRL, in collaboration with the High
Resolution Electron Microscope Facility at Small Beam Amorphous Diffraction:
Arizona State University, has developed analytical Quite different diffraction patterns may be
techniques that yield interatomic distances from obtained from amorphous materials by using a
these small volumes that are critical to deducing much smaller beam than that used in conven-
the atomic arrangements. The new techniques tional diffraction work. A scanning/transmission
are potentially important for studying the struc- electron microscope has been used to obtain dif-
tures of amorphous materials, defects in crystals, fraction patterns from volumes that contain
interfaces, and catalytic materials, several hundred atoms. This microscope, located

at Arizona State University, incorporates a field
Crystal Diffraction: Much of the emission electron gun and a special optical sys-

knowledge concerning atomic structure has been tem. Figure 3 is a diffraction pattern obtained
obtained from studies of diffraction patterns of from a silicate glass, NaAlSi3 0 8. The structure of 183
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Fig. 3 - Diffraction pattern obtained from a I
silicate glass with an electron beam 15 A in

diameter. The bright spots arise from the

nonrandom atomic structure in a small

volume. The parallel lines are the raster

sweeps of a video monitor system.

The diffraction pattern of NaAISi30 8 (Fig.
3) is characterized by bright spots, even though
the material is a glass. The spots arise because
the few hundred atoms in the irradiated volume
have only a limited number of the atomic con-
figurations found in a macroscopic sample. Thus,
the bright spots are the interference patterns
caused by reinforcement due to the local order of
the atoms in the irradiated volume. Hence, it
provides direct information on local crystallinity
and may be analyzed with Fourier transforms to
determine the orientation of the interatomic vec-

Fig. 4 - Linked tetrahedra present in NaAISi 308 glass. tesin the eam.
The Si and Al atoms are the dark circles at the tetrahe- tors present in the beam.
dra centers. The oxygen atoms-open circles at the The potential power of this technique arises
vertices-are shared by two tetrahedra to form an because uiffraction patterns contain information
extended framework. The Na atoms are disorderly dis-
tributed within the framework. on a much finer scale (0.3 to 0.6-A resolution)

than the dimensions of the beam (15 A in diame-
ter). For comparison, conventional scanning

NaAISi 30 8 glass consists of tetrahedra, of SiO 4  microscopy permits resolution equal to the beam

and A10 4 atomic groups with the Al and Si atoms diameter, usually greater than 50 A; high resolu-
at the centers and the oxygen atoms at the ver- tion transmission microscopy has attained a reso-
tices (Fig. 4). Each oxygen atom is shared by lution of 1.6 A.
two tetrahedra forming a three-dimensional Figure 5 compares an interatomic distance
framework of linked tetrahedra. A primary goal distribution obtained with the 15-A electron beam
of structural studies is to determine the topology to the distribution calculated from data collected

184 of this framework. with a 1-mm X-ray beam. The similar peaks at
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BULK
SAMPLE

/ X-RAY
01 mm DIAMETER)

SMALL
SAMPLE

ELECTRON BEAM

(15 A DIAMETER)

0 5 10
R, A

Fig. 5 - Comparison of interatomic distance distributions calcu-
lated from diffraction patterns obtained with a 15-A-diameter
electron beam and a 1-mm-diameter X-ray beam.

1.3 A represent the average, projected Si(AI)-O p. 151) has resulted in .n ever-growing class of
interatomic distances whereas the peaks (at 4 A) new semiconductor materials with novel proper-
and valleys (at 6 A) are noticeably different in ties. These artificially structured semiconductors
shape. These differences are due to a sampling are being intensively studied both as model sys-
volume so small that it lacks many of the con- tems to test fundamental physical concepts and as
figuration types present in the bulk sample. If all starting material for new electronic devices. As
the different types were present, they would aver- with conventional semiconductor devices, these
age out, producing a curve similar to that of the new devices depend on the controlled introduc-
bulk sample (as seen at 1.3 A). tion of various types of impurity atoms (either

donors or acceptors) that are necessary for n- and
Theoretical calculations will evaluate the p-type doping. NRL scientists have recently

accuracy of the distance distributions obtained for made significant advances in understanding the
microdiffraction patterns. If accuracy is con- properties of donor atoms intentionally intro-
firmed, the method will be a powerful tool for duced into artificially structured semiconductors.
identifying bond types, bond orientations, and
atomic groupings in very small volumes. Quantum Wells and Impurities: Previous

[Sponsored by ONRI studies have shown that when a layer of gallium
arsenide (GaAs) is sandwiched between layers of
aluminum-gallium-arsenide (AIGai._xAs), the

Hydrogenic Donors in Quantum Wells lowest energy state for electrons occurs in the
GaAs layer. The cause of this phenomenon is

B.V. Shanabrook, R.J. Wagner, the difference in the fundamental electron energy
J.E. Furneaux, and J. Comas gaps of the two semiconductor materials. Figure
Electronics Technology Division 6(a) is a diagram of the spatial dependence of the

lowest energy state for electrons in such a struc-
The development of the molecular beam ture. An electron that is created in this structure

epitaxy growth technique (see 1983 NRL Review, with energy Ee must be localized in or confined 185
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AIGa .As- -- GaAs - A.--Al 1 donors are referred to as hydrogen-like or
"hydrogenic." Thus, the notation from atomic
spectroscopy has been borrowed, and the energy

SEe levels of the impurity are labeled as Is, for the

- 7ground state and 2s, 2p, 3s, for the excited
FORBIDDEN ENERGY LEVELS states. In quantum wells, the interaction between

(a)-- LAYER- the electron and the quantum well causes the dis-
tribution of the electronic charge about the
hydrogenic center to be different than that

z observed for donors in bulk GaAs. Furthermore,
Z 1 3 LAYER the functional forms for these charge distribu-0 %-tions will depend on the width of the quantumCz well and the location of the impurity center
o (c) - within the quantum well. These important

1 3 LAYER
DISTANCE aspects are explored in this article. NRL scien-

" tists have employed photoluminescence [1], elec-
Fig. 6 - (a) The spatial dependence of the lowest tronic Raman scattering [2], and far-infrared Zee-
energy state for electrons: (b) the concentration of man spectroscopy to investigate the properties of
donors selectively doped at the center of the well; (c) hydrogenic donors in GaAs-AlxGal-xAS quantum
the concentration of donors selectively doped at the hydron donos in a- ia. qntum
edge of the well wells grown by molecular beam epitaxy. Only the

far-infrared Zeeman measurements are described

to the GaAs layer. This effect is described as the here.
localization of an electron in a GaAs-AlxGa I As Far-infrared Zeeman Results: Far-infrared
quantum well. Zeeman spectroscopy is the measurement of the

When donor impurities are placed in this transmission of far-infrared light (about 100 cm - I
quantum well, there is an additional localization or 100 Am wavelength) through a sample as a
of the electron that arises from the coulomb function of the intensity of an applied magnetic
interaction between the electron and the posi- field. The minima in the transmission curve (as
tively charged impurity ion. This additional local- in Fig. 7(a)) indicate the magnitude of the mag-
ization results in the introduction of new electron netic field for which the Is to 2p transition

" energy levels into the quantum well. In bulk energy is equal to the energy of the far-infrared
GaAs, these new levels are analogous to those of laser light. The binding energy, which is the
a hydrogen atom. Because the functional form of amount of energy that is necessary to remove the
the distribution of electronic charge surrounding electron from the impurity ion, is directly related
the donor ion and hydrogen ion are identical, the to these transition energies.

3
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Fig. 7 - The magnetotransmission for a quantum well of
width 450 A that has been doped at the center of the well

186 for (a) 84 cm -1 and (b) 142 cm -1 far infrared radiation
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NRL scientists have performed far-infrared upper curve of Fig. 8, are in excellent agreement
Zeeman spectroscopy on a variety of quantum with the transition energies of valley 1, we associ-
wells with different widths that have been selec- ate valley 1 with donors at the center of the well.
tively doped-spike-doped-with donor atoms at In addition, we have performed Zeeman mea-
the center or edge of the quantum wells. These surements on samples that have been selectively
doping profiles are represented schematically in doped with donors at the edge of the quantum
Fig. 6(b)(c). The width of the doping spike was well. Again we find good agreement between
typically 1/3 the GaAs layer width. It is, how- experiment and theory.
ever, important to realize that any movement of These measurements have shown that the
the impurity atoms during layer growth alters the binding energies of hydrogenic impurities con-
actual doping profiles from those indicated in fined in quantum wells become larger as the
Fig. 6. width of the quantum well is reduced, and that

Typical transmission data are shown in Fig. the binding energy of these donors is sensitive to
7. We characterize these curves by three valleys their location in the quantum well. Although we
labeled 1, 2 and 3. Then the values of the are still investigating valleys 2 and 3, the excel-
magnetic field at these valleys are related to the lent agreement between the energy of valley 2
transition energies of the electrons bound to the shown in Fig. 8 for the quantum wells with
donor ions. These transition energies are widths < 200 A and the theoretically determined
denoted by the points in Fig. 8 as a function of Is to 2p transition energy for donors at the edge
quantum well width L, for samples that were of the well suggests that a certain fraction of the
spike doped with donor impurities at the center donors may be moving toward the edge of the
of the well. Because the theoretically predicted quantum well during growth. However, because
transition energies for donors located at the the position of valley 2 is not in good agreement
center of the quantum well [31, indicated by the with this theoretical calculation for quantum wells

with widths >200 A, we place an upper limit of
50 A on the motion of donors during growth.

, VALLEY I Summary: NRL scientists have shown that
180 0 VALLEY 2 B = 6 T hydrogenic impurities in quantum wells exhibit a

E] VALLEY 3 position-dependent binding energy. The elec-
trons bound to donors at the center of the quan-

_- tum well are the most strongly bound. Further-

A. V more, as the width of the quantum well is
>. 140 L A reduced, the binding energy for donors located at %

the center or at the edge of the quantum well
SENTER increases. We have also presented evidence that

0 suggests that donors are moving about 50 A dur-
z.0 ing growth. This observation implies that "spike

100 doping" as achieved with molecular beam epitaxy
: 0-- [ is rather effective. Because many novel device

concepts are based upon abrupt doping profiles,
*. these measurements are important for device

design and future studies of materials growth.

60 [Sponsored by ONRI
0 400 800

2(A)- References

Fig. 8 - The transition energies for valleys labeled 1. B.V. Shanabrook and J. Comas, "Photo-
1. 2 and 3 at a magnetic field of 6 T vs quantum luminescence from 'Spike-Doped' Hydrogenic
well width. The theoretically determined Is to 2p
transitions for donors at the center and edge of D3nors in AIxGal-xAs-GaAs Quantum Wells,"
the quantum well are indicated with solid lines. Surface Science 142, 504 (1984). 187
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2. B.V. Shanabrook, J. Comas, T.A. Perry, and geometry through ablation of critical load-carrying
R. Merlin, "Raman Scattering from Electrons members or by the generation of high stress con-
Bound to Shallow Donors in GaAs- centrations due to localized burn-through. Over
AIGa 1_,As Quantum Well Structures," Phys. the past several years, NRL has been developing
Rev. B 29, 7096 (1984). an analysis methodology to predict the response

of advanced composite aerospace structures sub-
3. R.L. Greene and K.K. Bajaj, "Effect of Mag- jected to simultaneous laser heating and applied

netic Field on the Energy Levels of a Hydro- service loads. In the present study, the behavior
genic Impurity Center in GaAs-GaxAli.,As of simple composite panels is examined both
Quantum Well Structures," Phys. Rev B 31, experimentally and analytically to assess the va-
913 (1985). * lidity of a new predictive model.

Experimentation: Graphite/epoxy (AS1/
Thermomechanical Response of 3501-6) laminated specimens containing 24, 48,

Laser-Irradiated Composite Structural Elements and 96 plies were preloaded to a longitudinal ten-
sile strain of 3300 /cm/cm which corresponds to

C.I. Chang, C.A. Griffis, F.R. Stonesifer, approximately 25% of the room temperature frac-
and L.A. Beaubien ture stress. Each ply (lamina) was approximately

Marine Technology Division 0.13-mm thick and represents a single layer of
orthotropic (different properties in each of three

Numerous military and space applications of perpendicular directions) material which consists
fiber-reinforced organic matrix composites have of graphite fibers embedded in an epoxy resin
been successful due to the high strength-to- matrix. The ply-stacking sequences of the three
density ratios of these materials at moderate tem- laminate configurations were symmetric about the
perature. However, intense heating produced by midthickness and incorporated lamina oriented at
fire or laser irradiation can adversely affect the 0', 900, and _45' to the longitudinal axis of the
integrity of composite structures due to the rapid specimen. As indicated in the left portion of Fig.
degradation of their mechanical properties at tem- 9, the 38-mm wide coupons were spot-irradiated
peratures above 200'C. Severe laser irradiation using a 25-mm diameter, 10.6 IA CO 2 laser beam
may also induce undesirable changes in structural having average intensities in the range 0.5 to 2.5

LOAD

GRIPPING
TAB -- - • 89-152 mm BEAM RADIUS

125mm

LASER BEAM A
DIA =25 mm 38 mm

X

SPECIMEN . -
QUADRANT
ANALYZED .

Y

38 mm

COMPOSITE SPECIMEN GEOMETRY FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS MESH

Fig. 9 - Physical geometry and corresponding finite element
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS

kW/cm2. The initial load was maintained con- lated at each computational time step At. (a,
stantly on the specimens throughout the laser depends on the material specific heat and
tests by using a closed-loop mechanical testing geometrical factors.) To account for ablation
device. For subsequent comparison with an phenomena, surface elements are removed from
analysis model, the laser exposure time required the model upon accumulation of enough sublima-
to produce failure in each test coupon, as well as tion energy, and the incident flux is subsequently
the temperature history of the irradiated surface, transmitted to an appropriate sideways or deeper
was recorded. element.

Stress/Fracture Analysis - The stress and
fracture analysis in this study incorporated a finite

Numerical Modeling: The development of element method in which the Mindlin laminated-
a computational model to predict the response of plate theory was used. Thermal stress effects,
loaded, laser-irradiated structures requires temperature-dependent elastic moduli and frac-
integration of both thermal and stress/fracture ture stresses, and a sequential ply-by-ply failure
analyses. Temperature distributions and the char- process were all accounted for in the nonlinear
acterization of the ablation resulting from the analysis. Since the failure of laminated com-
heat transfer calculations serve as the primary posites occurs gradually in a step-like fashion, the
input to the subsequent mechanical analysis. finite element analysis was conducted in incre-

Thermal Analysis - An axisymmetric ther- mental time-temperature steps. At the end of
mal analysis incorporating a lumped-mass, finite each increment, the stress in each ply is com-
difference method was employed by using an puted and compared with prescribed critical
orthogonal network of model points in the radial values. If local fracture is indicated, the failed
and thickness directions. Since an axisymmetric ply is assigned a zero stiffness and the solution is
model was adopted, the computational grid did recalculated to ascertain that subsequent load
not include the circumferential direction. An redistribution does not include further fracture.
insulation boundary condition was applied to the The process is then repeated for another load step
test coupons at the edge parallel to their axis and by application of a new spatial temperature distri-
near the beam, but the coupon temperature at the bution. Complete collapse of the structure occurs
far ends equalled the room temperature. To when a sufficient number of plys have failed such
further simplify the computation, a mean radial that the overall stiffness matrix becomes singular.
conductivity for each laminate was defined by The right-hand side of Fig. 9 indicates the partic-
suitable averaging of the conductivities of the ular finite element mesh employed in the analysis
component plies. An incremental, forward time- of the laser-irradiated coupons. It should be
difference equation of the form noted that owing to symmetry of both the speci-

[ ,., 1 men geometry and laser heat source, only a single
a,A T, A,j + B, + C, + Dj At quadrant of the panel was analyzed.

was employed for each element (lumped mass) in Comparison of Experimental and Compu-
the network. This expression represents a simple tational Results: Figure 10 indicates the experi-
energy balance in which the four terms on the mental results obtained from the three
right hand side denote the energy fluxes into a thicknesses of laminates investigated. It is
typical surface element by conduction, incident apparent that for a given laminate thickness an
laser irradiation, blackbody radiation, and convec- inverse relationship exists between average inten-
tion. (The i-index represents the numerical sity and time-to-failure as would be expected-
value assigned to a generic surface element, and that is, higher applied intensities induce failure
the j-index indicates the relative location of adja- after shorter exposure times. Additionally for a
cent elements.) The term on the left-hand side given level of irradiance, rupture occurs more
of the equation represents the associated net heat quickly for the thinner laminates. Also shown in
acquired by the element and is a function of Fig. 10 are selected analytical predictions of
incremental temperature rise AT,, which is calcu- failure time for both the 24- and 48-ply material. 189
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30
GRAPHITE EPOXY LAMINATES (AS 3501-6)
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Fig. 10 - Comparison of experimental and analytical
results for spot-irradiated laminated graphite/epoxy sub-
jected to uniaxial tensile load

In general the agreement between theory and Fatigue Crack Growth Process
experimental results is reasonable, although there
is a consistent tendency for the computational K. Sadananda
model to overestimate the measure failure time Material Science and Technology Division
by about 35%. This disparity is due largely to the
use of an approximate laser beam intensity profile Fatigue, the predominant mode of failure of
in the thermal computations, as well as to the many structural components, is caused by cyclic
lack of detailed knowledge regarding the loading during service. NRL has concentrated "-1
transverse and shear strength vs temperature rela- on understanding the mechanisms of fatigue
tionships for the graphite/epoxy laminate. The failure to provide a better scientific basis for the
numerical calculations provided considerable selection and fabrication of materials for Navy
insight regarding the nature of the failure applications and to reliably predict the life of
mechanism in the panels. Material directly within components. When applied, this knowledge will
the beam path loses its load-carrying capability decrease the probability of catastrophic failure in
due to both ablation phenomena and thermal components, particularly aircraft structures and
degradation of mechanical properties; whereas, engine components.
the unirradiated flanks of the specimens suffer
strength reduction solely due to their thermal Processes: Fatigue failure begins with the
degradation caused by the relatively slow conduc- initiation of cracks either from weld defects or

tion of heat away from the beam impingement from localized stress concentrations. Fatigue is
zone. caused by plastic deformation that locally is only

partially reversible during the loading and unload-
Efforts are currently underway to obtain ing of each stress cycle. This partial irreversibilit"

more accurate elevated temperature thermal and leads to crack extension by mechanisms not yet
mechanical properties for input into the clearly determined. However, careful analysis of
stress/fracture analysis, and to extend the compu- the results of many fatigue crack growth studies,
tational model to include doubly curved shells. both at NRL and elsewhere, has permitted NRL

190 [Sponsored by NAVAIR] scientists to develop a partial understanding of
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS

these mechanisms and the two processes that cycle but rather in discrete jumps; each increment
cause fatigue failure: the plastic blunting process results from damage accumulating during several
and the cumulative damage process. cycles. This mechanism results in the cumulative

Plastic Blunting Process - In this process damage process-distinct from the plastic blunt-
(originally proposed by Laird in 1967) crack ing process which causes cycle-by-cycle growth.
length incrementally increases in each load cycle. In cumulative damage, plastic strain does not lead
The increment a is related to the net residual directly to crack length increment but rather to
plastic strain at the crack tip for each cycle, the accumulation of damage in the form of
Application of continuum mechanics to the prob- nucleation of microcracks, cleavage facets, cavi-
lem shows that the crack increment per cycle ties, or intergranular separation. Figure 11 illus- %
da/dN is related to the second power of the trates the various cumulative damage processes.
stress intensity factor and can be expressed as Dashed lines are slip planes, and the Ts are dislo-

da (AK)' cations gliding on the slip planes because of plas-
tic deformation. In Fig. 1la, as the crack widens

.dN 4E because of dislocation emission, stresses get

where or and E are material constants. The stress accentuated ahead of the crack tip; this opens up
intensity factor AK is a measure of the applied a microcrack, and the process repeats. Figures
stress field ahead of the crack tip. The plastic 1 ib, 1 Ic, and lid illustrate alternate mechanisms
blunting process occurs in relatively ductile of crack growth. Each process has been analyzed
materials, particularly in the intermediate AK- at NRL. For the cumulative damage, a simple
range (10 to 40 MPa -v.mf). energy balance has been deduced [11 that relates :"

Cumulative Damage Process - In many the crack increment per cycle da/dN to AK:
% high-strength, high-temperature structural da AK 4

materials crack growth does not occur in each dN 87r21o-2U

~~ \

..- )

GRAIN
BOUNDARY..

* [ -CRACK

10Id___

IC,, , di

Fig. 1 1 -Fatigue crack growth by cumulative damage. Such growth is caused by nucleating
microcracks ahead of the main crack (a. b). by cavity nucleation (c), or by grain boundary crack-
ing (d). The inverted Ts represent dislocations on slip planes indicating plastic flow from the
crack tip: the dashed lines represent slip planes. 191
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS

In this equation, 1A and cr are material constants, nucleation and coalescence of voids (Fig. 1 Ic), a
and U is the measure of input energy stored in type of cumulative damage. However, at the low
each cycle. U is determined experimentally from temperature, the crack growth occurred because
the load load-vs-displacement hysteresis loop. of microcrack formation in some regions of the

crack front and by plastic blunting process in
Measurements: Fatigue crack growth rates other regions. In the plastic blunting process,

were measured for a high-temperature gas turbine predicted crack growth rates are the same at both
alloy, MA 956, at 250 and 1000°C. Figure 12 temperatures. Thus, at the low temperature,
compares the results with theoretical predictions experimental data corresponds to some weighted
based on the plastic blunting and cumulative average of the two processes.
damage processes [2]. At the high temperature,

• theoretical predictions based on the cumulative The application of these models allows the
damage process agreed well with experimental more accurate predictions of fatigue crack growth
results. However, at the low temperature, the rates in high-temperature alloys and thus of the
experimental data fell between the predicted service life of structural components, especially
curves for the cumulation damage and the plastic high-temperature gas turbine components.

. blunting processes. Microscopic examination of Future efforts at NRL will involve the analysis of
." fracture surfaces revealed that, at the high tem- material variables and loading factors that control

perature, crack growth occurred because of each of the mechanisms of fatigue crack growth

b" ~MA 956 '"I

10 1

1000 C,

2/10lO2 / ./
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10 3 PROCESS THEORY
EXPERI EAL AT 25 AND 1000 C/'f." EXPERIMENTAL

7,ooc //

' S SC Fig. 12 - The theoretically predicted
curve based on the cumulative dam-

0/ age mechanism agrees reasonably
EXPERIMENT well with the experimentally

"" 25 C observed growth rate curve at high
U/ temperatures (10000C). The agree-

ment is poor at room temperature ii
10 (250C) because both plastic blunting
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THEORY crack front.
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MATERIALS ANALYSIS

as well as the estimation of thresholds for crack characterize lubricants [1]. This technique is
growth. These efforts will eventually lead to the especially useful to analyze intractable chemical
development of better materials and improved species that are dispersed in liquid matrices. In
manufacturing techniques that will minimize the FAB technique, we first bombard a droplet of
fatigue failures and extend the life of Navy com- the lubricant sample with a beam of fast atoms in
ponents. a vacuum. These fast atoms sputter secondary

[Sponsored by ONRI ions (charged organic species) and neutral species
from the droplet. The desorbed secondary ions,

References which are characteristic of the base stock and
additives, are then analyzed by using conven-

1. K. Sadananda, "Theoretical Aspects of Fatigue tional mass spectrometric techniques.
and Creep Crack Growth," in Avances in Frac- Figure 13 shows a FAB mass spectrum of a

ture Research, S. R. Valluri et al., eds. (Per- commercial lubricant base stock. This sample is
gamon Press, Oxford, 1984), Vol. 1, p. 211. representative of an important class of synthetic

base stocks, the pentaerythritol tetraalkanoates,
2. K. Sadananda and P. Shahinian, Metal. Trans. which are used extensively to lubricate the pro-

A, 15A 527 (1984). * pulsion systems of aircraft, ships, and other vehi-
cles. Figure 13 also shows the general structure
of these tetraesters. Thc alkyl groups

Advanced Mass Spectrometry of R1, R2, R3, and R 4 in these tetraesters may have
Complex Lubricants identical or different chemical structures. Dif-

ferent alkyl groups are used to control the physi-
R.B. Freas and J.E. Campana cal properties of the base stock such as viscosity

Chemnistry Division or pour point.
A FAB mass spectrum of the pentaerythri-

Iligh-performance. high-temperature, oxida- tol tetraesters contains sample information on
tivelv stable lubricants have been developed in molecular structure because of the abundance of
the past decade to meet the needs of technologi- structurally informative fragment ions. A major
cal advances in mechanics, propulsion systems, fragmentation produces acylium ions RCO+ and
and materials. A lubricant consists of a base ions that correspond to the loss of an acid moiety
stock and one or more additives. To provide fun- from the tetraester molecule [M - RCO0] .
damental lubrication characteristics, base stocks However, the protonated molecules [M + H] +

may consist of a mixture of chemicals of similar which can provide molecular weight and isomer
structure (homologs) or blends of different base information, occur in relatively low abundances
stocks Additives perform several functions. (<0.1% of the most abundant ion). Pen-
They modify the lubricant's properties such as taerythritol triester impurities, produced in the
oxidation inhibition (antioxidants), metal surface chemical manufacturing )rocess of the tetraester
deactivation (metal passivator), and metal surface base stocks, also yield analogous fragment ions
irotection (rust inhibitors). Two or more addi- that are seen in the FAB mass spectrum in Fig.
tives may give synergistic effects. These new, 13.
complex, high-performance lubricants require The acid profile (RCOO distribution for the
novel analytical techniques to rapidly characterize various R groups as shown in Fig. 13) of a pen-
them. We describe new techniques we have taerythritol tetraester mixture can be deduced
developed at NRL. from the abundance of the different acylium ion

fragments RCO'. The direct FAB chemical
New Mass Spectrometric Technique: Mass analysis of commercial base stocks provides quan-

spectrometric techniques are useful to analyze titativ¢ results for the acid profile that agrees with
complex environmental and biological samples. result, obtained by a slower, classical two-step
We have applied a new technique- fast-atom analytical approach wbich requires (1) the hydro-
bombardment (FAB) mass spectrometry-to lysis of the ester linkage, followed by (2) the 193
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Fig. 13 - Fast-atom bombardment mass spectrum of a commerical lubricant base stock, pen-
taerythritol tetraalkanoates (inset). The quantity m/z is the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions
and is also indicated on each species line. The acylium fragment ions RCO+ can be used to
profile the acid moieties of the tetraesters. The protonated molecules IM + H]+ are not visible
in this mass spectrum because of their relatively low abundance.

analysis of the resultant acids by gas chromatogra- duce ions of these species. To implement the
phy. CI/FAB technique, we constructed a high-

The FAB technique also provides the direct pressure FAB ion source in which ion/molecule
analysis of additives present in a lubricant. Nor- reactions of sputtered ions and neutrals can be
mally in FAB, a sample is analyzed by dissolving studied. (These ion/molecule reactions include
it in a drop of liquid that is then bombarded, collisional stabilization, charge exchange, proton
sputtering the sample molecules from the surface transfer, association, and condensation reactions.)
of the drop. For lubricants, we can consider the This technique increases the numbers of molecu-
base stock to be the liquid matrix and additives to lar ions by two to three orders of magnitude and
be the analytes. Thus, we have detected and decreases the relative fragmentation of the
identified antioxidants and metal passivators in molecules. Figure 14 displays the CI/FAB mass
lubricants. spectrum of a commercial base stock using isobu-

tane as a ion/molecule reactant gas. The pro-
FAB Enhancements: During FAB, the tonated molecules [M + H]+ of the pentaerythri-

number of sputtered or desorbed neutral organic tol tetraesters are almost 1000 times more abun-
species is considerably greater than the number of dant than in the FAB mass spectrum of Fig. 13.
desorbed molecular ions. Therefore, a method to This increase results because of a proton transfer
ionize the abundant sputtered neutral species from the reactant-gas ion to the desorbed neutral
increases the abundance of molecular and frag- lubricant molecules. The enhanced tetraester ion
ment ions available for mass spectrometric abundance permits the direct analysis of the dif-
analysis. We have developed such a novel ferent isomer compositions of each tetraester
technique-chemical ionization/fast atom bom- species using tandem mass spectrometric tech-
bardment (CI/FAB) (2]. In this technique, the niques, such as mass-analyzed ion kinetic energy

194 neutral species react with an ionized gas to pro- (MIKE) spectrometry.
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Fig. 14 - Chemical ionization/fast-atom bombardment mass spectrum of the same commercial
lubricant base stock as in Fig. 13 showing an almost 1000 times enhancement of the pro-
tonated molecules WM + HI . This large abundance of the protonated molecules enables
state-of-the-art mass spectrometric methods to be used to characterize the molecular isomers.

Advantages: Thus, state-of-the-art mass 2. I.E. Campana and R.B. Freas, "Chemical
spectrometric techniques, such as CI/FAB used Ionization/Fast Atom Bombardment Mass
and developed at NRL, provide the lubrication Spectrometry: A Novel Ionization Method," J.
chemist and engineer with invaluable tools to Chem. Soc., Chem. Commun. 1414 (1984). *
characterize lubricants. Fast-atom bombardment
mass spectrometry is a direct, rapid, qualitative,
and semiquantitative method to determine the Damage Predictions for
complex base stock compositions of lubricants. Torpedo-Submarine Collisions
Also, FAB mass spectrometry can provide direct
screening of additives and other components or E.W. Clements and R.S. Schechter
reaction products in lubricants. The CI/FAB Marine Technology Division
mass spectrometric technique enhances the sensi-
tivity, by ion/molecule reactions, to detect the During at-sea ASW maneuvers with

various lubricant components. These techniques unarmed torpedoes and submarines, the risk of a
have immediate applications in quality control, high-speed collision between the two exists. It is
trend analysis, failure analysis, and the funda- essential to understand the factors involved in the
mental studies of lubricants, damage so that the safety of these maneuvers can

[Sponsored by NAVSEA and NAVAIR] be improved. NRL has developed a new tech-
nique for calculating the time history of the force
exerted on the submarine during such a collision.

References This force-time curve is the fundamental datum
used to predict and evaluate many of the effects

1. "Advanced Mass Spectrometry of Lubricants," of the collision on the safety and operability of
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Amer- the submarine. From these predictions, more
ican Society of Lubrication Engineers, Las damage-resistant design and/or a change in
Vegas, NV, 1985 (to be published in ASLE maneuvers should lessen the chance of crippling
Trans.). damage. 195
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Damage Assessment Procedures: The rine in details such as plating thickness and frame
most vulnerable classes of components critical to spacing. This structure has been made suffi-
the safety and operability of the submarine are ciently simple so that it can be modeled with a
internal equipment, control surfaces, the hull, high degree of confidence by a finite-element
ballast tanks, and air flasks. Internal equipment model. It is fitted with a "simulated equipment"
is not hit during a collision but can be loaded (an internal structure of precisely known dynamic
inertially by the motion of the submarine's hull characteristics) and an extensive array of motion
in the vicinity of the collision point. The other and strain transducers. In applications, the mass
items could be struck directly. Earlier work in lump of the finite-element model of the target

the field of torpedo-submarine collisions involved structure corresponding to the impact point is
an experimental program in which torpedoes were forced to perform the same motion that is mea-
fired against a dry-docked submarine or dropped sured at that point of the target structure during
on submarine components. The vulnerability of the experiment. The structural reaction forces
some critical components was assessed directly by exerted on this mass lump as a result of its
these tests- motions that were measured during motion are then calculated from the finite- 6A
the impacts provided data which guided develop- element model. The external force history,
ment of the Impact Dynamic Design Analysis which is the desired force-time curve due to the
Method (IDDAM). impact of the torpedo on the target structure, is

then the difference between the mass times

Old Procedure: IDDAM is a procedure acceleration history of the mass lump and the
developed by NRL for assessing the vulnerability sum of the structural reaction forces acting upon
of internal equipment by predicting and evaluat- it. The torpedo kinetic energy, impact velocity,
ing their responses to a nearby collision, momentum change, and rebound are used to ver-
Theoretical assessment of the vulnerability of the ify the impact force-time curve.
other categories of critical components requires Next, the force-time function is applied as a
the impact force-time curve, which could not be forcing function to the finite-element model, and
measured. Previously, estimates were made by its motions calculated at each point which
considering motion-time histories measured corresponds to a measurement point of the target
within the torpedo and on the submarine hull at structure. The shock spectrum and time history i=w

various points in the vicinity of the impact. of these calculated motions are compared to the
Then. trial-and-error adjustments of a hypotheti- measured motions. Adequate agreement then
cal force-time polygon were made until motions implies that the estimated impact force-time . '

computed from a finite-element model of the tor- curve is reasonably valid. From the force-time
pedo and the local structure of the submarine curve, the force-stroke curve is calculated-this is
agreed reasonably well with measured motions. the curve of force as a function of the distance
Since it is virtually impossible to build sufficient the torpedo has crushed and is (within broad lim- .
fine detail into the finite-element model and still its) a characteristic of the torpedo itself. The r'

have a tractable problem, the resulting force-time force-stroke curve can then be applied to com-
polygon was regarded with reservations, and the puter models of different structural characteristics, .* -.

predictions calculated by using it were regarded and corresponding force-time curves can be cal-
with some skepticism. culated. This allows evaluation of the sensitivity 74

of the original force-time curve to variations in -

New Procedure: The new method for cal- target structure and gives guidance on which
culating the impact force-time curve has a more classes of submarine could produce different .

solid scientific basis. It uses motion-time data force-time curves. The estimated impact force-
measured within a floating test target structure time curve may be applied to a finite-element
upon which the torpedo is dropped. The target model of a submarine compartment to generate
structure now used is a large cylinder resembling tables of coefficients for IDDAM calculations and
a submarine compartment in size and construc- may be used as a starting point to assess the vul-

196 tion, although differing from any existing subma- nerability of critical components in the other
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(external) categories of critical submarine com- and modifications may be necessary as new types
ponents. of torpedo and classes of submarines appear. It

would be expected, however, that the basic prin-
Conclusion: The impact force-time curve ciple will remain the same.

associated with torpedo-submarine collision is an
essential datum for finding ways to improve the The principal Navy agency collaborating
safety of at-sea ASW exercises. The procedure with NRL in this project is the David Taylor
developed by NRL to estimate this curve is rela- Naval Ship Research and Development Center,
tively simple and straightforward and rests on a which performed the experimental measurements
sounder technical basis than the semi-intuitive and furnished data to NRL.
procedure previously used. It may be expected -

that refinements will be made to the procedure, [Sponsored by NAVSEA] *
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When fluoropolymers

synthesized at NRL
are cured, the resins
become strong, rigid
plastics that have a
permanently lubricated
surface making them
ideal for use in
artificial joints for

-.a- "humans
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

Specialized devices based on modern technology have provided new and better ways to perform tasks.
These devices have also provided a means to achieve new capabilities by combining more traditional research dis-
ciplines. The four articles in this chapter describe a small portion of the specialized devices and systems research
at NRL. This research was performed in the Acoustics Division (Code 5100), the Condensed Matter and Radia-
tion Sciences Division (Code 6600), and the Electronics Technology Division (Code 6800).

In addition to the work described in these articles, NRL has many other projects in component technology
and specialized devices. A few of these are:

* charged particle beam propagation
* compact high-current accelerator
* free-electron laser

inertial confinement fusion
* electronic warfare system improvement
* active and offboard decoys
* vacuum electronics
* NAVSTAR clock technology

201 NRL MOS Dosimeter for Space
Leon S. August, James C. Ritter, and Robert R. Circle

*, Fluxes of different energetic particles encountered by satellites will
be m easured. - ,

", 202 Niobium Nitride for Josephson Tunnel Junctions ,,

Edward J. Cukauskas, William L. Carter, and Martin N. Nisenoff
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

NRL MOS Dosimeter for Space encountered by the satellite. The dosimeter has
been tested, calibrated, and space-qualified to fly

L.S. August and J.C. Ritter aboard the Combined Release and Radiation
Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division Effects Satellite (CRRES), a joint research effort

of the Air Force, Navy, and NASA. CRRES is
R.R. Circle scheduled to be launched in July 1987.

Space Systems and Technology Division

The Dosimeter: Figure 1 shows the NRL
Energetic electrons and protons are an dosimeter with its thin protective cover removed.

important part of the Earth's space radiation Four radiation-soft, MOS field-effect transistors
environment known as the Van Allen belts. Fre- (MOSFETs) are employed as radiation sensors.
quently, these charged particles penetrate to the These transistors are the p-channel, enhance-
interior of a satellite and cause significant damage ment-mode type; that is, the source to drain
to its microelectronic circuitry. To assess the current consists of holes. The gate of the transis-
damage and evaluate the reliability of the infor- tor must be biased negatively with respect to the
mation and data collected and transmitted from source in order for the device to conduct. The
the satellite, NRL scientists have designed and dose is measured by the shift in negative gate
fabricated a metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS), bias voltage that produces a source-to-drain
satellite-borne dosimeter [1,2] to make real-time, current of 50 /A. A constant current circuit is
integrated dose measurements as a function of built into the dosimeter, so any voltage change
depth in aluminum. Aluminum is used exten- results from the ionizing radiation that produces
sively in satellites, and even when another electron-hole pairs in the gate oxide. Under a
material is employed for some components, the positive gate bias during radiation exposure, holes
equivalent aluminum thickness is given since it are driven toward the silicon-silicon dioxide inter-
serves as a reference. The dose measurements face in the MOSFET and are trapped. These
will permit an assessment of the radiation damage holes require a larger negative gate voltage to
sustained by the microelectronics at various produce the constant source-to-drain current;
depths within the satellite. The data will also hence, the increase in negative voltage measures
reveal any significant short-term change in the the dose absorbed by the gate oxide. Each sensor
amount and kind of ambient space radiation is calibrated with a cobalt-60 gamma-ray reference

Fig. 1 - NRL MOS dosimeter with its cover removed,
showing the electronic circuit board (left) and the four
radiation sensors (right). The sensors are shielded by
different thicknesses of aluminum ranging from 0.6 mm
to 90 mm. This dosimeter will be mounted at the sur-

face of the CRRES satellite and will measure radiation ,

doses to compare it with other types of dosimeters and
instruments on the satellite. The dosimeter is 7 cm x
7 cm x 4 cm, weighs 187 g, and requires less than 1/4
W of power to operate.
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

source. The relationship between the shift in to measure the near-Earth radiation environment
gate voltage and dose is nearly linear under the in various ways. Data from other instruments
conditions expected in space. such as particle counters and spectrometers will

An ideal dosimeter measures the energy be compared with those of the NRL dosimeter.
absorbed per unit mass (dose) independently of Previously, only limited space dosimetry mea-
the type of radiation employed. To approach this surements have been available, and these have
ideal condition, the NRL dosimeter, in the not had the marked advantage of different instru-
EXPOSE (positive gate bias) mode, is operated ments to provide intercomparisons. The CRRES
with an electric field strength of 1 MV/cm across data will be used to resolve large discrepancies
the gate oxide which is 0.12 Am thick. The large among existing space radiation models and should
field eliminates errors in the dosimetry caused by provide a more accurate assessment of the near-
charge recombination effects in the oxide for dif- Earth radiation environment and its hazards.
ferent radiations, and the response per unit dose This is an important objective of the CRRES mis-
is nearly the same for gamma rays, electrons, and sion.
protons. The READ mode of operation simply [Sponsored by NAVELEX]
determines the negative gate voltage that gives
the constant source-to-drain current after some References
exposure interval giving the dosage accumulated
since the previous READ. The dosimeter is to 1. L.S. August, "Estimating and Reducing Errors
be read approximately once a day for a 5-min in MOS Dosimeters Caused by Exposures to
interval. The EXPOSE and the READ modes are Different Radiations," IEEE Transactions in
selected by telemetry signals from the ground. Nuclear Science NS-29, 2000 (1982). "
Note that during most of the time in orbit
(99.7%), the dosimeter will be in the EXPOSE 2. L.S. August, R.R. Circle, J.C. Ritter, and J.S.
mode. Tobin, "An MOS Dosimeter for Use in Space,"

The four sensors are shielded by cylinders IEEE Transactions in Nuclear Science NS-30, %
of different wall thicknesses. The thickest alumi- 508 (1983). ,
num shield (9.0 mm) permits essentially only the
most energetic protons to reach the transistor.
The thinnest shield consists only of the TO-5
kovar container (0.6 mm aluminum equivalent) Niobium Nitride for Josephson
in which the transistor is mounted. This sensor Tunnel Junctions
responds to both electrons and protons. The
other shields, of intermediate thickness, control E.J. Cukauskas, W.L. Carter, and M. Nisenoff

, the electron-proton ratios that reach the sensors Electronics Technology Division
and provide intermediate points on the dose-
depth curve. The negative gate voltages obtained Completely refractory superconducting elec-
in the READ mode will be telemetered to Earth tronic devices have a variety of applications
each day. The changes in these voltages will be including low-noise, highly sensitive magnetome-
calculated, and the individual sensor calibrations ters, millimeter-wave mixers, and digital and ana-
will yield the doses received by each of the four log signal processing systems. A thorough under-
sensors. By using the shield thicknesses for each standing of the properties of the materials used to
sensor, points on the depth-dose curve can be fabricate superconducting devices such as Joseph-
calculated. Such a curve can then provide data son tunnel junctions is critical to their develop- - .
on the doses at various depths within the satellite ment, performance, and applications. Recently,
The results can also be compared to the predic- by using niobium nitride as the electrode
tions of space radiation models. material, NRL scientists have helped to solve

many problems which occur in the conventional
CRRES Advantages: The CRRES experi- fabrication of superconducting devices at high

202 ment will provide a large number of instruments temperatures.
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A Josephson tunnel junction consists of two Ts to reduce both the penetration depth and the
superconducting electrodes separated by a thin, degradation of the barrier properties. The films
20 to 100-A oxide or semiconducting film. These are characterized by their Tc, room temperature
junctions are tested in the laboratory at about 4K, resistivity, residual resistance ratio, and crystal
a temperature achieved by cooling with liquid structure [1].
helium. In field applications Josephson junctions
should be operated at one-half the superconduct- Sputtering in Methane: The NbN films
ing transition temperature Tc of the electrode were deposited in an ultrahigh vacuum RF mag-
materials. At this temperature, all the supercon- netron sputtering system at different Ts. The
ducting properties of the electrode material are system used a power density of 4 W/cm 2, a total
stable. However, the use of superconducting pressure of 1.4 Pa (1 Pa = 10-5), and a premixed
material with higher transition temperatures (Tc sputtering gas consisting of argon, nitrogen, and
> 16K) would allow the cooling of these devices methane. The films were all deposited at a nitro-
by small, cryogenic refrigerators instead of gen partial pressure of 0.15 Pa and a methane
cumbersome liquid helium systems. partial pressure as high as 0.12 Pa. The methane -.

Refractory superconducting materials usu- provides carbon that is incorporated into the films
ally require elevated substrate temperatures Ts and that enhances the growth of a single crystal-
(7000 to 800'C) during deposition to obtain lographic structure of NbN. This structure pro-
stoichiometric (with well-defined composition) vides a high-quality material for Josephson tunnel
films with maximum values of Tc. However, the junctions. Figure 2 illustrates the Tc as a func-
use of such high temperatures during the fabrica- tion of the partial pressure of methane for several
tion of multilayer integrated circuit (IC) struc- Ts during film deposition. The best films, those -.

tures may drastically alter the material properties with the highest Tc, were prepared at the higher
of the underlying layers and interfaces. Thus, Ts under lower methane partial pressures. But
one needs either superconducting electrode thin even at a Ts as low as 200'C, high-quality films
films, which can be deposited at reduced Ts or with a Tc above 13K were produced.
interface (barrier) materials which can withstand

'" elevated temperatures.
At NRL we have been studying the use of -

niobium nitride (NbN) as electrodes in high-Tc
Josephson junctions that incorporate semicon- 16 _ =750oC
ducting barriers. As we show, NbN can be depo-
sited at temperatures as low as 200°C and still 15 /
produce effective Josephson tunnel junctions.
NbN displays a wide range of superconducting 14

properties that can be obtained by altering the T 400'C

conditions under which the films are deposited. 13

The specific application governs which properties ',
we desire to control. For example, for electronic Z 'V

circuit applications, it is important to have high- - T, 200°C

Tc and low-residual resistivity to obtain a very "
short magnetic penetration length, which is pro- 777'
portional to the square root of Tc divided by the

10 - ... - -
resistivity. A short penetration length is crucial 0 003 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15
in preventing external magnetic fields from

into thetherebyMETHANE PARTIAL PRESSURE (Pa) ~ upenetrating into the junction region, thereby
degrading the device performance. Fig. 2 - Tc as a function of methane partial pressure

We are studying the material properties of for rf magnetron sputtered niobium nitride (NbN' films
prepared at different Ts in the presence of methane.NbN films prepared under various conditions to The best films were prepared at the higher Ts at rela- .fabricate high-Tc, low-resistivity materials at low tively low methane partial pressures. 203
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Fig. 3 - Penetration depth, \(O) cal, calculated 0 0
from measured Tc and resistivity data, as a Ts 400'C

function of methane partial pressure present
during fabrication. The diagonal line connects Ts
the maximum Tc obtained for each Ts. The

performance of Josephson junctions is 200- Ts 7501C

degraded as the magnetic field penetration of
the films increases. ""

0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12

METHANE PARTIAL PRESSURE (Pa)

Figure 3 illustrates the magnetic penetra- perature before addressing the problems associ-
tion, X(0) cal (as calculated from the measured ated with counter electrode deposition at higher

_ Tc and resistivity), vs methane partial pressure Ts. Figure 4 illustrates the current-vs-voltage
. for the films in Fig. 2. The maximum Tc is also characteristics of such a device measured at 4.2K.

indicated for each curve. Here again, the best This device has a base electrode Tc > 16K and
films, that is, those with the shallowest magnetic shows good tunneling characteristics at 4.2K
penetration, were prepared at the highest Ts in where all superconducting properties are stable.
low-methane partial pressures. These films are In the future we will investigate such devices
good candidates to use as base electrodes for made with both electrodes of NbN.
Josephson tunnel junctions [2] because their per-
formance is least degraded by magnetic field We have shown that high-quality NbN suit- "

- penetration. able for the fabrication of Josephson junctions
can be obtained by incorporating small amounts

Josephson Junction: We have been using of carbon during film preparation. This is 5
these materials to study barrier/electrode inter- achieved by sputtering in a low partial methane
faces for NbN/Si/Nb Josephson tunnel junctions. pressure. These films have been successful in
A typical junction consists of a base electrode the fabrication of high-quality, completely refrac-
(NbN film) deposited at 750°C with the silicon tory Josephson tunnel junctions which incor-
barrier and a niobium counter electrode sputtered porate silicon barriers prepared at ambient sub-
at room temperature. This approach optimizes strate temperature. We are extending our
the base electrode/barrier interface at room tem- Josephson junction research to include the use of

200 - 40

r Fig. 4 - The current I vs voltage V characterization,

. measured at 4.2K, for a NbN-Si-Nb Josephson junc-
100 - NbN-Si-Nb 20 -, tion using a high-Tc NbN-film base electrode. The

OXIDIZED Z second curve was traced at an expanded (5X)
- current scale and illustrates the Josephson junction

cr 0 cc
D0 0D leakage below the sharp current rise at about 4 mV,

the region of operation of a Josephson junction when

r = 42 K used as a millimeter wave detector or mixer.100- - -20

6 4 2 0 2 4 6
204 VOLTAGE (mV)
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

NbN counter electrodes, which will result in tion at high frequency have been establishing and
superconductive devices capable of operating at maintaining a strong interaction between an elec-
temperatures approaching 16K. tron beam and the electromagnetic wave which is

[Sponsored by NAVELEX and ONRI being generated. In conventional power tubes, a
slow-wave circuit is used to reduce the phase

References velocity of the electromagnetic wave within the
interaction space so that beam-wave synchronism

1. E.J. Cukauskas, M. Nisenoff, H. Kroges, D.W. can be maintained. Operation near synchronism
Jillie, and L.R. Smith, "All Refractory, High is a necessary condition for energy exchange. To

Tc Josephson Device Technology," Advances in perform this function, the transverse dimensions
Cryogenics Engineering 30, 547 (1984). of the slow-wave circuit must be small compared

to the free-space electromagnetic wavelength.
2. E.J. Cukauskas, W.L. Carter, and S.B. Qadri, The power limitations imposed by scaling down

"Superconducting and Structure Properties of the size of slow-wave tubes for smaller
Niobium Nitride Prepared by rf Magnetron wavelengths result from the problem associated
Sputtering, J. Appl. Physics 57, 2538 (April, with power dissipation from the delicate, ther-
1985). mally isolated structures of the slow-wave circuit

and from vacuum breakdown between closely
spaced circuit elements.

The Gyroklystron-An Efficient, High-Gain, Within the past decade, experimental pro-
Fast-Wave Amplifier gress with the electron cyclotron resonance maser

(ECRM), a class of fast-wave amplifiers, has
R.K. Parker and A.K. Ganguly demonstrated their advantages for millimeter-
Electronics Technology Division wave power production. Recent studies have

focused on the gyrotraveling wave tube (TWT)
The millimeter wavelength region of the and the gyroklystron as specific embodiments of

electromagnetic spectrum has long been recog- the ECRM. These devices eliminate the conven-
nized as offering the electromagnetic system tional slow-wave circuit by using the periodic
designer numerous advantages relative to either motion of the electrons, induced by external
longer or shorter wavelengths. The narrow beam fields applied in the interaction region, to couple
widths and high gain that are readily available at (RKP) a natural beam resonance to a selected
these wavelengths result in good target resolu- waveguide mode. With the gyrodevices, an axial
tion, elimination of multipath effects, improved magnetic field is used to couple the fast cyclotron
clutter rejection, and resistance to jamming. wave on the beam to an appropriate transverse
Moreover, at the optimum frequencies for atmo- electric (TE) waveguide mode. The fast-wave
spheric transmission, the penetration during amplifiers generate increased power because their
adverse conditions (such as clouds, fog, or coupling mechanism does not require the small
smoke) is substantially better than that of transverse dimensions of the slow-wave circuit;
electro-optical systems and is only moderately indeed, large-scale cavities or lengths of simple
worse than that at microwave frequencies. Con- waveguide can be used for gyrodevices.
versely, the attenuation coefficient of air gen-
erally increases with frequency requiring Gyroklystron: For radar applications, the
increased power for millimeter-wave operation in gyroklystron is a particularly interesting variant of
the atmosphere. In the past, the lack of the ECRM because it should be an efficient
transmitter power sufficient to overcome the (>40%), high-gain (>40 dB) amplifier capable -,
attenuative losses has limited attempts to exploit of generating high millimeter wavelength power
the millimeter-wave region. over a narrow bandwidth (<5%). The gyrokly-

stron, shown schematically in Fig. 5, illustrates
Power Tube Limitations: With power the properties of the ECRM. A magnetron injec-

tubes, the primary constraints on power produc- tion gun (MIG) is used to launch an annular 205
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GKLY-101
4450 MHz

I- RF INTERACTION REGION

--61 25 c

VACION PUMP

OIL DRIVE CAVITIES OUTPUT CAVITY COLLECTOR
BATH-

MGNE CIS '-MICROWAVE DRIVE INPUT
L FINAL ANODE 0 0 kV Bz = 178 kG WINDOW (C-BAND WAVEGUIDE)

LMAGNETRON INJECTION GUN

- MOD ANODE HIGH VOLTAGE -30 k\

-CATHODE HIGH VOLTAGE 60 kV

Fig. 5 - Schematic of gyroklystron

electron beam into the rf interaction region electrons, a large ratio of transverse to axial elec-
which, in this design, consists of two drive cavi- tron velocity, typically from I to 3, is required to

ties and one output cavity separated by radiation- obtain high efficiency operation.
free drift spaces. Unlike the usual electron gun, In the gyroklystron, the first drive cavity is
the MIG requires an intermediate electrode to used to give the electrons a sinusoidal energy
optimize the ratio (a) of transverse (vi) to axial modulation, which sets up transverse drifts.
velocity (v, ) in the electron beam and operates Intermediate cavities are used to enhance the
with a temperature-limited electron flow from the transverse velocity modulation. In the drive cavi-
cathode to minimize the axial velocity spread. In ties, the external magnetic field and the cavity

the interaction region, the transverse kinetic parameters are selected so that the electrons are
energy of the electrons is coupled to a selected bunched at low wave power with little beam-wave
TE cavity mode by an instability that has its ori- energy exchange. The last (output) cavity is
gin in the energy dependence of the relativistic located at the axial position which maximizes the
electron cyclotron frequency. Through this insta- energy extraction from the transversely bunched
hility, the electrons become phase bunched in beam.

their cyclotron orbits thereby giving rise to a Through proper selection of the interaction
coherent interaction. To achieve positive gain, parameters, this cavity system can be operated

the instability requires that the radiation fre- either as an amplifier or as an oscillator. Ampli-
quency slightly exceed the cyclotron frequency. fier operation requires that the electrons either

For operation at the fundamental cyclotron fre- gain energy from the electromagnetic fields in the
quency, this condition leads to a requirement for drive cavities or lose energy to the electromag-

a high axial magnetic field in the interaction netic fields insufficient to compensate for wall
region. For example, a 35 GI-Iz amplifier would losses. Alternatively, the system operates as a

1 need a magnetic field of approximately 13 kG, self-sustained oscillator if the electron energy
our device which operates at 4.5 GHz requires given up to the electromagnetic fields in the

about 2 kG. Since the gyrodevices extract energy bunching cavities is just sufficient to compensate

206 from the transverse or rotational motion of the for all radiative losses. Unlike the conventional
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klystron, the interaction in the gyroklystron is The gyroklystron has been tested with an

distributed with energy modulation and extraction applied voltage of -35 kV, currents ranging from j
occurring over many cyclotron periods in the cav- 5 to 8 A, and a beam of -- 1.1. The basic

ities. operational characteristics such as power, effi-
The experimental configuration shown in ciency, gain (linear and saturated), and

Fig. 5 has been assembled at NRL to assess bandwidth heave been measured for both uniform
gyroklystron operation at the fundamental cyclo- and tapered magnetic field profiles in the interac-

tron frequency. For convenience, the frequency tion region. By tapering the magnetic field pro-
for this experiment, 4.45 GHz, was chosen to file, the power, efficiency, and bandwidth can be

take advantage of an existing magnetron injection significantly enhanced. As shown in Fig. 6, a

gun, however, subsequent efforts will use other peak power output of 54 kW was obtained while .L *
guns to extend these studies to millimeter using a 30/0 linearly tapered magnetic field pro-

wavelengths. This tube was designed, based on a file. Under optimum conditions, the maximum m-lI"

nonlinear analysis, to operate with a conversion observed efficiency was 30% which corresponds
efficiency of 40% and a small signal gain of 40 to an orbital efficiency (efficiency of extraction of

dB. For the design calculations, the electron gun transverse energy) of -60%. A large orbital effi-

was assumed to provide a 5-A beam with a = 2 ciency implies that a higher overall efficiency is

when operating at 60 kV. To avoid possible possible if the transverse kinetic energy of the

mode competition, the tunable rectangular cavi- electron beam were to be increased (for example,

ties were designed to operate in the TEO1 (funda- a = 2). Similarly, the highest observed values

mental) mode, and the cylindrical drift spaces are for linear and saturated gain were 36 dB and 18

cut off to all radiation at the operating frequency. dB, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, a

100

V = 34.7 kV

I = 7.5A

2.8 As PULSE WIDTH

60 Hz REPETITION RATE

21% EFFICIENCY

18 dB LARGE SIGNAL GAIN

22 dB SMALL SIGNAL GAIN

10

0

0
/f DRIVE CURVE ,

(6-7.12)

1.0 10 POWER IN (WATTS) 1lOO.-

Fig. 6 - Experimental drive curve of three-cavity device 207
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V =33kV shipboard systems; however it is at least ten
I =6.8 A times faster and much less costly to operate than

OUTPUT shipboard systems. To attain shipboard accuracy" -- with the airborne system, many additional signal ¢

processing techniques were applied to the data.
'he system, the processing techniques, and the Z

*test of the system are described.

wGravity measurements are required to
O ..... E.I- INPUT determine geoid height and deflection of the ver-*- "

tical, to develop gravitational models for satellite
orbital prediction, to correct inertial guidance sys-

FREQUENCY (10 MHz/Div) tems, to estimate underwater topography (or
CF=4.473 GHz bathymetry) in poorly surveyed regions, and to

0.134% BANDWIDTH (FWHM) remote sense the density structure deep beneath
" Fig. 7 - Bandwidth with uniform magnetic field profile the Earth. The last application is important for

research into the composition and structure of the
Earth's core, mantle and crust, including the
determination of mineral resources. Of thebandwidth of 0.13% was measured for a uniform above, the primary Navy interests are to provide

magnetic field profile. This compares to a corrections to inertial guidance systems and to
theoretically predicted value of 0.25%. By using estimate bathymetry; hence the need for gravity
both staggered tuning and a tapered magnetic maretorhecn.measurements over the oceans.
field, the measured bandwidth was increased to
0.43%. Stationary Measurements: The technology

These preliminary NRL studies have con- of stationary gravity measurements is relatively
tributed significantly to establishing the viability simple. It consists of determining the amount of
of the gyroklystron concept. The high gain and spring tension or magnetic force needed to sup-
high orbital efficiency observed in the experi- port a known test mass at rest. These measure-
ments look promising and show reasonable agree- ments can be reliably made to nearly one part in
ment with theory. Most importantly, this device one hundred million. However, stationary mea-
has provided the first successful demonstration of surements are very time consuming and expen-
stable gyroklystron operation. sive over land and impossible in deep water due

to the lack of an ultrastable platform.
W.M. Bollen of Mission Research Corp., Complications of Moving Platforms: Grav-

Alexandria, VA and B. Arfin, previously with ity measurements from a moving platform or
NRL, collaborated in this research. dynamic gravimetry adds several difficulties to

[ISponsored by ONR and NAVELEX] • the stationary problem. The gravimeter must be
oriented with respect to the local vertical at all
times. This is readily accomplished by gyro sta-

High-Precision Airborne Gravity bilization. Moreover, the test mass can no longer
System Demonstration be brought to rest for the measurement due to

the irregular motions of the platform. Instead,
J.M. Brozena the vertical motions of the mass are averaged

Acoustics Division over some time interval and the supporting forces
are varied as required to keep the mass within

Several Navy requirements depend on pre- some limits of travel. This averaging changes the
cise knowledge of the detailed structure of the gravity field measurement from a point measure-
Earth's gravity field. NRL scientists have ment to some spatial average along the track of
developed and tested an airborne gravimetry sys- the vehicle which depends on the averaging

208 tem which approaches the accuracy of existing period and the velocity of the platform.
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The dynamic measurement resulting from modified P-3 Orion research aircraft. Nominal
the above procedure is the sum of the gravita- altitude and speed were 600 m and 265 kn/hr.
tional acceleration plus the vertical accelerations System - The prototype system consists of
of the platform. These vertical accelerations of a LaCoste-Romberg gravity meter, a Global Posi-
the vehicle consist of two components: first, the tioning System (GPS) for navigation and determi-
changes in altitude with respect to the center of nation of the Eotvos correction, and highly pre-
the earth; and second, the centripetal acceleration cise pressure and radar altimeters. Data from all
which results when the platform travels horizon- sources are acquired and stored by on-board com-
tally over a curved earth at a constant altitude. In puter systems. The radar altimeter was designed
the case of shipboard measurements, the first and built at NRL and measures the aircraft height

* type of acceleration is primarily due to waves and above the ocean to a few cm. The pressure sen-
is close to zero when averaged over several sor, a Rosemount 1201FG, was mounted on a
minutes. At typical research ship velocities (5 3.8-m boom extending forward from the aircraft
m/s) a spatial average of less than 5 km will nose (Fig. 8) to reduce the effects of wake tur-
nearly eliminate vertical motion from th, gravity bulence and bow shock on the measurements. tC,.
measurement. Shipboard accuracy is generally Both altimeters are required since many tracks
limited by the determination of the second type flown in the test area (Fig. 9) are over land and r._
of vertical acceleration. This is computed from water; the radar provides altitudes over water, -,,

the course and speed of the ship and is termed and the pressure is used over land. (Radar can-
the Eotvos correction. Under ideal conditions not be used over land due to uncertainties and
and with excellent navigation, shipboard mea- changes in land elevation.) The slopes of the iso-
surements are accurate to within 1 to 2 mGals (1 baric surfaces are determined along each track by
mGal = i10- 5 m/s 2; g - 9.8 m/s 2). comparing the radar altitudes to the pressure

While shipboard measurements are accurate heights while over water. These slopes are used
compared to aircraft ships, they are slow and to correct the pressure altitudes over land. After
expensive per track km. So, scientists at NRL the two altitude time series are merged and
began developing an airborne gravity measure- smoothed, the vertical accelerations are computed
ment system several years ago. However, the use and subtracted from the gravimeter data. The
of aircraft for gravity measurements introduces data from each track is then low-pass filtered to
more complications. In addition to adequately remove noise caused by altimetry and navigation
determining the Eotvos correction (the error errors. The final step in data reduction is to per-
increases with velocity), the first type of vertical form a least squares adjustment of the individual
acceleration may no longer be simply averaged gravity profiles to minimize differences at track
out. An aircraft usually cannot move along a crossings. The error in each profile is modeled as
relatively constant average surface as a ship does. linear along the track with the slope and bias
The acceleration this induces must be determined adjusted to obtain the least squares minimization. .A
from an altimetry profile which must be accurate Test - NRL's airborne measurements were
to within a few cm. compared by DMA to the ground truth in their

terrestrial library. The results of the comparison
Prototype System and Test: Scientists at show an rms difference between the gridded data

NRL have recently completed a demonstration of sets of 2.5 mGals. This is very close to the accu-
a prototype airborne gravity measurement system racy achieved in shipboard measurement; how-
which competes in precision with shipboard mea- ever, the airborne results are at least an order of
surements. The demonstration was conducted as magnitude faster and less expensive to obtain!
a blind test over the Outer Banks of North Caro- .. :
lina. Ground truth data, held by the Defense Improvements: Now that the concept has
Mapping Agency (DMA), was not released to been successfully demonstrated, the next step is
NRL until the completion of the experiment, to redesign the prototype as an operational sur- 77.

- The experiment was flown by the NRL Flight veying tool. The goals are to make the system
Detachment aboard one of the Laboratory's simpler, lighter, and easier to operate. We are 209
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4!.W

Fig. 8 -NRL P-3A research aircraft with pressure altimeter probe mounted on the nose
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COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY

also investigating alternative sensors and signal accuracy of the vertical acceleration correction

processing methods to improve system accuracy which is now the limiting factor on the accuracy
and extend its use to the largely unsurveyed polar of the airborne measurements.
regions, where the year-round ice cover makes [Sponsored by ONR and DMA]
conventional shipboard measurements impossible.
Interferometric navigation using the GPS satel- Reference

lites should provide three-dimensional positioning 1. J.M. Brozena, "A Preliminary Analysis of the
within a few cm and replace the current altimetry NRL Airborne Gravimetry System," Geophysics
and navigation scheme. This will improve the 49, 1060-1069 (1984).
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High-speed planing hulls
generate extensive wakes
which interact with the
ocean surface waves
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FLUID MECHANICS

Fluid mechanics research at NRL spans many divisions and disciplines, but this reseach serves two pur-
poses. One is to gain new insights into the fluid physics important to the Navy; here articles discuss the behavior
of ocean waves and ionospheric turbulence. The other purpose is to develop and test sophisticated numeric com-
putational techniques. Fluid systems are ideal for this since they provide the necessary highly complex, nonlinear,
coupled problems for meaningful tests; the article on detonation modeling illustrates this. This work was per-
formed in the Laboratory for Computational Physics (Code 4040), the Plasma Physics Division (Code 4700), and
the Marine Technology Division (Code 5800).

Other fluid mechanics research at NRL includes:

* reactive flow modeling
* boundary layer hydrodynamics
* towed array noise generation
" modeling of tropical storms

215 The Structure of a Propagating Detonation

Kazhikathra Kailasanath and Elaine S. Oran
Numerical simulations of detonations in channels reveal many features of
the shock wave structure.

217 Laboratory Studies of Steep and Breaking Deep Water Waves
Steven E. Ramberg and Owen M. Griffin

The measured criterion for the breaking of waves is below the classical limit.

219 A Doubly Asymptotic Approximation for the Interaction of Water Waves
and Ship Wake Currents

Richard A. Skop
This theory for the general case agrees with exact theories for
simpler cases.

221 Ionospheric Turbulence and Chaotic Fluid Behavior

Joseph D. Huba, Michael J. Keskinen, and Ira B. Schwartz
Turbulence may have its origins in unstable convection states in

214 multimode systems .:,,
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The Structure of a Propagating Detonation fore, understanding the detonation structure and
how it varies with geometry and material provides

K. Kailasanath and E. Oran important information on the use and safety of
Laboratory for Computational Physics explosives and propellants.

What is a Detonation?: A detonation is a Numerical Simulations: During the past
supersonic compression wave driven by the rapid several years the Laboratory for Computational
release of chemical energy behind it. A simple Physics has been studying these structures by
way to picture a detonation is as a shock wave, using multidimensional numerical simulations.
followed by an exothermic chemical reaction The models used for the simulations combine a
zone, and finally a region of fully reacted, hot time-dependent, compressible fluid model with a
material behind the reaction zone. In most deto- model for energy release. The numerical simula-
nations, the configuration of the leading shock tions have been used to develop a computational
and reaction zones are complicated. As shown in method for determining detonation cell sizes.
Fig. 1, they consist of interactions of Mach stem The calculated cell sizes agree with experimental
shocks (MS), incident shock waves (IS), and measurements. More interestingly, the calcula-
transverse shock waves (TS). tions provide insight into the basic mechanisms

of detonation cell formation, the formation of

M unreacted pockets behind detonations, and the
role played by the transverse shock (TS) waves in

TI the propagation of detonations. In particular, the
p. simulations show that the evolution of the curva-

REACTED TS Is UNREACTED ture of the transverse shock wave is very impor-
MIXTURE MIXTURE tant in the propagation of detonations. The cur- {

__ _ § vature of the transverse shock wave at the time
TIr of its reflection from either a neighboringTI

REACTION transverse wave or a wall determines whether the
ZONES
__ON________ MS cell is flattened, or whether pockets of unreacted

gas can be formed. Examples of these"-"
Fig, 1 - A schematic showing the main features of a gb mp o
detonation propagating from left to right: Mach stem phenomena are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
shocks (MS), Incident shocks waves (IS), and
Transverse shock waves (TS). The unlabelled arrows Examples: In Fig. 2 we show the calculated
show the direction of propagation of the triple shock
intersection points (TI). paths of the triple shock intersection points for

detonation propagation in channels of three dif-
ferent widths. In the top part of the figure,

Detonation Cells: Experiments at various which is for detonation propagation in a 5-cm-
laboratories show that a propagating detonation wide channel, we see gaps in the paths of the tri-
leaves a cell-like pattern on the sidewalls of a pie points at the walls. When the channel width
confining chamber. These patterns are etched by is increased to 7 cm, the gap decreases and by
the triple shock intersection point (TI in Fig. I) further increasing the channel width to 9 cm, we
formed at the front of the detonation by the obtain complete detonation cells within the chan-
intersection of the transverse shock wave with nel. These effects are due to the curvature of the 3
the incident shock wave and the Mach stem transverse shock wave at the time of its interac-
shock. Thus the cell patterns are histories of the tion with the walls of the channel. If the channel
location of the triple intersection point. The size width is slightly larger than the detonation cell
and regularity of the cell structure of a detonation size, we see pockets of unburned gas form behind
is a function of the specific energetic material, its the detonation front. This phenomenon has also
phase and dilution, and the nature of its confine- been observed in experiments.
ment. The initiation and failure of detonations The formation of unburned pockets is
are related to the cell size and structure. There- shown in Fig. 3 which is a composite of 215
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5 cm

42 52 62 72 78V
X (CM)

A.56 66 76 86 96 106
X (CM)

C

X (Cml

Fig. 2 -Calculated paths of triple shock intersection points for detona-
tion propagation in channels of widths (A) 5 cm, (B) 7 cm, and (C) 9 cm.
Complete detonation cells are observed in the 9-cm-wide channel.
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"snapshots" from numerical simulations. Only Laboratory Studies of Steep and
the portion of the channel containing the triple Breaking Deep Water Waves
shock intersections is shown. In the top three
panels of the figure, we show the extent of com- S.E. Ramberg and O.M. Griffin
pletion of the reactions. The detonation is prop- Marine Technology Division
agating to the right into the unreacted gas mix-
ture (shown in light blue). The fully reacted gas For more than a century, hydrodynamicists
is on the left-hand side and is shown in yellow, have been exploring the nonlinear behavior of
The various shades in between represent different ocean surface waves, with one special goal: a

degrees of reactedness and together comprise the rationale for, and a description of, the cata-

detonation front. In the third frame, we see a strophic nonlinearity commonly known as wave

detached pocket of unburnt gas (red) behind the breaking. The breaking of ocean waves is a com-

detonation front. The corresponding temperature mon occurrence and an important element of

of the gases in the various regions is shown in many oceanographic, coastal and ocean engineer-

the bottom three panels of the figure. The dark ing problems. Wave breaking is also an impor-

blue region to the right is unreacted cool mixture tant consideraton in surface ship hydrodynamics.

and the red region on the left side of the figures The wave resistance of a ship is increased by the

is the hottest region. These unburnt gas pockets breaking of the ship's bow wave and may influ-

have important implications for detonation cell ence both the wake energy balance and the ensu-

generation and the behavior of detonations near ing white-water production.

the extinction limits. Several significant advances toward an
understanding of wave breaking have been madeA better understanding of detonations is
in recent years. These include the experimental

important both for the development of better and mathematical characterization of instability
propellants and explosives as well as to control mechanisms which can lead to wave breaking and

the damage caused by accidental explosions, numerical simulations of wave overturning and
These detailed numerical simulations have beenvery useful in delineating features of the detona-unknown, how

ever, including such simple information as a gen-
tion structure in the gas phase. The simulations eral criterion for the onset of breaking. The
have also helped explain and provide insight into causes of wave breaking are varied and often are

many experimental observations. New calcula- reflected in the manner in which a wave breaks,
tions are looking at detonation structure in the from gentle spilling at the crest to sometimes

liquid phase. spectacular curling and plunging of the forward
[Sponsored by ONRI face of the wave. In deep water, the most com-

mon breakers are spilling, or, in the presence of
References sufficient wind, white-capping.

I. E.S. Oran, T.R. Young, J.P. Boris, J.M. Recent studies of deep water breaking have
Picone, and D.H. Edwards, "A Study of Deto- focused on the growth of subharmonic instabili-

nation Structure: The Formation of Unreacted ties of steep, initially regular waves that lead to

Gas Pockets," Nineteenth Symposium (Inter- two- and three-dimensional spilling breakers. A
national) on Combustion, p. 573, The summary and discussion of this material is given
Combustion Institute, 1982. by Griffin [1]. In these studies an initially uni-

form train of steep waves evolves to breaking.
2. K. Kailasanath, E.S. Oran, J.P. Boris, and T.R. The present work examines the onset of breaking

Young, "Numerical Simulations of the Struc- for deep-water waves which grow as they travel
ture and Propagation of Self-Sustained Deto- along a laterally converging channel in NRL's
nations," NRL Memorandum Report 5380, Marine and Environmental Hydrodynamics %
June 1984. (Also to be published in Combust. Laboratory. Here, the channel convergence
Flame.) a forces the wave growth. 217 -
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Laboratory Studies: The growth of the large local rates of wave growth caused not only
steep waves in the NRL channel is akin to events by channel convergence but also by wave renec-
at sea in the sense that wave reflections, wave tion patterns and other channel effects.
instabilities, and mean currents in the experimen-
tal facility combine to yield conditions approach- Breaking Criterion: Regardless of the type
ing the complexity of the open ocean. Yet, the of breaking, the wave period, the growth rate, or
slowly converging channel provides a well-defined any other experimental variable, the waves were
input condition on the waves to permit study of found to break at or near to the same value of
the fundamental processes that lead to breaking. mean limiting steepness (ratio of wave height to

Spilling breakers (Fig. 4a) were most com- wave length) which was significantly below the
monly observed during the experiments although classical analytical limit of Stokes. The Stokes
curling breakers (Fig. 4b) were occasionally limit, derived nearly a century ago, corresponds
recorded at the larger rates of wave growth. The to fluid velocities at the wave crest equaling the
curling or mildly plunging breakers had the larg- wave phase speed and, in that way, suggests the
est wave asymmetries; the forward face of the impending breakup of the wave form. The
wave crest became much steeper than the rear. results from the NRL experiments are compared
This asymmetry appeared to result from very to the Stokes limit and the data of Ochi and Tsai

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 - Typical photographs of a) spilling breaker and b) curling breaker in
218 NRL's wave channel Horizontal white line is the mean water level
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28 process has not been previously reported and
should be an important simplifying element in

24 - (various models.

0 STOKES BREAKING The results of the NRL experiments have
LIMIT. \ A provided valuable guidance for futher basic stud-

ies of breaking waves while yielding results for
- 16 _both steep and breaking waves of immediate util-

./ ity in a number of areas of interest to the Navy
~12 - 0 and others.
B"/61% [Sponsored by ONRI

-"~~ - /

"/1-References
4 /

/ 1. OM. Griffin, "The Breaking of Ocean Surface
/ I I I Waves," NRL Memorandum Report 53370 200 400 600 400 1000 1200 1400 (1984).

gT
2 

(cm)

Fig. 5 - Deep water waveheight at breaking Hb, vs a 2. M.K. Ochi and C.H. Tsai, "Prediction of
wave period parameter gT 2 : x-NRL experiments; - Occurrence of Breaking Waves in Deep
data from Ochi and Tsai 121. Water," J. Physical Oceanography, 13, 2008-

2019 (1983).
[21 in Fig. 5. The data of Ochi and Tsai were
obtained from laboratory studies of breakers 3. S.E. Ramberg, M.E. Barber, and O.M. Griffin,
formed during interactions of several different "Laboratory Studies of Steep and Breaking
wavelengths. Limited observations of breaking Deep Water Waves in a Convergent Channel,"
waves over submerged objects and three- NRL Memorandum Report, in press. "

- ', dimensional spilling waves yield similar results
[3]. Taken together these results indicate a sim-
pie but universal criterion to describe the onset of A Doubly Asymptotic Approximation
wave breaking in deep water appropriate to many for the Interaction of Water Waves
Navy problems: and Ship Wake Currents

H- 0.21gT2

R.A. Skop
where H, is the waveheight at breaking, g is the M e l i._-.°. 

Marine Technology Division .

gravitational acceleration, and T is the wave
period. To better characterize the observability of

ship wakes, an improved description of the ship-
Energy Balance: In addition to the above induced modifications to the ambient ocean wave

onset criterion, the NRL studies have examined field is needed. In particular, the ability to
the energy balances in the converging channel to remotely sense a ship wake signature often
determine the initial and cumulative wave energy depends on the modifications of the ambient _
losses due to wave breaking. Here the type of wave background caused by the currents set up in
breaking becomes important with nearly a dou- the ship wake. A typical example is the long,
bling of potential energy loss for curling breakers narrow, calm region of water extending aft of the
as opposed to spilling waves. In both instances, ship. This region is visually apparent in Fig. 6. It
however, the bulk of the potential energy loss is is also observed by radars operating in a Bragg
apparently dissipated locally in turbulence rather backscatter mode as shown in Fig. 7; the dark
than converted to any significant increase in region in this figure corresponds to the calm
kinetic energy possessed by the mean flow. This water region extending aft of the ship. 219
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Fig. 6 -A typical visual (photographic) observation of ship wakes. Note the absence of the
shorter ambient waves (visible mostly in the foreground) in the wake regions.

Physics of Ship-Wake: Both the visual and
radar observations can be explained by postulat-
ing an absence of diffuse, short surface waves in
the r.-gion aft of the ship as compared to the
ambient background. The absence of the short
surface waves in this region is closely related,
conceptually, to the stopping action of a hydraulic
breakwater in which a current opposed to an

'-. "..I

incoming wave field effectively stops the penetra-
tion of all waves shorter than a certain
wavelength. We can envision that the currents
set up outward from and along the wake axis by
the passage of the ship do function as stopping
currents for the shorter ambient waves.

The latter situation is, however, decidedly
more complex than the hydraulic breakwater
problem. First, the velocity field set-up in the
ship wake has three components of current each

Fig. 7 - A satellite synthetic aperture radar image of a ofwihvreinteoiztaadwthep.
* ship wake. The dark streak behind the ship is caused
*by an absence of short wavelength surface waves in Second, the direction of the incident wave field

220 the ship wake with respect to the wake axis is in general arbi-

. '.
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4 4

Fig. 8 - A comparison between the exact
dispersion relation (solid line) and the dou-

2 bly asymptotic approximate dispersion rela-
w tion (dashed line) developed at NRL for a

1 S 30 water wave propagating into a current
which is uniform to some depth d and zero
thereafter. In this figure, w is a dimension-

0 less frequency, K is a dimensionless

wavenumber (inverse wavelength), and S
= (gd)1/ 2/U where U is the velocity of the

-1 .current and g is the gravitational accelera-
-tion.

20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10.°

trary. To simplify the situation, while still main- Several different current profiles have been
taining its physical meaningfulness, NRL investi- studied. One of interest is for a water wave prop-
gators have developed a doubly asymptotic agating into a current field which is uniform

approximation for the interaction of water waves down to some depth d and zero below. This
and depth-dependent currents. This approxima- problem can be solved exactly and with the dou-
tion allows an accurate elimination of the depth bly asymptotic method. Figure 8 compares the
coordinate from the problem and hence provides exact and asymptotically derived dispersion rela-
a significant reduction in modeling complexity. tions. It is clear the dispersion relations agree at

short (K - o) and long (K -- 0) wavelengths.
Asymptotic Approximation: The approx-

imation is based on the use of a depth averaged Now that this doubly asymptotic theory has
current in the dispersion relation which relates been validated for several cases, we plan to apply
wave frequency, wavelength, and current. Specif- it to surface ship wakes by using realistic vertical
ically, we write the dispersion relation as profiles of ship-generated currents.
o l = + k, &, + k, (I where w is the observed [Sponsored by ONRI .

wave frequency, fi is the intrinsic (still water)
wave frequency, k. are the two components of
the wavenumber along the horizontal x and y
directions, and -, are the two components of
the averaged current along the horizontal direc-no r b ce

Chaotic Fluid Behavior
tions. The latter is given by

..Uy kf__ Uf (z) exp (kz)dz, J.D. Huba and M.J. Keskinen
Plasma Physics Division

where k is the absolute value of the wavenumber
and U, is the actual profile of the current com- I.B. Schwartz X ,

ponents with depth. In addition to being asymp- Optical Sciences Division
totic to the exact dispersion relation at long and
short wavelengths, the approximate dispersion Ionospheric research has been an active area
relation provides a highly satisfactory representa- of study at NRL over the past two decades. The
tion to the exact dispersion relation throughout Navy and other DoD agencies are concerned with
wavelength space. the impact of ionospheric turbulence (that is, 221
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electron density irregularities) on command, con- fluid (that is, electrons and ions) electrostatic

trol, communications, and intelligence systems equations. The theory is restricted to two-
because it can degrade communication and radar dimensional turbulence in the xy plane transverse
signals. One physical process likely to generate to the magnetic field, and only modes short com-
ionospheric turbulence is an interchange instabil- pared to the scale length of the density gradient
ity. This instability requires a density gradient are considered. We find that for a three-mode
and is analogous to gravitational fluid instabilities system, the mode coupling equations for the
in which denser fluid sinks and lighter fluid rises Rayleigh-Taylor and gradient drift instabilities can
in plumes creating density irregularities. Two be written as [11
forms of this instability, the Rayleigh-Taylor (see dX/dt = -X + - Y (1)
1980 NRL Review, p. 109) and the gradient drift,
are believed to be active in the equatorial and dY/dt =- Y + rX - XZ (2)
high-latitude ionospheric F regions, and may pro-
duce the observed turbulence on length scales of dZ/d= -2Z + XY. (3)

102 to 104 m. The difference between these In the above, X is related to the electostatic
instabilities is the external driving mechanism. potential fluctuations while Y and Z are related
The Rayleigh-Taylor is driven by a gravitational to the density fluctuations. The quantities r and
force, while the gradient drift is driven by an o- are functions of the physical parameters of the
electric field or neutral wind. plasma. The significance of this result is that

In applying these instabilities to the iono- Eqs. (1) to (3) correspond exactly to the equa-
sphere, they can be divided into two categories, tions studied by Lorenz [21 for the Rayleigh-
collisional and inertial. The collisional limit Benard instability, which is the seminal work on ii
occurs when v >> o while the inertial limit chaotic behavior in deterministic systems.
occurs when co >> v (v is the ion-neutral colli- Analysis of Eqs. (1) to (3) reveals a rich
sion frequency and o denotes the frequency asso- and complex nonlinear behavior of the system.
ciated with plasma fluctuations). In the iono- Three fixed, limiting states can be shown to exist
sphere, the collisional limit transitions to the which are determined by setting d/dt = 0 in Eqs.
inertial limit above 500 km altitude. The bulk of (1) to (3). In one state, X = Y = Z = 0 and no
ionospheric research on the nonlinear phase of motion occurs. In the other two states, which are
these instabilities has been restricted to the colli- determined by the values of r and Y-, convection
sional regime. The present research is developing cells can develop having either positive or nega-
a nonlinear theory of these instabilities for both tive vorticity (as illustrated in Fig. 9). For certain
the collisional and inertial regimes. values of r and a-, these convection states are

stable and fixed; that is, the fluid approaches one
Chaotic Behavior: We have, in collabora- of these convection states and remains in this

tion with Dr. A. Hassam of the University of state. However, a more interesting and fascinat-
Maryland, derived a set of nonlinear, mode- ing phenomenon can occur for special values of r
coupling equations based on the magnetized two- and o-. In this situation, the convection states are

Fig. 9 - Convection cell patterns permitted in a
three-mode system. In this example, the density
gradient Vn and gravitational force g are in the
+-x and -x directions, and the magnetic field Bo is ,Vnig
n the -z direction; (a) Positive vorticity and (b) .) B:
Negative vorticity. x 0

222 (a) (b)
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themselves unstable, the fluid can approach one shown in Fig. 9 in an apparently chaotic manner

of two states in the limit as d/dt = 0, but in real- even though the system is deterministic.

ity the fluid alternates from one convection cell An important point in applying chaotic fluid
to the other in a seemingly random manner. The theory to ionospheric turbulence is the following.
behavior of the fluid as it approaches these two As noted earlier, we can consider two limits for
situations is contrasted in Figs. 10 and 11 by interchange instabilities in the ionosphere: colli-
plotting the projection of the orbit on the X,Z sional and inertial. In the collisional limit
plane. Figure 10 shows the approach to a "stable" (v >> w) it can be shown that the convection
attractor centered at X - 6 and Y - 14, while states are always stable for the three-mode sys-
Fig. 11 shows the approach to a "strange" attrac- tem; that is, there is no chaotic behavior. Thus,
tor. In the latter situation, the system is oscillat- only in the inertial regime (v << w) can chaotic
ing randomly between the two convection states fluid behavior occur for a three-mode system.

70 . V

60,

50,

40-
* z

Fig. 10 - An approach to the nontriviat, steady-state

attractor to Eqs. (1) to (3) projected onto the X-Z

20. plane. The parameters used are y= 10 and r= 15.

210 1

-20 -10 0 10 20 30 ''

x

80-

70.

60. t -

50_

z
40,

Fig. 11 A strange attractor for Eqs. (1) to (3) is illus-
trated as a projection onto the X-Z plane. The param-
eters used are r= 10 and r 30. 20. %
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. This result suggests there may be an altitude Implications and Extensions: This work
dependence concerning the nature of ionospheric provides new insight into the relationship
turbulence since v and c cross at about 500 km. between ionospheric turbulence and nonlinear

fluid behavior. Moreover, the theory developed
is relatively general and has potential applications

Recapitulaton: We have shown that inter- to a wide variety of other plasma interchange
change instabilities relevant to ionospheric tur- instabilities (such as the curvature drift instabil-
bulence (Rayleigh-Taylor and gradient drift) canI_ ity). Finally, we note that the results presented t-
be studied in the context of modern nonlinear are for a very simple system (that is, three

-"- dynamics and chaos. In particular, we demon- --da s d a. ptl, do modes), which could be argued to be unrealistic
" strate that for a simple system (three modes), the for most physical applications. However, we have

equations governing these instabilities are exactly rs-:, . recently developed a simulation code which ,.
the same as those that govern the Rayleigh- follows the evolution of a many-mode system
Benard instability [2]. The physical analogy (00s of modes), and are in the process of study-
between our system and that considered by ing chaotic fluid behavior of such a system.
Lorenz is the following. The Rayleigh-Benard
instability is driven by a temperature gradient and
convects "hot and cold" fluid elements; the tem- References
perature gradient is maintained by a heat source
at one end and a heat sink at the other. The 1. J.D. Huba, A.B. Hassam, I.B. Schwartz, and
Rayleigh-Taylor and gradient drift instabilities are M.J. Keskinen, "Ionospheric Turbulence:
driven by a density gradient and convect "heavy Interchange Instabilities and Chaotic Fluid
and light" fluid elements; in the case of the iono- Behavior," NRL Memorandum Report 5474,
sphere, the density gradient could be maintained 1984; Geophys Res. Lett. 12, 65, 1985.
by photoionization at one end and recombination 2. E.N. Lorenz, "Deterministic Nonperiodic
at the other. Flow," J. Atmos. Sci. 20, 130, 1963. -
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NRL honors its many
distinguished scientists
and engineers for superior
accomplishments in the
fields of naval research
and in its documentation.
Here Judith L. Flippen-

Anderson of the Laboratory
for Structure of Matter
accepts a research publi-
cation award from Captain
James O'Donovan

distinguished sce tit .. ',.X.....

.. . .. . ... . .. . . .. . . engin ers.. r. su erio.:".



AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

"We should ask ourselves, 'Are we, as an in-house laboratory, performing
our job as Mr. Edison thought we should?' I believe the answer is that we are
doing considerably better than he ever imagined we would. We have been
responsive to Navy problems, we have maintained sustained technical com-
petence over the many fields of Navy interest, and we have managed to main-
tain our intellectual independence.

"In the final analysis, [these awards recognize exceptional] commitment to
continued productivity, intellectual integrity, and forefront work in science and
technology."

Dr. Alan Berman, former Director of Research
10th Annual Research Publication Awards Presentation

227 Special Awards and Recognition

233 Individual Honors

241 Alan Berman Research Publication Awards
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SPECIAL AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

NRL is proud of its many distinguished scientists and engineers. A few of
these have received exceptional honors for their achievements.

1984 SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE PERFORMANCE AWARD

........ .4'-.1'

Albert I. Schindler
Material Science and Component

Technology Directorate

1984 E. 0. HULBURT ANNUAL SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING AWARD ..

"For his outstanding contributions to the understanding of optical
materials and development of fiber optic technology."

George H. Sigel, Jr.
Optical Sciences Division

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
SUPERIOR CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD

"For world leadership at the Naval Research Laboratory in develop-
A ment of optical systems, technology, and their application for scientific

observations from space. For development of a whole new class of
universally acclaimed space-qualified optical ultraviolet telescopes and
spectrographs of improved spatial and spectral resolution which have
established a new standard of technology for observation of the sun
and its atmosphere from space. For discovery of many dynamic solar
r'henomena, especially including tightly constrained fast-moving

Guenter E. Brueckner streams of charged plasma, and plasma regions. For development and
Space Science Division flight of an ultraviolet instrument to establish with absolute precision

the degree of variability of the sun's ultraviolet irradiation so impor-
tant to terrestrial atmospheric processes." 227
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD

in recognition of his outstanding technical contributions in the
field of adaptive radar antennas and superresolution."

William F. Gabriel
Radar Division

NRL-SIGMA XI
PURE SCIENCE AWARD FOR 1984

"... for bringing order and understanding to complex problems in sur-
face chemistry through the development of powerful experimental and
theoretical magnetic resonance techniques which elucidate the orienta-
tion of adsorbed molecules, the chemistry and dynamics of electrically
active dopants in low dimensional systems, and the nature of bound

* , water in heterogeneous catalysts, proteins, and muscle fibers."

Henry A. Resing
Chemistry Division

NRL-SIGMA XI
APPLIED SCIENCE AWARD FOR 1984

"For pioneering research on the properties of artificial biological mem-
branes in the form of liposomes and for the development and
demonstration of liposome-based encapsulation techniques for making
artificial blood and for ultrasensitive detection of biochemical agents
in the environment."

Bruce P. Gaber
Optical Sciences Division

CHEMICAL PIONEER AWARD, 1984
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTS

"For her pioneering development and application of the Symbolic
Addition Procedure for crystal determination that has led to an
exponential increase in the speed and facility with which identity and
structural configuration can be determined."

Isabella L. Karle
228 Laboratory for Structure of Matter

-V
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

PATTERSON AWARD IN X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, 1984

THE AMERICAN CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC ASSOCIATION

-"... for outstanding research in the theory and application of direct
methods of structure solution."

Jerome Karle
Laboratory for Structure of Matter

IEEE CENTENNIAL MEDAL, 1984

"Is honored for extraordinary achievement and is deserving of special
recognition by The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
Inc. and is hereby awarded The Centennial Medal presented during

-~ the Centennial Year, 1984."

Ben J. Lamb

Space Systems and Technology
Division

IEEE CENTENNIAL MEDAL, 1984

"Is honored for extraordinary achievement and is deserving of special
recognition by The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Inc. and is hereby awarded The Centennial Medal presented during
the Centennial Year, 1984."

Merrill I. Skolnik
Radar Division

IEEE CENTENNIAL MEDAL, 1984

"Is honored for extraordinary achievement and is deserving of special
recognition by The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers,
Inc. and is hereby awarded The Centennial Medal presented during
the Centennial Year, 1984."

V Emanuel L. Brancato
% Condensed Matter and -2

Radiation Sciences Division 229
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

SPECIAL AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER, FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM, 1984

"For leadership in the development and transfer, both nationally and
internationally, of a nontoxic mosquito control methodology."

William D. Garrett
Space Systems and Technology

Division

SPECIAL AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TECHNOLOGY
TRANSFER, FEDERAL LABORATORY CONSORTIUM, 1984

"For Transfer of Fluoropolymers Technology"

James R. Griffith
Chemistry Division

ELECTED FELLOW, AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY

"For spectroscopic studies which clarified the roles of magnetic ions in
insulators and the introduction of molecular beam epitaxy as a tech- '4
nique for growth of magnetic materials."

Gary A. Prinz
Condensed Matter and

Radiation Sciences Division

ELECTED FELLOW, AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY

"For the development of new microwave magnetic materials and
discovery of surface spinwave excitations at magnetic-nonmagnetic
material interface."

Carmine Vittoria .,e
Condensed Matter and

230 Radiation Sciences Division
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

ELECTED FELLOW, AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY

"For substantial contributions to the basic understanding of supercon-
ductivity, and to applications of superconducting materials."

Stuart A. Wolf
Condensed Matter and

Radiation Sciences Division

ELECTED FELLOW, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

"For investigations of crystal structures of the oxygen carriers found
in animal bloods and for contributions to the methods of macromolec-
ular crystallography."

Wayne A. Hendrickson
Laboratory for

Structure of Matter

1 1. T,,!,, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
" " MERITORIOUS CIVILIAN SERVICE AWARD

'41... in recognition of your outstanding technical leadership and
management initiatives during your tenure as Superintendent, Con-
densed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division."

J. Thomas Schriempf
Condensed Matter and

Radiation Sciences Division

WILLIAM BLUM AWARD, NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
THE ELECTROCHEMICAL SOCIETY

"In recognition of his contributions to corrosion science, particularly in
advancing the understanding of the molten salt corrosion processes of
complex alloys."

Robert L. Jones
Chemistry Division 231
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

ELECTED FELLOW, THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.

"for contributions to the theory and application of guided wave optical
devices."

Henry F. Taylor
Optical Sciences Division

232
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INDIVIDUAL HONORS

During 1984 NRL staff members earned August. L.S., Coauthor, Distinguished Poster Paper
1,953 awards under the Federal Incentive Awards Award, 1983 Institute of Electrical and Elec-
program. These awards are summarized in the tronics Engineers (IEEE) Conference on
following table. Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects

Bartoli, F.J., Chairperson, Optical Sensor Session,
1985 American Institute of Aeronautics and

Distribution of Astronautics (AIAA) Laser Effects and Target

Federal Incentive Awards During 1984 Response Meeting
Beach, L.A., President, NRL Chapter, Federal Exe-

cutive and Professional Association
NRL EQ. Huiburt Annual Science Award 1 Beal, R.T., Member, AIAA, Space Systems Techni-
SES Performance Award I
Navy Superior Civilian Service Award I cal Committee
Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Award 2
Outstanding Performance Ratings 471
Special Achievement Awards 79
Quality Step Increases 161
Research Publication Awards 88
Invention and Patent Awards 142
Sustained Superior Performance Awards 234
Employee Suggestions 16
Length of Service 651
Safety Certificates 96
Blood Donor Certificates 10
TOTAL 1953 ~

In addition, Laboratory employees received \ ,
numerous scientific medals, military service
awards, academic honors, and other forms of
recognition, including election and appointment XL
to offices in technical societies. The following is
an alphabetical list of persons receiving such
recognition in 1984.

Aberg, R.L., Cochairperson, Counter-Communi- NRL Chapter President of Sigma Xi, Loren Bearce (right),
cations Panel for the Joint Logistics Coin- presents outgoing president Norman Koon with
manders, Joint Technical Coordination Group Certificate of Appreciation

for Electronic Warfare
Ascher, H.E., Coauthor, "Repairable Systems Reli- Bishop, S.G., Acunct Professor, Dept. of Physics,

ability: Modeling, Inference, Misconceptions State University of New York at Buffalo,
and Their Causes," Marcel Dekker, Inc., New Member, Organizing Committee, 3rd Corfer-
York ence on Semi-Insulating III- V Materials; 233
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Member, Organizing Committee, Topical Annual Precise Time and Time Interval
Conference on Optical Effects in Amorphous Applications and Planning Meeting
Semiconductors, Cochairperson, Materials Campana, J.E., Chairperson, Committee on Ion
Research Society Symposium on Microscopic Physics and Instrumentation, American Society
Identification of Electronic Defects in Semicon- for Mass Spectrometry; Member, Organizing
ductors; Member, Program Committee, 13th Committee, Fifth International Conference on
Intl. Conference on Defects in Semiconductors; Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry; Cochairper-
Member, Navy Technical Review Committee, son, Greater Washington Area Mass Spec-
Joint Services Electronics Program trometry Discussion Group

Brady, R.F., Chairperson, Admissions Committee, Campillo, A.J., Fellow, American Physical Society
American Chemical Society (A CS) (APS)

Brancato, E., IEEE Centennial Medal Award, 1984 Carter, W.H., Member, Fellows Committee, Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
(SPIE) -The International Society for Optical
Engineering, General Chairperson, 1984
Washington Meeting of SPIE; Editorial Advi-

sor, Journal of Optical Society of American;
Guest Editor, Journal of Optical Society of

America
Colton, R.J., Chairperson, American Society for

Testing and Materials (ASTM) Subcommittee
E42.06 on Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry
(SIMS); Chairperson, American Society for

Mass Spectrometry (ASMS) Committee on
Surface and Solid Analysis; Chairperson, Local
Organizing Committee, Fifth International
Conjerence on Secondary Ion Mass

Spectrometry (SIMS V); Member, Editorial
Board, International Journal of Mass

Spectrometry and Ion Processes

Crepeau, P.J., Senior Member, IEEE
Crowe, C.R., Member, Tri-Service Manufacturing

Committee (Munitions); Member, Association
Guenter E. Brueckner receives the coveted Navy of Mining Engineers (AIME) Titanium and
Superior Civilian Service Award from then-NRL
Commanding Officer. Capt. John McMorris, as wife Composites Committees; Member, American
Dorthea looks on. Brueckner was cited for his Society for Metals (ASM) Surface Science
contributions to the development and application of Committee

,%'.'.optical systems to obtain space observations.o l m o s o tDavis, G., Section Chairperson, 1984 Silicon-on-

Insulator/Silicon-on-Sapphire (SO1/SOS) IEEE
Workshop; Panel Member, International Elec-

,-' Brueckner, G.E., Navy Superior Civilian Service tron Device Meeting (IEDM), 1983 SO1 Dis-
A ward; Member, National Academy of Science. cussion; Member, Technical Committee for
Space Science Board, Study Group. "Major 84/85 SO/SOS IEEE Workshop
Directions for Space Science"; Executive Diachok, 0.1., Member, International Congress of
Member, Committee on Space Research Acoustics Committee for Organizing Special
(COSPAR) ISC-E "Research in Astrophysics Session on Arctic Acoustics

3 From Space" Dicus, R.L., Member, Naval Underwater Systems
Buisson, J.A., Member, Executive Committee, Center (NUSC)/Naval Ocean Research

Precise Time and Time Interval Planning Development Activity (NORDA)-sponsored
234 Meeting. Session Chairperson, Sixteenth Under-ice Scattering Loss Model Committee

............... ...................
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Garrett, W.D., Special Award or Excellence in
Technology Trans/er, Federal Laboratory Con-
sortium, 1984; Chairperson, Working Group
on Interchange of Pollutants Between Atmo-
sphere and Oceans (World Meteorological
Organization); Member, Joint Group of Experts
on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution
(United Nations) 4

Garroway, AN., Participant, NRL Advanced "

Research Program at University of Califbrnia,
Berkeley, 1983-1984

NRL Research Director, Dr. Timothy Coffey, presents Giallorenzi, T.G., Editor, IEEE/Optical Society of.
Lynwood A Cosby (left), Head of NRL's Tactical America (OSA) Journal of'Lightwave Technol-
Electronic Warfare Division, a Certificate of Merit upon ogy," Chairperson, IEEE Optical Fiber Sensor
his retirement Conference, 1985; U.S. Representative to

International Management Commit-., Inter-
Doolittle, R.D., Coordinator, SUR TASS Workshop national Fiber Optics/Integrated Opt,'s Confer-
Elam, W.T., Member, External Advisory Commit- ence; Member, Technical Program Committee,

tee, Beamline X9, National Synchrotron Light International Integrated Optics and Optical
Source Communications Conference, 1985, Member,

Farmer, M.C., Chairperson, Committee Jbr Profes- Technical Program Committee, NA TO
sional Opportunities .for Women, Biophysical Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Society, Member, Executive Board, Association Development (AGARD) Conference or, Elec-
for Women in Science tromagnetic Wave Propagating, 1985

Faust, W.L., Fellow, APS; Member, Technical Greene, R.F., Chairperson, 1984 Tri-Service
Advisory Committee, Joint Services Electronics Cathode Workshop; Member, Editorial Board,
Program Applications of Surface Science

Fitzgerald, J.W., Member, Committee on Nuclea- Griffin, O.M., Associate Editor, Transactions of
tion of the International Commission on Cloud American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Physics, Member, Committee on Cloud Physics, (ASME), Journal of Energy Resources Tech- *
American Meteorological Society nology; Member, Scientific Committee, Interna-

Flippen-Anderson, J.L., Superior Service Award, tional Symposium on Separated Flow Around

United States Department of Agriculture
Fox, R.B., Regional Director and Ex-Qfficio Coun-

cilor, ACS, Chairperson, A CS Board Commit-
tee on Public Affairs and Public Relations,-

Member, ACS Board Committees on Grants
and Awards, on Planning, and on Regulations
and Policy,- Secretary, Interdivisional Commit-
tee on Nomenclature and Symbols, Intl. Union

of Pure and Applied Chemistry; Program
Chair, Chemical Society of Washington Cen-
tennial Celebration

(jaber, B.P., NRL Sigma Xi Applied Science A ward,

1984
Gabriel, W.F., Navy Meritorious Civilian Service

.Award William F. Gabriel is "pinned" by wife Evelyn as he

Gardner. R.E., Member, Tri-Service Non- receives the prestigious Navy Meritorious Civilian Service
Award. Gabriel was cited for his outstanding technical

Cooperative Target Recognition Working contributions in the field of adaptive radar antennas and
Group superresolution. 235
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A WARDS AND RECOGNITION

Chemical Rubber Company (CRC) Handbook
on Air Ions

H uba, I. D., Associate Editor, Space Physics,
Journal of Geophysical Research

Hubler, G.K., Editor, Ion Implantation and Ion
Beam Processing of Materials Symposium, L
Materials Research Society, Proceedings;
Member, International Organizing Committee,

- Surface Modifcations of Metals by Ion Beams
Coniference Series

Hurdle, B.G., Working Group Chairperson, Chief
of Naval Operations (CNO) Antisubmarine

.9 Warfare (ASW) Review
Johnston, K.J., Member, National Radio

Member, Organizing Committee; International
Astronomical Union Commission 8: Reference
Frames Discussion

Jolles, M.I., Chairperson, ASTM Task Group on
Surface Crack Testing; Secretary, ASTM Sub-

*The 1984 Federal Laboratory Consortium Award for committee on Fracture Mechanics Test
Excellence in Technology Transfer goes to William Methods; International Who's Who of Con- ~

*Garrett (left) and James Griffith, as the founder of NRL, temporary Achievement; Men of Achievement;
Thomas Edison, "looks on"

Personalities of America
Jones, R.L., William Blum Award, National Capital

Marine Structures, Norwegian Institute of Section, The Electrochemical Society
* Technology Jordan, A.K., Coeditor, NA TO Advanced Research

* Griffith, J.R., Special A ward for Excellence in Workshop on In verse Methods for Electromag-
Technology Transfer, Federal Laboratory Con- netic Imaging, Proceedings
sortium, 1984 Kabler, M.N., Fellow, APS; Member, Domestic

Gubser, D.U., Cochairperson, Electrical, Magnetic, Advisory Committee, International Conference
and Optical Properties of Matter Subcommittee, or Defects in Insulating Crystals, 1984
Metallurgical Society of America Kapetanakos, C.A., Fellow, APS; Fellow, Washing-

Haas, G.A., Navy Representative, Tn-Service Blue ton Academy of Sciences; Chairperson, Inter-
Ribbon Panel on Advanced Medium RInge national Advisory Committee for the 2nd Chris-
A nti-Aircraft Missile TWTs tophilos Coference, 1984

Hansen, R.J., Chairperson, ASME Technical Coi- Kane, I.L., Chemical Pioneer Award, 1984, Amen-
mittee on Flow Induced Noise and Vibration; can Institute of Chemists; Honorary Doctorate
Assistant Editor, ASME Symposium on Tur- of Humane Letters, Georgetown University,
bulence, Proceedings Washington, D.C.; Who's Who in Frontier Sci-

Health Physics Department Staff, Certificate of ence and Technology, ist ed; Who's Who in
Accreditation for providing specific Personnel America, 43rd ed; Who's Who in the East,
Radiation Dosimetry Processing Services. 20th ed; Who's Who of American Women,
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation 13th ed; Member, National Institutes of Health
Program, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, in coopera- (NIH) Review Panel on Biophysics; Member,
tion with the National Bureau of Standards Advisory Board, Biopolymers; Member, Edi-

Hendrickson, W.A., Elected Fellow, American tonal Board, International Journal of Peptide
Association for the Advancement of Science and Protein Research; Member, Advisory
soppel, W.A., Associate Editor, Journal of Geo- Board, Chemistry Department, Massachusetts

236 physical Research; Member, Advisor Board, Institute of Technology
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Karle, J., Patterson Award, American Crystallo- Panelist, National Bureau of Standards
graphic Association; Honorary Doctorate of Workshop on Security in Personal Computers,
Humane Letters, Georgetown University, 1984
Washington, D.C.; President, International Layman, G.E., Graduate, Naval War College, with

Union of Crystallography; Representative, "highest distinction"
International Union of Crystallography to Leroy, S.S., U.S. Navy Member and Chairman,
International Council of Scientific Unions The Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP)
(ICSU); Member, ICSU Committee on Science Subgroup Q, Q Technical Panel (QTP)-13
and Technology in Developing Countries; Panel on Validation of Electronic Warfare
Chairperson, Auditing Committee, National (EW) Digital Modeling
Academy of Sciences Lessoff, H., Secretary/Treasurer, III Metal Organic

' Kaufman, B.N., Associate Fellow, AIAA; Member, Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) Inter-
Astrodynamics Technical Committee, AIAA; national Conference, 1986
Committee Member, Space Flight Mechanics, Lindberg, R.E., Associate Editor, Journal of the
American Astronautical Society Astronautical Sciences; Member, AIAA Astro-

Killiany, J.M., Deputy Navy Member, Subgroup B dynamics Technical Committee

of Advisory Group on Electron Devices; Associ- Lister, M.J., Member, Editorial Committee, Six-
ate Navy Member, Subgroup C of Advisory teenth Annual Precise Time and Time Interval Z
Group on Electron Devices Applications and Planning Meeting

Kim, C., Executive Director, Korean Scientists and Mack, I.A., Member, Program Committee, 1985
Engineers Association in America; Keynote International Solid State Circuits Conference
Speaker, 1984 Science and Technology Sympo- Markley, F.L., Associate Fellow, AIAA, Associate
sium, Seoul, Korea Editor, Journal of Guidance, Control, and

" Klein, P.H., Program Chairperson, Workshop on Dynamics, AIAA
Purification of Materials for Crystal Growth McCafferty, E., Chairperson, Corrosion Division of
and Glass Processing, 1985 the Electrochemical Society; Divisional Editor,

Kline, E.L., Senior Member, IEEE; Member, Journal of the Electrochemical Society;
Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing Member, Honors and Awards Committee, the
Society Technical Committee on Speech Pro- Electrochemical Society
cessing, IEEE Michel, D.J., Member, Operations Subcommittee of

Knudson, A.R., Member, Program Committee, the Technical Program Committee, The Metal- a

Atomic Collisions in Solids Conference; lurgical Society of AIME ,>
Member, Organizing Committee, Eight
Accelerator Conference Research Session

- - Kraft, L.W., Member, Executive Board, Washing-
ton Paint Technical Group

Krowne, C., Member, Technical Program Commit-
S." tee, 1984 IEEE International Microwave r:.% °a

Theory and Techniques Symposium; Member,

Technical Program Committee, 1984 Interna- '
.* tional Antennas and Propagation Symposium

Kruer, M.R., Chairperson, Focal Plane Array
(FPA) Session, 1984 Infrared Information
Symposium (IRIS) Specialty Meeting on
Infrared Detectors

Lamb, B.J., IEEE Centennial Medal, 1984
Landwehr, C., Vice Chairperson, IEEE Technical

Committee on Security and Privacy, 1984; ..
C on1 SGeorge S. Kang receives his publication award and -'

Member, Program Committee, IEEE Sympo- congratulations from NRL's Commanding Officer, Capt.

sium on Privacy and Security, 1984; Invited James P. O'Donovan 237
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Murday, 1.S., Coeditor, Applied Surface Analysis Peyser, P., Invited Author, Chapter on Glass Tran-
Symposium, Proceedings; Associate Editor, sition jor 3rd Edition of Polymer Handbook
Journal of Vacuum Science and Technology; Phillips, G.W., Member, Air Force Crew Light
Chairperson, Scholarships and Awards Com- Advisory Panel; Chairperson, Particle Analysis
mittee, American Vacuum Society; Executive Group, an interlaboratory working group
Committee Member, Division of Colloid and reporting to OP-009 V
Surface Chemistry, ACS Plant, W.J., Associate Editor, The Journal of Geo-

Murray, J.A., Member, Executive Committee, Pre- physical Research; Guest Associate Editor,
cise Time and Time Interval Planning Meeting; IEEE Journal of Oceanic Engineering Special

Member MIL-STD-188-115 (Timing and Syn- Issue on Remote Sensing
chronization) Working Group Prinz, G.A., Elected Fellow, APS

Nagel, D.J., Member, U.S. Department of Energy Rao, J.B.L., Elected Program Chairperson, IEEE

Planning Study for Advanced Synchrotron Washington/Northern Virginia Chapter, Anten-

Radiation Facilities nas and Propagation Society
Rath, B.B., Elected Fellow, Washington Academy of* ~Nisenoff, M., Member, Board of Directors, AppliedSceesChiproufaendItfcef

Superconductivity Conference; Advisory Editor,"'" ~Committee of ASM; Member, Board of Direc- .- '
Cryogenics Journal; Member, Organizing Com-: tors of the Metallurgical Society of AIME;
mittee of International Conference on Small tors of the Metallurgical
Cryocoolers for Electronic Devices and Systems; Member, Joint Commission of the Metallurgical
Chipro, Porm omte, FfhTransaction; Member, National Materials :.'."Chairperson, Program Committee, Fifth

Josephson Electronics Workshop Advisory Board
Reinecke, T.L., Secretary, Steering Committee,

Oaks, O.J., Vice Chairperson, Washington Section, Greater Washington Solid State Physics Collo-
IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement".'-:Sie tr quia; Member, Committee on Artifically Struc-
Society tured Materials of the National Academy of [1_

Ossakow, S.L., Member, Nominating Committee for Scienc M eer Vi Seection Acommi
. ~Sciences; Member, Virginia Selection Commit- ..
Officers, APS, Plasma Physics Division; Advi-

tee of the American Association of Rhodes
sor, Office of Naval Research (ONR) Jonos- S-'. ~Scholars .
pheric Research; Member, U.S. Delegation, Resing, H.A., NRL Sigma Xi Pure Science Award, ". ,
Union of Radio Science International (URSI) 1984; Member, Editorial Board, Langmuir;
XXIst General Assembly, Florence, Italy Member, Organizing Committee, 19th Biennial

Ozimina, C.D., Chairperson, IEEE Control Systems Conference on Carbon, 1985
Chapter, Northern Virginia Section Richmond, E.D., Member, Technical Committee,

Palik, E.D., Editor, Handbook of Optical Constants IEEE SOMSOS Technical Workshopmm
of Solids, Member, Organizing Committee, IeEE S.J., Chical WorshoSRudgers, A.J., Chairperson, Acoustical Society of
Basic Properties of OpticalMaterials America Technical Committee on Physical
National Bureau of Standards Acoustics

Palma, R.E., Chairperson, Systems Working Group, Sadananda, K., Cochairperson, Organizing Commit-

lnteragency Advanced Power Group tee, ASM-AIME Symposium; Member, Ameri-
Pande, C.S., Chairperson, Electrical, Magnetic, and can Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Struc-

Optical Phenomena Committee of American tural Materials and Mechanical Metallurgy
Ul Society of Metals; Member, Program Commit- Committees; Member, ASM, Flow and Frac-

tee, Electron Microscopy Society of America ture Committee

Parker, R.K., Member, Executive Committee, IEEE Sartwell, B.D., North American Editor, Surface '" 6

Plasma Science Technical Committee; Technology; Prs,..... Committee, International ,'.
Chairperson, Subcommittee on Electron Tubes, Contference on Metallurgical Coatings
1985 International Electron Devices Meeting Schindler, A.I., 1984 Senior Executive Service

Pattnaik, A., Member, AIME-ASM Composites (SES) Performance Award
Committee; 'Key Reader' for Metallurgical Schnur, J.M., Full Professor, University of Paris VI,

238 Transactions (A) Dept. of Condensed Matter
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,, AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Schriempf, J.T., Navy Meritorious Civilian Service Engineers," Elsevier Science Publishing Co.,
Award Inc., New York

Schuler, D.L., Session Chairperson: "Navy Remote Spielman, B.E., Member, Steering Committee, 1984
Ocean Sensor System (N-ROSS)," Oceans '84 IEEE Microwave & Millimeter-Wave Mono-
Conjerence lithic Circuit Symposium; Member, IEEE

Shapiro, P., Coauthor, Distinguished Poster Paper MTT-S Administrative Committee; Member,
Award, 1983 IEEE Conference on Nuclear and Technical Program Committee, IEEE Interna-
Space Radiation Effects tional Microwave Symposium; Member, Pro-

Sheinson, R.S., Treasurer, Eastern States Section of gram Committee, IEEE Microwave & MM-
the Combustion Institute Wave Monolithic Symposium; Session

Sigel, G.H., Jr., 1984 E.O. Hulburt Annual Science Chairperson, IEEE Microwave & MM-Wave
and Engineering Award Monolithic Symposium; Navy Representative,

1985 DoD-NASA MM- Wave Workshop
Organizing Committee

Sprague, J.A., Member, Program Committee, 1984
Electron Microscopy Society .of America Annual
Meeting

Steele, L.E., President, Federation of Materials
Societies, 1984; Chairperson, Board of
Directors, ASTM, 1984; Editor, "Light Water

• Reactor Structural Integrity" and "Radiation

Embrittlement and Surveillance of Nuclear

Reactor Pressure Vessels: An International
Study"; Contributing Editor, "Radiationt!IIPt ~rssrgesesAndntradatinl !
Embttlement and Surveillance of Nuclear

Reacor resure essls:An International
Steiger, D., Chairperson, Technical Committee for A

Oceanic Engineering and Technology, IEEEComputer Society

Dr. George H. Sigel, Jr. receives the 1984 EO. Hulburt Taylor, H.F., Elected Fellow, IEEE
Award from NRL Research Director Dr. Timothy Coffey Chemical Society of

Washington, D.C.
Valenzuela, G.R., U.S. Delegate, XXI General

Skelton, E.F., Invited Speaker, International Sym- Assembly of International Union of Radio Sci-

posium, "Solid State Physics Under Pressure," ence, Florence, Italy, 1984; Organizer, Advisor,
lzu-Nagaoka, Japan, 1984; Invited Speaker, and Member of Program Committee, Sympo-
XIlth International Union of Crystallography, sium on Wave Breaking, Turbulent Mixing,
Hamburg, Federal Republic of Germany, 1984; and Radio Probing of Ocean Surface, Sendal,
Invited Speaker, l1th Annual Federation of Japan, 1984
Analytical Chem. and Spectroscopy Societies, Van Buren, A.L., Chairperson, Acoustical Society
1984; Invited Speaker, Annual User Confer- of America Working Group on Standards for

4 ence, Stanford University, 1984; A ward as Transducer Calibration
coauthor for best paper, 31st National Sympo- Vittoria, C., Elected Fellow, APS
sium, American Vacuum Society, 1984 Vogt, P.R., Coeditor, The Western North Atlantic

Skolnik, M.I., IEEE Centennial Medal, 1984 Region Vol. M, Decade of North American
Sieger, K.J., Symposium Secretary, 1985 IEEE Geology (D-NAG) series, Geological Society of

GaAs IC Symposium America
Smardzewski, R.R., Author, "Microprocessor Pro- Wald, B., Representative, ONR, Joint Directors of

gramming and Applications for Scientists and Laboratories Technology Panel for Strategic 239
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Computing; Member, Communications Ad- Member, Technical Committee on High Fre-

visory Committee, Electrical Engineering quency Properties of Magnetic Materials, IEEE

Department, University of Maryland; Member, Magnetics Society

Automatic Data Processing (ADP) Panel by Weinberg, D.L., Reviewer, "IEEE Transactions on

Director of Naval Laboratories (DNL) Electron Devices"

Wales, S.C., Member, NUSCINORDA-sponsored White, J.D., Member, Technical Program Commit-

Under-Ice Scattering Loss Model Committee tee, Frequency Control Symposium

Wang, H.T., Member, Hydrodynamic Forces Coin- Willett, J.C., Member, Subcommission on the Glo-

mittee, Offshore Mechanics and Arctic bal Circuit, International Association of Mer-

Engineering Division, American Society of cury Producers (IAMAP), International Union

Mechanical Engineers of Geodesy and Geophysics, Member, Commit-

Waynant, R.W., Editor, IEEE Circuits and Devices tee on Atmospheric and Space Electricity,

Magazine representing the IEEE Lasers and American Geophysical Union (AGU)," Member,

Electro-Optical Society; Member, Administra- ad hoc Panel on Atmospheric Electricity, Geo-

tive Committee of IEEE Lasers and Electro- physics Study Committee, National Research

Optical Society (formerly Quantum Electronics Council (NRC)

and Applications Society) Williams, F.W., Vice Chairperson, Eastern Section

Webb, D.C., Member, Program Committee, 1984 of the Combustion Institute

Ultrasonics Symposium,' Member, Technical Wolf, S.A., Elected Fellow, APS; Member, Electri-

Committee on Ultrasonics; Member, IEEE cal Magnetic and Optical Properties Commit-

Microwave Theory and Techniques Society, tee, Metallurgical Society of America

2,4
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ALAN BERMAN RESEARCH PUBLICATION AWARDS
The Annual Research Publication Awards Program was established in 1968 to recognize the

authors of the best NRL publications each year. These awards not only honor individuals for superior.
scientific accomplishments in the field of naval research, but also seek to promote continued excellence
in research and in its documentation. In 1982, the name of this program was changed to the Alan Ber-
man Research Publication Awards in honor of its founder.

There were 122 separate publications in 1984 that were considered for recognition. Of those con-
sidered, 25 were selected. These selected publications represented 86 authors, who received awards.
On March 8, 1984, the awards were presented to the authors at the Alan Berman Annual Research
Publication Awards Dinner held at the Boiling Air Force Base Officers' Club. Each winner received a
certificate, a bronze paperweight, and a booklet of the publications receiving special recognition.

The unclassified winning papers with their respective authors are listed below by their research
units. Non-Laboratory coauthors are indicated by an asterisk.

Laboratory for Structure of Matter

Laser Dye Intermediates: Structures of 1,2,3,4- Tetralky'droquinolinium- 7-sulfonate Monohydrate (I),
C9Hjj NO3S.H 20, and Twinned 1,2,3,4- Tetrahydro- l-methylquinolinium- 7-sulfonate (I1), C 0H 13NO3S

Judith L. Flippen-Anderson and Richard D. Gilardi

Management Information Division

Multiple- Valued Negative Resistance Integrated Circuits
George R. Abraham

Space Science Division

The HEAO A-I X-Ray Source Catalog
Kent S. Wood, John F. Meekins, Daryl J. Yentis, Herbert W. Smathers, Jr.,
Douglas P. McNutt, Richard D. Bleach, Edward T. Byram, Talbot A. Chubb,

Herbert Friedman, and Meir Meidav*

A Solar Spectral Line List Between 10 and 200 A Mod i edfor
Application to High Spectral Resolution X-Ray Astronomy

George A. Doschek and Robert D. Cowan*

Plasma Physics Division

Long-Pulse, High-Power Free-Electron Laser with No External Beam Focusing
John A. Pasour, Christos A. Kapetanakos, and Robert F. Lucey*

Theoretical Modeling of the Plasma Erosion Opening Switch
for Inductive Storage Applications

Paul F. Ottinger,* Shyke A. Goldstein,* and Robert A. Meger 241
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Acoustics Division

A Preliminary Analysis of the NRL Airborne Gravimetry System
John M. Brozena, Jr.

Radar Division

Range Resolution of Targets
Gerard V. Trunk

Marine Technology Division

Calculation of the Wall-Pressure Field in a Turbulent Channel Flow
Robert A. Handler, Robert J. Hansen, Leonidas Sakell,

Steven A. Orszag,* and Edward Bullister*

Underwater Sound Reference Detachment

Measurement of Hydroacoustic Particle Motion by Hot-Film A nemometry
Pieter S. Dubbelday

Chemistry Division

Simultaneous Determination of Hydrazine, Methylhydrazine, and
1,1-Dimethyihydrazine in Air by Derivatization/Gas Chromatography

James R. Holtzclaw, Susan L. Rose, Jeffery R. Wyatt,
David P. Rounbehler,* and David H. Fine*

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Characterization of Graphite Intercalation
Compounds Containing AsF and AsF + AsF 3

Michael J. Moran, Ronald A. DeMarco, Henry A. Resing, and Gerald Ray Miller*

Material Science and Technology Division

Crevice Corrosion of Passive Iron in Chloride Solutions
Edward McCafferty

Optical Sciences Division

Heavy Metal Fluoride Glasses and Fibers. A Review
Danh C. Tran, George H. Sigel, Jr., and Bernard Bendow*

Use of Stimulated Raman Scattering for Reducing the
Divergence of Severely A berrated Laser Beams
Robert S. F. Chang, Robert H. Lehmberg,

242 Michael T. Duignan," and Nicholas Djeu*

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
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AWARDS AND RECOGNITION

Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division

Observation of Rayleigh-Taylor-like Structures in a Laser-Accelerated Foil
Robert R. Whitlock

Condenced Matter and Radiation Sciences Division

Mark H. Emery

Laboratory for Computational Physics

John A. Stamper, Edgar A. McLean, and Stephen P. Obenschain

Plasma Physics Division

Martin C. Peckerar
Electronics Technology Division

Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Diffraction with Synchrotron Radiation at Cryogenic Temperatures
Earl F. Skelton, Alan W. Webb, Joseph L. Feldman, Willian T. Elam,

Stuart A. Wolf, E. Roy Carpenter, Jr., Syed B. Qadri,*
Ronald C. Lacoe,* and Chao-Yen Y. Huang*

Electronics Technology Division

Novel Features of Quantum Hall Plateaus for Varying Interface Charge
John E. Furneaux and Thomas L. Reinecke

Characteristics of the Material Improvement Process for Silicon on
Sapphire by Solid Phase Epitaxial Regrowth

Daniel L. Richmond, Alvin R. Knudson, Tommy J. Magee,*
Harry A. Kawayoshi,* and Charles S. Leung*

Information Technology Division

Improvement of the Narrowband Linear Predictive Coder
Part 2-Synthesis Improvements

George S. Kang and Stephanie S. Everett

Multisignal Minimum-Cross-Entropy Spectrum Analysis with Weighted Initial Estimates
Rodney W. Johnson, John E. Shore, and John P. Burg*

2
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One of the many programs
for professional development
is the Gifted and Talented
Internship Program. These
students are conducting an
experiment on weldments
under the supervision of
an NRL scientist.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

NRL has established many programs for the professional and personal
development of its employees so that they may better serve the needs of the
Navy. These programs develop and retain talented people and keep them
abreast of advanced technology management skills. Graduate assistantships, -

fellowships, sabbatical study programs, cooperative education programs, indi-i A

vidual college courses, and short courses for personal improvement contribute
to professional development.

Programs are also available for non-NRL employees. These enhance the
Laboratory research program by providing a means for non-NRL professionals
to work at the Laboratory and thus improve the exchange of ideas, meet critical
short-term technical requirements, and provide a source of new, dynamic scien- i
tists and engineers. The programs range from two-year graduate fellowships,
faculty and professional interchanges, and undergraduate work to an introduc-
tion of gifted and talented high school students to the world of technology.

?'

247 Programs for NRL People- University education and scholarships,
continuing education, professional development, and other activities

255 Programs for Non-NRL People- Fellowships, exchange programs, V
and cooperative employment

246 -
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PROGRAMS FOR NRL PEOPLE

During 1984, NRL employees participated their respective divisions and the institutions
in 3112 individual training events. Many of these where they studied.
were presented as either video taped or on-site
instructed courses on diverse technical subjects, Shannon L. Coffey (Space Systems), Na-

management techniques, and enhancement of tional Bureau of Standards, Gaithers-

such personal skills as efficient use of time, speed burg, Maryland
reading, memory improvement, and interpersonal Thomas L. Francavilla (Condensed Matter

communications, and Radiation Sciences), Catholic Uni-

One common study procedure is for versity of America, Washington, D.C.

employees to work full time at the Laboratory Edward A. Metzbower (Material Science and

while taking job-related scientific courses at Technology), The Welding Institute,

universities and schools in the Washington area. Abington, England

The training ranges from a single course to full Nelson S. Saks (Electronics Technology),

graduate and postgraduate programs. Tuition for Catholic University of Leuven, Hever-

training is paid by NRL. A description of the for- lee, Belgium

mal programs offered by NRL, along with a list T E..a r
of the 1984 participants of some of the larger pro- * The Edison Memorial Graduate Train-
grams, follows, ing Program enables employees to pursue

advanced studies in their fields at local universi-

GRADUATE PROGRAMS ties. Eligible employees who are selected for par-
ticipation in this program normally spend 24

0 The Advanced Graduate Research Pro- hours of every workweek in their studies. The

gram (formerly the Sabbatical Study Program) criteria for eligibility include a minimum of 1

enables selected professional employees to devote year of service at NRL, a bachelor's or master's
full time to research or course work in their own degree in an appropriate field, and professional

or a related field for 1 academic year at an institu- standing in keeping with the candidate's oppor-

tion of their choice without the loss of regular tunities and experience.
salary, leave, or fringe benefits. NRL pays all
education, travel, and moving expenses for the From 1963 through 1984, 154 employees
employee and dependents. Since the program studied under the Edison Program. In 1984,

began in 1964, 147 employees have participated. seven employees began work as Edison scholars:
Criteria for eligibility include professional stature They are listed below.
consistent with the applicant's opportunities and Warren T. Beard (Electronics Technology),
experience, a satisfactory program of study, and University of Maryland
acceptance by the institution selected by the Paul E. Denney (Material Science and Tech-
applicant. The program is open to paraprofes- nology), George Washington Univer-
sional (and above) employees who have com- sity, Washington, D.C.
pleted 6 years of Federal Service, including 4 John V. Fritz (Space Systems), Catholic Uni-
years at NRL. versity of America, Washington, D.C.

Mark J. Lister (Space Systems), George
NRL staff members who began their gradu- Washington University, Washington,

ate programs in 1984 are listed below along with D.C. 247
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

George D. McNeal (Radar), Johns Hopkins ees who have demonstrated high competence and
University, Maryland unusual promise. The Woodrow Wilson School

Susan L. Rose (Chemistry), Pennsylvania of Princeton University has developed this pro-
State University gram to enable selected midcareer officials to . -

Tab J. Smith (Plasma Physics), University of enlarge their knowledge in particular disciplines,
Maryland to relate their fields of specialization to the

broader concerns of government, and to sharpen
0 To be eligible for the Select Graduate their capacity for objective analysis of govern-

Student Program, employees must have a college mental problems.
degree in an appropriate field and must have
maintained at least a B average in undergraduate 0 Federal Executive fellowships are avail-
study. Accepted students devote a full academic able each year for employees to study in the
year to graduate study. While attending school, Brookings Institute Advanced Study Program.
they receive one half of their salary, and NRL In this program, the fellow is exposed to and par-
pays for tuition, books, and laboratory expenses. ticipates in planning, developing, and conducting
During the summer, they work at the Laboratory educational conferences on public policy issues
and receive normal pay and fringe benefits. for leaders in public and private life.
Thirty-four staff members have enrolled in the
program since it began in 1967. 0 The Fellowship in Congressional Opera-

tions for Executives provides an opportunity for
* Research conducted at NRL may be used some of the most promising young, technically

as thesis material for an advanced degree. This oriented Federal executives to participate in a
original research is supervised by a qualified variety of assignments designed to develop their
employee of NRL who is approved by the gradu- knowledge and understanding of Congressional
ate school. The candidate should have completed operations. These fellows share activities with
the required course work and should have satis- other members of the Congressional Fellowship
fied the language, residence, and other require- Program who come mainly from journalism, law,
ments of the graduate school from which the and college teaching.
degree is sought. NRL provides space, research
facilities, and supervision but leaves decisions on * The Maxwell Midcareer Development
academic policy to the cooperating schools. Program of the Maxwell Graduate School of -,

Citizenship and Public Affairs, Syracuse, New
0 The Alfred P. Sloan Fellows Program is York, increases the managerial knowledge, abil-

designed for competent young executives whose ity, and skills of experienced Government offi-
job performance indicates senior management cials who have been identified by their agencies
potential. The Sloan Fellows spend 1 year with as having potential for advancement to positions
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology faculty demanding progressively greater managerial and
and with policymakers in industry and govern- executive responsibilities.
ment. They study the theory and practice of

effective and responsible management in a rapidly 0 The Practicing Engineer Advanced
changing society. Study Program of the M.I.T. Center for Ad-

vanced Engineering, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
* The Education for Public Management enables experienced engineers and applied

Program serves the training needs of individuals scientists to work in-depth in technological areas
who are at midcareer and who have the talent to pertinent to their professions, preparing for con-

assume increasing responsibilities to direct agency tinued leadership in an age of unparalleled tech-

programs and policies. nological change.

0 The Education Program for Federal Offi- 0 The Science and Technology Fellowship
248 cials exists for a small group of Federal employ- Program, a subsidiary of the Commerce Science
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Program, includes a variety of special events, lec- TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

tures, seminars, visits, conferences, field trips,
and interactions with key persons from both the 0 The Navy Science Assistance Program

- public and private sectors. Participants spend 1 establishes an information loop between the Fleet
*week on Capitol Hill in an intensive, congres- and the R&D shore establishments to expedite

sional orientation; they spend 1 week with the technology transfer to the user. The program p
Brookings Institute Science Policy Conference; addresses operational problems, focuses resources
and they take two week-long field trips for on-site to solve specific technical problems, and develops
inspection of scientific institutions and industrial a nucleus of senior scientific personnel familiar

* complexes. with the impact of current research and system
performance on military operations.

0 The Stanford-Sloan Program of the 0 The Office of Research and Technology
Graduate School of Business, Stanford, Califor- Applications Program ensures the full use of the
nia, gives exceptional young executives an oppor- results of the Nation's Federal investment in
tunity to make an intensive study of new con- research and development by transferring
cepts in business, to develop a top management federally owned or originated technology to state
perspective, and to broaden their intellectual hor- and local governments and the private sector.
izons. Inquiries concerning technical information on

NRL programs should be made through the con-

" The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) in tact below.
Monterey, California, provides advanced graduate For these last two programs, Mr. Richard

*,-. study for selected Federal civilian employees who F a ) 7 t n t:-.Fulper at (202) 767-3744 is the point of contact.
meet NPS academic requirements for the pro-
gram in which they are interested, and whose
employing agency is willing to act as sponsor.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

CONTINUING EDUCATION NRL has several programs, professional
society chapters, and informal clubs that enhance

- Local colleges and universities offer the professional growth of employees. Some of
undergraduate and graduate courses at NRL for these are listed below.
employees to improve their skills and keep
abreast of current developments in their fields. 0 The Career Counseling Center helps
These courses are also available at many other employees to define short- and long-range career
DoD installations in the Washington, D.C. area. goals, to improve their job-seeking skills, and to

deal with issues affecting job productivity. (Con-
ThE leDep nBn a tact Dr. Diane Koslow at (202) 767-2956.)"-- • The Employee Development Branch at -"

NRL offers to all employees short courses in cer- • A chartered chapter of Women in Si-
tain program areas which are not available at local ence and Engineering (WISE) was established at

. schools; laboratory employees may attend these NRL in 1983. Informal monthly luncheons and
courses at nongovernment facilities as well. seminars are scheduled to inform scientists and
Interagency courses in management, personnel, engineers of women's research at NRL and to
finance, supervisory development, and clerical p nv t m,',, provide an informal environment for members to .,-
skills are also available, practice their presentations. Recently, WISE ini-

U tiated a quarterly colloquium series to feature
For further information on any of the above outstanding women scientists. (Contact Dr.

programs, contact the Employee Development Marty Farmer at (202) 767-4301 or Dr. Cha-Mei
Branch (202) 767-2956. Tang Hui at (202) 767-4148.) 249
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

U. |

Dr. Margaret Rossiter, of the Department of History Or. Rita R. Colwell, Vice President of Academic
of Science, Harvard University spoke on "What's Affairs and Professor of Microbiology at the
Happened to Women Scientists Since 1940?" at University of Maryland, spoke at the WISE
the WISE (Women in Science and Engineering) (Women in Science and Engineering) Quarterly
Quarterly Colloquia Series. Dr. Rossiter's lecture Colloquia Series on October 29 on "Marine
was cosponsored by the Laboratory for Computa- Biotechnology-An Exciting New Area of Interest
tional Physics and the Federal Women's Program. to the Navy"

I) Dr. Xie Xide, president ot Fudan Univer-sity in Shanghai, China, was invited to

visit the Electronics Technology Division
on August 22. (Fudan University was

Sone of the stops on President Reagan's

recent visit to China.) Pictured (left to
right) are Drs. Debra Rolison, Xie Xide,
Steve Carhart, Martha Farmer, and Cha-

Mei Tana Hui.

25
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

* Sigma Xi, the Scientific Research EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Society, encourages original investigation in pure (EEO) PROGRAMS
and applied science. The society honors individu-
als who have demonstrated ability to perform ori- * Equal employment opportunity is a fun-
ginal research by conferring membership and by damental NRL policy for all persons, regardless
conducting an active program in support of origi- or race, color, sex, religion, national origin, age,
nal research. The NRL chapter of approximately or physical/mental handicap. The EEO Office's
450 members sponsors a series of monthly lec- major functions are: affirmative action employ-
tures (from September to June) on a wide range ment; special emphasis programs (Federal
of pure and applied scientific topics of interest to Women's Program, Hispanic Employment Pro-
both the scientific and government communities. gram, Handicap Program); discrimination com-
During the 1984 season, Dr. Gerold Yonas, chief plaint process; community outreach program;
scientist of the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) EEO training for supervisors, managers, and EEO
"Star Wars" Program, spoke on the goals of that collateral duty personnel; and advice and gui-
program. Each spring the chapter sponsors an dance to management on EEO policy.
Edison Day Memorial Lecture in honor of the Special programs are held during the year to
founder of the Laboratory at which a dis- promote an awareness of the contributions and
tinguished scientist, usually a Nobel laureate, capabilities of women and minorities. In addition
speaks on his or her research. Some of the past to the programs described below, a commemora-
Edison Day speakers have been William Shock- tive program was held in January to honor the
ley, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Peter Debye, Theo- late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. A feature of
dore von Karman, Eugene Wigner, John Bar- this program was a talk entitled "Martin Luther
deen, Leo Esaki, Philip Anderson, and Nicolaas King, Jr.-the Man and the Message" by Dr. -

Bloembergen. The chapter also presents annual Samuel L. Gandy, former Dean of the School of
awards in pure and applied science to outstand- Divinity, Howard University.
ing NRL staff members. (Contact Dr. John F. A Black History Month Program was held in
Reintjes at (202) 767-2175.) February. Dr. Elizabeth Clark-Lewis, Associate

Professor of History, Northern Virginia Coin-
* Any employee who is interested in munity College, spoke on "Black Americans in

developing effective self expression, listening, the Struggle for Excellence in Education in
thinking, and leadership potential is invited to America." Other participants in the program
join either of two NRL chapters of Toastmasters included the Kankouran West African Dancers.
International. Members of these clubs, who Also, each year as part of the celebration, the
possess diverse career backgrounds and talents, Laboratory conducts an art and essay contest for
meet three times a month where they learn to students in nearby community schools. Awards
communicate not by rules but by doing in an are then presented at the Black History Month
atmosphere of understanding and helpful fellow- Program. The Program also sponsored a Christ-
ship. (Contact Mrs. Kathleen Parrish at (202) mas party for local schoolchildren.
767-2782.)

D The Federc. Executive Professional S The Federal Women's Program (FWP)
Association (FEPA) provides testimony, recom- is a special emphasis program of the EEO Office
mendations, and constructive criticism of the pol- which improves employment and advancement
icies of the Executive Branch on existing pro- opportunities for women in the Federal Service.
posed legislation and on regulatory actions. It The FWP provides guidance and assistance to

. also assists various advisory boards and commis- NRL managers and supervisors in their efforts to
* sions concerned with professional employee rela- reduce underrepresentation of women in NRL's

tions and benefits. The FEPA meets monthly for work force.
seminars given by NRL management. (Contact The FWP also sponsors awareness programs
Dr. Louis Beach at (202) 767-5692.) during the year to highlight concerns and issues 251
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

L'."."

Visitors and employees gather for a reception held at an exhibit
focusing on education in black colleges and universities

. . . .

,'.';Jean Martin. of Closet Assets, conducted a wardrobe-planning workshop
,q. 'during Federal Women's Week, May 8 through 10

.1, 22 '
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ',

that affect women in the workplace. One 9 The Hispanic Employment Program
highlight of the 1984 program was the observance provides guidance and assistance on recruiting
of Federal Women's Week in May when many Hispanics and ensuring equal employment oppor-
employees attended workshops on a variety of tunity to Hispanic Americans. The program is
topics. Also, as part of the week's activities, Dr. involved with Hispanic community organizations,
Margaret Rossiter, author and guest lecturer at such as "El Ingeniero" (The Engineer) which
Harvard University, spoke on "What's Happened encourages Hispanic youths to pursue a career in
to Women Scientists Since 1940?" Her presenta- engineering. LO
tion was cosponsored by the FWP, the NRL
chapter of Women in Science and Engineering, 0 The Handicap Program provides techni-
and the Laboratory for Computational Physics. cal assistance to management on recruiting

CAPT McMorris, answers questions posed
about the Lab by members of El Ingeniero a _%%

group of Hispanic youths aspiring to be -

scientists and engineers. Sol Eaton,
I" Deputy EEO Officer, looks on.

VS

Allen Warner, an engineering aide with a hearing impair-
ment, came to NRL as a result of the Laboratory's Handi- 'S

cap Program

253
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

i.

.

Broadcaster Ed Walker of WMAL-Radio recalls obstacles ;4

facing a blind person aspiring to a broadcasting career
on Handicap Awareness Day (November 8), at NRL.
Linda Humphries signs for the hearing impaired members
of the audience.

resources, training programs, removal of architec- minton courts; a weight room and exercise area;
tural barriers, and accommodations for handi- ping pong; meeting rooms; softball and basketball
capped employees, applicants, and disabled col- leagues; jacuzzi whirlpool; sauna; classes in
lege and high school students in the paraprofes- karate, aerobics exercise, swimming, and swim-
sional and technical positions of engineering, nastics; and specialized sports clubs (running, ski-
physical sciences, and computer sciences. (Con- ing, biking, golfing). The Showboaters, a
tact Ms. Sol del Ande Eaton, Deputy EEO Off- nonprofit drama group which presents live theater
icer, at (202) 767-2486 for all EEO programs.) for the enjoyment of NRL and the community,

0 Other programs that enhance the performs in two major productions each year, in
development of NRL employees include com- addition to occasional performances at Laboratory I
puter clubs (Edison, Atari, Edison Commodore, functions and benefits for local charities. Past
and the NRL-IBM PC) and the Amateur Radio productions have included "Fiddler on the Roof,"
Club. The Recreation Club offers many facilities, "Brigadoon," and "Arsenic and Old Lace."
such as a 25-yard, 6-lane indoor swimming pool; Though based at NRL, membership in Show-
a gymnasium with basketball, volleyball, and bad- boaters is not limited to NRL employees.
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PROGRAMS FOR NON-NRL PEOPLE

Several programs have been established for Gaskill, David K. (Chemistry), Oregon State
non-NRL professionals. These programs encour- University
age and support the participation of visiting scien- Hodes, H. Daniel (Chemistry), Boston Col-
tists and engineers in research of interest to the lege, Massachusetts
Laboratory. Some of the programs may serve as Holtz, Ronald L. (Condensed Matter and
stepping-stones to federal careers in science and Radiation Sciences), Boston College,
technology. Their objective is to enhance the Massachusetts
quality of Laboratory research activities through Hylden, Jeffrey L. (Electronics Technology),
working associations and interchanges with highly University of Minnesota
capable scientists and engineers and to provide Lambrakos, Samuel G. (Laboratory of Com-
opportunities for outside scientists and engineers putational Physics), Polytechnic Insti-
to work in the Navy Laboratory environment. tute of New York
Along with enhancing Laboratory research, these Laufer, Pinchus M. (Condensed Matter and
programs acquaint participants with Navy capabili- Radiation Sciences), New York Univer-
ties and concerns. sity

Lawrence, Steven H. (Material Sciences),
RECENT Ph.D., FACULTY MEMBER, AND Ohio State University
COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAMS Leung, Michael (Electronics Technology),

University of Maryland
0 The National Research Council Lill, James V., Jr. (Condensed Matter and

(NRC)/NRL Cooperative Research Associate- Radiation Sciences), University of Illi-
ship Program selects associates who conduct nois
research at NRL in their chosen fields in col- Long, Treva D. (Chemistry), Carnegie- ,.,.
laboration with NRL scientists and engineers. Mellon University, Pennsylvania
The tenure period is 2 years, and following their Miller, Joel B. (Chemistry), University of
tenure, the Office of Naval Research offers the Delaware
associate posttenure research grants tenable at an Montague, Charles E. (Optical Sciences),
academic institution. The associates appointed in Lehigh University, Pennsylvania
1984 are listed below, along with their NRL divi- Mozurkewich, David (Space Sciences),
sions and degree-granting institutions. University of Wyoming

Plant, Anne I. (Optical Sciences), Baylor

Balla, R. Jeffrey (Chemistry), Pennsylvania College of Medicine, Texas
State University Rabinowitz, Martin J. (Chemistry), Univer-

Beaver, Bruce D. (Chemistry), University of sity of Texas
Massachusetts Sedney, Diana L. (Chemistry), Northeastern

Busse, Lynda E. (Optical Sciences), Univer- University, Massachusetts
sity of Illinois Squire, David W. (Chemistry), Columbia

Caras, Steve (Chemistry), University of University, New York
Utah Thompson, Richard B. (Optical Sciences),

Cook, Michael R. (Chemistry), Harvard University of Illinois
University, Massachusetts Thornhill, J. Ward (Plasma Physics),

Dotson, Douglas A. (Chemistry), University University of Michigan
of Maryland Zabarnick, Steven S. (Chemistry), Pennsyl-

Freas, Royal B. (Chemistry), University of vania State University -1-

Delaware
Fronko, Richard M. (Chemistry), University * The American Society for Engineering

of Wisconsin Education (ASEE) administers the Office of 255
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Naval Technology (ONT) Postdoctoral Fellow- Jay Liebowitz (Information Sciences),
ship Program to increase the involvement of George Washington University,
highly trained scientists and engineers in dis- Washington, D.C.
ciplines necessary to meet the evolving needs of Li Chung Ming (Condensed Matter and

* naval technology. Appointments are for 1 year Radiation Sciences), University of -
" (renewable for a second and sometimes a third Hawaii

year). These competitive appointments are made Alan H. Nye (Space Sciences), Rochester
jointly by ONT and ASEE. Institute of Technology, New York

Robert N. Pangborn (Material Sciences),
0 The American Society for Engineering Pennsylvania State University

Education also administers the Navy/ASEE Sum- Vincent J. Parks (Marine Technology),
mer Faculty Research Program for university Catholic University of America,
faculty members to work for 10 weeks with pro- Washington, D.C.
fessional peers in participating Navy laboratories Keith E. Peterman (Chemistry), York
on research of mutual interest. NRL hosted 31 College, Pennsylvania
of these faculty participants in 1984; they are Clarence E. Pfluger (Laboratory for
listed below, along with the participating NRL Structure and Matter), Syracuse
divisions and their home institutions. University, New York

George M. Reed (Information Technology),
Clifford A. Becker (Chemistry), Washburn Ohio University

University, Kansas G. William Rollosson (Space Sciences),
lona N. Black (Condensed Matter and Radia- Menlo College, California L

tion Sciences), Hampton Institute, Vir- Donald Scarl (Optical Sciences), Polytechnic
ginia Institute of New York

Kuidip P. Chopra (Space Sciences), Old William W. Schultz (Marine Technology),
Dominion University, Virginia Rutgers University, New JerseyWilliam G. Culbreth (Marine Technology), i "
NilliavGaulbresthMaine Tchnol ogy, James S. Shirk (Optical Sciences), Illinois
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey,lstueofTcnog
California Institute of Technology

Charles H. Douglass (Chemistry), Trinity Lawrence R. Sigur (Laboratory for

College, Washington, D.C. Computational Physics), Southern
John Eftis (Material Sciences), George University, Louisiana

Charles W. Sink (Chemistry), University of
Washington University, Washington, Pennsylvania .

D.C. .. .

James A. Ellison (Condensed Matter and Gilbert R. Speich (Material Sciences),

Radiation Sciences), University of New Illinois Institute of Technology

Mexico Vijai K. Tripathi (Electronics Technology),

Tepper L. Gill (Condensed Matter and Radi- Oregon State University

ation Sciences), Howard University, Margaret A. Wechter (Chemistry), South-

Washington, D.C. eastern Massachusetts University

Patrick R. Harrison (Information Technol- Harold Weinstock (Electronics Technology),
ogy), U.S. Naval Academy, Maryland Illinois Institute of Technology

Irvin Heard (Electronics Technology), Lin-
coin University, Pennsylvania 0 The NRL/United States Naval Academy ,- j

Joseph Homeny (Material Sciences), Univer- (USNA) Cooperative Program for Scientific
sity of Illinois Interchange allows faculty members of the U.S.

Craig M. Jensen (Space Sciences), Univer- Naval Academy to participate in NRL research.
sity of Oklahoma This collaboration benefits the Academy by pro-

Yong H. Kim (Space Sciences), Saddleback viding the opportunity for USNA faculty
256 College, California members to work on research of a more practical
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

or applied nature. In turn, NRL's research pro- Richard I. Leighton (Marine Technology),
gram is strengthened by the available scientific University of Michigan
and engineering expertise of the USNA faculty. Thomas M. Parrill (Electronics Technology),
Faculty members who participated in the 1984 Northwestern University, Illinois
program are listed below, along with the Raymond L. Toy (Acoustics), Rensselaer
cooperating NRL divisions. Polytechnic Institute, New York

C. Elise Albert, Space Science For further information about the above
Gerald P. Calame, Optical Sciences five programs, please contact Dr. Agda Cohen at
Graham T. Cheek, Chemistry (202) 767-2432.
Francis D. Correll, Condensed Matter and

Radiation Sciences * The United States Naval Academy
Robert DeMoyer, Jr., Electronics Technol- Ensign Program assigns Naval Academy gradu-

ogy ates to NRL to work in areas of their own choos-
Mark L. Elert, Chemistry ing commensurate with their academic qualifica-
John P. Ertel, Condensed Matter and Radia- tions. These graduates provide a fruitful summer

tion Sciences of research assistance, while gaining valuable
Anthony M. Gaglione, Radar experience in the Navy's R&D program. (Con- t. .
Murray S. Korman, Acoustics tact Lt. David Gates at (202) 767-2103.)
Richard L. Martin, Electronics Technology
Anthony F. Norcio, Information Technology PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS
Robert N. Shelby, Electronics Technology %
L. L. Tankersley, Optical Sciences * Faculty Member Appointments use the
Boyd A. Waite, Chemistry special skills and abilities of faculty members for

periods of short duration to fill positions of a
0 The Office of Naval Research Graduate scientific, engineering, professional, or analytical

Fellowship Program helps U.S. citizens obtain nature. r:
advanced training in disciplines of science and
engineering critical to the U.S. Navy. The three- 0 Consultants and experts are employed
year program awards fellowships to recent out- because they are outstanding in their fields of
standing graduates to support their study and specialization, or because they possess ability of a
research leading to doctoral degrees in specified rare nature and could not normally be employed
disciplines such as electrical engineering, com- as regular civil servants.
puter sciences, material sciences, applied physics,
and ocean engineering. Award recipients are 0 Intergovernmental Personnel Act 1 -,
encouraged to continue their study and research Appointments temporarily assign personnel from
in a Navy laboratory during the summer. Seven the state or local government or educational insti-
ONR graduate Fellows appointed in the 1984 pro- tution to the Federal Government (or vice versa)
gram chose NRL for their summer work. They to improve public services rendered by all levels
are listed below, along with the participating NRL of government.
divisions and their home institutions.

Brian K. Damkoger (Material Science and UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE STUDENT
Technology), Colorado School of Mines PROGRAMS

Terry J. Garino (Material Science and Tech-
nology), Massachusetts Institute of Several programs are tailored to the under-
Technology graduate which provide employment and work A

Ray G. Holt (Optical Sciences), University experience in naval research. These are designed
of Mississippi to attract applicants for student and full profes-

Karl S. Keller (Information Sciences), sional employment in the Laboratory's shortage
University of Virginia category positions, such as engineers, physicists, 257
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

mathematicians, and computer scientists. The For additional information, contact Mrs.
student employment programs build an under- Cathy Downing at (202) 767-3030.
standing of NRL job opportunities among stu-
dents and educational personnel so that educators
can provide students who will meet NRL's occu-
pational needs. The employment programs for
college students include the following. 0 The Gifted and Talented Internship Pro-

SThe Cooperative Education Program gram provides a meaningful part-time employ-
ment experience for high school graduates who

alternates periods of work and study for students plan to pursue a bachelor's degree in engineering,
pursuing bachelor degrees in engineering, com-
puter science, or the physical sciences. Several computer science, or the physical sciences.
universities participate in this program.

SThe Summer Research Apprentice Pro-
* The Federal Junior Fellowship Program gram employs high school juniors and seniors to

hires students entering college to be assistants to serve for 8 weeks as junior research associates.
scientific, professional, or technical employees. Under the direction of a mentor, students gain a

* The Summer Employment Program better understanding of research, its opportuni-
employs students for the summer in paraprofes- ties, and challenges through participation in scien-
sional and technician positions in engineering, tific programs. Criteria for eligibility are based on
physical sciences, and computer sciences. science and mathematics courses completed and

grades achieved; scientific motivation, curiosity,
* The Student Volunteer Program helps and capacity for sustained hard work; a desire for

students gain valuable experience by allowing
them to voluntarily perform educationally related abia aeem test score;

work at NRL. ability and achievement test scores.

* The 1040-Hour Appointment employs For additional information on these pro-
students on a halftime basis to assist in scientific grams, please contact the Employee Development
work related to their academic program. Branch at (202) 767-2956.

NRL apprentice Neicko Williams uses a

solar simulator to measure the degradation
in the electrical characteristics induced by
radiation. Williams was one of several
apprentices selected for the DoD Science

X., and Engineering Summer Apprenticeship
Program for high school students.

258
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The majority of NRL's
1984 product is ideas -

and hardware. This is
represented by over 2000
books, patents, reports,
papers in refereed
journals, and oral pre-
sentations.
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

- "From the beginning of the twentieth century, the Navy has been a
pioneer in initiating new developments ... and a leader in their utilization in
military operations. An objective of this document is to identify NRL's
numerous scientific reports ... so that the detailed information these reports
contain may be made readily accessible to those who may be involved with the
subject matter in the future."

Louis A. Gebhard
Evolution of Naval Radio-Electronics

and Contributions of
The Naval Research Laboratory

1979

261 Papers in Journals, Books, and Proceedings of Meetings

lei" 292 Formal Reports

294 Books

294 Patents

260
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PAPERS IN JOURNALS, BOOKS, AND
PROCEEDINGS OF MEETINGS

In several respects, NRL is like a factory- tions (about 1450), reports that carry a military
the input ingredients are the talents and ideas of security classification, and letter reports to spon-
the people and research funds, and the output sors. In the following bibliography, an asterisk
product is information. This product is packaged identifies a coauthor who is not a member of the

" in the form of reports; articles in science journals NRL staff. In 62 years, NRL's pioneering
and books; papers presented to scientific societies research has led to 3039 patents. The table below
and topical conferences; and patents. summarizes the 1984 technical output.

This section lists a portion of NRL's output
" for 1984. The omitted parts are oral presenta-

Type of Contribution Unclass. Class. Total

Papers in periodicals, books, and
proceedings of meetings 775 0 775

NRL Reports 34 30 64

NRL Memorandum Reports 216 30 246

* -Books 2

Patents granted 36

ACOUSTICS Apparatus-Independent Acoustical-Material
Characteristics Obtained from Panel-Test

A Frequency-Domain Beamforming Algorithm Measurements, by Rudgers, A.J. and
for Wideband, Coherent Signal Processing, Solvold, C.A., Journal of the Acoustical
by Weber, M.E. and Heisler, R.,* Journal of Society of America 76:926-934
the Acoustical Society of America 76:1132- Comments on "Distortion of Finite Amplitude
1144 Ultrasound in a Lossy Media," by M.E. .

A Method for Measuring the Frequency Haran and B.D. Cool [J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
Dispersion for Broadband Pulses 73, 774-779 (1983)], by Trivett, D.H.* and
Propagated to Long Ranges, by Yang, T.C., VanBuren, A.L., Journal of the Acoustical
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America Society of America 76:1257-1258
76:253-261 Dispersion and Ranging of Transient Signals in

A Study of Elastomer/Metal Bonds Applicable the Arctic Ocean, by Yang, T.C., Journal of
in Underwater Sonar Systems, by Ting, the Acoustical Society of America 76:262-273
R.Y., Adhesive Joints, Plenum Publishing Elements of a Geoacoustic Model of the Upper
Corp., NY, pp. 555-564 Crust, by Diachok, 0.1., Dicus, R.L., and 261 -'
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PAPERS. REPORTS. AND PATENTS

Wales, S.C., Journal of the Acoustical Society the Planetary Boundary Layer, A. Deepak
of America 75:324-334 Publishing Co., Hampton, VA, pp. 21-34

Interpretation of Sample Wave Speed Measured Liquid Water Content of Fogs and Hazes from
in an Impedance Tube, by Dubbelday, P.S. Visible Light Scattering, by Gerber, H.,
and Capps, R.N., Journal of the Acoustical Journal of Climate and Applied Meteorology
Society of America 76:964-967 23:1247-1252

Nonlinear Scattering of Acoustic Waves by NRL Artificial Aerosol Studies, by Gathman,
Vibrating Surfaces, by Piquette, J.C. and S.G., Smoke/Obscurants Symposium VIII, B-
VanBuren, A.L., Journal of the Acoustical 17, p. 30
Society of America 76:880-889 Navy Hygroscopic Aerosol Model, by Gathman,

Performance Characteristics of Biased S.G., Hygroscopic Aerosols in the Planetary .
Estimators, by Gerlach, A.A., IEEE Boundary Layer, A. Deepak Publishing Co.,
International Conference on Acoustics, Speech Hampton, VA, pp. 93-115
and Signal Processing, Vol. 1, IEEE, NY, pp. Nonzonal Gravity Wave Breaking in the Winter
7.6.1-7.6.4 Mesosphere, by Schoeberl, M.R.* and L _-

Polar Glass Ceramics for Sonar Transducers, by Strobel, D.F., Dynamics of the Middle
Ting, R.Y., Halliyal, A.G.,* and Bhalla, Atmosphere, D. Reidel Publishing Co.,
A.S.,* Applied Physics Letters 44:852-854 Boston, MA

Transducers, by Bucaro, I.A., McGraw-Hill On the Relationships of the Dry Size
Yearbook of Science & Technology, McGraw- Distribution of Hygroscopic Air to
Hill Book Company, pp. 443-446 Electromagnetic Radiation Extinction, by

Gathman, S.G., Hygroscopic Aerosols in the
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE Planetary Boundary Layer, A. Deepak

Publishing Co., Hampton, VA, pp. 339-348
Parameterization of IR Coding in a Middle

An Expert System for Electronics Troubleshoot- Atmosphere Dynamics Model 2. Non-LTE
ing Based on Function and Connectivity,R
by Pipitone, F., First Conference on Artificial Rad T ratr of the Meophere

Intelligence Applications, IEEE, NY, pp. 133- oer Thermsre by Aprzese18adLwrThermosphere, by Apruzese, '
J.P., Strobel, D.F., and Schoeberi, M.R.,*

' An Intelligent Control Strategy for Computer
Consultation, by Slagle JR., Gaynor Journal of Geophysical Research 89:4917-4926

M.W.,* and Halpern E.J.,* IEEE Transac- Reply, by Chang, S.W., Monthly Weather Review

tions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelli- 112:1646-1647
gence PAMI-6:I29-136 The Effects of Meteorology on Marine Aerosol

and Optical and IR Propagation, by
Gathman, S.G., AGARD Advisory Group for
Aerospace Research and Development -.

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES Conference Proceedings, AGARD-CP-346,
Chap. 7-1

Aerosol Size Distributions at a Site on the East
Coast of the United States, by Hoppel,
W.A., Larson, R., and Vietti, M.A.,
Atmospheric Environment 18:1613-1621 BIOSCIENCES

Atmospheric Radon Measurements in the
Arctic, Fronts, Seasonal Observations, and Encapsulation of Hemoglobin Phospholipid 0
Transport of Continental Air to Polar Vesicles: Preparation and Properties of a
Regions, by Wilkniss, P.E.* and Larson, Red Cell Surrogate, by Gaber, B.P. and
R.E., Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences Farmer, M.C., The Red Cell: Sixth Ann Arbor
41:2347-2358 Conference, Alan R. Liss, Inc., NY, pp.

Equilibrium Size of Atmospheric Aerosol 179-190
Particles as a Function of Relative Physicians at Risk. Some Epidemiologic Con-
Humidity: Calculations Based on Meas- siderations of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse,
ured Aerosol Properties, by Fitzgerald, J.W. and Suicide, by Keeve, J.P., Journal of

262 and Hoppel, W.A., Hygroscopic Aerosols in Occupational Medicine 26:505-508
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PAPERS, REPORTS, AND PATENTS

Picosecond Relaxation Measurements in Biol- Fractographic Analysis of Biaxial Failure in
ogy, by Campillo, A.J. and Shapiro, S.L., Ceramics, by Mecholsky, J.J.* and Rice,
Ultra Short Light Pulses, Topics in Applied R.W., Fractography of Ceramic and Metal
Physics, Vol. 18 Springer-Verlag, NY, pp. Failures, ASTM STP 827, American Society
317-376 for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia, PA,

The Secondary Structure of Acetylcholine pp. 185-193
Receptor Reconstituted in a Single Lipid Future Needs in Ceramic Fractography and
Component as Determined by Raman Spec- Failure Analysis. Panel Report, by Rice,
troscopy, by Yager, P., Chang, E.L., Willi- R.W., Fractography of Ceramic and Metal
ams, R.W.,* and Dalziel, A.W., Biophysical Failures, ASTM STP 827, American Society
Journal 45:26-28 for Testing and Materials, Philadelphia, PA,

pp. 401-405
Heavy Metal Fluoride Glasses and Fibers: A

CERAMICS, GLASSES AND PLASTICS Review, by Tran, D.C., Sigel, G.H., and
A a Bendow, B.,* Journal of Lightwave
Anomalous Isotope-Mass Effect in Lithium Technology LT-2:566-586

Borate Glasses: Comparison with a Unified Laser Processing of Ceramics, by Spann, J.R.,
Relaxation Model, by Ngai, K.L., Rendell, Rice, R.W., Coblenz, W.S., and
R.W.. and Jain, H.,* Physical Review B McDonough, W.J., Emergent Process Method
30:2133-2139 for High-Technology Ceramics, Vol. 17,

8 Capabilities and Design Issues for Emerging Plenum Publishing Corp., NY, pp. 473-503
Tough Ceramics, by Rice, R.W., 8th Annual On the Structure of Defect Centers in -.

Conlerence on Composites and Advanced Irradiated Alkali Silicate Glasses, by
Ceramic Materials in: American Ceramic Cases, R.* and Griscom, D.L., Proceedings
Society Bulletin 63:256-262 of the 2nd International Conference on

Ceramic Fracture Features, Observations, Radiation Effects in Insulators in: Nuclear
Mechanisms, and Uses, by Rice, R.W., Instruments and Methods in Physics Research
Fractography of Ceramic and Metal Failures, 229(B1):503-510
ASTM STP 827, American Society for Processing of Advanced Ceramic Composites, by
Testing and Materials, Philadelphia, PA, pp. Rice, R.W., Chemistry and Advanced
5-103 Ceramics, Materials Research Society

Effect of Impurities on the Vibrational Symposia Proceedings, Vol. 32, Elsevier,
Properties of ZrF4-Based Glasses, by NY, pp. 337-345
Strom, U., Freitas, J.A., Devaty, R.P., and Relaxation in Spin Glasses: Similarities with
Tran, D.C., Infrared Optical Materials and and Differences from Ordinary Glasses, by
Fibers I1, SPIE, Vol. 484, Society of Photo- Ngai, K.L., Rajagopal, A.K.,* and Huang,
Optical Instrumentation Engineers, Belling- C.Y.,* Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth
ham, WA, pp. 74-77 Annual Conference on Magnetism & Magnetic

-I Electron Spin Resonance Studies of Trapped Materials in: Journal of Applied Physics 4
Hole Centers in Irradiated Alkali Silicate 55:1714-1716

-.. Glasses: A Critical Comment on Current Static P-T-V Measurements in MgO:
Models for HCI and HC 2 , by Griscom, Comparison with Shock Wave Data, by
D.L., Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids Ming, L.C.,* Manghnani, M.H.,* Balogh,
64:229-247 J.,* Qadri, S.B.,* Skelton, E.F., and

lie Ferromagnetic Resonance of Precipitated Phases Jamieson, J.C.,* Shock Waves in Condensed 4
in Natural Glasses, by Griscom, D.L., Matter, Proceedings of the American Physical
Journal of Non-Crystalline Solids 67:81-118 Society Topical Conference, North-Holland, . -

Formation of Ceramic Composites and Coatings NY, pp. 57-60
Utilizing Polymer Pyrolysis, by Coblenz, Strength, Toughness and Fracture Initiation of
W.S., Wiseman, G.H., Davis, P.B., and Fluoride Glasses, by Wu, C.C.M., Lewis, ..-

Rice. R.W., Emergent P. ,cess Methods jbr D., and McKinney, K.R., Infrared Optical
High-Technology Ceramics, Materials Science Materials and Fibers 111, SPIE, Vol. 484,
Research, Vol. 17, Plenum Press, NY, pp. Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
271-285 Engineers, Bellingham, WA, pp. 78-82 263
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Tougher Ceramics Using Tetragonal ZrO2 or American Society jbr Lubrication Engineers in:
HfO2, by Rice, R.W., Bender, B.A., and Journal of the American Society of Lubrication
Ingle, R.P., Proceedings of Ultrastructure Engineers 40:203-210
Processing of Ceramics, Glasses and Applications of Ion-Implanted Covalent
Composites, pp. 507-523 Polymers, by Weber, D.C., Bernett, M.K.,

Transient Luminescence, Transport and and Ravner, H., Ion Implantation and Ion
Photoconductivity in Chalcogenide Glasses, Beam Processing of Materials, Materials
by Ngai, K.L., Polarons and Excitons in Polar Research Society Symposia Proceedings, _ -

Semiconductors and Ionic Crystals, Plenum Vol. 27, North-Holland, NY, pp. 759-763 i
Publishing Corp., NY, pp. 383-418 Autoxidation of Nitrogen Heterocycles. 1.

Ultraviolet Spectra of Alkylpyrroles. "- -

Evidence for a Molecular Association
CHEMISTRY Complex Between Oxygen and 2,5-

Dimethylpyrrole in Non-polar Media, by
A Comprehensive Investigation of Residual Cooney, J.V. and Hazlett, R.N., Heterocycles

. Compounds of Br in HOPG and Graphite 22:1513-1518
Fibers via X-Ray Absorption, by Feldman, Book Review - Principles of Quantitative X-

SJ.L., Elam, W.T., Ehrlich, A.C., Skelton, Ray Fluorescence Analysis by R. Tertian
, E.F., Dominguez, D.D., Qadri, S.B.,* and F. Claisse, by Gilfrich, J.V., Analytical

Chung, D.D.L.,* and Lytle, F.W.,* EXAFS Chemistry 56:614A
* and Near Edge Structure II!, p. 464 Book Review - Introduction to Alpha Coeffi- Lei

A Nomenclature for Macrocyclic Compounds by cients, by Gilfrich, J.V., Applied Spectroscopy
Sequential Citation, by Fox, R.B., Journal 38:613
of Chemical Information and Computer Science 13C NMR Determination of the In-Plane
24:266-271 Carbon-Carbon Bond Length in Graphite

An Assessment of Graphitized Carbon Fiber Intercalation Compounds, by Miller, G.R.,*
Use for Electrical Power Transmission, by Poranski, C.F., and Resing, H.A., Journal of
Murday, J.S., Dominguez, D.D., Moran, Chemical Physics 80:1708-1709
J.A.,* Lee, W.D.,* and Eaton, R.,* Synthetic Chemical Ionization - Fast-Atom Bombardment
Metals 9:397-424 Mass Spectrometry: a Novel Ionization

Analysis of Impregnated Charcoals by Method, by Campana, J.E. and Freas, R.B.,
Desorption Ionization Mass Spectrometry, Journal of the Chemical Society. Chemical
by Ross, M.M., Kidwell, D.A., and Communications, pp. 1414-1415
Campana, J.E., Analytical Chemistry 56: Chemical Kinetic-Fluid Dynamic Interactions in
2142-2145 Detonations, by Oran, E., The Chemistry of

Analysis of Middle Distillate Fuels by Flow Combustion Processes, ACS Symposium
. Liquid Chromatography/Proton Nuclear Series 249, American Chemical Society, .

Magnetic Resonance, by Hazlett, R.N., Washington, D.C., pp. 151-173
Dorn, H.L.,* and Glass, T.E.,* Magnetic Chemical and Physical Interactions in Covalent

* Resonance. Introduction, Advanced Topics and Polymers Implanted with Transition
Applications to Fossil Energy, D. Reidel Metals, by Pehrsson, P.E.,* Weber, D.C.,
Publishing Co., NY, pp. 709-720 Koon, N., Campana, J.E., and Rose, S.L.,

Anisotropy Effects in the Linearly Polarized X- Ion Implantation and Ion Beam Processing of
Ray Absorption Spectrum of Br2  Materials, Materials Research Society

. Intercalated Graphite Fibers and Highly Symposia Proceedings, Vol. 27, North-
" Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite, by Feldman, Holland, NY, pp. 429-434

SJ.L., Skelton, E.F., Ehrlich, A.C., Chemically Modified Electrodes: A View and a
Dominquez, D.D., Elam, W.T., Qadri, Review, by Rolison, D.R., Fundamental
SB.,* and Lytle, F.W.,* Physical Review Aspects of Corrosion Protection by Surface
Letters 49:1023-1026 Modification, Electrochemical Society, Inc.,

Antistatic Agents, Lubricants, and Precision Pennington, NJ, pp. 222-232
Bearing II. Conductive Electroactive Chemically Suppressing Rusty-Bolt Intermodu- ... ,
Polymers, by Bernett, M.K., Ravner, H., lation Interference, by Cooper, J.C.,

264 and Weber, D.C., 38th Annual Meeting of the Panavappan, R., and Stule, R.C., IEEE 1984
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PAPERS, REPORTS. AND PATENTS

National Symposium on Electromagnetic Transfer Interaction and Film Morphology,
Compatibility, IEEE, NY, pp. 233-240 by Kim, O.K., Polymers in Electronics, ACS

Combined SIMS and Electron Spectroscopy Symposium Series 242, American Chemical
Investigation of the Chemical State of Society, Washington, D.C., pp. 515-531
Some Ion-Implanted Transition Metals Electrogenerated Coatings Containing Zeolites,
and Steels, by Bone, W.M., Barlak, T.M., by Murray, C.G., Nowak, R.J., and Rolison,
Singer, I.L., Jeffries, R.A., and Colton, R.J., D.R., Journal of the Electrochemical Society
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry SIMS IV, 164:205-210
Proceedings of the Fourth International Electron Affinities from Dissociations of Mixed
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Immunity to Random Environmental 4,464,065-Fast Granular Superconducting Bo-
Perturbations, April 10 to Scott C. Rashleigh lometer, August 7 to Stuart A. Wolf, Ulrich

4,445,780-Fiber Optic Rotation-Sensing Gyro- Strom, and Kurt Weiser
scope with (3 x 2) Coupler, May I to 4,464,768-Adaptive Preprocessing System,
William K. Burns August 7 to Bernard L. Lewis and Frank F.

4,447,272-Method for Fabricating MNOS Kretschmer, Jr.
Structures Utilizing Hydrogen Ion Implan- 4,466,003-Compact Wideband Multiple Con-
tation, May 8 to Nelson S. Saks ductor Monopole Antenna, August 14 to

4,448,000-High Temperature Ultra-High Vacu- Richard K. Royce
294 um Infrared Window Seal, May 15 to 4,468,760-Directional Line-Hydrophone Array
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PAPERS, REPORTS. AND PATENTS

Calibrator, August 28 to Joseph F. Zalesak 4,471,340-Analog to Digital Converter,
and Peter H. Rogers September 11 to Bernard L. Lewis

4,468,766-Optical RF Downconverter, August 4,471,359-Dual Band, Low Sidelobe, High
28 to Anthony Spezio Efficiency Mirror Antenna, September 1 to

4,468,794-Digital Coherent Detector, August Dean D. Howard
28 to William M. Waters and Bobby R. 4,489,320-Interference Suppressor for Radar
Jarrett MTI, December 18 to Bernard L. Lewis and

4,469,536-Alloys and Method of Making, Frank F. Kretschmer
September 4 to Donald W. Forester 4,489,392-Orthogonalizer for Inphase and

4,469,977-Superlattice Ultrasonic Wave Gener- Quadrature Digital Data, December 18 to
ator, September 4 to John J. Quin, Ulrich Bernard L. Lewis
Strom and Leroy L. Chang 4,490,016-Polarimetric Image Recorder, De-

4,471,219-Amplitude Mode Magnetic Sensors, cember 25 to Irwin Schneider and Charles S.
September 11 to Thomas G. Giallorenzi Guenzer

.
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NRL FUNDING PROFILE

SOURCES OF FUNDS
FY 1984 (New Orders Received)

$M
18.9% Office of Naval Research (QNR) 70.6

.8% Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) 40.4

160 Naval Electronic Systems Command (NAVELEX) 59.8
" - .'5.8%

Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) 21.7

Chief of Navy Material (CNM) 2.6

Other Navy 124.8

114.4% Other 53.9

Actual funding 373.8

RDT&E NAVY FUNDS BY CATEGORY
FY 1985 PLAN (New Orders)

SM
- 6.1 Research 64.3

6.2 Exploratory Development 61.5

6.6% 6.3 Advanced Development 19.5

1.1% 6.4 Engineering Development 33.2

6.5 Management and Support 3.5

6.6 Operational Systems Development 116.0

Total 298.0
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NRL WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY*

NAVI ON W'FAR

Eq A

- NADC N1 NTCN

NRLNADC NS

SECNAV/CNO - Secretary of the Navy/Chief of Naval Operations
CNR/OCNR - Chief of Naval Research/Officer of the Chief of Naval Research
NAVAIR - Naval Air Systems Command
NAVSEA - Naval Sea Systems Command
SPACE&W'FARE - Space and Warfare Systems Command
NAVSUP - Naval Supply Systems Command
NAVFAC - Naval Facilities Systems Command
ONR - Office of Naval Research
ONT - Office of Naval Technology
DNL - Director of Navy Laboratories
NORDA - Naval Oceanographic Research and Development Activity
NBL - Naval Biosciences Laboratory

"Aptoved by the Commanding Officer as of 2 July 1985
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ORGAN IZATIONAL CHART
DECEMBER 1984

COMMANDING OFFICER
Coa 1000

~ CAPT J.P. O'Donovan, USN

DEPUTY EQUAL PUELIC AFFAIRS
EMPLOYMENT _______________________OFFICER

OPPORTUNITY Code 2610

OFFICER DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH J.W. Gately, Jr.

Code 10023as19

S. Eaton Dr. T. Coffey

SCIENTIFI OFFICE OF
CONSULTANT TO MANAGEMENT AND

THE HIECTORADMINISTRATION
OF RESEARC Cads 1005

Cd104M. Oliver -

Dr. A.H Aitken a

OPERATIONS. SECURITY. FINANCIAL CIVILIAN PERSONNEL

Cda 1200 Cods 1300 Code 1300
CPT J.B. Morris, USN R.W. Steinbeck JD.~0J. Blomne
Operational Services 0 Budget * Personnel operations
Security 6 Accounting 6~ Employee Developint
Cuiitracting 0Disbursaug et Employee Relations
Research"RequirementsX
& A plicatiuna

NRL IMh Detachment I

TECHNICAL SERVICES SENEGAL SCIENCE
DIRECTORATE AND TECHNOLOGY

Code 2000 eu DIRECTORATE
J.D0 Brown in .Code 4000

Or. W.R Ellis

___SYSTEMS RESEARCH MATERIAL SCIENCE - SPACE AND COMM UNI-
S AN D TECHNOLOGY AND COMPONENT CATIONS TECHNOLOGY

inm ~ 11IRECTORATE TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE
ff Cads 5000 DIRECTORATE Code 7000

1 jj , R.R. Rojas Cads 1000 DrB.Wald
298Dr. A~l Schindler
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% ORGANIZATIONAL CHART (Continued)

TECHNICAL GENERAL SCIENCE SYSTEMS RESEARCH
SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY AND TECHNOLOGY
DIRECTORATE DIRECTORATE DIRECTORATE
Code 2000 Code 4000 Code 5000

ENGINEERING LABORATORY FOR ACUTC DVSO

_____ SERVICES DIVISION COMPUTATIONAL Mrd 5100udl

Code 2300 PHYSICS ACSiCS B IVHurdle

LCDR M L Crouch. USN Code 4040 e Acoustics media
chraracterizationl

o Mechanical Engineering Dr J P Boris 0 Applied Ocean Acoustics

& ManfctuoEniring isW Physical Acoustics

abiic1ion Developmenrt

* Large Aperture Acoustics

SUPPLY DIVISION 6 7 SPACE SCIENCE RADAN DIVISION
Cede 2400 DIIIN____ Code 5300

LCDR I.R. Lippert, USN Cede 4100i Dr. MIl. Skotnik
* Purchasing/Reqtuisition Dr H *usk Radar Analysis

Control Gusy*Radar Tectniqaes
*R etControla Atmospheric Physics 0 earch Radar

Material XRayo I Astronomy is Target Characteristics
* Auomatd Inentoy * adi isRAtrnm Identification Systems

Auoae Inenor umeasurements ei Arhorne Radar
Management 6 Gamma & Cosmic Ray is Etectromaiggtitcs

4, Teichnical Astrophysics is Systems Control & Research
*S Sotu Physics

*Sota Terrestrial
RelationshipsTATCLECROI

PUBLIC WORKS e Ionosphreric EftectsTAIALECTOC

DIVISION & ED KatHarbt Centel WARFARE DIVISION
Code 2500 ts pc eerhCede 5700

CDR J P Collins US N Dr. J.A. Montgomery

Engone rg S Dlboad Countemeasures
Maintenance. Utliti~es PLASMA PHYSICS EW Support Measures

&ansportalien DIVISION ibone EN Systems
* Cuetract Administiation Ship ZeW Systems
*maiotenance Control Cede 4700 re Advanced Techeiqoes
*Administratie Dr. S. Ossakaw

* sr Plasma
0~ PHangh-aPlawa Radiato

TECHNICAL *ihPoe ecrmgMARINE TECHNOLOGY
RadiationDIISO

INFORMATION DIVISION is Experimental Plasma CDeISI00
Code 2500 PhysicsCoe50

E.E. Kirkbrtde 0Plasma Techology D.R T. Swim
Geophysical & PlasmaDr

Information Services Dynamics erOcean Dynamics
Technical Library *Ptasma Theory u Mrine Systems

is Publicatiens 0Srcua nert
6 Phtogrphic ilustrtione turd Dynamics

CHESAPEAKE DAY AW UNDERWATER SOUND
DETACHMENT R'~ 3  E FERENCE
Code 2700 IMnPL1 BLA ETACHEENT
CDR R.S. Holtz. US N L Cede1 500
9 Seuiy Dr. J.E Blue
* Operatin Tehnca Sevie
emaintenance & support recutical Sestces

9 * Tranisducer
*Measurements

____ RESEARCH
COMPUTATION DIVISION

qr Coft2000
R F.Saenger
* Software Systems &Support
*Operatiens
*Timfesearrit Coerooter

0 Castomelr Planning & support
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CHART (Continued)
MATERIAL SCIENCE SPACE AND

S RESEARCH AND COMPONENT COMMUNICATIONS

HNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY
!RATE DIRECTORATE DIRECTORATE
J Code 6000 Cede 7000

ACOUSTICS DIVISION LABORATORY FOR IENFOTION IO)i Cede 5100 STRUCTURE OF MATTER TECHNOLOGY IIVISION
A. BIG Hurdleir" Code 6030 Code 7500

* A(,! Z. M,J I Dr J KdrLe Oir J R Davis
ch, )-1- .n i! 1" * Navy Center or

* Ad. 1 ce A ,c Applied Research i
re Pn, , . -!. Arficial Intelligence

* i, e I, S nI , * Communmcation System

r,..-Aiiei. tiigneerig
*~~~~~~~ InAj ,i SCStinnision Technology

* hitegated Warfare Technology
* Computer Science & Systems

RADAR DIVISION CHEMISTRY DIVISION
Code 5300 Code 6100
0 M I Sko!rr k Dr W M Toles SPACE SYSTEMS AND
P a ca An,', 0 Chemical Kinet cs TECHNOLOGY DIVISIONS Rad, tlei prs 0 Chemical Diagnostics Code 7700

R Ci 'i H dir Polymeric M atr al1N

i i,,ii' Cal,' I sslems * Combustion & Fuels 9 Ftectrcal Systems &

* A ole , It' * Bomolecular Ergineering Spacecraft Integration

r lectamagnetcs * Terrestrial Systems

C Systems Cr"ili & Research 0 Mechanical Systems
* Systems Engineering

& Analysis

- TACTICAL ELECTRONIC MATERIAL SCIENCE AND oiital SystemsaNTECHNOLOGY DIVISION 0 Radio FrequencyWARFARE DIVISION TECH Y D& Optical

Code 5700 Code 6300 * Space Applications

y Dr J A Mo-ttiomery Ur B B Rath * Space Sensing

C C0t tid C) ,',r easmes al % Environmental Effets Applications

EW Sao,?' M nsres e Physical Metallurgiy0 A ,,,ore th Sstems q i' •C~mc

* Shd, t le* IS c omposite Materials, ,jnc~ te r Qoe, Mechanics of MaeIlk"l

* TermoStruCurat Materials

MAINE ECNOOG OPTICAL SCIENCES 1*
DIVISIONTDi"iSION DIVISION
Cede 5800 Code 6500
O, R T S ',,tn 0r T G Giallorenzi

0 dea Aeec*Op a Arobsh
Mime Sysn' ,. * Adva ed Concepts

SSrici al n ,y * Apphed Optcs
* Fi-1 Dyrali Cr Laser Physics

* Electro ophcal Technology
9 Optical Techques

UNDERWATER SOUNO CONDENSED MATTER
REFERENCE AND RADIATION
DETACHMENT SCIENCES DIVISION
Cede 5900 Coda 6600
D, J E Blue Or DJ Nagel
* tenrca h er, cs 4 Radiation Survvability

0 AC iuS 3ra Syste', 0 Metal Physics
* T, ,; i cI * Hadiaton Matter Interactrons

S C Mveasrils * Materials Modification & Analysis
0 Condensed Matter Physics "ACTING

ELECTRONICS - - -ADDITIONAL DUTY

TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
Cide 6100
Dr G M Borsuk

Solid State Devices
Electronic Material technology

* Surface Physics
0 Microwave & Millimeter

Wave Tube Technoloq
* Microwave Technology

* Semiconductors 299
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Code Office Key Personnel Extension*

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORATE P

1000 Commanding Officer CAPT J.P. O'Donovan, USN 73403
1001 Director of Research Dr. T. Coffey 73301
1003 DEEO Officer Ms. S.A. Eaton 72486
1004 Scientific Consultant to the Dir. of Res. Dr. A.H. Aitken 73724"
1005 Head, Office of Management and Admin Ms. M. Oliver 73086
2610 Public Affairs Officer Mr. J.W. Gately, Jr.t 72541
1200 Chief Staff Officer CAPT J.B. Morris, USN 73621
1220 [lead, Security Branch Mr. M.B. Ferguson 73048
1300 Comptroller Mr. R.W. Steinbeck 73405
1800 Head, Civ. Pers. Div. Mr. D.J. Blome 73421
1810 Personnel Operations Mr. D.J. Blome 73421 a

TECHNICAL SERVICES DIRECTORATE

2000 Assoc. Dir. Res. for Tech. Services Mr. J.D. Brown 72879
2004 Patent Counsel Dr. W.T. Ellis 73428
2010 Safety Officer Mr. H.C. Kennedy, Jr. 72249

2020 lead, Administrative Services Office Mrs. L.V. Dabney 73858
2300 Engineering Services Officer LCDR M.L. Crouch 72300
2400 Supply Officer LCDR T.R. Lippert 73446
2500 Public Works Officer CDR J.P. Collins, USN 73371
2600 Head, Tech. Info. Div. Mr. E.E. Kirkbride 73388
2700 Chesapeake Bay Detachment Officer CDR R.S. Holtz, USN 301-257-4002
2800 Head, Research Computation Division Mr. Rudi F. Saenger 72751

GENERAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE

4000 Assoc. Dir. Res. for General Sci. & Tech. Dr. W.R. Ellis 73324

4040 Head, Lab. for Computational Physics Dr. J.P. Boris 73055

4100 Supt., Space Science Div. Dr. H. Gursky 76343

4700 Supt., Plasma Physics Div. Dr. S. Ossakow 72723

SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE

5000 Assoc. Dir. Res. for Systems Res. & Tech. Mr. R.R. Rojas 73294

5100 Supt., Acoustics Div. Mr. B.G. Hurdle** 73482

5300 Supt., Radar Div. Dr. M.I. Skolnik 72936

5700 Supt., Tactical Elec. Warfare Div. Dr. J.A. Montgomery 76278
,, 5800 Supt., Marine Technology Div. Dr. R.T. Swim 73314

5900 Supt., Underwater Sound Reference Det. Dr. J.E. Blue 305-859-5120

MATERIAL SCIENCE AND COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE

6000 Assoc. Dir. Res. for Material Science & Component Tech. Dr. A.I. Schindler 73566

6030 Head, Lab. for Structure of Matter Dr. J. Karle 72665 V
6070 Head, Health Physics Staff Mr. J.N. Stone 72232

6100 Supt., Chemistry Div. Dr. W.M. Tolles 73026

6300 Supt., Mat. Sci. & Tech. Div. Dr. B.B. Rath 72926

6500 Supt., Optical Sciences Div. Dr. T.G. Giallorenzi 73171

6600 Supt., Condensed Matter & Radiation Sciences Div. Dr. D.J. Nagel 72931

6800 Supt., Electronics Tech. Div. Dr. G.M. Borsuk 73525

SPACE AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE

7000 Assoc. Dir. Res. for Space & Comm. Tech. Dr. B. Wald 72964

"a 7500 Supt., Information Technology Div. Dr. J.R. Davis 72903

7700 Supt., Space Systems and Technology Div. Mr. P.G. Wilhelm 76547

*Direct-in-Dialing (202) 76-, AUTOVON 29-
".Acting

% tAdditional duty 301
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NRL REVIEW STAFF

The NRL Reveiw is a result of the collabora-
tion of the scientific, engineering, and support staff a,.

with the Technical Information Division (TID). In
addition to the scientists and engineers who pro-
vided material for the Review, the following have
also contributed to its publication.

Senior Science Editor: Dr. Jack Kaiser Senior TID Editor: Kathleen Parrish

Associated Science Editors: Dr. Phillip Mange, General Science and Technology .

Dr. Felix Rosenthal, Systems Research and Technology

Mr. Richard Nekritz, Material Science and Component Technology

Dr. William Carter, Space and Communications Technology

Head, Technical Information Division: Earle E. Kirkbride

Covers and color page design: B. Zevgolis

Chapter title pages: T. Phillips

Interview: J. Kaiser. K. Parrish, B. Zevgolis

Photographic production: G. Blakes, D. Boyd, G. Gattis
H. Hill, B. Hortui. A. Lancaster, A. MacDonald,
J. Marshall, C. Morrow, W. Nafey. M. Savell

Computerized composition production: D. Martin, D. Wilbanks

Editorial assistance: I. Barron, R. Baturin, P. Creech, G. Harrison-Rashin,
M. Long, D. Nelson

Computerized composition assistance: M. Bray, C. Cain, J. Craze, J. Hays, J. Kogok,
P. Lore, J. Mickelinc, D. Mitchell, K. Morin,
P. Newman, S. Schrock, C. Sims, C. Ward

Graphic services assistance: A. Green, L. Jackson, J. Milligan

Production coordination: T. Calderwood, P. lmhoff, M. Peevy '"

Valuable assistance in other matters was given by: J. Boris, H. Mitchell, E. Oran
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ENTRY-LEVEL AND

EXPERIENCED PERSONNEL m

This Review illustrates some of the exciting sci- structive elevation, characterization of fracture resis-
ence and engineering carried out at NRL as well as the tance of structural alloys, and combustion.
potential for new personnel.

Computer Science Graduates. Employees in this field-.
The Naval Research Laboratory offers a wide are involved with artificial intelligence, software

variety of challenging positions that involve the full engineering, software systems specifications, computer
range of work from basic and applied research to design/architecture, systems analysis, and command
equipment development. The nature of the research information systems.
and development conducted at NRL requires profes-
sionals with experience. Typically, there is a continu- Chemists. Chemists are recruited to work in the areas
ing need for electronics, mechanical aerospace, of inorganic and organometallic synthesis, solution
ceramic, and materials engineers; metallurgists with kinetics and mechanisms, surface analysis, organic
bachelor's and/or advanced degrees; and physical andb l a o a d e n y lchemistry, combustion, colloid/surface chemistry, fire
computer scientists with Ph.D. degrees. Opportunities suppression, and nuclear decay.
exist in the areas described below.

Cerac aPhysicists. Physics graduates may concentrate on
-yCeramic and Materials Scientists/Engineers. These such fields as electromagnetics, image processing,

employees work on the mechanical properties, coating inverse scattering phenomena, acoustics, inversion
and materials processing, and materials research. tcat-','theory, mathematical modeling of scattering proces-

"" sors, radar system development, electro-optics, focal
Electronics Engineers. These engineers work in the plane arrays, signal processing, plasma physics, astro-'"'"following areas: communication satellite design, ann- 41,
f a oi l gphysics, semiconductor technology, relativistic elec-
log and digital signal processing, information process- tronics, beam/wave interactions, low-temperature phy-
ing, strategic and tactical communication systems sics, superconductivity, physical/chemical vapor dispo- I
design, instrumentation, microcomputer design, satel- sition of thin and thick coatings, wave propagation,
lite attitude-control systems, image processing, IR sen- ionospheric physics, computational hydrodynamics,
sors, focal plane arrays, radar, inverse scattering computational atomic physics, and supersonic, gas-
phenomena, statistical communication theory, electro-
optics, hardware/software interfacing, artificial intelli- d i cl i
gence, electromagnetic (EM) scattering, digital elec- FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS
tronics, fiber optics, optical information processing,
semiconductor device processing, microwave tubes, U.S. citizenship is required for employment at NRL.
threat systems analysis, electroacoustic optics, RF
measurement design, EM propagation, EM theory, HF APPLICATION AND INFORMATION
radar propagation analysis, electronic warfare simula-
tion, pulsed power technology, vacuum electronics, Interested applicants should submit a r~sum6 or a

, microwave technologies, networking techniques, Federal Employment Application Form (OPM 1282),
speech processing, Navy C31, electronic countermea- which can be obtained from local officers of the Office
sure systems design, spacecraft attitude controls, and of Personnel Management and Personnel Offices of
orbitology. Federal agencies, to the address below.

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineers. These employ- Direct inquires to:
ees may be assigned to satellite thermal design, struc- Naval Research Laboratory
tural design, propulsion, experimental fluid mechanics, Civilian Personnel Division, Code 1813 RV 84
experimental structural mechanics, solid mechanics, Attn: Marguerite Luck
elastic/plastic fracture mechanics, materials characteri- Washington, DC 20375-5000
zation of composites, finite-element methods, nonde- 202-767-3030 303
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CONTRIBUTIONS BY DIVISIONS AND LABORATORIES

Laboratory For Computational Physics (4040) Underwater Sound Reference Detachment (5900)

Transition to Turbulence in Free Shear Flows, 53 Porous Ceramic Loss Mechanism, 112
The Structure of a Propagating Detonation, 215 Glass Ceramics for Sonar Transducers, 113

Dynamic Bulk Modulus Measurement, 115
Space Science Division (4100) Extrapolation of Thick-Panel

Reflection Measurements, 117
Solar Flare Effects in the Atmosphere, 133
Periodic Occurrence of Solar Flares?, 135 Laboratory for Structure of Matter (6030)
HEAO A-I Discovers X-ray Eclipses, 137

Structural Information from Regions
Plasma Physics Division (4700) 6 to 20 A in Diameter, 180

Vibrational Energy Relaxation in Nitrogen, 177 Chemistry Division (6100)
Ionospheric Turbulence and Chaotic

Fluid Behavior, 221 Fire! (Fire Suppression Research at NRL), 67
High Pressure Nervous Syndrome, 163

Acoustics Division (5100) Synthetic Red Blood Cells, 165
Cure Monitoring of Polymeric Materials, 173

Modeling Long-range Arctic Advanced Mass Spectrometry of
Acoustic Propagation, 107 Complex Lubricants, 193

Frequency Dependent Modal Excitation and
Attenuation in Shallow Water, 108 Material Science and Technology Division (6300)

Scattering from Rigid Bodies of Arbitrary Shape, 110
High-Precision Airborne Gravity Ceramics With Ordered Pore Structures, 167

System Demonstration, 208 The Mechanism of Void Formation and Ductile
Fracture of Dispersion-Strengthened

Radar Division (5300) Copper-Aluminum Alloy, 170
Prediction of the Failure Behavior of

Time-Domain Radar Interference Rejection, 123 Fiber-Reinforced Composities, 175
Fatigue Crack Growth Process, 190

Tactical Electronic Warfare Division (5700)
Optical Sciences Division (6500)

Full Engagement Decoy Simulator, 103
Modeling Radar Scattering from Ships, 124 Tunable High-Power, Color-Center Laser, 149
Studies of Ship Infrared Signatures, 126 Fiber-Optic Gyroscope, 150

Optical Control of a Phased Laser Diode . -

Marine Technology Division (5800) Array, 154

Mixing Within an Ocean Front, 139 Condensed Matter and Radiation Sciences Division (6600)
Acoustic Measurement of Ocean Water Velocities, 142
Imaging the Upper Ocean Temperature NRL MOS Dosimeter for Space, 201

Variance Field. 144
Thermomechanical Response of Laser-irradiated Electronics Technology Division (6800)

Composite Structural Elements, 188
Damage Predictions for Torpedo-Submarine Structure Features in GaAs Substrates as Revealed

Collisions. 195 by a Eutectic Chemical Etching. 183
Laboratory Studies of Steep and Breaking Hydrogenic Donors in Quantum Wells, 185

Deep Water Waves. 217 Niobium Nitride for Josephson Tunnel
A Doubly Asymptoti. Approximation for Junctions, 202

the Interaction of Water Waves and The Gyroklystron - An Efficient, High-Gain,
Ship Wake Currents. 219 Fast-Wave Amplifier, 205 305
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S-Information Technology Division (7500) Space Systems and Technology Division (7700)

Software Cost Reduction Through Microwave Sensing of Sea-Floor Topography, 127
Disciplined Design, 79 A Hologram Wavefront Corrector for

Multisensor Integration - An Al Approach, 91 Laser Diode Beams, 152
Automatic Processing of Military Messages for Characterization of Detector Sensitivity Using

Dissemination and Summarization, 94 Heterodyne Detection, 157
How to Specify Software, 100
Tracker/Correlator Algorithm Testing, 102

,'' 306
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INDEX

Absorption, sound, 115 Ceramics, ordered pore, Donors, hydrogenic in quantum
Acetylcholine receptor, 163 hydrophones, 167 wells, 185
Acoustics: Arctic propagation, 107; Chaff, simulation of effects of, 101 Doping, spike, 185

bulk mouulus measurement, 115. Channel prober, high frequency, 45 Dosimeter, MOS for space, 201
Doppler current measurement, 142; Chaos, fluids, 221 Dynamic bulk modulus, measurement
material properties measurement, 117; Chesapeake Bay Detachment, 38 technique, 115
modal excitation, 108; Coastal processes, 127
ocean water velocity measurement, 142; Coherent structures, turbulence, 53 Educational opportunities, 246-249,
scattering, 107, 110; shallow water, Combustion, 67 255-258
108; source, 48; transmission loss, Communication, high-frequency channel Elastomers, 173
107; transducer materials, 112, 113, 167 prober, 45 Electrical discharge in nitrogen, 177
see also PZT, piezolectricity Composites: advanced, 173; ceramic Electron: Cyclotron resonance

Administration, NRL, 12 fiber, 47; fiber reinforced, maser, 205; microdiffraction, 183
Alan Berman Publication Awards, 241-243 failure of, 175; graphite epoxy Electronic: countermeasures,
Algorithm, tracker/correlator, 100 laminates, 188; metal matrix, 47 radar, 124; countermeasures,
Alloy, copper-aluminum dispersion Computer: Cray X-MP/12, 34; DICOMED, simulator, 101; materials,

strengthened, 170 35; imaging the ocean, 144 gallium arsenide, 181
Aluminum, foamed, 115 Computer science, software design, 79 Employment opportunities, 303
Amplifier: gyroklystron, 49; laser, 149 Control and inference, knowledge Electronic warfare, infrared ship
Analysis: fracture, 170; finite element, based systems, 91 signatures, 181; see also

188; stress, 188; structural, submarine Converter, DC to RF, 48 Countermeasures and Tactical
hull damage, 195; thermal, 188 Coronograph, Solwind, 46 Electronic Warfare

Anechoic chamber, 21 Corporate Facilities Investment Plan, 41 Etching, entectic and gallium
Appointments, professional, 257 Correlation, tracker, 100 arsenide, 181
Arctic, acoustic propagation, 107 Cost reduction, software design, 79 Exotic materials: gallium
Artificial blood, 165 Counseling, career, 249 aluminum arsenide, 154;
Artificial Intelligence: Expert Countermeasures, electronic: radar, gallium arsenide, 181, 202;

system, 45; message summarization 124; simulator, 101; see also indium phosphide, 18; niobium
and dissemination, 94; multisensor Tactical Electronic Warfare nitride, 202; see also
integration, 91; search algorithm, 18 and Warfare Composites

Asymptotic approximation, wave- Crack growth, processes, 190 Cpstes
Expert system, artificial

current interaction, 219 Crystal, gallium aresenide, 181 intelligence, 45
Atmosphere, solar flare effects on, 133 Cure monitoring, polymers, 173 Extrapolation, acoustic panel
Awards: distribution of, 233; Current profiler, acoustic Doppler, 142 reflection measurements, 117

special, 227-232; Alan Berman
publication, 241-243

Damage: assessment, submarine Facilities, Fire 1, 24; scientific
Bathymetry, interaction with hull, 195; crack growth, 190 support, 6, 14, 15, 20-33, 33-37

tides and remote sensing, 127 Decision support, artificial Failure, composites, prediction of, 175
Battle scenarios, simulation, 101 intelligence, 91 Fatigue, crack growth and damage
Beam stearing, optical, 157 Decoy, simulation of, 101 theory, 190 ,
Blood, artificial, 165 Defects, indium phosphide, 18 Federal Executive Professional
Blossom Point field station, 41 Detonation, structure and numerical Association (FEPA), 251
Breaking of ocean waves, 217 simulation, 215 Fellowhips, 255-257
Buildings, NRL, 36, 37 Diffraction, electron, 183 Finite element analysis, 188
Bulk modulus, dynamic, measurement Digitizer, speech, 45 Fiber optics: coating, 18;

techniques, 115 Diode: array, phase locking, 154; gyroscope, 150; tow cable, 47
laser, hologram converter, 152; Field stations, 38-41

Career counseling, 249 photo, characteristics, 157 Fire I facility, 24, 67
Casualty reports, automated Discharge, electrical in nitrogen, 177 Fire research, 67

processing, 94 Dislocations, gallium arsenide, 181 Fluid instabilities, shear
Ceramic: fiber composite, 47; Distance distributions, interatomic, 183 flow, 53

glass, sonar transducer, 113; Dissemination, automated of Fluid mechanics: chaos,
porous, loss, 112 messages, 94 interchange instabilities 307
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and turbulence, 221; deposition, 47 Neutron stars, X-ray

waves, 217, 219 Ionization, chemical, 193 emissions, 137
Foam, aqueous film forming, 67 Ionosphere: injected barium Niobium nitride, 202
Fracture: analysis, 175; cloud, 16; turbulence, 221 Nitrogen: electrical discharges

composites, 175 in, 177; overpressurization
Front, ocean: currents, 142; Josephson junctions, 202 for fire control, 67

imaging, 144; mixing, 139; Noise, photodiode, 157
radar sensing, 127 Key personnel, NRL, 301 Nonlinear: theory, plasma, 221;

Funding profile, NRL, 296 Knowledge based systems, control waves, ocean, 217
Future, NRL, 41-44 and inference, 91 Numerical simulation: detonation,

215; shear flows, 53

Gallium arsenide, structural Laminates: graphite epoxy, 188,

features, 181 with ordered pore Ocean: Front, see also Front, ocean;
Gamma-ray spectrometer, 135 structure, 167 Internal waves, thermocline
IGeodsy cr meter, 135 Language, software and turbulence, 139; micro-Geodesy, gravimetry, 208 specification, 100 structure, 46, 144; shear, 142;

Glass ceramics sonar transducer, 113
Graphite epoxy laminates, Laser: amplifier, 149; color wave-current interaction, 219;

destructive testing analysis, 188 center, 149; diode arrays wavebreaking, 217
Gravimetry, airborne, 208 and gallium-aluminum arsenide, Opportunities, professional, 8Gyroklystron, 205 154; free electron, 48; infrared, Optical: beam steering, 157;

Gyroscope, fiber optic, 150 149; irradiation, 188; Pharos injection locking, diode
Gyrotron, 205 I, 28; tunable, 149 array, 154

Lichtenberg tree, 19 Optics: diode, 152; diode array,
Hemoglobin, 165 Lipid, phase transition and pressure 154; laser, see also Laser;

Heterodyning, optical, 157 effects on, 163 Ordnance, firefighting, 67
High power: laser, 149; switch, 49 Liposomes, 165 Organization, NRL, 12

Loss mechanism, porous Organizational chart: Navy, 297,
High-power devices: gyrotron, 28 ceramic, 112 NRL, 298

homopolar generator, 29 Lubricants: deuterated, pentapolyol Orthonormalization method, 110
High-pressure cell, 17
High-transition-temperature ester, 47; spectroscopy of, 193 Panels, thick, acoustic property

material, 202 Magnet, super strength, 48 measurements, 117
History, NRL, 11, 12 Map, NRL location, inside Patchiness, ocean turbulence, 139
Hologram, wave-front back cover 139

corrector, 152 Marine Test Facility, 39 Patents, 294
Honors, individual, 233-240 Maryland Point, 40 Pentaerythritol tetraesters, 193
Hot isostatic pressing, turbine Maser, electron cyclotron Personnel development, 13blades, 47 elonaclotron Phase locking, diode array, 154blade, '~resonance, 205
Hydrodynamics: see also fluid Materials: polymeric, 173; Photo diodes, 157

mechanics see also Composites and Piezoelectricity: glass ceramics,
Hydrophone: porous ceramic, 112; Exotic Materials 113; porous ceramic, 112

sensitivity, 113. see also Messages, military, automated Plasma, nonlinear theory, 221
Acoustics, PZT Platforms, research, 41processing, 94 Polymeric materials, 173

Ignition, fire, 67 Microdielectrometry, polymer Power tube, microwave, 205
Image processing, ships, 126 Microdiffraction, electron, 183 Prediction: composite failure,
Imaging of ocean, computer, 144 Microelectronics, radiation effects 175; submarine hull impact
Impurities in quantum wells, 185 on, 133 damage, 195
Inference, knowledge based Microwave: power tube, 205; Pressure, effects on lipids, 163

systems, 91 M e: ow b e, 2; Professional: appointments, 257,
Information theory, speech three-frequency scatterometer, opportunities, 8

recognition, 45 threee ns aroPrograms: continuing education,46;, see also RadarInfrared laser, 149 Millimeter radiation source, 205 249; equal employment
Instabilities: interchange, Missles, antiship, simulation, 103 opportunity, 251; federal women's,

221; shear flows and Mixing in an ocean front, 139 251; for NRL people, 247-254;tubuene 53 for non-NRL people, 255-258;,, turbulence, 53 Modal excitation, acoustics, 108 frnnNLpol,2528

Integration of multisensor Modal o , acoustiwt, 108 graduate, 247-249; handicap,
information, 91 Model of: crack growth, 190; 253; high school, 258; Hispanic,

Intelligence, artificial, see also electrical discharge, 177; 253; professional development,
Artificial Intelligence 126; radar targets, 124; 249-254; technology transfer,Interactions, wave-current, 219, thermonic cathode, 46 249; undergraduate, 257

Interatomic distance Molecular beam epitaxy, 48, 185 Propagation, acoustic, 107
distributions, 183 Protein secondary structure, 163_. Motion simulator, 15

Interference rejection, radar, 123 Publication awards,
"s: 308 Ion implantation with vapor Natural language, 94 Alan Berman, 241-243
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Publications: Books, 294, formal Smoke, 67 Thermocline, mixing, 139 .

reports, 292-294; papers, Software: cost reduction, design Theory: fatigue growth, 190;

261-288; types and numbers, 261 and engineering, 79; information, speech recognition,

PZT, hydrostatic sensativity, 167 specification, 100 45; nonlinear, plasma, 221
Solar: activity cycle, 135; Tides, interaction with

Quantum wells, 185 flare, atmospheric effect, bathymetry, 127

133; maximum mission satellite Toastmasters International, 251

Radar: interference rejection, and periodic flares, 135 Torpedo, impact with

123; ship scattering, 124 Solwind coronograph, 46 submarines, 195

Radiation: damage, 201; effects Sonar transducer, glass ceramic, 113 Tracker-Correlator, evaluation and

on microelectronics, 133; Space: full sky X-ray map, 19; algorithm testing, 100

millimeter-wave source, 205; radiation effects, 133; Tracking, optical, 157 -

space environment, 201 radiation environment, 201; Transducer, acoustic, 112

Raman scattering, 46 sky X-ray map, HEAO-I and Transmission, acoustic loss, 107

Receptor, acetylcholine, 163 Solwind coronograph, 46; Turbulence: coherent structures,

Remote sensing: bathymetry, 127; Space Ultraviolet Radiation 53; ionosphere, 221; ocean,

gravity, 208; radar, 127 Environment (SURE) experiment, images of, 144; ocean patchiness,

Reflection, acoustic, from 15; Spartan Ill shuttle pay- 139; shear flows, 53

panels, 117 lopd, 14

Research: associateships, Specialized devices: gyroklystron, 205 Underwater Sound Reference

255-257; platforms, 41 Josephson junctions, 202; Detachment, 39
space dosimeter, 201

Sagnac effect, 150 Specification of software, 100 Vapor deposition with ion

Satellite: communication Spectrometer, gamma-ray, 135 implantation, 47

facility, 40; HEAO-I, 137 Spectroscopy: Fast-atom bombardment, Velocities, ocean water

Scattering: acoustic, ice, 107; 193; mass, of lubricants, 193 measurement, 142

acoustic, inverse, 115; Spectrum, phonon, of Vesicule fusion, 163
acoustic rigid bodies, superconductor, 48 Vibrational relaxation, nitrogen, 177

theory, 110; radar, 124 Speech digitation and recognition, 45 177

Sensitivity, hydrophone, 113 Spike doping, 185 Void formation, dispersion

Shear: flows, turbulence, 53; Staff: key personnel, 301; strengthened alloy, 170
ocean measurement of, 142 NRL Review, 302; organization

Shielding, space radiation, 133 chart, 298 Wake, ship, 219

Ship: model of infrared Star, binary eclipses and neutron, 137 Warfare: Tactical electronic,
signatures, 126; radar scattering Stress analysis, composites, 188 central target simulator, 17;
from, 124; wakes, 219 Submarine, torpedo impact, 195 simulator, 101; see

Sigma Xi, 251 Summarization, automated, of also Countermeasures
Signal: processing, acoustic messages, 94 Water velocities, ocean measure-

reflection measurements, 117; Superconductivity, 202 ment, 142
processor, time domain, 123; System, knowledge based, 91; Wave-current interaction,

Signatures, infrared ship, 126 production rule, 94; real- ocean, 219
Simulation: Battle scenarios, time, 79 Waveguide, acoustic, 108

chaff and decoys, 103; Wave-breaking, ocean, 217
computer, 103, 126; numerical, Tactical Electronic Warfare: Wave-front corrector, hologram, 152

detonation, 215; shear flows, 53 simulator, 101; see also Waves, internal, ocean, 139
Simulator, electronic counter- Countermeasures and Warfare Women in Science and Engineering

- measures, 103 Tank, wind-wave, 33 (WISE), 249
Single event upsets, electronic Targets, radar, modeling, 124 X a s

components, 133 Tetraesters, pentaerythritol, 193 X-ray: map, full sky, 19;

* Small regions, atomic structure Thermal: analysis and degradation, sources, bright neutron

of, 183 composites, 188 stars, 137
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